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THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT

TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SuscommiTrgs ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITITE flN THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:31 a.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Orrin G. Hatch
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator DeConcini.
Staff presimt: Stephen J. Markman, chief counsel and staff direc-

tor, Randal: R. Rader, general counsel; Carol Epps, chief clerk; and
Deborah Pahl, clerk, Subcommittee on the Constitution; and Mike
Wootten, counsel, Judiciary Committee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF UTAH, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
THE CONSTITUTION

Senator HATcx. We are happy to call this subcommittee to order.
The framers of the Constitution in the 1787 Convention and the

authors of the Bill of Rights in the First Congress did not include
within our Nation's founciing document any declarations with re-
spect to an official language. In the absence of a specific delegation
of Federal authority, the power to dictate policies regarding lan-
guage was reserved to the States, or to the people under the 10th
amendment.

Leaving the question of official language policies to the States
was most likely not an oversight by the framers of the Constitu-
tion. Colonial America was a land characterized by diverse immi-
grant populations. Its people were well-acquainted with the poten-
tial hardships of a community with different

For instance, Benjamin Franklin, in a llfguliptrlication, was
bothered by the influx of German-speaking immigrants into his be-
loved Pennsylvania.

The framers were well acouainted with the difficulty of assimi-
lating non-English-speaking peoples into the American melting pot..
After these immigrant Americans had sacrificed together to win in-
dependence, however, the framers had a hardy respect for diversi-
ty.

Indeed, Franklin, deleted his anti-German sentiments from later
publications of his observations. Franklin and the other framers
commended many public policy questions, including matters relat-
ing to languages, fo resolution by State and local authorities.

(1)
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The States have exercised their authority with respect to lan-
guage. Five States have expressly designated English as the official
tongue for all State government business. As recently as 1981, the
Governor of Virginia signed a law making English the "official lan-
guage" of the Commonwealth and specifying that "school boards
have no obligation to teach the standard curriculum in a language
other than English."

Eleven States require all public education, except foreign lan-
guage instruction, to take lace in English. Ten States, on the
other hand, require bill public education in areas where sub -
stantial numbers of students have a mother tongue other than
English. In conformity with the vision of the framers, States have
adapted their policies with respect to language to their own par-
ticular needs.

The year 1968 marked the passage of the first Federal law enun-
ciating a policy for language instruction. The Bilingual Education
Act offered financial assistance for programs meeting the "special
educational needs" of non-English-spea fang students. In 1968, the
act did not declare whether meeting 'special needs" meant helping
students make a quick transition to English proficiency, or teach-
ing students entirely in their own mother tongue. In 1974, howev-
er, the act was amended to strengthen the latter bicultural tenden-
cy of the program.

In 1974, the Supreme Court made bilingual education a civil
rights issue. In the c,..se of Lau v. Nichols, the Court ruled that fail-
ure to provide education for Chinese students in their native
tongue constituted a violation or the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibi-
tion against discrimination based on national origin. Thus, any
school district receiving Federal aid was obliged to "take affirma-
tive steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its in-
structional program to these students."

Although the Supreme Court did not take a position on whether
bilingual education was to be a means to achieve English proficien-
cy or an end in itself, the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare at that time instituted regulations favoring the broader in-
terpretation of bilingual education. Rather than learn English,
many non-English-speaking students continued their education in
their native tongues. In August 1980, the Department of Education
proposed to replace these earlier Lou remedies with even more de-
tailed and stringent rules. Wherever 25 or more students in 2 con-
secutive grades had Ernited English proficiency, these regulations
would have required all substantive academic courses to be offered
in the students native languages.

The nationwide cost of compliance with these procedures was es-
timated to be as high as $3 billion over 5 years. Incoming Educa-
tion Secretary T.H. Bell withdrew these proposed rules as "harsh,
inflexible, burdensome, unworkable, and incredibly costly."

In 1975, Congress ventured again into language policymaking
when it amended the Voting Rights Act to require bilingual ballots
where there is a considerable number of citizens who do not speak
English. These ballots are currently required in at least 30 States.

This brings us to today's hearing, the first in the history of our
Republic on the subject of designating an official language by con-
stitutional amendment. At the outset of this hearing, I would like
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to make an observation about the gravity of 'considering amend-
ments to the Constitution. The Constitution provides a framework
within which each ,sitcceeding generation may resolve the social
controversies unique to that era. It is not the vehicle to make the
adjustments in legal policy necessitated by changing circumstances.
Attempting to inculcate the mores and perspectives of any particu-
lar time and place in the Constitution will inhibit the document's
usefulness for resolving problems to arise in times and places we
cannot now foresee.

Regardless of the merit of current bilingualism policy, a constitu-
tional response to these problems of recent origin may overlook the
fluidamental character of our Constitution and create more prob-
lems than it would resolve.

For instance, the amendir4mt before the subcommittee today
raises the following immediate questions in my mind:

Would this language reverse the Meyer case?
In the absence of any State action language, could this amend-

ment empower Congress to outlaw private utilization of any par-
ticular language?

Would this amendment allow exceptions where public health or
ksafety might be endangered by limiting public declarations to a
single language?

Would this ;amendment allow public school teachers to use differ-
ent languages for the purpose of teaching English to non-English-
speaking students? If so, what legal tests would differentiate this
form of bilingual education from bilingual education designed to
preserve the native tongue?

What effect would this amendment have on the admission of ad-
ditional States to the Union, particularly if those new States are
not predominantly English speaking?

Other questions will undoubtedly arise as we examine this
amendment. It is nonetheless important that we give adequate con-
sideration to these issues. This subcommittee is dedicated to the ex-
amination of the full implications of this and other constitutional
amendment proposals, and I welcome the opportunity to explore
this amendment with today's witnesses.

At this point, I will place my prepared statement along with
a statement cf Senator Denton in the record. Also, the text of S.J.
Res. 167.

[Material submitted for the record follows:]

lo
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

THE FRAMERS OF THE CONSTITUTION IN THE 1787 CONVENTION
AND IRE AUTHORS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS IN THE FIRST CONGRESS
DID NOT INCLUDE WITHIN OUR NATION'S FOUNDING DOCUMENT ANY

DECLARATIONS WITH RESPECT TO AN OFFICIAL LANGUAGE. IN THE

ABSENCE OF A SPECIFIC DELEGATION OF FEDERAL AUTHORITY, THE

POWER To nIcTATE POLICIES REGARDING LANGUAGE WA.. RESERVED
TO THE STATES . OR TO THE PEOPLE."(10TH AMENDMENT).

LEAVING THE QUESTION OE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE POLICIES TO
THE STATES WAS MOST LIKELY NOT A OVERSIGHT BY THE FRAMERS.
COLONIAL AMERICA WAS A LAND CHARACTERIZED BY DIVERSE
IMMIGRANT POPULATIONS. ITS PEOPLE WERE WELL ACQUAINTED WITH
THE POTENTIAL HARDSHIPS OF A COMMUNITY WITH DIFFERENT
LANimArTs. FOR INSTANCE, BENJAMIN FRANKIINz IN A 1/1)5
PUBLICATION, WAS BOTHERED BY THE INFLUX OF UERMAN-SPEAKING
imm)GRAr-S INTO HIS BELOVED PENNSYLVANIA:

WHY muLD THE PALATINE (GERMAN) BuORS BE SUFFERED
TO ESTABLISH THEIR LANGUAGE AND MANNERS TO THE EXCLUSION

OF OURS? WHY SHOULD PENNSYLVANIA, FOUNDED BY ENGLISH,
BECOME A COLONY OF ALIENS, WHO WILL SHORTLY BE SO
NUmERouc, As TO GERMANIZE US INSTEAD OF OUR ANGLLFYING
THEM (OKSERVATIONS ON THE INCREASE OF MANKIND.)

THE FRAMERS WERE WELL ACQUAINTED WITH THE DIFFICULTY OF
ASSIMILATING NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKINq PEOPLES INTO THE AMERICAN

MELTING POT. AFTER THESE IMMIGRANT AMERICANS HAD SACRIFICED
TOGETHER TO WIN INDEPENDENCE, HOWEVER, THE FRAMERS HAD A
HARDY RESPECT FOR DIVERSITY. INDEED FRANKLIN DELETED HIS
ANTGERMAN SENTIMENTS FROM LATER PUBLICATIONS OF HIS
ORSh1-RVAIIAS. FRANKLIN AND THE OTHER FRAMERS COMMENDED MANY
PUBLIC POLICY QUESTIONS, INCLUDINGiMATTERS RELATING TO
LANGUAGES, TO RESOLUTION BY STATEAND LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

THE STATES HAVE EXERCISED THEIR AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT
TO LANGUAGE. FIVE STATES HAVE EXPRESSLY DESIGNATED ENGLISH
'AS THE OFFICIAL TONGUE FOR ALL STATE GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
As RECENTLY AS 1981 THE GOVERNOR OF VIRGINIA SIGNED A LAW
MAKING FNGLIsH T1U *OFFICIAL LANGUAGE" OF THE COMMONWEALTH
AND SPECIFYING THAT "SCHOOL BOARDS HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO
TEACH THE .TANDARD CURRICULUM IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN

ENGLISH." ELEVEN STATES REQUIRE ALL PUBLIC EDUCATION,
EXCEPT FOREIGN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, TO TAKE PLACE IN
ENGLISH. TEN STATES, ON THE OTHER HAND, REQUIRE BILINGUAL
PUBLIC EDUCATION IN AREAS WHERE SUBSTANTIAL NUMBERS OF

STUDENTS HAVE A MOTHER TONGUE OTHER THAN ENGLISH. IN

CONFORMITY WITH THE VISION OF THE FRAMERSAKSTATES HAVE
ADAPTED THEIR POLICIES WITH RESPECT TO cloiNGUAGE TO THEIR OWN

0 PARTICULAR NEEDS.

LARLY IN THE HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC, CONGRESS RESPECTED
THE PRFRoGATIVES OF THE STATES AND REFRAINED FROM ASSFRT'ING

LANGUAGE POLICIES. NEVERT4LESS CONGRESS WAS REQUIRED TO
ovrtnr IN THE 17(10s, Mins, AND AGAIN IN 18G2 WHETHER TO
PUBLISH GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS IN GERMAN. IT DECLINED TO

00 50.

As WEsrHARD EXPANSION OPENED THE GREAT FRONTIER,
IMMIGRANTS FLOWED INTO AMERICA'FROM EUROPE AND ASIA IN
ENORMOUS NUMBERS. THIS RAISED AGAIN THE QUESTION OF

11
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ENGLISH'S IMPORTANCE AS AN ASPECT OF ASSIMILATING IMMIGRANTS
INTO THE AMERICAN CULTURE. THEODORE ROOSEVELT MADE THE'
CASE FOR THE AFFIRMATIVE:

A MAN WHO SPEAKS ONLY GERMAN OR SWEDISH MAY NEVERTHELESS
BE A MOST USEFUL AMERICAN CITIZEN,: BUT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
FOR HIM TO DERIVE THE FULL BENEFIT HE SHOULD FROM
AMERICAN CITIZENSH:P 1 WANT TG MAKE AS STRONG A
PLEA AS I POSSIBLY CAN AGAINST HYPHENATED AMERICANS OF
EVERY KINDi WHETHER GEBMAN-AMER]CANS, IRISH-AMERICANS,

, OR NATIVE AMERICANS. IHE WORD AMERICAN IS BROAD ENOUGH
TO COVER US ALL.

PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON ALSO DISCOURAGED HYPENATED
AMERICANISM.

DURING THIS ERA, THE STATES WEREQUITE ACTIVE IN
'PROVIDING INCENTIVES FOR IMMIGRANTS TO LEARN LNGLISH THIS
ENTHUSIASM OF THE STATES REACHEDATS HIGH WATER NARK JUST
PRIOR TO THE SUPREME COURT DECISION OF MEvry_v. NERBAS&A
(262 U.S. 311 (1922).) THE aunt CASE CHALLENGED A NEBRASKA
STATUTE BARRING THE U§E OF ANY FOREIGN LANGUAGg IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. IN THE WAKE OF WORLD'VAR I, UHIO TAD. A
SIMILAR STATUTE PROHIBITING THE TEACHING OF GERMAN.
NEBRASKt ARGUED THAT ITS STATUTE WAS NECESSARY TO "INSURE
THAT THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE SHALL BE THE MOTHER TONGUE
OF THE CHILDREN . WHO WILL EVENTUALLY BECOME THE
CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY." (ID. 394.) THE SUPREME COURT
REJECTED THIS ARGUMENT AND STRUCN DOWN THE STATUTE AS
VIOLATIVE OF THE "RIGHT OF PARENTt TO INSTRUCT THEIR
CHILDREN' UNDER THE LIBERTY cvAllsr OF Tim FOURTEENTH
AMENDMENT. (ID. AT 400.) WITH THE MEYER CASE DEFINING THE
LIMITS OF STATE AUTHORITY AND THE TENTH AtENDMENT DENNING
THE LIMITS OF FEDERAL AUTHORITY, LITTLE SNNIFICANT CHANGE
IN LANGUAGE POLICIES OCCURRED UNTIL 1968.

1968 NARKED THE PASSAGE OF THE FIRST"FEDERAL LAW
ENUNCIATING A POLICY FOR LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION. THE
BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT OFFERED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
PROGRAMS MEETING THE "SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS' OF NON-
LNGLISr-SPEAKING STUDENTS. IN 1968, THE ACT DID NOT DECLARE
wHETHFR MEETING 'SPECIAL HEEDS" MEANT HELPING STUDENTS MAKF
A QUICK TRANSITION TO ENGLISH PROFICIENCY OR TEACHING
sTuDENTS ENTIRELY IN THEIR MOTHER,TONGUE IN 1974, Hown/Fil,
THE ACT.WAS AMENDED TO STRENGTHEN THE LATTER BICULTURAL
TENDENCY OF THE PROGRAM.

IN 1974, THE SUPREME COURT MADE pILINGUAL EDUCATION A
CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUE. IN THE CASE OF LAU V. k10404, THE
COURT RULED THAT FAILURE TO PROVIDE EDUCTION FOR CHINESE
TUDENTS IN THEIR NATIVE TONGUE CONSTITUTED A VIOLATION OF

THE 1964 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT PROHIBITION AGAINST DISWMINATION
BASED ON "NATIONAL ORIGIN." 4414 U.S. 563 (1974) THUS.
!NY SCHOOL DISTRICT RECEIVING FEDERAL AID WAS OBLIIED TO
TAKE AFFIRMATIVE STEPS TO RECTIFY THE LANGUAGE DEFICIENCY
IN ORDER TO OPEN ITS INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM TO THESE
STUDENTS." (ID. AT 568.)

ALTHOUGH THE SUPREME COURT DID NOT TAKE A POSITION ON
WHFTHrA AIL1NsUAL EDUCATION WAS TO RE A MEANS TO ACHIEVE
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY OR AN END IN ITSELF, THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE INSTITUTED REGULATIONS
FAVORING THE BROADER INTERPRETATION OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION.



RATHER THAN LEARN,FNGLISH, MANY NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING
STUDENTS CONTINUED THEIR EDUCATION IN THEIR NATIVE TONGUES.

IN IHGUST OF 1"0, THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PROPOSED TO

REPLACE THESE EARLIER REMEDIES WITH EVENMORE DETAILED
AND STRINGENT RULES. WHEREVER TWENTY FIVE OR MORE STUDENTS
IN TWO CONSECUTIVE GRADES MAD LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY,
THESE REGULATIONS WOULD HAVE REQUIRED ALL SUBSTANTIVE
ACADEMIC COURSES TO BE OFFERED IN THE STUDENTS' NATIVE

LANGUAGES. IHE NATIONWIDE COST OF COMPLIANY WITH THESE
PROCEDURES WAS ESTIMATED TO BE AS HIGH AS $5 BILLION OVER

FIVE-YEARS. INCOMING EDUCATION SECRETARY T.H. BELL
WITHDREW THESE PROPOSED RULES AS "HARSH, INFLEXIMEr
URDENSOME, UNWORKABLE, AND INCREDIBLY COSTLY.* PRESIDENT
REAGAN EXPRESSED-A FEW WEEKS LATER SOME OF THE WEASONIHG

BEHIND THIS ACTION:

IT IS ABSOLUTELY WRONG AND AGAINST AMERICAN CONCEPTS TO

HAVE A BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM THAT IS NOW OPENLY.
ADMITTEDLY DEDICATED TO PRESERVING THEIR NATIVE LANGUAGE
AND NEVER GETTING THEM ADEQUATE IN ENGLISH BIO THEN CAN

GET OUT INTO THE JOB MARKET AND PARTICIPATE

IN 1975, CONGRESS VENTI'RED AGAIN INTO LANGUAGE
POLILYMAKIN6 WHEN IT AMENDED THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT TO
REQUIRE BILINGUAL BALLOTS WHERE THERE IS A CONSIDERABLE
NUMBER OF CITIZENS WHO DO NOT SPEAK ENGLISH. THESE BALLOTS
ARE CURRENTLY REQUIRED IN AT LEAST 30 STATES.

RECENTLY THERE HAS BEEN SOME BACKLASH AGAINST THE NOTION
THAT BILINGUALISM OUGHT TO BE A MATTER OF CAVIL RIGHTS
POLICY DICTATED BY FEDERAL OFFICIALS AND COURTS. IN MAIMI,

A REETHENDUM REPEALED '4 1973 yESOLUT1ON THAT HAD MADE THE
COUNTY OFFICIALLY BILINGUAL. IN SAN FRANCISCO, A REFERENDUM
ADVISED THAT BILINGW,L BALLOTk SHOULD BE ABOLISHED. A

SIMILAR REFERENDUM HAS QUALIFIED FOR THE 198k CALIFORNIA

STATE BALLOT-

THIS BRINGS US TO. TODAY'S HEARING THE FIRST IN THE
HISTORY OF OUR REPUBLIC -** ON THE SUBJECT OF DESIGNATING BY
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AM OFFICIAL LANGUAGE. AT THE

OUTSET OF THIS HEARING, I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE AN OBSERVATION
ABOUT THE GRAVITY OF CONSIDERING AMENDMENTS TO THE

CONSTITUTION. THE CONSTITUTION PROVIDES A FRAMEWORK WITHIN
WHICH EACH SUCCEEDING GENERATION MAY RESOLVE THE S'CIAL

CONTROVERSIES NIQUE TO THAT ERA. IT IS NO THE VEHICLE TO

MAKE THE ADJUST NTS IN LEGAL POLICY NECESSITATED BY

CHANGING CIRCUMS _CESJ. ATTEMPTING TO INCULCATE THE MORES-111%,B
AND PERSPECT.IVES or-0.* PARTICULAR TIM AND PLACE IN THE
CONSTITUTION WILL INHIBIT THE DOCUMENT S USEFULNESS FOR
RESOLVING PROBLEMS TO ARISE IN TIMES AND PLACES WE CANNOT

NOW ilJORESEE.

REGARDLESS OF THE MERIT OF CURRENT BILINGUALISM POLICY,
A CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE TO THESE PROBLEMS OF RECENT ORIGIN
MAY OVERLOOK THE FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTER OF OUR CONSTITUTION
AND CREATE MORE PROBLEMS THAN IT WOULD RESOLVE. FOR

INSTANCE. THE AMENDMENT BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY RAISES

THE FOLLOWING IMMEDIATE QUESTIONS IN MY MIND: WOULD THIS

LANGUAGE REVERSE THE Meypi CASE? IN THE ABSENCE OF ANY

STATE ACTION LANGUAGE, COULD'THIS AMENDMENT EMPOWER CONGRESS
TO OUTLAW PRIVATE UTILIZATION OF ANY PARTICULAR LANGUAGE?
WOULD THIS AMENDMENT ALLOW EXCEPTIONS WHERE PUBLIC HEALTH OR

SAFETY MIGHT BE ENDANGERED BY LIMITING PUBLIC DECLARATIONS

13



TO A SINGLE LANGUAGE?' WOULD THIS AMENDMENT ALLOW PUBLIC
SCHOOL TEACHERS TO USE DIFFERENT LANGUAGES FOR THE PURPOSE
OF TEACHING ENGLISH TO NON-EWGLISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS? IF

SO, WHAT LEGAL TESTS WOULD DIFFERENTIATE THIS FORM OF
BILIN.1UAL EDUCATION FROM BILInGUAL EDUCATION DESIGNED TO
PRESERVE THr NATIVE TONGUE7 WHAT ErrECT WOULD THJS
AMENDMENT HAVE ON THE ADMISSION OF ADDITIONAL SLATES TO THE
UNION, PARTICULARLY IF THOSE NEW STATES ARE NOT
PREDOMINANTLY ENGLISH-SPEAKING? OTHER QUESTIONS WILL
UNDOUBTEDLY ARISE AS WE EXAMINE THIS AMENDMENT. IT IS
NONETHELESS IMPORTANT THAT WE GIVE ADEQUATE CONSIDERATION TO
THESE ISSUES. THIS SUBCOMMITTEE IS DEDICATED TO THE
'EXAMINATION OF THE FULL IMPLICATIONS OF THIS AND OTHER
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROPOSALS. I WELCOME THE
OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE THIS AMENDMENT WITH TODAY'S
WITNESSES.

c.



PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JEREMIAH DENTON, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF ALABAMA.

MR. CHAIRMAN

THERE IS A GROWING TREND IN OUR COUNTRY, IN ROTH PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE POLICY, TO EMPHASIZE BILINGUALISM. AS A RESULT, WE ARE

WITNESSING A STEADY EROSION IN THE USE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

To REVERSE THE EROSION, SENATOR HUDDLESTON HAS INTRODUCED

SJ.Res. 167, WHICH WOULD AMEND THE CONSTITUTION TO MAKE ENGLISH

THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE UNITED STATES. I COMMEND SENATOR

HUDDLESTON FOR INTRODUCING THAT MUCH NEEDED RESOLUTION, WHICH I

HAVE COSPONSORED, AND I COMMEND YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN, FOR HOLDING

TODAY'S HEARING.

MOST AMERICANS INCORRECTLY ASSUME THAT ENGLISH IS THE

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE UNITED STATES. ALTHOUGH IT IS THE

NORMAL LANGUAGE FOR PUBLIC DISCOURSE AND THE MARKETPLACE, THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDS IN EXCESS OF $130 MILLION EACH YEAR

SUBSIDIZING THE EDUCATION OF NONENGLISH SPEAKING IMMIGRANT

SCHOOL CHILDREN. ORIGINALLY, THOSE PROGRAMS WERE UNDERTAKEN WITH

THE INTENTION OF'SOFTENING THE PAIN 6F ASSIMILATING IMMIGRANTS

INTO OUR CULTURE BY BEGINNING EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTION IN THEIR

NATIVE TONGUE UNFORTUNATELY, HOWEVER, BILINGUAL EDUCATION IS NO

LONGER A TRANSITIONAL MEANS OF TEACHING IMMIGRANT CHILDREN.

RATHER, IT HAS BECOME A PRACTICE THAT PROMOTES THE PRESERVATION

OF SEPARATE CULTURAL IDENTITIES WHILE, AT THE SAME TIME,

ALIENATING THE IMMIGRANT FROM THE MAINSTREAM OF AMERICAN SOCIETY.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROPOSED BY SENATOR HUDDLESTON

HAS BEEN CONSIDERED BY THE SENATE BEFORE. A SIMILAR PrilLUTION

WAS ATTACHED AS AN AMENDMENT TO THE IMMIGRATION REFORM ACT OF

1982, WHICH WAS PASSED BY THE SENATE WITH 78 AFFIRMATIVE VOTES.

STILL, ENGLISH IS NOT RECOGNIZED OR TREATED SY THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT AS THE COUNTRY'S OFFICIAL LANGUAGE. AS A RESULT, THE
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NEWEST IMMIGRANTS TO THE UNITED STATES, UNLIKE THEIR

PREDECESSORS, ARE NOT LEARNING ENGLISH. FOR EXAMPLE, OVER 10

MILLION AMERICANS CAN SPEAK ONLY SPANISH AND, IF CURRENT TRENDS

CONTINUE, BY THE YEAR 2030 MORE THAN HALF OF CALIFORNIA'S

POPULATION WILL BE SPANISH - SPEAKING. SIMILAR PROBLEMS ARE

DEVELOPING WITH OTHER, SMALLER, IMMIGRANT GROUPS. WE ARE

WITNESSING A DANGEROUS DEVELOPMENT IN THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF OUR

NATION: THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS ENDORSING AND SUPPORTING THE

DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTILINGUAL UNITED STATES.

FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES SPEND $138 BILLION A

YEAR ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION. THEY PRODUCE WELL OVER 2,000

PUBLICATIONS IN 32 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES EACH YEAR. THE POLICIES

THAT MAKE THOSE PRACTICES POSSIBLE ARE THE DIRECT RESULT OF

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS THAT ATTEMPT TO MAINTAIN STRICT ETHNIC

IDENTITIES THROUGH A DE-EMPHASIS OF ENGLISH.

THE EROSION OF ENGLISH AS THE PRIMARY LANGUAGE OF THE UNITED

STATES CAN RE SEEN IN MANY CITIES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. IN

SOME MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS, ENGLISH HAS BECOME A SECOND

LANGUAGE. SOME CITIES EVEN PUBLISH ELECTION BALLOTS IN SEVERAL

LANGUAGES SO AS TO ACCOMODATE CITIZENS WHO CANNOT READ ENGLISH..

THE PROMOTERS OF SUCH PCLICIES IGNORE THE FACTS THAT NON-ENGLISH

SPEAKING PERSONS THEORETICALLY COULD NOT HAVE PASSED THE

NATURALIZATION EXAMINATION, WHICH REQUIRES ENGLISH COMPENTENCY,

AND THAT IT IS DIFFICULT FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING VOTERS TO

EAAMINE THE QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES SINCE CAMPAIGNS AND MOST

MEDIA COVERAGE USE THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

THE GROWING PROBLEM OF ILLITERACY IN ENGLISH IS SHOWN BY

EVERY CENSUS. IN 1970, ONLY 8 MILLION AMERICANS SPOKE A LANGUAGE

OTHER THAN ENGLISH AT HOME, BUT BY 1980 THAT FIGURE HAD INCREASED

TO 20 MILLION. THE CURRENT POLICY OF PROVIDING VENACULAR BALLOTS

FOR IMMIGRANT AMERICANS PROVIDES NO INCENTIVE TO THEM TO LEARN

(,I
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ENGLISH IN FACT, SY CONDCNINS GOVERNMENT SPONSORED

BILINGUALISM, THE U.S. IS DISCOURAGING FOREIGN'SORN AMERICANS

FROM LEARNING ENGLISH.

COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS INDISPUTABLY A QUALITY

THAT ONE MUST POSSESS T" ';'.:OME SUCCESSFUL IN OUR COUNTRY.

AMERICAN BUSINESS IS CONEUCTED ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY IA ENGLISH.

NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING TRADESMEN OPERATE AT A SEVERE DISADVANTAGE

TO THEIR ENGLISIVSPEAKING, COUNTERPARTS. ,YOU'D HAVE TO SE A

DAMNED FOOL NOT TO REALIZE THAT ENGLISH IS THE OFFICIAL

LANGUAGE,' NOTED HISPANIC LEADER RALPH HURTADO. 'IF YOU DUN',

SPEAK ENGLISH, YOU'RE A DISHWASHLR.1

THE BILINGUAL POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT IS DISCRIMINATORY IN

NATURE. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR UPWARD MONILITY IWA SOCIETY IF DNE

DOB.' 40T SPEAK THE LANGUAGE. WERE ENGL1SA TO SE MADE THE

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF-THE UNITED STATES, HOWEVER, ALL IMMIGRANTS,

ALL oup CITIZENS, WONLD RE STIMULATED TO LEARN ENGLISH.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION HAS SUGGESTED REPEATEDLY THAT

MONEY A04 APPROPRIATED FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION WOULD RE SETTER

SPENT TEACHING CHILDREN TO SPEAK, READ, AND WRITE IN ENGLISH.

THE DEPARTMENT RELIEVES THAT EFFORTS TO ASSIMILATE IMMIGRANT

CHILDREN INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY BY TEACHING THEM 14 THEIR NATIVE

TONGUES OUTWEIGHS ANY ATTEMPTS TO STRESS THE INCONTRO7ERTARLE

IMPORTANCE OF MASTERING ENGLISH. SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS USE

PUBLIC SERVICES SUCH AS BILINGUAL EDUCATION TO HEIGHTEN THE

CONSCIOUSNESS OF BELONGING TO ANOTHER HERITAGE RATHER THAN

PREPARING THEIR CHILDREN FOR FULL AND SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION IN

AMERICAN SOCIETY.

MANY CIVIL LIBERTY GROUPS ARE CONCERNED THAT AN AMENDMENT TO

MAKE ENGLISH THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE UNITED STATES WOULD

DISCRIMINATE AGAINST NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING PEOPLES. SENATOR
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HUDDLESTON HAS PROVIDED ASSURANCES, HOWEVER, THAT AMERICANS WILL

BE FREE TO USE THE LANGUAGES OF THEIR CHOICE, ALTHOUGH THE

ADVANCEMENT OF THOSE LANGUAGES WILL NOT BE SUBSIDIZED BY THE

GOVERNMENT.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT WOULD NOT PROHIBIT OR

DISCOURAGE THE USE OF OTHER LANGUAGES AND THE ENJOYMENT OF OTHER

CULTURES IN PRIVATE CONTEXTS, SUCH AS IN HOMES, CHURCHES;

COMMUNITIES, PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS, COMMERCE, AND PRIVATE

SCHOOLS, NOR WOULD IT PROHIBIT THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

IN THE NATION'S PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. MOREOVER, THE

AMENDMENT WOULD NOT PREVENT THE USE OF A SECOND LANGUAGE FOR

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND SAFETY IN LIMITED CiRCUMSTANCE

PASSAGE OF THE AMENDMENT WOULD HELP TO PRESERVE THE BASIC

INTERNAL UNITY THAT IS REQUIRED FOR A STABLE AND GROWING NATION.

MOST IMPORTANT, IT WOULD GIVE NATIONAL ATTENTION TO THE PROBLEM

OF A LANGUAGE BARRIER THAT PLAGUES MILLIONS OF AMERICANS EACH

YEAR. IT WOULD HELP SAVE LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS THE

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS THAT THEY NOW SPEND ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION

THAT DUPLICATES OTHER PROGRAMS*, AND ALLOW THEM TO CHANNEL THOSE

FUNDS INTO MORE DESERVING EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS- SINCE VOTING BY

CITIZENS IS THE METHOD OF CHOOSING ELECTED OFFICIALS AT ALL

LEVELS AND IS THE ESSENTIAL FIRST STEP OUR PROCESS OF DEMOCRATIC

GOVERNMENT, THE AMENDMENT WOULD PROHIBIT THE PRINTING OF BALLOTS

IN ANY LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH.

ADOPTION OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT WOULD DISCOURAGE

DISCRIMINATION AND EXPLOITATION BY MAKING IT CLEAR TO IMMIGRANT

PARENTS AND CHF_OREN THAT LEARNING ENGLASHIS INDISPENSABLE FOR

PARTICIPATION IN AMERICA'S SOCIETY ANIi ECONOMY. IT WOULD ASSIST

IN SPEEDING THEM INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF'OUR COUNTRY'S LIFE AS
RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE.

8



AMERICA IS A NATION OF IMMIGRANTS. OUR GREATNESS HAS STEMMED,

FROM OUR ABILITY TO ASSIMILATE VAST NUMBERS OF PEOPLE FROM MANY

DIFFERENT CULTURES. WE HAVE HAD A COMMON LANGUAGE ON WHICH TO

BUILD OUR SUCCESS. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE SENATE 1 SS THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE114MENDMENT SO THAT THE UNITES STATES WILL REMAIN

"ONE NATION. INDIVISIBLE..

I COMMEND SENATOR HUDDLESTON FOR HIS LEADERSHIP IN

INTRODUCING THE RESOLUTION, AND I COMMEND YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN, FOR

DRAWING ATTENTION TO A VERY IMPORTANT ISSUE BY CONDUCTING TODAY'S

HEARING.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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I, RES. 167

II

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States with respect to
the English language.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
SEPTEMBER 21 (legislative day, SEPTEMBER 19), 1983

Mr. Ilunot,EsToN (for himself, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. SYMMS, Mr. RANDOLPH, and
Mr. ZottisHicv) introduced the following joint resolution; which was read
twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States with respect to the English language.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States o/ America iz Congress assembled
A.'

3 (two-thirds of each House concurring therein), That the fol-
.; 4 lowing article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitu-

5 tion of the United States, which shall be valid to all intents

6 and purposes as part of the Constitution if ratified by the

7 legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within

8 seven years after its submission to the States for ratification:

20
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2

1 "ARTIcLE

2 "SECTION 1. The English langtige shall be theofficial

3 language of the United States.

4 "SECTION 2. The Congress shall have the power to en-

5 force this article by appropriate legislation.".

0

p.
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Senator HATCH. We are very pleased to have a number of Sena-
tors, a former Senator, and a Member of Congress, to testify here
today. -

If we could, we will call on the Honorable Walter D. Huddleston,
who is a U.S. Senator from Kentucky, first, and then we will intro-
duce each of these Senators in turn.

Senator Rudd ! ratan, I am happy to have you here and look for-
ward to hearing your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF KENTUCKY

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
I commend the chairman for the outstanding statement he has just
made that points out, of course, that we do not approach an amend-
ment to the Constitution lightly.

But I thank you and the members of this subcommittee for hold-
ing this hearing on my proposed constitutional amendment to
make English the official language of the United States.

This amendment addresses something so fundamental to our
sense of identity as Americans that some who are in full agree-
ment with the objectives may nevertheless question the necessity
for such an amendment So widely held is the assumption that
English is already our nationut language, that tl.e notion of stating
this in the Constitution may seem like restating the obvious. How-
ever, I can assure you that this is not the case, and that the need
for a constitutional amendment grows stronger every day.

For over 200 years, the United States has enjoyed the blessings
of one primary language that is spoken and understood by most of
its citizens. The previously unquestioned acceptance of this lan-
guage by immigrants from every linguistic and cultural back-
ground has enabled us to come together and prosper f is one people.
It has allowed -us to discuss our differences, to argue about prob-
lems, and to compromise on solutions. Moreoever, it has allowed us
to develop a stable and cohesive society that is the envy of many
fractured ones, without imposing any strict standards of homogene-
ity.

As a Nation of immigrants, our great strength has been drawn
from our ability to assimilate vast numbers of people from many
different cultures and ethnic groups into a maim, of people that
can work together with cooperation and understanding. This pm^ .
ess is commonly referred to as the melting poV4n the past, it has
been credited with helping to make the United States the great
Nation that it is today, and I agree with that.

However, in recent years, we have experienced a growing resist-
ance to the acceptance of our historic e. Increasingly, we
have been subjected to an antagonistic questioning of the melting
pot philosophy that has traditionally helped speed newcomers into
the American mainstream.

Initially, the demands to make things easier for the newcomers
seemed modest enough and we were willing to make some allow-
ances. For example, the use of a child's home language in the
school setting was encouraged, in a well - intentioned to
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soften the pain of adjustment from the home to the English-speak-
ing society that school represents.

However, the demands have sharply escalated, and so has the
tone in which they are presented. Bilingual education has gradual-
ly lost its role as a transitional way of teaching English, and has
now taken on a strong bicultural dimension. The unfortunate
result is that thousands of immigrant and nonimmigrant children
are kept in a state of prolonged confusion, not fully understanding
what is expected of them. They and their parents are given the
false hope that their native language can be fully maintained in
this country and that the mastery of English is not so important.

This change in attitude was aptly described by Theodore H.
White in his book, "America in Search of Itself," wherein he
stated:

Some Hispanics have. however, made a d..mind never voiced by immigrants
before: that the United States in effect officially recognize itself as a bicultural, bi-
lingual nation. They demand that the United States.become a bilingual country,
with all children entitled to be.taught in the language of their heritage, at public
expense.

Mr. White goes on to conclude that:
Bilingualism is an awkward word, but it has torn apart communities from Canada

to Brittany. from Belgium to India. It expresses not a sense of tolerance, but a
demand for divisions.

This misdirected public policy of promoting bilingualism has
been created primarily by the Federal Government at the insist-
ence of special interest groups, and it continues today because
elected officials do not want to run the risk of taking a position
that may offend these groups.

Over the last few years, the Federal Government has spent ap-
proximately $1 billion on the Bilingual Education Program, and
this year alone, it cost $139 million. What we have bought with
this money is a program that strives to keep separate cultural
identities rather than a program that strives to teach English. It is
a program which ignores the basic fact that in order to learn an-
other language, the student must speak, read and use that lan-
guage on a regular basis.

The Bilingual Education Program's failure to teach children how
to speak English in the shortest time has been documented by a
study done at the ,U.S. Department of Education and by a recent
report of the Twentieth Century Fund task force on Federal ele-
mentary and secondary education policy, which stated;

The Task Force recommends that Federal funds now going to the bilingual pro-
gram be used to teach non-English-speaking children how to speak, read, and write
English.

Even though the Bilingual Education Program has received fail-
ing marks by many reputable educators, it still survives because it
is a political issue rather than an educational issue. Evidence of
this can be found in the decision by the House Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor to report out a bill which reauthorizes the Bilin-
gual Program. This was done in the face of strong opposition that
pointed out many of the weaknesses of the program, including the
impracticality of finding qualified bilingual teachers for schools
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that have students speaking as many as 130 different languages
and dialects.

I have a list of most of the linguages that are being taught in
the Pilingual Program which I will submit for the record, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator HATCH. Without objection, we will put them in the
record at this point.

[Material submitted for the record follows:]

21'
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A.s......."Ade 6, 1984

MEMO

TO: RL
FM: IP

SUBJECT: List of languages currently taught in the

Bilingual Education Program.

Contact person: Angela Evans
Education Specialist, CRS
Phone: 287-5860

Information supplied is as reported to the Office of
Bilingual Education by the grantees. (No differentiation

is made between dialect's and languages)

ACONA
AFGHAN
AFRIKAANS
APACHE
APACHE-JICARILLA
ARABIC
ARAPAHO
ARIKARA
ARMENIAN
ASYRIAN
ATHBASH1
BANNIK
BLACIFEET
CAMBODIAN
CANTONESE
CAROLINIAN
CHAMORRO
CHINESE
CHIPPEWA
.CHOCTAW
CREE
CREOLE OF THE ANTILLES
CROW
DASHTO
DUTCH
EGYPTIAN
ENGLISH/CREOLE
ESKIMO
ESTOPIAN
FARS!

FINNISH
FRENCH

25

FUKIEN
GUMAR
GREEK
GROSVENTRE
GUJARATI
GWITCHIN
HAITIAN/CREOLE
HAITIAN/PATAMENTO
HAVOSUPIA
HEBREW
HINDI
HMONG
HOWLILEA
ILOKANO
INDIAN
INDO-CHINESE LANGUAGES
INDONESIAN LANGUAGES
INGALIK
INUPIAJ
ITALIAN
JANPANESE
KANJOB
KANJOBA/MAYAN
XERES
KHMER
KARAKAPOO
KOREAN
XOSYACAN
XOYUXAN
LAO

MACEDONIAN
MANDAN

ar
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MANDAN
MENOMINEE
MESCALERO/APACHE
MESQUAKIE
MITCHIf
MOHOWLE
NATIXESE
NAVAHO
NIGERIAN.
OJJBWE
ONEIDA
PAKISTANI
PAPTAGO
PASSAMAQUODY
PHILLIPINO
PIMA
PINGELAP
POLISH
PORTUGESE
PULAVAN
PUNJABI
PUSHTO
RUMANIAN
RUSSIAN
SALISH
SAMOYAN
SATAWALESE
SENECA
SERBO/CROATIAN
SHOSHONE
SIOUX
SPANISH
SWEDISH
TRWA
'TAGOLOG
TAIWANESE
TEWA
THIA
THEUNG
TIGRINYA
TONGAN
TRUKESE
TURKISH

,

UKRANIAN
ULITHIAN
UPPER KUSHCKWAI
URDU
VIETNAMESE
WOLENIAN
YADESE
YOQUI

4 YIDDISH
YUPIK
ZUNI
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Senator HUDDLESTON. In the area of voting rights, we have also
formulated a national pol'-y that encourages voting citizens not to
learn to speak or read English. The Voting Rights Act, which was
reauthorized in 1982, requires bilingual ballots in 30 States. In es-
sence, we have gone far beyond providing a necessary service on a
temporary basis; we a--.:. now engaged in actively encouraging the
use of bilingual ballots, even though in many cases they may not
be needed at all. The wisdom of this policy is clearly lacking when
you consider that the vast bulk of political debate, whether it is in
the printed press or the electronic media, is conducted in English.
Further, it becomes even more illogical when you consider that in
all 511 States, U.S. citizenship is required to vote, and proficiency in
English is required to become a naturalized citizen.

By failing to provide a positive incentive for voting citizens to
learn English, we are denying them full participation in the politi-
cal process. Instead, we are making them dependent upon a fcilv in-
terpreters or go-betweens for information as to how they should
vote. Although this process helps to preserve minority voting
blocks, i seriously undercuts the democratic concept that every
voting individual should be as fully informed as possible about the
issues and the candidates.

There are other, less prominent provisions of Federal law that
now require the use of foreign languages. For example, the Direc-
tor of the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts is required to
establish a program for the use of foreign language interpreters in
Federal, civil, and criminal proceedings for parties whose primary
language is other than English. The use of foreign language per-
sonnel is required in connection with federally funded migrant and
community health centers, and the use of foreign language person-
nel is mandated in the alcohol abuse and treatment programs.

Although this kind of assistance is helpful, the fact that it must
be legislated strongly indicates that we are failing in our efforts to
teach immigrants, and many of our native born, to speak, read and
write English.

The Federal laws requiring the use of interpreters and foreign
languages are merely tips of the iceberg. I recently sent a request
to all of the State Governors and the major Federal agencies,
asking for information regarding non-English forms and publica-
tions that their offices produce which are intended for use in this
country. This informal inquiry resulted in responses from 24 States
and 21 Federal, agencies, and revealed that over 2,000 documents
and forms, in as many as 32 different foreign languages, are being
printed and distributed on a wide scale throughout the United
States. These publications cover a broad spectrum, and range from
White House press releases to factsheets on power mowers. Using
estimates based on Canada's bilingual program, I conservatively es-
timate that the translation costs alone are probably running over
$1.5 million for these materials.

However, we still do not have a complete picture of the use of
official and non-English publications. Many of the States have only
sent a few samples of what they produce, and I am told that if
copies of all bilingual educational materials were sent, we could fill
a large room.
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While distribution of these non-English materials may be seen as
providing a useful Government service, it can also be seen as re-
ducing the incentive to learn English and is clearly demonstrative
of a growing nationwide problem.

At the non-Government level, there is a great deal of emphasis
being placed on the use of non-English languages. In some major
metropolitan areas, English is the second language. Minorities, who
speak only English, are being told that they must learn a foreign
language in order to be eligible for a job in some parts of this coun-
try. And in many stoies4. non-English languages are the only ones
used to conduct business.

Statistics show a disconcerting trend away from the common use
of English. In 1975, the Bureau of Census reported that about 8
million people in this country used a language other than English.
in their households. When the census was conducted in 1980, the
number of people who spoke a language other than English at
home was found to be over 22 million. Although these numbers are
subject to many interpretations, to me they indicate that the melt-
ing pot is not working as it once did.

This assumption is confirmed by a private market research
survey which shows that 43. percent of the U.S. Hispanic popula-
tion speaks only Spanish, or just enough English to "get by."

If this situation were static, there would not be cause for con-
cern. However, there is a new philosoph, king hold, and it is
gaining more and more acceptance. A recei- .'ime magazine article
stated in regard to this new attitude that:

A new bilingualism and biculturalism is being promulgated that would deliberate-
ly fragment the nation into separate, unassimilated groups. The new metaphor is
not the melting pot, but the salad bowl, with each element distinct, The bicultura-
lists seek to use public.services, particularly schools, not to Americanize the young,
but tc heighten their consciousness of belonging to another heritage.

The United States is presently at a crucial juncture. We can
either continue down the same path we have walked for the last
200 years, using the melting philosophy to forge a strong and
united nation, or we can take the new path, that leads in the direc-
tion of another Tower of Babel.

Mr.. Chairman, there are many nations in the world today that
would give a great deal to have the kind of internal social and po-
litical stability that a single nary language has afforded us. For
us to consciously make the u, Sion to throw away this stabilizing
force would be seen as foolish in countries that have paid a high
price for not hiving a universally accepted language.

We have to look no further than the nation which is closest to us
geographically to see the serious problems that language can cause.
The Canadians have had a long running experience with bilingual-
ism and biculturalism, and it is an experience that still generates
divisiveness and threatens to shatter the nation's unity.

Belgium is another nation that has suffered severe internal dis-
sent, much of which has been caused by language differences. In
the last 39 years, the political coalitions that are necessary to
govern Belgium have been broken apart over 30 times by the fights
between the French-speaking Walloons and the Dutch-speaking
Flemish. This political, squabbling has had serious social, political,

t.:t
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and economic consequences for Belgium, and it is not the kind of
situation to which any nation would voluntarily subject itself.

This type of political instability has been repeated throughout
history, and is still occurring in many countries today. In countless
places, differences in languages have either caused or contributed
significantly to political, social, and economic instability. While the
absence of language differences does not guarantee that these prob-
lems will not occur, I believe that it does significantly reduce the
chances that they will occur.

al, and in fact, many nations have one official
isThe constitutional amendment that I am pro ing s not unusu-

al,
the Library of Congress, these include, but are not limited to:

Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, the German Democratic Re-
public, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, and Sweden.

Within the United States, there is ample tradition and prec lent
to justify this approach. According to the Library of Congress, ' sev-
eral Federal statutes and numerous State laws do require the use
of English in a variety of areas." For example, the Nationality Act
requites that no person shall be naturalized as a citizen of the
United States unless they demonstrate "an understanding of the
English language, including an ability to read, write, and speak
words in ordinary usage in the English .

Another section of the United States e specifies that a person
cannot serve on a grand jury in the district court if he or she "is
unable to read, write and understand the English language with a
degree of proficiency sufficient to fill out satisfactorily the juror
qualification form" or "is unable to speak the English language."

At the State level, many States have statutes requiring the use
of English in various circumstances. According to the Library of
Congress, 20 States require that schools be taught in English; 13
States require jurors to speak English, and 14 States require public
documents or proceedings to be in English. At the time the Library
issued its report, Illinois, Nei...asks; and Virginia had expressly
designated English as the official State language, and since that
time, Indiana and Kentucky have also passed legislation declaring
English as their official language.

The U.S. Senate has spoken out very strongly in favor of estab-
lishing English as the official language. On August 13, 1982, Sena-
tor Hayakawa introduced a sense of the Congress amendment to
the Immigration Reform and Control Act, declaring that "the Eng-
lish language is the official language of the United States." On a
rollcall vote, 78 Senators voted for this amendment, and it was in-
cluded in the bill. When this same bill was reported out of the Ju-
diciary Committee in 1983, it again contained this language. The
report issued by the committee was unequivocal in its support for
the provision. The report strted:

If immigration is continued at a high level, yet a substantial portion of these new
persons and their descendants do not assimilate into the society, they have the po-
tential to create in America a measure of the same social, political, and economic
problems which exist in the countries from which they have chosen to depart. Fur-
thermore, if language and cultural separatism rise above a certain level, the unity
and political stability of the nation will, in time, be seriously diminished. Pluralism
within a united American nation has been the single greatest strength of this coun-
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try. This unity comes from a common language and a core public culture of certain
shared values, beliefs, and customs which make us distinctly "Americans"-

If we continue along the path we now follow, I believe that we
will do irreparable damage to the unity that our common language
has helped us preserve for over 200 years. Cultural pluralism is an
established value in our national life, and one which we greatly
cherish. Paradoxically, cultural pluralism can only continue if we
retain our common meeting ground, namely, the
If we allow this bond to erode, we will no longer enjoy the ben ts
of cultural diversity, but rather, we will s

ngethe
bitterness of

ethnic confrontations and cultural separatism.
The constitutional language I am proposing is simple and

straightforward; it would serve to ectabhsh a principle that would
strengthen us as a nation. However, I am aware that adding to the
Constitution takes us into uncharted waters, and that there will be
many misleading allegations about the extent of the problem and
the proposed remedy. This is one of the reasons that I have chosen
to propose a constitutional amendment in order to address this
issue. It will focus national attention on the problem and subject it
to the type of thorough, national debate which is n

During this constitutional process, all parties, aldersan
will have the opportunity to present their respective points of view.
This will guarantee that the final version submitted to the States
for ratification will accomplish only what is needed to be accom-
plished, and that basic individual rights are not violated.

Even though I believe that the constitutional language I am pro-
posing will work, I am open to all recommendations, and I will
carefully consider any proposed improvements or modifications.
However, regardless of the final language, to a large exteat, it is
the legislative history which determines how the language will be
interpreted.

Accordingly, it is my intent that the amendment I am proposing
would not do a number of things.

It would not prohibit or discourage the use of foreign languages
in private contexts, such as in homes, churchefi, communities, pri-
vate '-organizations, commerce, and private schools. The United
States is rich in ethnic cultures, and they would continue to sur-
vive as they have in the past.

Second, it would not prohibit the teaching of foreign languages in
the Nation's public schools or colleges, nor will it prohibit foreign
language requirements in academic institutions.

rd, it will not prevent the use of second languages for the pur-
pose of public safety.

Fourth, it would not deny individuals their civil rights or,. as
some have referred to them, their linguistic and cultural rights.
According to the Census Bureau, there are 387 language groups in
the United States. English has always represented the great com-
promise among the diverse ethnic groups that make up this
Nation, and the ratification of the amendment would simply main-
tain English as such.

On the other hand, the amendment would accomplish a number
of objectives. It would establish a national consensus that a
common language is necessary to preserve the basic internal unity
that is required for a stable and growing nation.
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It would establish English as the official language of Federal,
State, and local governments throughout the United States.

Since voting by citizens is the method of choosing the representa-
tives of these governments, and is the first step in the official proc-
ess of governing, it would prevent the printing of ballots in forbign
languages.

It would permit bilingual education where it could be clearly
demonstrated that the primary objective and practical result is the
teaching of English to students as rapidly as possible and not of
cultural maintenance. It would not affect the use of total immer-
sion in English, which is a proven method of teaching English.

It would discourage discrimination and exploitation by making it
clear to immigrant parents and children that learning English is
indispensible for full participation in the American society and
economy, and by speeding them into the mainstream of our society
and economy as rapidly as possible.

Mr. Chairman, national unity is not a subject to be taken lightly,
for without it, we would lose much of the strength which sets us
apart as a great nation. I believe that history has taught us that
one of the vital ingredients for obtaining national unity is a com-
monly accepted language. This has been confirmed by our own past
experience in this country, and has been proven by other countries
that have been divided and weakened by their internal arguments
centering around language differences.

National unity does not require that each person think and act
like everybody else. However, it does require that there be some
common threads that run throughout our society and hold us to-
gether. One of these threads is Liur common belief and support of a
democratic form of government, and the right of every person to
fully r Rrticipate in it. Unfortunately, this right of full participation
means very little if each individual does not possess the means of
exercising it. This participation requires the ability to obtain infor-
mation and to communicate our beliefs and concerns to others. Un-
doubtedly, this process is greatly hindered without the existence of
a commonly accepted and used language.

In essence, a policy of bilingualism segregates minorities from
the mainstream of our politics, economy and society. They are
being pushed aside into their own communities and denied the
tools with which to break out. I have always opposed segregation of
any kind, and by not assuring that every person in this country
can speak and understand English, we are still practicing segrega-
tion. It was wrong when we segregated blacks because of color, and
it is just as wrong when we create a system which segregates any
group of people by language.

As Americans, we are a unique people, and one of the things
that makes us uniquely American is our common iguageEng-
lish. My proposed constitutional amendment would ..sure that ev-
eryone in this country can fully take part in the American dream,
and that future generations also will have this privilege.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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April 23. 1914

Senator Walter Nuodleston
United States Senate
Washinrton, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hu4dleston:

I wholly support neglish Lingua& AmenommOrti.g., sesolution

169 and Senate Kesolt,tion 167. And as pleased that sonething

is being done about the problem. X cannon understand why just

one language should be singled nut for translation. What about

the rest of us?

As an American of Chinese as:scent tend I speak the languegs) I woould

like to have the English lsg.mtage legally recognised as the one

and only official Unnuage oi the United States.

Sincerely,

Helen Wong Jean
Executive Secretary

3.18Al!AVA Y901 1238
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August 27. 1984
' Honorable S. 1. Hayakawa
U.S. ErgItsh
1424 16th Street, WM
Suite 714
11+11114ton. D.C. 20036

Dear S*12.

Though I am in the midst of a reelection campaign,
an already planning for major legislative moves id the next
Congress. Protecting the English languagefroe further
erosion through appropriate legislation is high on my list
of priorities for 294S.

We have certainly cone a long way since you first
introduced the English Language Amendment in 1981. As I
recall, few people realised that the English language
enjoys no legal protection In our society, and many thought
at first that declaring 'English the official language was
redundent. I believe that your amendment, and the
reintroduction of it last year in both Houses. has
demonstrated that the protection of English is a serious
political issue, and that some legislative action is needed
if we are to retain our common language bond.

tie got as far as hearings on the &LA last
June -- despite election year politics that normally advise
against taking on new controvgrsies. This represents
enormous progress in the development of the issue. and it
has done a great deal to educate the press, the public, and
our Congressional colleagues.

The iy,blic discussions generated by the ELA have
called attention to a further need for constitutional
scholarship in the area of language law. We want to make
sure that the language of the amendment is not so specific
as to trivialise the Constitution, nor so broad as to cause
potential First Amendment conflicts. In other words, we
must now consult the best legit minds in the country in
order to arrive at the best possible formulation for this
amendmentor statutory legislation, if that seems
indi,tated.

Sam, U.S. English has been instrumental in advancing
the cause of the English laaguage bond, and I an hoping
that your organisation can secure the money necessary for
scholarly review of the issue. It would be extremely
useful to commission several research papers from leading
constitutional scholars, to be followed by an academic
seminar and publication of research papers. Such a course
of action wolid allow us to proceed confidently, secure in
the knowledge that we are protecting both our individual
civil rights and our common language.

The development of a formula for protecting English
within the framework of indiviuml civil rights guarantees
would be a major contribution to the welfare of each and
every one of us, and to generations of Americans yet to
cone. Here is an opportunity to make a truly historic gift
to the nation, and I hope that it can be secured.

Thank you for all your help. Please let no know if I

can do anything further. I would be pleased to make
whatever contacts may be useful.

hest wishes,

Si rely.

alter D. Huddleston
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LEGAL ANALYSIS OF S.J. IRS. 147 PROPOSING AN Ammon TO
nit U.S. CONSTITUTION TO HALE MUSS TUE OFFICIAL

LAIIGUAGI OF TER UNITSD STASIS

Charism V. Data
Legislative Atttrney
Americas Law Disosios

June 13, 19134

e e

LEGAL ANALYSIS CW S.I. RES. 167 PLOFOSIRC AN ANINDNENT TO
THE U.S. CONSTITUTION TO MARS LOGLIS11 TIS OFFICIAL

1ANGUAGE Of TIM UNTO STASIS

On September 21, 19113, Sesetor Nuddlestoe, for himself sod several colleagues,

introduced S.J. Res. 147, which would amend the U.S. Cosstitutioe to mobs &owlish

the 'official leagues, of the Voiced States' and provide for legislative enforce -

mast by Congress. The term of the proposed amendment (+miff

Section 1. The Faglish language shall be the
official 'assuage of the United States.

Sectioa 2. The Coagreme shall have the power
to enforce this article by appropriate legielatioe.

The proposal would, by its terse, breams part of the fuadamental law of the lead

If ratified by three-fourths of the statue-wdthis oevee years of its submission

by Coogrese.

At the mutest, it appears doubtful whether the section 1 declaratioe of log-

lish as the 'official' language would, stmeding sloe* and without reference to
1/

the subsequent enforcement provision, have say practical Logali effect. The

wording of that OCti** **al* 00t .11a*M ar se to matdate or prohibit anything, as

/east in the absence of Iasi /alive history elucidating contrary letentioo oo

the part of Congress. Nor would the amendeent eacesserily Imply the wholesale

repeal or mullificetioa of gaieties federal or state laws end reguletione than

1/ At present, the closest analogy to federal receptacles of tailliab as an
"official" Isaguase may be lotted is the naturalisation lows which, with cattalo
limited exceptioes, require that to qualify for citieseahip. the camlitate must
deeonstrate "an uaderstsoding of the Saillab language, iscludiag as ability to
read, write, sad speak words La ordinary usage is the Saglish Isegmage. . I

U.S.C. 1423.
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require or permit the use of son-Inglish for various purposes, without poet-
la/

ratification CoogressiorG1 action to that effect. in this mord, the

measure may be contrasted with 11...1. Ras. 169, its Mouse'vounterpart, which

besides conferring official status a the !Coolish language, gage Of to in-

pigment this declaration by explicitly prohibiting governmental policies re-

quiring the use of language other than linglish. Thus; the practical force and

effect of the amendsedlkould seem largely to turn on exercise by the Congress

of the power granted it in section 2 to *aorta the article by 'appropriate dm-

isietion."

This enforcement longues* parallels that generally found in the Civil ger
2/

Weendeente to the Constitution which have b*ea interpreted by the Supreme Court

to grant "plenary" authority with Geniis's to "determinle) whether and what leg-
3/

to needed to **cure the (constitution/11j guareatems. . ." To be "appropriate

legislation", the congrassiocial action need be "plainly adopted the end" of

enforcing the amendment end "not prohibited by, but. consistent wit the let-

4/

ter and the spirit of the Constitution." '°10 applying this etaadard,the Court has

adopted "rational heels" test. requiring only that the legislation be "ressose-

bill,- or "retional", and not arbitrary and capricious, when viewed against the

5/

legislative recor4.- Accoiliogly, it appears that Congress would possess broad

discretionary power u: Air the aneadeent to determine what laws are appropriate to

enforce the constitutional declaration of inglish as the official national lap -

gouge, even arguably to the pOint of requiring that Liglish be used in certain

sittings.

la/ Sea, e.g. 42 U.S.C. 197184-la (bilingual *lattice provisions of the
Voting fights Act); 8 U.S.C. 1224 (language ioterprter to bd used to examine
alien immigrants); 28 U.S.C. 1827 (foreign loosens interpreters in federal
court proceedings); 28 U.S.C. 1608 (translative of judicial process served on

functionaries of foreign state); 42 U.S.C. 254b(f)(3)(J), 254c (use of foreign

language personnel in feaerallv funded migrant casters end &leo and drug

abuse progress).
tnforceutot of theses and similar requirameets, while uscep boa of re-

peal or modification by affirmative act of Congress pursuant to section 2, would

oot seem iepeired by section 1 of the armament por ea. Note also, however, that

even without the amendment, Congress presumably wOnli-he empowered to amend or

repeal these provisions, at least to the men that they are grounded in legis-
lative grace rather than constitutional imperative.

2/ See Articles X111, XIV, and XV of the U.S. Constitution.

3/ Roteenbach v. Morten, 384 U.S. 641, 650 (1966). Also, South Carolina v.

istlinbech, PO U.S. 301 (1966); City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156

(1980).

4/ 144 U.S. at 650-51.

5/ E.g., City of Rome (low), Fullilove v. iluttnick, 448 U.S. 446 (1480).
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This dose not impoo homiest, that Cowries would have usfettered authority

to legiriativaiyonjoin the use of other languages is those contorts mbar@ com-

peting comstitutional Latex-tete nay be at stake. !or example. gr. Meyer V.

Nebraska the Supreee Court struck doom a stets Ire that forhid teschisg in any

school in the state, public or private of say modern foreign language before

the nisch grade because it improperly imfrieged upoo the liberty of paresis to

mate educational choices for glair children. Nor* recently, is teepees& to the

Supreme Court's roliag in lak r. Nichols, several lower federal courts have held

the failure of total school districts to provide supplessetal lansoage imstruc7

ties to non-esslish speaking students is a violation of federal statutory and
X/

coostitutional guarantees. Similarly, sort-Bagligh speak-Lag criminal defendaets

have been held to have a right to simultaneous translation of trial and pre-trial
9/

proceediegs sremsded in the Sixth mid Seventh demadments. Whether Coaster's by

awes of onforceeent legIslatioa under the proposed asendmeet could effectively

arrogate judicially recognized rights to ma-Eaglish oases based on other car-
10/

equal constitutional sources would saes at hest an open question.`

A similar clash of constitutional interests say result from coegresaional

onforeseent of the ameadmeat directed at the macros of private citiesne rather

than the goy:roman. Jo this respect the amendment ispliss a sigoificsat es-
/

pensloo of federal legislative authority in that Congress would presumably be

espousred to regulate free of scats action or ioterstate commerce consideration..

that traditionally circumscribe federal regulation of private conduct. For tr-

ample, could Conroe. enforce the section 1 declaration of Coglish as the "offi-

6/ 262 U.S. 390 (1923).

7/ 414 U.S. 563 (1974).

6/ See. e.g. Soros v. Fortale Nuoiciel Schools, 499 F.2d 1147 (10th Cir.
(197W).

9/ See, 'amorally, 'Right of Accused to leas tvideoce or Court Proceedings
Interpreted", 36 ALI 3d 276, sad cameo cited therein.

10/ Sommer, at least tem arguments cool! be advanced for the proposition
that cougreesional issislatine uader th iseedisest would constitutionally prevail
over contrary pre-existins judicial int. Itstionrof due process or equal pro -
tectiom. First. bar...ague the amendment d be more costamr-, -.woos in tine, it
could be argued that it would take prier ,,.ace over earlier cosatitutional author-
ity. Second, sad related to this, is the arguaent that because the ameodeeot is
more narrowly drawn sad subject-specific to Inslish leagues, usage 'it creates an
exception to existing jurisprudence as pertains to that subject, all eccordiegly
congressional enforcesent Issielation overriding these judicial precedents would
prevail. Cf.. F.T.C. v. Meager, Retail Credit Co., 513 F.2d 966 (D.C. Cir. 1975);
Monte Vista Lodes v. Cuerdiss Life Ins. co. oi'America. 364 F.2d 126 (1114 Cir.
1967). Is all probability. Weever. the courts would seek guidance as to Coasts's'
intent from the legislative history of the amendment before resort's,' to such
canoes of coostruction.
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tier' eatioesa leagued@ by legislatively Marietta' the me at awilaglish by

priest* persona is public places, or bar judicial onforcommt of private legal

dogmata* executed to a laegattge other than Saglials? Coseadedly, such Curiae as

the private use of foretga language meld raise substeesiel first Anendemt

questioas, but just how the courts might receacilOthe appareat comfl:.ct betwees

toe demods of free speech. oe the we bead, sad tba coestitutimal interests

protected by the proposed ameadment aro unclear. Tha most that cm be said is

that, absent a definitive legislative history, the two sets of interests would

presumably be of equivelear coostitutional status, and the courts would be left

to strike the appropriate balsam betimes thou.
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Senator. HATCH. Thank you, Senator Huddleston.
You are the author of Senate Joint Resolution 167, the English

language amendment to the Constitution, And I think you have
done a service in bring:rig this amendment to the consideration of
this subcommittee today.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
Senator HAWN. Let me just ask you a few questions about it that

I think need to be answered for the record.
Senator HunntxsTosi. Fine.
Senator lixrcx. In the wake of World War I, one State passed a

law prohibiting the teaching of the German language in public
schools. That was the State of Ohio. As you know, Nebraska had a
law which banned the teaching of any language other than English
in elementary schools. The Supreme Court struck down these par-
ticular statutes in the famous case of Meyer v. Nebraska.

Is there any language in your constitutional amendment propos-
al that would preserve the policy of the, Meyer case which struck
down those particular types of statutes? In other words, is there
any language in your amendment that would prevent a State from
prohibiting instruction of a tongue other than English?

Senator HUDDLESTON. Frankly, I do not believe my amendment,
if passed and adopted, would affect directly that case, the Meyer
case. I think that the question of whether or not you were infring-
ing upon a citizen's right by not allowing him to receive instruction
in these various languages does not, in my judgment, come to play
in this particular amendment. We are just establishing the basic
language of the United States, and do not in any way intend to
prohibit the teaching of any other foreign language that schools
might want to participate in. In fact, I certainly encourage that.

Senator HASH. Let me move into the area of foreign relations. If
we pass your amendment, and it is ratified by three-quarters of the
States, would your amendment require the Prftident, for instance,
in conducting foreign policy, to always do it in English? Would all
documents have to be written in English? Would all treaties and
c ther compacts and other association documents have to be written
in English?

Senator HUDDLESTON. I do not think that it would. AS I said, any
amendment is subject to various interWions. But my judgment
would be that it would not, and it is on the fact that other
countries that do have officially designated languages do not have
that difficulty. We are talking about a language for domestic pur-
poses. If the President, of course, or anyone conducting foreign
policy has the need to conduct t1.3t policy. in a language other than
English, it does not seem to me would be in conflict with that.

Senator HATCH. Do you have .any language within the amend-
ment that would resolve that potential conflict, or do you feel that
just good, common sense would resolve that?

Senator HUDDLESTON. That would be my interpretation.
Senator HATCH. OK. Now, it is hard for us today to anticipate

the potential test to which the Constitution might be put in coming
generations, but what effect would having English as the official
language of the United States have upon the territories, which may
speak different languages, and in particular, future States that
might come into the Governmentlet us take, for instance, Puerto
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Rico, where the predominant language, as I understand it, is Span-
ish. What would they have M do with their own native tongue in
order to become the 51st or 52d State?

Senator litrommgrost. I think that if this became part of the Con-
stitution, that Puerto Rico or any other territory that exists that is
contemplating becoming a State has to accept the Constitution of
the United States, and I presume they have to accept all of it; they
cannot pick and choose certain provisions. That would, without
question, present some problem but they would have to make that
decision.

Senator HATCH. I see. If the purpose of your amendment is to ad-
dress contemporary concerns such as bilingual education and bilin-
gual ballots, would it not be more practical, rather than trying to
go through the constitutional amendment, process, to repeal or
amend by simple majority the Bilingual Education Act or the bilin-
gual ballot aspects ©f the Voting Rights Act?

Senator HUDDLE TON. Mr. I see the bilingual educa-
tion and the misuse of it, and the bilingual ballots as just an early
manifestation of a much deeper and serious problem, and that is
the whole question of a bilingual or multilingual society in the
country. And while we might pass legislation that would address
those two situations, it seems to me that the proper way to settle
the question for future generations is to go the constitutional route
of designating English as the official language of the country.

Senator HAS. Would you intend your amendment to make un-
constitutional the current law requiring the administrative office
of the courts to establish a program for the use of foreign language
interpreters in Federal, civil, and criminal proceedings, for es
whose native tongue is a different tongue other than 'ftglish

Would your amendment make this law unconstitutional, in your
opinion?

Senator HUDDLESTON. I am not certain that it would or would
not, Mr. Chairman. Of course, I am not a legal scholar. But I think
that is an area in which a certain degree of practicality has to
occur. I think that the overall, riding mandate that we operate a
system of justice in this country may very well dictate that those
who get caught into that system have an opportunity to under-
stand what is happening. And it might be that you have got to
resort to a different language in order to make sure that occurs. I
think that is an area in which we can through, perhaps, the legis-
lative record, clarify as this process goes on. I think that is an area
that presents some difficulty.

Senator IlArca. Thank you.
Senator DeConcini, our ranking minority member.

STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DeCONCINI, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Senator DeCONCINI. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for
bringing this issue to the Judiciary Committee. Thank you too Sen-
ator Huddleston. I think this is an issue which we must address
here at the Judiciary Committee.

I do not agree with everything you say. This is because of my
concern about some of the bilingual programs that I think are most
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beneficial. But I think you raise a very good point, and I thank you
for doing that, because it is our duty on this committee to find out
the significance and the impact of such a constitutional amend-
ment. And certainly, your contention that English be spoken by all
Americans is one with which I do not think anyone argues.

Mr. Chairman, my only statement on the subject matter is that I
have an open mind. I first do not believe that there is any question
that in this country English is the official language. If putting it in

ithe Constitution would make people feel better, and it is a symbol,
then I do not think there is any thing wrong with that.

What concerns me is whether or not we can, through the hearing
process, be sure that we are not losing something in this country
that has enriched it so well, that is the immigrants that still come
into this country with their culture and their foreign languag:es. I
think we need to be most careful that this amendment would not
deter or inhibit or eliminate good, bilingual prOgrams.

There is a case to be made &it some bgual p may
have been abused. In my opinionand in my State, have wit-
nessed these bilingual p particularly in elementary
schoolsthey have enhanced the ability of young children who
cannot speak English well enough to compete in subjects with Eng-
lish-speaking students. Most programs seek to assure that these
children are not held back in school. The problem comes when that
is extended beyond the area of need to be proficient in language so
you can compete in all subjects. That is .a concern I have, Mr.
Chairman.

I think your, question is well raised as to what do we do with offi-
cial documents in this country, and maybe the record could be
made clear that they would not all have to be made in English
such as treaties and what have you. That may be addressed
through the resolution itself, which Senator Huddleston very as-
tutely drew up, giving Congress the authority to enforce it. I pre-
sume, Senator Huddleston, you would anticipate that the Congress
could certainly pass legislation authorizing any language used in
certain documents or any particular area that they wanted to.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think that is correct, within the limits of
the amendment.

Senator DrCoNcno. Your amendment also, as far as you can see,
would not prohibit Congress at all from continuing bilingual pro-
grams, whether it is ballot box or education or anything elseis
that true, tooif they elected to do so?

Senator HUDDLEST0N. I do not believe it would prohibit Congress
or even local jurisdictions that may find a need for that within the
limits of the amendment. It just establishes English as the official
language.

Senator DECONCINI. Man: countries, as we know, have more
than one official language. India has two, Switzerland has four,
and there are many, many enrichments in a society that is truly
bilingual or multilingual, and I for one wish I spoke another lan-
guage and wish that there was a more aggressive program in the
educational system to see that that was part of our everyday educa-
tional process.

Mr. Chairman, I have to go to another meeting. I am going to
carefully review this.
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I thank Senator Hayakawa for his leadership in this area, and
Senator Huddleston, and the other cosponsors of this bill, and I
thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator lawn. Well, thank you, Senator DeConcini, we will
insert your statement in the record.

[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI

MR. CHAIRMAN, AS LAWMAKERS WE HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO

IDENTIFY ANDDISCERN AS BEST AS WE CAN ALL THE POSSIBLE RAMIFICA-

TIONS OF A PROPOSED PIECE OF LEGISLATION BEFORE ENACTING IT. THIS

RESPONSIBILITY IS EVEN GREATER WHEN WE, AS NOW, ARE CONSIDERING

A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION SINCE A

SINGLE ALTERATION OF THIS DOCUMENT CAN AFFECT LITERALLY HUNDREDS

OF LAWS, THUS, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF OUR KNOWLEDGABLE

WITNESSES WHO HAVE COME TO AID US IN UNDERSTANDING THE PROPOSED

RESOLUTION AND ITS-POSSIBLE IMPACT.

I THANK YOU TOO, MR. CHAIRMAN, FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING.

I AM VERY INTERESTED AND CONCERNED WITH THE TOPIC TO BE

DISCUSSED TODAY.

OURS IS A HERITAGE WHICH, WHILE WELCOMING IMMIGRANTS,

HAS GENERALLY EMPLOYED ENGLISH AS A TOOL IN SOCIAL AS WELL

AS ECONIIIC CONTEXTS. ENGLISH IS DEEPLY ENTRENCHED IN OUR CULTURE.

BY THE SAME TOKEN,I HAVE LONG BEEN AN AVID SUPPORTER OF

BILINGUAL EDUCATION AS A MEANS OF AIDING CHILDREN IN LEARNING

ENGLISH WHILE RAINTAINING A LEVEL OF PROFICIENCY IN MATHEMATICS,

HISTORY, AND SCIENCE IN THEIR NATIVE LANGUAGE,

I HAVE ALSO SUPPORTED THE BILINGUAL PROVISIONS OF THE

VOTING RIGHTS ACT AND THE FEDERAL COURTS INTERPRETORS ACT WHICH

PROVIDES NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING DEFENDANTS WITH TRANSLATORS.

THESE LAUS SEEK TO PROTECT THE 3ASIC CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF MANY PEOPLE. THUS, IT IS WITH GREAT INTEREST THAT I WILL

FOLLOW THIS DISCUSSION.
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Senator 1:12C0 Ncusti. I thank the chairman.
Senator Hawaii Senator Huddleeton, I want to thank you foie

coming to the committee and for the excellent statement that you
have made, and we will certainly look at this very carefully.

Thank you for being here.
Senator }Wpm/nom Thank you, Mi. Chairman, and thank you

to the committee.
Senator HATCH. Our next witness will be Senator Quentin Bur-

dick, who is a cosponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 167.
We\are very pleased to welcome you, Senator Burdick, before

this committee, and we look forward-to taking your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. QUENTIN N. BURDICK, 'A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator BURDICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify on the English
language amendment.

In the interest of time, I will keep my comments short.
In recent weeks, bilingual education has received considerable at-

tention both inside and outside of Congress., The debate reveals
strong feelings about the necessity of knowing English in this coun-
try and the bmt method of learning it. But I want to emphasize
that bilingual education should not be at the center of this debate.
I truly hope, Mt. Chairman, that the, detractors of this amendment
will not be allowed to focus the debate on issues not affected, or on
results not effected, by the English language amendment. Rather,
we should be concentrating on the desirability and necessity of
having a common, national, official language.

I would like to stress three points in support of the FLA. Pint, it
is in the best interest of the non-English speaker. While the bene-
fits may not be intuitive, they are immmently logical. Without
speaking English, one cannot become fully involved in the political
process. Without speaking English, one cannot realize the
cant economic achievements available in this country. In ort,
without speaking English, one cannot fully participate in American
society.

Federal provisions requiring programs like bilingual ballots and
bilingual education are supposed to benefit the non-English-speak-
ing minorities. In fact, they do not. The goal for all non-English-
speaking Americans should be to learn English. To the extent that
bilingual education achieves this goal, it is good. But to the extent
that bilingual education stalls this process, and to the extent that
it allows a person to ipt along comfortably without knowing Eng-
lish, it is bad.

Similarly, the exterr to which a bilingual ballot allows a person
to become involved in the political process is only minimalit
allows him to vote. But unless he learns English, he cannot effec-
tively influence political debate, alter public policy, or run for
public office.

Do not misunderstand me. The right to vote cannot be infringed,
and it may be the highest level at which one desires to participate.
However, we currently require an alien to speak, read, and write
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English before he can be naturalized as a U.S. citizen. We should
expect the same of all citizens.

he worst service we can perform for Americans who do not
know English is to allow them to "get along." Such a service is pre-
cisely equivalent to holding them back.

The second point I want to make is that the English language
amendment does not stand in opposition to bilingualism. Bilingual-
ism, and indeed multilingualism, is absolutely necessary, if not the
primary ingredient, in bringing together the peoples of the various
nations and cultures of this world. We must continue to encourage
such interaction. What must be discouraged are practices which
allow or even encourage residents of this country not to learn Eng-
lish.

Furthermore, the ELA does not mean to discourage people from
using their native tongue or a foreign language when it is appropri-
ate, be it at the dinner table, at neighborhood gatherings, or even
at public events. We will continue to have elegant French restau-
rants with menus printed in French. Opera stars will continue to
sing in Italian, German, or French. Seminarians will continue their
Latin studies. But neither Federal, State, and local governments,
nor their subordinates, such as cities, government agencies, and
public schools, should have to acquiesce to the non-English speaker.

Nor does the ELA oppose the use of foreign languages by U.S.
residents who already know English. Our students should continue
to learn foreign languages in school. Our Peace Corps volunteers
should continue to learn the language of the country to which they
will become ambassadors of good will. And our tourist industry
should continue to do its utmost to accommodate foreigners visiting
our Nation.

Third and finally, though we have room for foreign languages in
our schools, in diplomacy, in public, and in private, we cannot go to
the extra step of forgiving the non-English speaker who wants to
be a full participant in the affairs of this country. Such forgiveness
leads to disunity. The United States has long been considered the
melting pot where peoples of all nations come together as one.
Many of us do not have to trace our heritage back more than a few
generations to arrive at a foreign immigrant ancestor, many of
whom knew only a foreign language when they arrived in this
country. But they knew they had to learn English. My State of
North Dakota is populated by immigrants particularly from
Europe. The English came, the Norweigians came, the Germans
came. And they had to learn English. They had to get together as a
community. And I think that is part of the welding of our country,
what happened in those early days. They had no bilingual educa-
tion. There was no separate language taught in schools. They had
to know, and did know, and learned to know English. They did so,
and they made sure that their children did so, too. The country has
become, and remained, unified as a result.

In our differences lie our strength and personal pride. But in our
differences also lurks the' .potential for unmanageable and irrecon-
cilable division. We need only look to our neighbor to the North to
see what two official languages can do to a country. Manitoba,
which is across from my State of North Dakota, entered Canada as
a bilingual province. A speeding ticket issued there in English only,
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rather than English and French, brought about a Supreme Court
ruling that laws passed only in English are not valid. Canada's lan-
guage problems pose a continuing crisis which promote heated
debate, internal disunity, and threats of secession. Establishing
English as the official language of this country now would avert in-
surmountable problems in the future.

The definition for United States should include knowledge ofif
not mastery ofEnglish. ELA helps write and enforce the defini-
tion.. Without it, our problems concerning national unity and
ethnic diversity have not yet begun. With it, such problems can be
prevented.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATCH. Thank you so much, Senator Burdick. We appre-

ciate having your testimony today. Thank you for being with us.-
Our next witness will be Senator Steven Symms from Idaho. He

is another cosponsor of Senate Joint Resolution 167. Steve, we wel-
come you before the subcommittee, and we look forward to hearing
from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVEN D. SYMMS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF IDAHO

Senator SYMMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I
want to compliment you for holding these hearings. I thank you
not only for your interest in this particular subject, but your inter-
est in constitutional law in general. I do not believe that the
Senate could be better served by a more able chairman of this sub-
committee on this very important issue. You consider many issues
pertaining to the Constitution, and I think it is most important
that someone of your background and knowledge holds this chair-
manship.

Senator HATCH. Thank you so much.
Senator SYMMS. I have long had an interest in this particular

subject. Mr. Chairman, I might go back and say it was a great con-
cern to me when I discovered how many different languages the
election ballots were being printed in, especially since anyone who
immigrates to this country and is naturalized is required to know
certain English skills in order to achieve naturalization. Others,
who are American citizens by their birthright, have the opportuni-
ty tc, narticipate in the public school wstem; so there really is no
reason fcr immigrants to be discouraged to learn English.

Former Senator Sam Hayakawa has made some monumental ef-
forts on this constitutional amendment. When I first heard of it, I
was very enthusiastic, an instant supporter of this proposal.

I would also like to compliment our distinguished colleague,
Walter Huddleston, for the effort he has made to bring this amend-
ment forward to the Senate, and I am must happy to be a cospon-
sor of it.

Mr. Chairman, in Idaho, our secretary of state, Pete Cenarrusa,
was born of Basque parents, and when he started at Bellevue
Grade School, a small community just south of Sun Valley, he
could not speak a word of English. But his parents insisted that he
speak English and be immersed in English. By the time he had
graduated from the University of Idaho and World War II broke
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out, he was not only a college graduatebut was able to begin a
superb military career. Pete was a fighter pilot in the Marine
Corps during the war. Now, he is secretary of state of our State,
and he has made the comment many times that if he had not been
forced to learn English, he would never have been able to do any-
thing other than herd sheep. He said he would have, in fact, been
held back and not had the same opportunities as other Americans,
had it not been for his immersion m English.

I would like to make a few comments on what we do not intend
to do with the English language amendment.

It will not subvert the Bill of Rights and the first amendment
It will not disallow the use of a foreign language for purposes of

public safety and convenience. Danger construction signs should be
in every appropriate language, as should poison labels on insecti-
cides.

It will not prohibit the teaching of foreign languages in the
schools. As a matter of fact, I have taken my prerogative as a
father to insist my children learn to speak Spanish. In our State, it
is very essential, particularly in the agriculture communities, to be
able to communicate in Spanish because we have many, many His-
panic Americans there, as well as many Mexican nationals in the
agriculture communities. And I would never support legislation
that would restrict any child's right to learn a language or to
expand his or her intellectual horizons.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are not seeking to designate English
or Anglo-Saxon culture as superior or preferable to other cultures
and other langtiages. The amendment merely recognizes the histor-
ic role that English has played in unifying America.

iWe take great pride in our diversity, as well we should. But di-
versity without a common language is separatism. Without Eng-
lish, there would be no melting pot, only a salad bowl, with each
element distinct and separate.

To understand the need for an English language amendment,
Mr. Chairman, you need to look around the world at the many, na-
tions that are fragmented and tormented by linguistic divisions. In
India recently, we have seen how bloody the clashes can be be-
tween different language groups. Other harsh struggles continue
between the Tamil and Sinhalese speakers of Sri Lanka, between
the French and Flemish speakers in Belgium, and between the
French and English speakers in Canada.

In each instance, these language differences can lead to a bitter'
political dispute and outright violence. Similar problems could
someday confront the United States. According to the Department
of Education, the number of language minority people in the
United States is expected to increase nearly twice as fast as the
general population in the next 15 years. This could create vast lin-

istic ghettos in many American cities, like Los Angeles, San
ncisco, and Miami. In some parts of these cities English is virtu-

ally unknown.
Many citizens living in these areas may never learn English.

Without a common tongue, the United States faces the prospect of
Balkanization and linguistic separatism. Nowhere is this trend
more ominous than in the case of bilingual ballots and so-called bi-
lingual education.
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Laws now require multilingual ballots and voting aids, along
with taxpayer-financed voter registration campaigns aimed solely
at voters who do riot understand English. I cannot believe that a
citizen who knows only Chinese or Tagalogand, Mr. Chairman,
Tagalog is a .Philippine dialect which is actua4 on the ballot in
parts of San Francisco. -can fully appreciate American political
life. Without English, it seems to me it would be difficult to imag-
ine someone c.i.ng an informed choice between Ronald Reagan
and Walter Mondale. Such a constituent can only vote the way be
is told to vote. The multilingual ballots do not encourage' participa-
tion in the political process. In fact; in my Judgment, they do just
the oppositethey encourage machine politics, allowing a single
politician to reserve for himself the right . to interpret events in
Sacramento, Austin, or Washington, DC, for an entire community.

There is also an underlying assumption behind the bilingual
ballot that strikes me as biased, even unconsciously racist. The 5-
percent trigger for bilingual ballots in the Voting Rights Act seems
targeted strictly at nonwhite groups. It rarely has been used to
mandate separate ballots for non-English-speaking whites, be they
Swedes, Greeks, Germans, or Hassidic Jews. The hidden assump-
tion there is that, as Senator Hayakawa puts itand I quote him

Learning English is beyond the capacities of the nonwhites, who therefore need
ballots in their own language, while white people, whether Jews. or Hungarians or
Portuguese or Swiss, are smart enough to need no such assistance,.

In education, languages other than English are being used to
teach math, geography, history, and other subjects. As a New York
Times editorial, writer recently observed, "The 'rouble with 'bilin-
gual' education is that it isn't bilingual."

I think what the editorial was getting at, Mr. Chairman, is that
there is nothing wrong with teaching English or Spanish or
German or any other language in school. I would object to teaching
geometry, chemistry, history, and other classes in Spanish or an-
other foreign language in schools, and this will certainly hold back
those students in the future.

Mr. Chairman, a 1976 test by the Department or Education of
136 New Mexico teachers in bilingual programs showed that only
13 of themless than 10 percentcould read and write in Spanish
at the third grade level. Many education experts will tell you that
this is indicative of the level of bilingual instruction throe out
the United States. We are in essence teaching the 3.6 million li mit-
ed-English-proficient students in this country to be illiterate in two

lan4uftltesthere is ample evidence that current so-called bilingual
education is failing, there is also abundant 'empirical evidence that
an expeditious program of English language instruction leads to re-
markable progress. For example, in McAllen, TX, the school dis-
trict conducted its transitory bilingual programs partly in Spanish
and partly in English. In a pilot project in that district, youngsters
who are immersed in English after a 3-week transition period are
doing markedly better than their peers. At McAllen's Sam Houston
Elementary School, youngsters in five kindergartens are shcwing
gains in oral English proficiency about a thi:d higher than their
peers in traditional bilingual programs. This shows us that the way
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to help people is to immerse them in the English language so they
can adapt for higher opportunities later in their lives.

It is obvious that these children want to learn English and that
their parents want them to learn English, and that they will need
English to advance in American society.

Mr. Chairman, we are deceiving parents and cheating children of
their future when we lull them into thinking that English is not
necessary to make it in America.

To conclude, the English language amendment is a necessary
designation of one language as the common denominator for a com-
plex and diverse society. There is some precedent for this. In the
18th and 19th centuries, Congress consistently refused to print doc-
uments in German. To maintain these policies in the future
against mounting political pressures, Congress will need a constitu-
tional amendment.

The amendment preempts any further attempts to politicize lan-
guage. It would not threaten the vulnerable American tradition of
polyculturalism. Ironically, only a common tongue can preserve
that tradition. Only a common tongue can bind together a nation
made up of so many little nations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hearings, and .1 hope
that more of our colleagues will take an interest in this measure in
the near future.

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Symms. We appreciate your
good remarks here today and you taking time to be with us.

[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATENENT OF SENATOR STEVEN D. symms

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT

IS AN ISSUE CLOSE TO MY HEART. OFTEN, WHEN I HAVE TO DELVE INTO
um

THE MYSTERIES OF THESUDGET PROCESS TO TRY TO UNDERSTAND, SAY.

THE "MISMEASU..EMENT OF INTEREST TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING NON-

TRADED PROPERTY,~ -- THEN 1 HAVE LONGED TO HAVE AN ENGLISH

LANGUAGE AMENDMENT TO Ti.E CONSTITUTION.

TRUTHFULLY, THE AMENDMENT IS IMPORTANT TO ME BECAUSE OF

THE MONUMENTAL EFFORTS OF FORMER SENATOR S.I. "SAM" HAYAKAWA

OF CALIFORNIA, AND MY DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUE, SENATOR WALTER

HUDDLESTON OF KENTUCKY.

BEFORE I OUTLINE FOR YOU THE GOALS TO BE ACHIEVED BY THE

AMENDMENT, LET ME TELL YOU WHAT IT IS NOTINTENDED TO DO:

aaa IT WILL NOT SUBVERT THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND THE

FIRST AMENDMENT,

°N. IT HILL NOT DISALLOW THE USE OF A FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR

PURPOSES of PUBLIC SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE. "DANGER CONSTRUCTION"

SIGNS SHOULD BE IN EVERY APPRORIATE LANGUAGE, AS SHOULD POISON

LABELS ON INSECTIDE.

aaa IT WILL NOT PROHIBIT THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

MY CHILDREN ARE PROFICIENT IN SPANISH. AND, AS A PROUD FATHER,

I WOULD NEVER SUPPORT LEGISLATION THAT WOULD RESTRICT A CHILD'S

RIGHT TO LEARN A LANGUAGE, TO EXPAND HIS OR HER INTELLECTUAL

HORIZONS.

"N" FINALLY, WE ARE NOT SEEKING TO DESIGNATE ENGLISH OR

ANGLO-SAXON CULTURE AS SUPERIOR OR PREFERABLE TO OTHER CULTURES

AND OTHER LANGUAGES. THE AMENDMENT MEF:ELY RECOGNIZES THE

HISTORIC ROLE THAT ENGLISH HAS PLAYED IN UNIFYING AN1ERICA.

WE TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN OUR DIVERSITY, AS WELL WE SHOULD.

BUT DIVERSITY WITHOUT A COMMON LANGUAGE, IS SEPARATISM.

WITHOUT ENGLISH, THERE WOULD BE NO MELTING POT -- ONLY A

SALADBOWL WITH EACH ELEMENT DISTINCT AND SEPAFATE.



To UNDERSTAND, THE NEED FOR AN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT,

YOU SHOULD LOOK AROUND THE WORLD AT THE MANY NATIONS,WHICH

ARE FRAGMENTED AND TORMENTED BY LINGUISITIC DIVISIONS.

IN INDIA RECENTLY WE HAVE SEEN HOW BLOODY THE CLASHES CAN

BE BETWEEN DIFFERENT LANGUAGE GROUPS. OTHER HARSH AND

ACRIMONIOUS STRUGGLES CONTINUE BETWEEN THE TAMIL iIND SIN-

HALESE SPEAKERS OF SRI LANKA, 'BETWEEN FRENCH AND FLEMISH

SPEAKERS IN BELGIUM, AND FRENCH AND ENGLISH SPEAKERS IN

CANADA.

IN EACH INSTANCE, THESE LANGUAGE DIFFEREICES CAN LEAD

TO BITTER POLITICAL DISPUTES AND OUTRIGHT VIOLENCE.

SIMILAR PROBLEMS COULD SOMEDAY CONFRONT THE UNITED STATES,

ACCORDING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, THE NUMBER OF

LANGUAGE MINORITY PEOPLEAN THEUNITED STATES IS EXPECTED

TO INCREASE NEARLY TWICE AS FAST AS THE GENERAL POPULATION

IN THE NEXT FIFTEEN YEARS. THIS COULD CREATE VAST LINGUISTIC

GHETTOS IN MANY AMERICAN CITIES, SUCH AS LOS ANGELES, SAN

FRANCISCO AND MIAMI, WHERE ENGLISH IS OFTEN UNKNOWN IN SOME AREAS.

MANY CITIZENS LIVING IN THESE AREAS WILL NEVER LEARN

ENGLISH. WITHOUT A COMMON TONGUE, THE UNITED STATES FACES THE

PROSPECT OF BALKANIZATION AND LINGUISTIC SEPARATISM. NOWHERE

IS THIS TREND MOk.F. OMINOUS THAN IN THE CASE OF BILINGUAL BALLOTS

AND SO-CALLED BILINGUAL EDUCATION.

LAWS NOW REQUIRE MULTILINGUAL BALLOTS AND VOTING AIDS,

ALONG WITH TAXPAYER-FINANCED VOTER REGISTRATION CAMPAIGNS AIMED

SOLEY AT VOTERS WHO DO NOT UNDERSTAND ENGLISH.

I CANNOT BELIEVE THAT A CITIZEN WHO KNOWS ONLY CHINESE

'OR TAGALOG CAN FULLY PARTICIPATE JN AMERICAN POLITICAL LIFE.

WITHOUT ENGLISH. IT IS DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE SOMEONE MAKING

AN INFORMED CHOICE BETWEEN RONALD REAGAN AND WALTER MONDALE.

SUCK A CONSTITUENT CAN ONLY VOTE THE WAY HE IS TOLD TO VOTE.

MULTILINGUAL BALLOTS DO NOT ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN THE

POLITICAL PROCESS JUST TIE OPPOSITE. THEY ENCOURAGE

MACHINE POLITICS, ALLOWING A SINGLE,POLITIC.AN TO RESERVE
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FOR HIMSELF THE RIGHT TO INTERPRET EVENTS IN SACREMENTO,

AUSTIN OR WASHINGTON, D.C.,FOR AN ENTIRE COMMUNITY.

THERE IS ALSO AN UNDERLYING ASSUMPTION BEHIND THE BI-

LINGUAL BALLOT THAT STRIKES ME AS BIASED, EVEN UNCONCIOUSLY

RACIST, THE FIVE "EREENT "TRICGEI" FOR BILINGUAL /ALLOTS

IN THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT SEEMS TARGETED STRICTL'r AT NON-WHI1E

GROUPS. IT RARELY HAS BEEN USED TO P.NI.ATE SEPARATE BALLOTS

FOR NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING WHITES, BE THEY SWEDES, GREEKS,.

\\GERMANS OR HASSIDIC JEWS THE HIDDEN ASSUMPTION HERE IS

THAT, AS SENATOR HAYAKAWA PUTS IT, THAT ,LEARNING ENGLISH

IS BEYOND THE CAPACITIES O NON-WHITE PEOPLE, WHO THEREFORE

NEED BALLOTS IN THEIR OWN CUACE, WHILE WHITE PEOPLE, WHETHER

JEWS OR HUNGARIANS OR PORTUGE E OR SWISS, ARE SMART ENOUGH

TO NEED NO SUCH ASSISTANCE,"
*101,

IN EDUCATION, LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENOL1SH ARE BEING USED

TO TEACH MATH; GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY AND OTHER SUB.ECTS. AS

TEILN.FW, YORK_ LjalLS EDITORIAL WRITERS RECENTLY OBSERVED,

"THE TROUBLE WITH MUCH (OF THE) 'BILINGUAL' EDUCATION IS THP7

IT ISN'T BILINGUAL,"

A 1976 TEST OF 136 NEW MEXICO TEACHERS IN BILINGUAL

PROGRAMS SHOWED THAT ONLY 13 OF THEM -- LEL: THAN ID PERCENT --

COULD READ AND WRITE IN SPANISH AT THE THIRD -GRADE LEVEL,

MANY EDUCATION EXPERTS WILL YELL YOU THAT THIS IS INDICATIVE

OF THE LEVEL OF BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT THE UNITED

STATES. WE ARE, IN ESSENCE, TEACHING THE 3.6 MILLION

LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT STUDENTS IN TI-IS COUNTRY TO

SE ILLITERATE IN TWO LANGUAGES.

WHILE THERE IS AMPLE EVIDENCE THAT CURRENT SO-CALLED

BILINGUAL EDUCATION IS FAILING, THERE IS ALSO ABUNDANT

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE THPT AN EXPEDITIOUS PROGRAM OF ENGLISH

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION LEADS TO REMARKABLE PROGRESS. FOR

EXAMPLE, IN MCALLEN, TEXAS, THE SCHOOL DISTRICT CONDUCTED

ITS TRANSITORY BILINGUAL PRQGRI.MS PARTLY IN SPANISH AND

PARTLY ENGLISH. NOW, IN A PILOT PRLIECT IN THAT DISTRICT,
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YOUNGSTERS WHO ARE IMMERSED IN ENGLISH AFTER ANTHREE -WEEK

TRANSITION PERIOD ARE DOING MARKEDLY BETTER THAN THEIR

PEERS. AT MCALLEN'S SAM. HOUSTON ELEMENTAPI SCHOOL, YOUNG-

STERS IN FIVE KINDERGARTENS ARE SHOWING GAINS IN ORAL

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY ABOUT'A THIRD HIGHER THAN THEIR PEERS

IN TRADITIONAL BILINGUAL PROGRAMS.

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THESE CHILDREN WANT TO LEARN ENGLISH]

THAT THEIR PARENTS WANT THEM TO LEARN ENGLISH, AND THAT THEY

WILL NEED ENGLISH TO ADVANCE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE ARE DECEIVING PARENTS AND CHEATING CHILDREN

OF THEIR FUTURE WHEN WE LULL THEM INTC THINKING THAT ENGLISH

ISN'T NECESSARY TO MAKE IT IN AMERICA.

To CONCLUDE, THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT IS A NECESSARY

DESIGNATION OF ONE LANGUAGE AS THE COtiMON DENOMINATOR FOR A

COMPLEX AND DIVERSE SOCIETY. THERE IS SOME PRECEDENT FOR THIS.

IN THE 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIEI., CONGRESS CONSIETEN'LY REFUSED

TO PRINT DOCUMENTS IN GERMAN. To MAINTAIN THESE POLICIES IN

THE FUTURE AGAINST MOUNTING POLITICAL PRESSURES, CONGRESS WILL

NEED A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT.

THE AMENDMENT PRE-EMPTS ANY FURTHER ATTEMPTS TO POLITICIZE

LANGUAGE, IT WOULD NOT THREATEN THE VENERIXLE AMERICAN TRADITION

OF POLYCULTURALISM,
IRONICALLY, ONLY A COMMON TONGUE CAN

PRESERVE THAT TRADITION. ONLY A COMMON TONGUE CAN

BIND TOGETHER A NATION MADE UP OF SO MANY LITTLE

NATIONS.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME MR. CHAIRMAN. I HOPE THAT MORE

OF SUR COLLEAGUES WILL TAKE AN INTEREST IN THE MEASURE IN

THE NF,R FUTURE.
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Senator HATCH. Our next witness is an internationally-renowned
semanticist who first inttoduced an English language amendment
in 1981, while se as the U.S. Senator from the State of Califon
nia, Mr. S.I. "Sam" wa.

When a major immigration reform bill came before the Senate in
1982, Senator Hayakawa successfully attached to it an amendment
declaring the sense of the Senate that English is the official lan-
guage of the United States. As I understand, that amendment is
still part of the immigration bill which the House is now consider-

% we are pleased to welcome the distinguished author, educator,
philosopher and former colleague, Senator Sam Hayakawa. We are
happy to have you here, Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. S.I. HAYAKAWA, A FORMER U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great privilege and pleasure to be here, and I am very

happy that this hearing is being held to take this issue one step
further in public discussion.

Mr. Chairman, the drive for the constitutional amendment to
make English the official lang-uage of the United States received a
great boost just 2 weeks ago in the State of California. We had an
initiative measure going which, if passed, would require the Gover-
nor of California to petition the President and the Congress of the
United States to relieve the State of California from having to pro-
vide ballots and voter information materials in languages other
than English.

The deadline for turning in the 393,000 signatures necessary to
qualify the measure for the November election of 1984 was May 29.
On that day, the district chairmen and officers of our organization,
Californians for Ballots in English, delivered to the registrars of
voters at county seats throughout the State a total of 626,321 signa-
tures, almost twice as many as were needed.

The campaign to gather these signatures was begun in Feb ary
1984 so that we had less than 4 months in which to reach ourgoal.
The signatures were collected by mail campaign originally, in
which petition forms were sent out along with letters asking for fi-
nancial contributions to sustain the drive. As money came in, more
mailings were sent out.

What was noticeable about the responses to the mailings was,
first, what seemed to us to be an extremely large number of small
contributions, accompanied in many instances by letters from natu-
ralized immigrant Americans, expressing how much it had meant
to them to learn English and become American citizens.

Second, a remarkable number of people made additional copies of
their petition forms on copying machines, to take around to their
relatives, friends, and their places of work, in order to gather more
signatures which they mailed in to us. And, when we got to the
stage of stationing workers at shopping centers to collect more sig-
natures, passersby would see the placards saying, "Ballots in Eng-
lish Only," and they stopped to sign the petitions at once without
asking any further questions; they just lined up to sign them. The
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speed with which we reached our goal indicates the deep desire of
people, both old-line Americans and more recent immigrants, to
vote in English as an expression of their identity as Americans.

Now, where did the opposition to "Ballots in English Only" come
from? Our experience in California has shown that it comes princi-
pally from Hispanic spokesmen, although our petition forms
against bilingual ballots show thousands and thousands of Hispanic
names. Objections also came from one American-born Chinese, who
does not read or write Chinese, we learned, and calls himself chair-
man of "Chinese for Affirmative Action." However, no objections
were heard from the Chinese Six Companies, who are the tradition-
al spokesmen for Chinese-American interests in San Francisco.

Speaking of the Chinese, I want to tell a little story about a prob-
lem that emerged. In San Francisco, the translation of voter infor-
mation was entrusted to educated Chinese scholars, who rendered
the material into literary Chinese, a classical style which proved to
be beyond the comprehension of the average voter. Clearly, what
was needed was a translation of the translation, but no one offered
to supply such a translation. There certainly has been no demand
for bilingual ballots from the Japanese, who today are predomi-
nantly English-speaking Nisei and Sanseithat is, the children
and grandchildren of the original immigrants.

There are tens of thousands of KoreanF in California. Most have
come to the United States since World War H. They are so eager td
succeed in American terms that they would be the last to ask for
ballots in their own language.

The Vietnamese, of whom we have many in California, are so
glad to have found refuge in the United States that they, too, make
no special demands of our culture, but ask instead what our cul-
ture demands of them. What is so admirable and touching about
Vietnamese children is the way in which they have excelled in
their school work, often being chosen as valedictorians at their
high school graduations. Clearly, their parents have brought them
up to study hard to become good citizens in the country that res-
cued them from death when, just a few years ago, they were fleeing
from their conquered homeland.

The support of the English language amendment as we have
found it is overwhelming Last November in San Francisco, we had
a referendum designated as pro...ition 0, which asked that our
mayor request the President an Congress to relieve us of the ne-
cessity of voting materials in foreign languages. It carried by
almost a two-thirds majority, despite the city's large immigrant
population.

I myself sent out a questionaire about the English language
amendment late in 1982 to over 1 million of my constituents, that
is, people who had written to me while I was in office. The re-
sponses to that questionaire resulted in more than a 96-percent
vote in favor of such a constitutional amendment. This same ques-
tionaire was duplicated by its recipients, again by copying machine,
not only in California, but in other States, especially Florida and
Texas, as I learned when I started receiving hundreds of responses
from outside my own State.

Now, despite the popularity of this issue among the general
voting public, it is not quite so popular among those holding elect-
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ed political office. Hispanic leaders have been especially loud in
their demand for bilingual ballots and bilingual education. But it
has seemed to me from the results of my own questionaire that
Mexican American rank and file as well as other Latin American
immigrants are not so different from other immigrants who have
come to staythey want to learn English, and their children to
learn English, as quickly as possible in order. to enter the main-
stream of American life.

The bilingual, or foreign language, ballot, was introduced into
American politics in 1976 through an amendment offered to the
Voting Rights .Act by former Congresswoman Barbara Jordan of
Texas. The amendment was targeted swcifically at the Mexican-
American vote. However, as it was we , it applied to other lan-
guage groups, so that it was surprising that there was little or no
national debate on this Subject. The amendment, having survived a
challenge in the House, was included without further debate in the
Senate version and became law as part of the Voting Rights Act. It
became law largely unnoticed by anybody except its proponents.

It is not unfair to say, then, that the amendment became law
without becoming news, so that the general public first iearned of
its existence in the elections of 1976, when people went to the polls
and were offered for the first time ballots in an American election
printed in a foreign language. I have been told that on that day,
the office of the registrar of voters in San Francisco received tele-
phone calls all day long and all evening, asking why this was so.

Today, people in San Francisco have become used to seeing bal-
lots and voter pamphlets in Spanish and Chinese, but many people,
including especially naturalized citizens to whom English is not
their native tongue, continue-to be distressed or angry.

I would like to emphasize that this distress or anger does not
arise from ethnic prejudice or hostility. What concerns most people
is the open threat that foreign language ballots convey to our cher-
ished idea of "one nation, indivisible?'

Let me add a dimension of meaning to "one Nation, indivisible,"
by talking a minute or two about Japan. Japan, too, is "one nation,
indivisible," but with one important difference. Japan is not only
indivisible; it is also impenetrable. You simply have to be Japanese
to start with to get anywhere in life. No immigrant or child of im-
migrants with a name like Hatch, Huddleston, Reagan, Stevens,
Carter, or O'Neill, no matter how steeped since infancy in Japa-
nese language and culture, can hope to achieve any position of im-
portance, like police chief or principal of a high school or mayor of
a city, to say nothing of being elected to the national diet. The best
you can ever do is to become a comedian or a professional ball-
player.

An interesting fact about the impenetrability of Japanese society
is that Koreans, who really cannot be distinguished from the Japa-
nese in appearance, remain outsiders to Japanese society even
after 8 or 10 generations after immigration. FeCV societies in the
world are so impenetrable.

In contrast, the United States is an extraordinarily open society.
Millions have come here from Europe. Millions have been brought
here from Africa. And, despite earlier attempts at the exclusion of
Orientals, millions of Asians have now come to our shores, and
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somehow, we welcome them all, often un Tingly at first, but ulti-
mately taking them for granted as the djust to our ways and
learn our language and enter the mainstream of American life.

Nothing so clearly reveals the openness, the permeability, the
strength of our society as reading a rollcall of those whom we elect
to Congress as Senators and Representatives. Between Abdnor and

' Akaka at one end of the alphabet and Zablocki and Zeferetti at the
other, there is a long pageant of names of men and women who
had to learn English either in their grand . nts' or parents' gen-
eration or in their own lifetime: Biaggi, 11: hwitz, Caputo, de la
Garza, Domenici, Fuqua, Gonzalez, Hammerschmidt, Hayakawa,
Latta, Laxalt, Mikulski, Rostenkowski, Rousselot, Solarz, Tsongas
the list can go on and on.

These considerations compel me to ask, why do so many Hispanic
political leaders push for bilingual ballots and bilingual education?

Of course, one should where possible preserve one's background
heritage, but for all of us Americans transplanted here from an-
ether culture, that is our second task, not our first. Our first is to
learn the lang-sage of America, the social imperatives of being an
American, the attitudes and customs that shape the American per-
sonality, the behavior that makes a good American citizen. Much
of this is learned in schools, in classes conducted in English. It is
also learned in association with other children with other back-
grounds. It is learned through participation in sports. It is also
learned through the mass media, radio and television and movies.
On top of this, most immigrant families teach something to their
children about the language and culture of the country they came
from. But the princi task of immigrant Poles in Buffalo, immi-
grant Germans in Milwaukee, immigrant Mexicans in Los Angeles,
refugee Vietnamese in Arlington, VA, is to become Americans.

I beg to call attention to a report of the American Council of
Education which says that: "Approximately 50 percent of Hispanic
students drop out of high school. Only 7 percent of Hispanics in the
United States finish college, compared to 12 percent for blacks and
23 percent for whites. Nearly 18 percent of Hispanics aged 25 and
older are classified as functional illiterates, compared to 10 percent
for blacks and 3 percent for whites."

Now, if my Hispanic friends in public life were to begin to agi-
tate for more and better teaching of English to schoolchildren of
Hispanic origin, I would gladly work as their ally and advocate to
change for the better the figures I have quoted. Those figures are
scandalous. But in my experience, much of the political energy on
the part of the Hispanic politicians is going not toward the better
teaching of English and the making of better American citizens,
but toward getting more jobs for Spanish-speaking teachers.

In having one language that enables us to communicate across
this huge continent, as well as with Hawaii, Alaska, and most of
Canada, to say nothing of communication with Great Britain, Ire-
land, Australia, New Zealand, and much of South Africa, we are
indeed fortunate.

Mr. Chairman, in the rest of the world, nations that have come
into being as colonialism has receded often find themselves in big
linguistic trouble. There are 365 languages and dialects in Indone-
sia, which was formerly the Dutch East Indies. This fact makes na-
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tional government extremely difficult. The Government in Jakarta
declared a widely used Malay dialect to be the national language,
and they call it Indonesian; the national press is published in that
language. That particular dialect of Mis:ay, by the way, was a
lingua franca for trade purposes. It had no class or religious or
tribal connotations; it was ike pidgin English in a way, or it was
sort of a pidgin-Malay that people used for the p of trade
among different tribes. Therefore, it was acceptedurCeseven with
the acceptance of this Indonesian Malay, it is still doubted that it
is understood by half the people of that nation.

In Sri Lanka, formerly known as Ceylon, the people who speak
Tamil, a language of immigrants from India, are in armed conflict
against the speakers of Sinhalese, who are the principle and tradi-
tional inhabitants of that island. The President of Sri Lanka early
in 193 declared English to be the national language of Sri Lanka
and told the speakers of Sinhalese and Tamil both to learn English
as fast as they could so they could talk to each other and under-
stand each other, as well as talk to the rest of the world. So far,
there has been little success; they are still mad at each other.

When Mozambique ceased to be a Portuguese colony, it was left
without an official language, since the new government did not
want to speak in the language of their former colonial masters,
namely, Portuguese. So, what language were they going to use to
speak to each other? There are simply hundreds and hundreds of
small dialects all over that huge country of Mozambique, and most
of them speak languages that are incomprehensible to people of
other tribes.

I understand that they are trying, with limited success, to make
a national language of Swahili, which was the traditional lingua
franca of the slave tradebut so far, their success has been quite
limited.

So, around the world, there are people struggling in nations that
do not have asommon language and are yearning for one.

Let me givi)another example of language development. A most
fascinating example, and one of the most fascinating in the world,
is to be found in Singapore, where almost all the people are of Chi-
nese descent. In their homes, they speak one or another of several
Chinese dialects. But as soon as the children go to school, they are
taught in English, and all their educational system is in English.
'"Chat goes from elementary school onward, all the way through
high school, college, and university. The wise Singaporeans, de-
pendent as they are on international trade, being at a sort of cross-
roads of the world, have decided that their children, whether they
grow up to be business men and women, scientists, diplomats, fin-
anciers, airline pilots, or educators, whatever they are going to
oecome, will have the best chance of success in life if they are edu-
cated in English.

So I say to Hispanics, whether Puerto Ricans, Cubans, Mexicans,
Central or South Americans, welcome into our midst. You have
much to contribute to American culture, even as the many cultures
of Europe, Asia, and Africa have done.

We in the organization, U.S. English, have a motto: "America
one Nation, indivisible, enriched by many cultures, united by a
single tongue."
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I rejoice in the richness of our multifaceted culture. I also rejoice
in our oneness. Let us then continue to enrich our culture with
contributions from the who come to live and work with us in this
Nation. But let us protect and preserve our oneness by maintaining
unbroken that linguistic chain that unites us as a culture and as a
nation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR S.I. HAYAKAWA

The drive for the constitutional amendment to mks Ehgliah the

official lavaage of the U.S. Inecisisad a greet boost just taco weeks ego

in the State of California. We had an initiative meaeure going Which, if

passed. would require the Governor of California to petition the President

mad the Congress of the United States to relieve the State of California

from having to provide ballots and voter*iniaamationnetamiels in 'avulses

other than English.

The deadline for turning in the 393,000 signatures necessary to

qualify the measure for the November election is May 29. On that day the

district chairmen and officers of our organization, Californians for Ballots

in English. delivered to the registrars of voters at county seats thrtughout

the State a total of 626,321 signatures.

The campaign to gather thews signatures was begun in February 1984

ao that we had less than four earths in which to reach our goal. The

signatures were collected by moil campaign, in which petition forms were

sent out along with letters asking fnr financial contributians to mustain

the drive. As money came in, more mailings were sant out.

that was noticeable about the reaps-nese to the mailings was, first,

what seemed to us to be an eetremely large number of small contributions,

accompanied in many instances by letters frow naturalized immigrant Americans

=pressing how ouch it had =lent to the to learn Engliih and bearmsAmericans.

Secondly. a ramakable number of people mode additional copies of their

petition forms, which they took to their friends and neighbors and to their

places of work in order to gather more signatures. Workers at Chopping

molls and in front of poet offices reported that when pea/ars-by say the

placards, "Ballots in Englima", they stopped to sign the petitions at coca

without asking for fu+thew saplanatioft. The speed with lehich we reached our

goal incirates the deep desire of people, both old-line Americans madman

recant immigrants, to Sts in English as an expression of their identity

as Americans.

Tillers did the opposition to "Ballots in English only" come frees?

Our experience in California has shown it toeing from Hispanic spokesman,

although our petition forms against bilingual ballots show thourrnlle

Hispanic tames. Objectioos also came from one American-bana Chinese, who

does not' reed or write Chit eee and calls himealf chairmen of "Chinese f.or
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Affirmative lib objections were heard foam the Chinese Six Campanile.

who are the traditional spokesmen for Chinese-Aserican interests in San

Francisco.

Speaking of the Chinese, I'd like to tell about a problem that has

emerged. In San Francisco the translation of voter infonsericel we& entrusted

to educated Chinese scholars, who rendemed the material into literary

Chinese -- a classical style bewond the casprehansion of the average voter.

cl:Arly. what was noodled was a translation of the trenalation, which no

one offered to supply.

'There has certainly been no &mend for bilingual ballots from the

Japanese, who today are pradomtently English-speaking Nisei and Sansei --

the children and grandchildran of the orieinnal assts.

_ There Are tans of thousands of &rains in California. Mast have

coos to the U.S. since *rid Whir II. Worms are so eager to succeed in

American to that they mould be the last to ask for ballots in their own

RIVAIGe

The Vietnamese are so glad to have found rinse in the U.S. that they

too make no special demands of our culture, but ask instead what our culture

requires of rim. What is so admirable end touching About Vietnmese&

youngsters is the bey in Which they have smelled in their schoolwork,

often being chosen as valedictcrians at their high school graduaticos.

Miserly, their parents have brought them up to study hard to biome good

citizens in the country that rescued them from death when, just a few year,

ego, they were fleeing from their covered homeland.

The support of English LangusgeSmandhent is overehelming Last

November in San Francisco we had a referendum, designated as Proposition 0,

which 'Aced that our Mayor request the President and Congress to relieve

us of thv necessity of proviLng votinguederials in foreign languages.

It carried by almost a too-thirds majority. despite the city's large

bonigrant population.

A questbonaire about the EralishLarguegi Amendment sent out late

in 1982 to over a million oft*, ozostituards -- people who haw written to

me while I was in office -- resulted intone than a 96 S vote in favor.

This same questionaire was duplicated by its recepieats copying machine

not only in California, 'tut other states, sopecially and Times,

as I learned when I started receiving hundreds of responses from outside

this Jute.
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Despite d popularity at the issue nogg the genecal voting publIc,

it is mot quite so popular among those holding elective political office.

Pbliticians are often feerfal of a sting vote against them from an echoic

minority. and Hispanic leaders have been especially Ind in their &mend

for !Allgood ballots and bilingual education. But it hems Mewed to no

floe the results any own questioning that Maxican4agerican

as well as other Latin insigrents arena ddifersot from or inigrents

who have come to stet': they went to learn Wish, and their children to

learn English. as quickly as possible inorder to enter the mainstream of

American life.

The bilingual. or foreign-longue'', ballot was introduced into

American politics in 1975 through an anodent offered to the Voting Rights Act

by former Congresswomen Barbera Jordan of Teams. The aserkbentwes targeted

specisafically at the Sonic= Mexican vote. However, as it teas worded,

it applied to other language groups. so that it is surprising that there

was little or m antional debate on the subject. The as t, having

survived a challeng in the House. wee included without further debate in

the Senate and became Lewes part of the %lading Rights Act -- largely

unnoticed. It is not unfair to say then that the amendnent became law

without becoming news, so that the general public first learned of its

existence in the election of 1976, gem people went to the polls and were

offered for the first time ballots in an American ilaction printed in a

foreign language. I have been told that on that day the office of the

Registrar of Voters in San Francisco received tholepin* calls all de- -

and all evening asking why.

Today, people in San Francisco have become used to seeing ballots

and voter pamphlets in Spanish and Chinese. But niggly people, including

especially naturalized claws to wham English is not their native tongue,

contime to be distressed or angry.

This destress and'anger, I wish t o e mphasiye, do not arise from

ethnic prejudice or hostility. Uhat =menu at people is the open

threat that foreign language ballots convey to our cherished idea of

"one nation. indivisible".

Let me add a dimension of newrig to "one nation, indivisible' by

talking A few toments about Japan. Japan, too, is "one nation, indivisible",

but with one important difference. Japan is not only indivisible, it is

also impenetrable. You simply have to be Japanese to start with to get
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anyWhere in Japan. lb immlareftwithaneme like hatch or HUddeston or

deepen or 9caroans or Qatar orOlidll, no sewer bow steeped since infamy

in Japonica culture, =bops to aohleme any position of importenoe, like

police chief cmproncipel of a high school or of a city, to say nothing

of being elected to the rational Diet. Koreans, rho cannot be distinguished

in appearance foam Japenese, remain outsiders to Japanese society eight

or ten gawrations after immigration. Ti e societies in the world are as

impenetrable.

In contrast, the United SUMAS is an ectraccdineril open society.

Millions hove come here from &mope. Millions have bean brought here fnom

Africa. Despite earlier attempts at the occlusion of Orientals, millions

of Asians have now coos to our shores. And washer we welcome them all.

often unwilltogly at first, but ultimately taking them for granted as they

adjust to our ways and learn our Language and eater the mainstream of

American life. #

Nothoin so learly rowels the openness, the permeability, the strength

of our society as reading a roll call of those whom we elect to Congress

as Senators mod Representatives. BetwwenAbdror and Akaka at one and of

alphabet and Zablocke and Zeffretti at the other, there is a long Oogient

of names of anon and women who had to learn English either in their grin&

parents' or parents' generation or in their own earlier life. Biaggi, Caputo,

Boschwitz, do la Garza, Domenici, FUqua, Gonzales. Hammerichmidt, Hayakawa,

Latta, Lasalt. Mikulski, Rostenkowski, Rousselot, Solarz, Tergos -- the

list can go on and on.

All these oonsideraticas compel me to ask, why do loamy Hispanic

political leaders push for bilingual ballots and bilingual edWation? Of

course one should where possible preserve one's backgnozid heritage, but

for all of us Americana transplanted here from another culture, that is our

second teak, rot our first. Our first is tm lawn the language of America,

the social imperatives of being an Americen, the attitudes and customs that

shape the American personality, the behavior that mikes a pod American

citizen. Mach of this is learned in schools -- in classes awed in

English. It is also learned in association with otehr ChiLinel with other .

backgrounds. It is learnad through participation in sports. It is also

learned through the moss media -- radio and television and movies. On top

of all this, cost immigrant families teach swathing to their children about

the language and culture of the country they CAM from. But the principal
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teak of imedgrant Mies in Buffalo, LaMar= Gin Hilwanket, immigrant

?Madrona in toe Asgelee. refugee Witham* in Arlington. VA, is to became

larserioans.

I beg to call attention to a report of the Mari= Council of Education

whirl h says that:

"Appmedristely 50 7, of Hispanic etude= amp out of high echool.

'Dray 7 7 of Hispanics in the Mittel States finish college., wagered

to 12 7, for blocks and 23 % for whites.

'!nearly 18 7 of Hispanics aged 25 mid older are classified as

functional illitscatee, mammas to 10 7, of blacks and 3 7 of whit ."

if my Hispanic frimids in public life wars to begin agitate for more

And better teaching of Ereglish to school children of Hispanic. origin. I

timid gladly work as their ally sod advocate to change for the better the

figures I hew quoted. But in wy experimai moth of the political yon

the pert of Hispanics is going not towards the batter teething of English,

but towards getting more jobs for Spenish-spealdos teachers.

In having one towage that enables us to oremnicate across this

huage continent, as well as with %Mai and Alaska sudsiest of Caned', to

say nothing of Ora Britain, Ireland, Maitre/is; Haw Zealand and saris of

South Africa, we are indeed fortunate.

In the rest of the world nations that have comp into being as

colonialism has receded often find themselves in big linguistic trouble.

There are 365 Lerapuiges and dialects in Indonesia, I em told, idliOh fact

mikes national govenimet extreerly difficalt. Toe governsiest in Jakerke

declared a widely-used Malay dialect to binational language, calling it

Indonesian, and durations; press, is publ9ibidin that largoage. But still

it is doubted that it is understood by half the people of that nation.

In Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) the people Who spaik Tamil, a language

of ionigr,nts from India, are in armed conflict against the speakers of

Sinhalese, who are the earlier inhabitants of the island. The President

declared English to be the national latguage early in 1983, so that speakers

o. Sinhalese and Tamil could learn English end begin to speak to each other

and also to amnia icata with the rest of the world, But the fighting goes

is hbxambique teemed to be Born.guese colony, it as lift without

an offical language, since the new goverment did not want to speak in the

language of their forme colonial =stars, However, these are hundreds of
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isolated tribes in that hugs tuition, Inn of them speaking languages

tensible w other tribes. I understand they are trying, with limited success,

to make e national language of Swehili, the traditional lingua francs of

the slave trade -- so far with limited success. .

A fascinating esempli of la tag development is to be found in

Singapore, where Allmon all the peocle are of Chinese descent and speak

ore of several Chinese dialects in tai home. but get all their schooling.

tem elessmtav school cesent, by parental choice, in plelleb. 'lb* wise

Sitge;oreerts, dependent as they are an international trade, have decided

that their children, shether they p'a' up to bs business min and 'klaxon.

scialtiSts, diplomats, fineociers, airline pilots, or educators, will have

the best chances of succors in life speaking alglish

So I say to the Hispertics -- whether ?aorta Ricans, Ohans, tiexicaro,

Caltral or South temericons walccao into our midst. You have ouch to

contribute to American culture, won as the zany cult free of therope end

Asia and Africa love done.

We in the organization U.S.Eglish have onotto: "America one

nation indevisible; enriched by zany cultures, united by a single tongue".

I rejoice in the richness of our zulti-faceted culture. I also rejoice in

our oneness . Let us =thaw to enridh our culture with contributicsu from

those who came to live and work in this nation. But let us protect and

rumen."' our oneness by maintaining unbroken that ligpietia dhain that

unites us as a culture and as a nation.
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During the six years that I minted as a United States Senator, I realized that ourcountry was heading toward a crisis that DS one seemed willing to sdanem6 We have
unwisely embarked upon a policy of so-called "bilingualism,* putting foreign languages
in competition with our otoo English has long been the main unifying force of the
American people. But now prolonged bilingual education in public aohools and sultilio.-
gual ballots threaten to divide us along language lines.

In 1981, I introduced a Constitutional amendment to sake English the officiallanguage of the United States. I was immediately deluged with thousands of lettere from
people all across the oountry who offered support. Unfortunately, no organisation
existed to which I could refer these people, and therefore, such of the potential for
citizen action was lost.

Having retired from the Senate, I as now helping to launch the needed national
public Interest organization that will work to establish English as cur official lan-
guage. We're calling it U.S.Engliaho Its purpose will be to restore the Engliih-only
ballot, and to limit bilingual education to a transitional role. (We also want our
English-epeaking students to become fluent in foreign languages -- but that's another
tatter).

Dr. John Tinton, a practicing physician and well-known leader of many civic causes,
will be working closely with se. Dr. Tante(' 12 highly experienced in heading such
organizations. I am confident that under his leadership U-S.English will soon grow into
a powerful countervailing force to thc, special interest groups pressing for language
separatism.

Please Join me in this important endeavor. Help us put together the money needed
to wage a vigorous campaign to restore English to its rightful place as the language or
all Americans. I hope you can make a generous contribution that will decisively spoWo,
tAp our development. All contributions are nally tar-deductible.

We have enough problems as a nation, without having to talk through an interpreter.
We can still reverse our misguided course, and secure for ourselves and our children the
blessings of a cocoon language. It's not too late -- if you will help.

Most sincerely,

71 Iai4040.0.fili
S. 1. layakatoo

(please read the enclosed ;newspaper article)
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0 F Sunday Examiner I Chrossicie Mar. 20. 1903 wee Mg
. _

Guy Wrightiu.s.

P4

At Iasi we have a 11111}0114i or.
ganizatlon to combat the tans,
rained hiniwual

I1 S English, nonprofit and 1211.
410th/clink. has opened shop at 1424
!tins St. N W W ,hinglon. DC ,
NM, and 140,0111es to member-
ship all who agriv that English Is
and must remain the only official
language of the pee& of the Unit.
ed States

Or. to put it another way. it will
trs to speak for those who don't
want to see this English speaking
nation turned Into a poly lingual
babel

Former Sen S I Hayakawa,
who fought this battle almost alone
while In Congress, Is honorary
chairman of U.S English

Chairman is Dr John H 'Un-
ion, a Michigan physician whose
sena of concern about population
trends and immigration he
founded the Federation for Ameri-
can Immigration Reform. led him
to embrace tnts kindred cum

"With an organizational strut-

lure in 1.1,n His 41140 14' able
10 gain ...In, 00000. II 'iii

II is none too soon Although
the Is virtually no public support
for the proposition that this rain
try should conduct its affairs In
foreign languages for the conve-
nience of those who don't want to
learn Esiglish, the ethnic leaders
pressing that demand are highly
organized and sintleninded, and
thei have 1011 every skirmish so
far against the disorganized oppost
lion of a general public with many
other worries

Until a few ;lairs ago there was
no problem it was taken for grant.
ed that anyone who wanted to
share In the benefits of American
citizenship should learn English.
Even today most Immigrants real-
ise the value of knowing English
and are eager to learn witness
the pecked newcomer classes

The resistance comes from
leaders of ethnic birw-s, mostly His
panic. who reject the melting -pot
concept. resist assimilation as a
betrayal of their ancestral culture
and demand government funding
to maintain their ethnic Institu
lions

We have seen the fruits of
their victories Laws now require
multilingual Italian and voting aids,
and tap money pays for voter regis-
tration campaigns aimed solely at
those who will Vile tts a foreign

As for bilingual education, it
has fatten into the hands of
less interested In building a MI:
to help Immigrant children learn
English than in building a bridge-

head within the school system for
intent's language pressure groups

This anti assimilation move
silent (a more accurate name than
bilingualism, conies at I time when
the United States M receiving the
largest wive of immigration In Its
hhoory. This influx strains our tacit.
Ities for assimilation and provides
fertile ground for those who would
like to lure language minorities
into permanent power blocs,

To combat those forces, U S
English offers this program

Adopt a constitutional am
mendnient to establish English as
the official language of the United
States

Repeal laws mandating mut
tiitngttal ballots anti voting materl
als.

Restrict governnment fund-
ing for bilingual education to short -
term transitional programs only.

Control Immigration so that
It does not reinforce treads toward
language segregation.

U.S English is no refuge for
red-necked chauvinists. Among is
guiding principles it aye:

"The study of foreign lan-
guages should be encouraged" and
the rights of Individuals and

groups to use other languages must
be respected."

But it also says: in a pluralistic
nation such as ours, government
shookd foster the similaritiee that
unite w, rather than the differ.
antes that separate us."

Amen.

For the public response to this article, see the other side.
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S.F. EXAMINER Mon., Mar. 28, 1983

Guy Wight / Speaking English

KR. WRIGWF: t have host writ-
ten to U.S. Eng tab, saying. -Thank
you, thank you, thank you." And
now I west to thank you, too- for
telling your readers shoot IL I have
Lived and worked &Wok. Now I
uw in the Minion District of San
Francisco snd abo work here. If I
did not realize before the tumor-
wee of a common language. I cer-
tainty have learned it over and over
again in the past for years.
Miss IL a.udiso.

u

U.S. English. 1424 lick St.
N.W. Washington. DC, VW is
the sew settees! orgeisaties
teemed la combat the divisive hiI-
Weal iseveneeeL

MR. WRIGHT: Thank you for
printing the same and Wren of
UM new and enwatial organisation
to combs% the faaactious peewee
frogs ethnic groups to displace En-
glish as our national language. I will

inusedtately and urge alum to
join. Auks. E. Lowe.

We needed seinethisg like

US. English. betanse the Win-
psi movement Is highly ergs-
steed.

MR WEIGHT: I was delighted
to read your article about US En-
glish and have wines to them to
inquire about membership. Just
thinking shout the nonsense of bil-
ingual ballots get me so riled up
again that I fired off an insulting
letter to Congressman Don Ed-
wards of San Jost who. as I recall.

=It to do with insittuUng the
mesa. Doran R. Enter-

sec.
Edwards- has used his pewee

as chairman of the referees caw
',resale:al subcommittee to push
Niguel vests/ and to hobbit its
eppestets.

MK WRIGHT: applaud your
column. former U.S. Sen. S. 1.

Rayskawe aid Dr. John H. Tinton.
fled it distressing that we have to

fight this battle at all. The Decla-
ration of Independence. the Con-
stitution. the Bin of Rights. the
Pledge of Allegiance tend on and
Cs) are to English. Are these not
clear mop as to our official law
My? David A. Halmos

Thai's Chief Hessen of the
Daly City Felice Department.
Sere. Rapiers is honorary chair-
man el U.S. English. nod De. Tam
ten k &atrium

XL WRIGHT: Your article as-
souncing formation of US. English
could not have worded it better
about the had effects of the NM-
goal movement. My friends and I
all feel the same way. Ws high time
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the government did something.
ai.C.A.

It won't be an easy batik.
The billegeslists have their pew
pie is the key pests. Bat saw that
we have a GHQ. we have a fight-
ing chaste.

MR. WRIGHT: As an immi-
grant who came here and set about
acguirtng a use of the natioaal lan-
guage. English. I couldn't agree
more. I tell my students that if
there is one factor that has kept
this country a United States. it is
the use of English perhaps not
always the Xing's version. but even
if spokes with an accent It enables
us to understand one another. I
fully agree -English is and must
remain the only of fir is I Inagua ge of
the people of the United States."
L F.

A cesstitutieoel amendment
to that etteet is the pod el U.S.
inglish.

MR. RIM I agree witaa bout
them intygreat guys not Doing bow
to talk English good. they ain t got
no Maws talltin' funny and not
noted how to reed and Mt We
Amerikens gotta at* twisgether
and remember our motto 'graver
we go in the world: Talk Whit
Rill Cashes

Geed spiel, bet it evades the
point. We aren't telling the rest el
the world what to speak. But
these vibe come here to live
should Esslish es the ke-
rma, ereeiahip.
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September 27, 1984

Mrs. Marion M. Taldet
The Spencer foundation
815 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Dear Mrs. faldet:

124 16th Surat. N W Sailic 714
witahineon. ll.G 20036
202 232-5200

°NW Office Wm 27144
San Francisco. California 94227
415 6614307

02356 7.119
Pituitary. Michigan 49770
616 547-1271

One of the east serious dilemmas facing us today is how to preserve
Anoxic', culture -- its traditional language and civic values -- without
imposing rigid cultural standards sad controls.

The protection of our comma language has become a hotly debated public
issue. It is likely that legislation of some type will eventually he enacted.

As the controversy has grown, it has also become apparent that than is a
serious void in constitutional scholarship on this issue, which inhibits the
search for reasonable solutions. There are few judicial precedents to so by,
and no aeretsent on their relevance today. The literature yields no current
treatment of*this subject area.

As Senator Walter Iluddleston bas pointed out in the attached letter,
there is an urgent weed to commission scholarly work and to convene an
academic colloeuium to guide the national effort on the preservation of
English.

With the assistance of experts at the Library of Congress, se have
assembled a list of the most eminent constitutionsi scholars in the country.
One of these, Professor Albert Sleasteis of Ruttier, University Law School, is
already working under contract with U.S.INCILISli on s comparative study of
language policies in the world's constitutions. Several other scholars have
indicated en interest in undertaking an examination of various other aspects
of the issue: bow can we best protect our language and our civic culture,
within framework of respect for individual. rights?

As Senator luddleston has indicated, this presents a historic
opportunity to make s lasting contribution to future generations.

My colleagues and I rwld be pleased to discuss this project further with
you, and we look formed to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

S.I. Hayakawa, Ph.D.
Honorary Chairman

F.S. 14SaNCLISH is a project of U.S., Inc a tax-exempt 501(c)3
organisation. A copy of our tax letter is enclosed.

ti.....{ rOirrovw, I I 1,111,M. Prn t I ,k.W.T.10+*1000*.ktm TIRO% XI> .0holnagrit tianlev Mamma Leo Stirerren, nerd* Wk. ict,Auriok v DirrOor
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Hayakawa, for your fine
statement.

Let me ask you this. What do you hope to accomplish with this
constitutional amendment that, really, you cannot accomplish with
the amendment that you put into the immigration bill?

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Well, one thing it would do would be to beef up
the language test that the Immigration and Naturalization Service
people give to immigrants who are trying to be naturalized. I have
had so many complaints from people who have been naturalized
and said that their English language test was so perfunctory that
they felt that they had wasted a couple of years studying for that
examination and were not really examined at all.

Senator HATCH. Let me just give you a few of the current laws
we have on the books, and I would like to ask you whether they
would be allowed to remain in operation after this amendment is
in place.

Take 8 U.S.C. 1224, which would require use by Government
agents of interpreters in the physical and mental examination of
alien immigrants seeking entry into the United States.

Do you think that would still be constitutional?
Mr. HAYAKAWA. I think it would. They are seeking entry. They

are not seeking naturalization.
Senator HATCH. Yes, seeking entry into the United States.
Mr. HAYAKAWA. Yes, I think that is perfectly legitimate.
Senator HATCH. 28 U.S.C. 1827, I mentioned before. That would

require the administrative office of the U.S. courts to establish a
program making interpreters available to parties in Federal civil
cases who do not speak English.

Do you think that would be maintained as constitutional?
Mr. HAYAKAWA. I think it would.
Senator HATCH. 28 U.S.C. 1608, requires service of judicial proc-

ess upon a foreign state to be accompanied by a translation into
the official language of that foreign state.

Do you think that would still be constitutional?
Mr. HAYAKAWA. How does that work, again?
Senator HATCH. It would require service of a judicial process

upon a foreign state to be accompanied by a translation of that
process for that foreign state.

Do you think that would continue to be constitutional?
Mr. HAYAKAWA. I think so. That is, when you are serving-
Senator HATCH. Whenever you are serving legal process on an-

other country.
Mr. HAYAKAWA. Yes, of course, I would think so. That would be

only courteous, wouldn't it?
Senator HATCH. It would be mainly for purposes of expedition, it

would seem to me.
Mr. HAYAKAWA. Yes, I should think so. If you are serving a

notice to another country, a judicial notice to another country, it
would simply be not only more efficient, but certainly, simple cour-
tesy would require that, I should think.

Senator HATCH. 42 U.S.C. 254 and 4577, require use of foreign
language personnel in connection with federally funded migrant
and community health centers, as well as federally funded alcohol
abuse and treatment programs which would serve a substantial
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number of non-English-speaking persons. How how do you think
these laws would be affected? This is a little tougher question. Due
process under the Constitution might protect the earlier statutes I
mentioned. But what about requiring use of the appropriate foreign
language in migrant and community health centers, as well as the
alcohol abuse and treatment programs which provide services to a
substantial number of non-English-speaking people?

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Well, it would seem to me that there would be
no constitutional barrier to this, since this is a matter of public
health and public safety, to take care of their healthand if a com-
munity could afford it, I would think that it should be done. But
we must be very, very---

Senator HATCH. What if the community cannot afford it, but the
Federal Government requires it?

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Well, this is a pretty affluent culture. We can
afford an awful lot of things, can't we?

Senator HATCH. I am not quite sure you answered my question,
Senator. But, not wanting to jostle with semantics with you, I
think I will just accept it. [Laughter.)

Mr. HAYAKAWA. How far does one go in this?
Senator HATCH. Well, that is one of the questions. I think that is

one of the questions your amendment raises. Haven't we gone to
almost ridiculous ends to have bilingual education, bilingual pro-
grams---

Mr. HAYAKAWA. It would make sense, for example, along our
border with Mexico, if there Are a large number of Mexican immi-
grants who have those problems with whatever, alcoholism, or
whatever the problems arethat is one thing. But supposing you
have isolated immigrants in small groups, speaking dozens of dif-
ferent languages, let us 'say, American Indian languages, that
nobody around can understand. Do you have to supply them for ev-
erybody? Is there a limit to the number of people you have to have
as patients in order to qualify for a staff member speaking that
language?

Senator HATCH. You seem to be advocating a rule of reason in
this matter, which some people do not feel exists today, and that is
wl_y they support your amendment.

Let me throw another one out, which is even more difficult: 42
U.S. Code 1973, that is, the Voting Rights Act, requires bilingual
ballots in any jurisdiction in which more than 5 percent of the
voting age residents are members of a language minority as de-
fined by the act. Iiow do you think that would be affected by this
amendment?

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Well, I would like to have that thrown out alto-
gether.

The problem with that is that it is extremely difficult to adminis-
ter. How do you tell from a census report, going by surnames of the
different families in a voting district, whether or not people named
Hayakawa or Inouye or Matsunaga are English speaking or not?
Maybe they just speak Japanese.

Or, as in this case, they may not speak Japanese. But actually,
what has happened in California repeatedly is that because they
found, let us say, 5,000 Mexican names or supposedly Mexican
names, in a district, they will print 5,000 Spanish language ballots
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for them, and found that only 50 of them were requested, becausr.!
most of those families had been Monterey or Salinas for two or
three generations..

Senator HATCH. You can perhaps anticipate my problem. You
have stated your intent to overturn some statutes while preserving
others. My problem is, what is the judicial standard; what would be
the standard to determine which current laws dealing with lan-
guage would be overturned by this proposed amendment and which
would be preserved?

Mr. HAYAKAWA. That law would become inoperative completely,
because if English is the official language of the United States, con-
ducting an election is official business, and it would be conducted
in English. And therefore, you would not need the so-called bilin-

-gual ballots at all.
Senator HAWK Let me, in the interest of time, submit some

questions to you, and I may submit them to all witnesses, especial-
ly to you and Senator Huddleston, so that we can build the record
pertaining to this constitutional amendment.

I just want to tell you how much I appreciate having you here
today and seeing you once again. We certainly miss you here in the
U.S. Senate. But you get up here once in a while, and we are glad
to see you, especially on this issue. I know this issue means a lot to
you.

Mr. HAYAKAWA. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Hayakawa, personally.
Our next witness will be Congressman Norman D. Shumway,

who is U.S. Congressman from California, and I wonder if I could
call to t table also the Honorable Baltasar Corrada, who is a U.S.
Congressman from Puerto Rico, and who is with the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus, and we will, of course, take you in that order.

Congressman Shumway, let us hear your statement first.

STATEMENT OF HON. NORMAN D. SHUMWAY, A U.S. REPRESENT-
ATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND HON. BALTASAR
('ORRADA. A RESIDENT COMMISSIONER FROM PUERTO RICO
Mr. SHUMWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee

this morning and share my views on this very important subject.
As you have indicated, I am the author of a similar amendment
which is pending in the House of Representatives, known as House
Joint Resolution 169, and consequently, I have given a great deal of
attention to this subject; I am very concerned with the trend in
recent years toward the official recognition of languages other than
English in America and with the impact of the growing number of
Government-sponsored bilingual programs and issues which these
bills are designed to address.

And I have been delighted to note that there has been increasing
attention to this subject, and I believe there is a developing trend
in America for widespread grassroots support. I am encouraged
that this attention and support will give us a great deal of momen-
tum as we discuss this important issue here in the Congress.

By officially designating English as the official language of the
United States, this proposed amendment would provide the meas-
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ure of legal protection to our common language which it is current-
ly afforded only through custom. I believe Rich protection is fitting
and proper for the language which has been for over two centuries
one of our Nation's strongest unifying forces. The United States
has always prided itself on the national unity it has achieved de-
spite the ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity of our Nation. It is
therefore past time, in my view, that the importance of the English
language, and the contribution our common tongue has made to
our social cohesion and political stability, be officially' recognized.

The subcommittee has already heard examples of the potentially
divisive nature of language in society. Problems that exist in
Canada, in Belgium, in Sri Lanka, and in India, as a result of their
respective bilingual/bicultural policies, Mr. Chairman, should pro-
vide the United States with some valuable lessons, ones that we
should take to heart and not repeat in our own country.

I have been concerned in the last 10 to 20 years about what ap-
pears to me to be a trend toward Government-sponsored bilingual-
ism in America and the implications of those policies. While few
would deny that mastery of English is vital to our Nation's immi-
grants becoming full and participating members of society, official
policies such as those that recognize other languages as the accept-
ed language of the ballot box, and as a legitimate means of instruc-
tion in our schools, as well as official non-English aocuments avail-
able for food stamp and welfare applications, drivers license exami-
nations, and consumer complaint questionnaires, to name just a
few, may actually hinder the learning of English in our country.

It seems to me, therefore, Mr. Chairman, that when we discour-
age proficiency in English, we are enhancing those dissimilarities
between immigrants and the mainstream of American life, thereby
inhibiting the vital process the vital acculteration that must occur.

The English language amendment which I have introduced,
therefore, seeks not only to provide a ..eeded measure of legal pro-
tection to the English language but to halt the trend toward Gov-
ernment policies which actively promote languages other than Eng-
lish, while clarifying many of the contradictory signals which our
Government now sends to the linguistic minorities in this Nation.

The U.S. naturalization laws, for example, require competency in
English as a precondition of U.S. citizenship. However, Federal law
since 1975 has required that people of limited English proficiency
who vote, and thus who exercise the highest privilege of U.S. citi-
/nship, be provided with ballots in their native language. My pro-
posed amendment would put an end to the use of multilingual bal-
lots. thereby reversing one of the many Government-sanctioned
programs which do not ence'lrage competency in English and reaf-
firming that proficiency in English is essential to full participation
in our Nation's democracy.

Another application of this amendment would be in our Nation's
schools. For almost a decade, we have highlighted bilingual educa-
tion as the method for increasing limited-English proficient [LEP]
students' proficiency in English. This approach was essentially in-
stitutionalized by tke Federal Government in 1975, when the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare [HEW] developed
guidelines known as the Lau remedies, which require local school
districts to provide instruction for LEP students in their native Ian-

7
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gimge as a precondition of eligibility for Federal funds. In the proc-
ess, Mr. Chairman, bilingual education appears to have become an
end in itself, rather than the means for immigrants to become full
and participating members of American society, and has served all
toe frequently to impede the learning of EngliA.

Certainly, we have an obligation to provide language assistance
to our Nation's LEP population, particularly given the large num-
bers of immigrants and refugees coming into this country speaking
little if any English. This amendment would not preclude our doing
so. It would, however, change the focus of bilingual education pro-
grams. This amendment would not eliminate the use of bilingual
education, but it would resture emphasis on its use as a transition-
al instructional tool, rather than as an end in and of itself, and
would give Ipcpi school districts more flexibility and more discre-
tion to utiliiilother approaches which meet the unique needs and
circumstances of their LEP students.

Government-sponsored programs such as multilingual ballots
and bilingual education, while well intentioned, have become lin-
guistic barriers which impede the process of assimilation of our Na-
tion's growing immigrant population. Such programs are truly a
disservice to America's immigrants for they essentially tell our Na-
tion's newcomers that proficiency in English is not vital to their
full participation in society. Clearly, Mr. Chairman, proficiency in
English is essential to education, professional and social opportuni-
ties for America's immigrants.

As Senator Hayakawa stated in another appearance, and I think,
summarized it very well: "The language we share is at the core of
our identity as citizens, and our ticket to full participation in
American political life. We can speak any language we want at the
dinner table, but English is the Ian' age of our public discourse, of
the marketplace, and of the voting . .th." This remark, Mr. Chair-
man, underscores possibly the most important goal of the amend-
mentto make clear to immigrant parents and children alike that
mastery of English is indispensable for one becoming a full
member of American society.

Before closing, I would like to just point out a couple of things
that this amendment would not do, because I know it has been
criticized from that vantage point, as well.

This amendment, for example, in no way seeks to discourage the
sniffy of foreign languages in the United States. Very clearly, com-
petency in languages in addition to English is essential in today's
interdependent world, and the amendment would not prohibit or
discourage the teaching of those languages in schools or colleges,
nor would it prohibit foreign language requirements in academic
institutions.

Furthermore, the amendment addresses the mandatory use of
foreign languages in the official business of the United State:-, not
the private use of languages other than English. The proposed
amendment in no way seeks to discourage the use of foreign lan-
guages in private contexts, such as homes, churches, private orga-
nizations, commerce, and private schools.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, let me stress that the English lan-
guage amendment should by no means be construed as a betrayal
of the diverse cultures which make up our great Nation. America
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has been immeasurably enriched by the cultural diversity of our
society, and thus it is vital that this diverse cultural tradition be
preserved. I would submit, however, that our common language has
been a powerful factor in forging strength and unity from such di-
versity. It is therefore vital that we put an end to shortsighted Gov-
ernment-sponsored programs which discourage proficiency in Eng-
lish and which tragically serve to keep many of our Nation's lin-
guistic minorities on the fringes of America's English-speaking
mainstream. The English language amendment is an important
step in the right direction.

Thank you.
[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN D, SNURWAY

Mr. Chairmen, t appreciate hiving the opportunity this morning to

share my views with you end members of the Senate Judiciary sub-

committee on the constitution regarding Senate Joint Resolution 167,

constitutional amendment designating English the official language

of the United States. As the :Thief sponsor of a similar ams...dment

(H.J.Res. 169) in the House of Representatives, 1 ma deeply coneernd

with the trend in recent years towards he offical recognition of

lengunge other than English in America and with the growing number

of government-sponsored bilingual programs which, in my view, are

impeding the learning of English by our nation's immigrants.

The English Language Amendment (ELA), initially introduced by former

Senator S. I. Hayek/ma, has gained increasing attention In recent years

end enjoys widespread grassroots support. Letters 1 have received and

comments I have hard from talkshows 1 have participated in enthu-

siastically support the ELA. These remarks, from teachers, parents,

second generation Americans, and immigrants themselves, powerfully

reaffirm my belief that this amendment reflects the views of many

Americans: English Is and must remain our only national language.

Hy officially designating English es the official language of the

U.S., the ELA wouic provide the measure of legni protection to our

common language which it is currently afforded through custom Dilly. 1

believe such protection is fitting and proper for the language which has

been for over two centuries one of our nation's strongest unifying

forces. The V.S. has always prided itself on the national unity it has

achieved despite the ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity of our

nation. Mr. Chairmen, it is therefore past time that the importance

of the English language, and the contribution our common tongue has made

to our social cohesion and political stability, be officially recognised.

Examples of the potentielly divisive nature of language in society are

all too prevalent throughout the world. Canada, which has a policy

of Iwo official languages, is confronted with calls for seccelsion by

the country's French-speaking citizens; linguistic divisions can be

seen in Belgium between the French-speaking Walloons and the Dutch-

speskirg Flemish population; and, in Sri Lanka, the tragic conflict
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between the Tamil-spealting minority Sad the ainahals-speaking

majority has resulted in the loss of innumerable lives over the years.

Clearly, our nation can learn some valuable lessons from the problems

these countries have experienced as a resu ,f their respective

bilingual/bicultural policies.

Mr. Chairmen, It is vital that the U.S. not retrace the dangerous paths

1
taken by these nations. I am therefore troubled by the trend toward

government-sponsored bilingualism in America and the Implications of

such policies. While few would deny that mastery of English is vital to

our nation's Immigrants becoming full and participating members of

society, official policies, such as those that recognise other languages'

as the accepted language of the ballot box and as a legitimate means of

instruction, as well as offic:1 non-English documents, available for

food stamp and welfare applications, drivers license examinations, and

consumer complaint questionnaires, to name just a few, may actually

hinder the learning of English. Rather than encouraging the adaptation

of immigrants to the speech and customs of their new homeland,

government-sanctioned programs, such as multilingual ballots and

bilingual education, serve to discourage proficiency in English and to

enhance dissimilarities between immigrants and the mainstream of

American life, thereby inhibiting the process of acculteration.

The English Language Amendment I have introduced, therefore, seeks not

only to-provide a needed measure of legal protection to the English

language but to halt the trend towards government policies which

actively promote languages other than English while clarifying many of

the contradictory signals which our government Is sending to our

nation's linguistic minorities. United States naturalization laws,

for example. require competency In English as a precondition of U.S.

citizenship. However. femeral law since 1975 has required that people

of limited English proficiency who vote, and thus who exercise the

highest p.ivilege of U.S. citizenship, be provided with ballots in

their native language. The ELA would put an end to the use of multi-

lingual ballots, thereby reversing one of the many government-sanctioned

programs which do not encouroge competency in English and reaffirming

that proficiency in English is essential to full participation in our

naticri's democre
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Another welcome application of the ELA would be in our nstion's

schools. For almost a decade we have highlighted bilingual education

as the method for increasing limited English proficient (LEP)

students' proficiency in English. This approach was essentially

institutionalized by the federal government in 19/5 when the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare developed guidelines, the "Lau

remedies," which require local school districts io provide instruction

for LEP students in their native language as a precondition of

_eligibility for federal funds. In my view, bilingual education

appears to have become an end in itself, rather than the means for

immigrants to become full and participating members of American

society, and has served all too frequently to impede the learning of

English and to maintain separate language and culture.

Certainly we have an obligation to provide language assistance to our

nation's LEP population, particularly given the large numbers of

immigrants and refugees coming to the U.S. speaking little if any

English; this amendment would not preclude our doing so. The

amendment would, however, change the focus of bilingual education

programs. While the ELA would not eliminate the use of bilingual

education, it woulo restore emphasis on its use as a transitional

instructional too! and would give local school districts more

flexibility to utilize a broader range of approaches which best meet

not only the unique needs and circumstances of their LEP students, but

which meet their budget priorities as well.

In my view, Mr. Chairman, rovernment-sponsored programs such as multi-

lingual ballots and bilingual education, while well-intentioned, have

become linguistic barriers rhlch impede the process of assimilation of

our nation's growing immigrant population. Such programs are truly

great disservice to America's immigrants for they essentially tell our

_nation's newcomers that proficiency in English Is not vital to their

full participation in society. I would submit, however, that nothing

could be further from the truth. How can we Wiest our nation's linguis-

tic minorities to become involved and productive members of society if

they are unable to speak the language of their new homeland? Clearly,

proficiency in English is essential to educational, professional and

social opportunities iv America's immigrants. As Senator Hayakaw
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'has stated in the past, "The language we share is et the core of our

identity as citizens, and our ticket to full participation in American

political life. We can speak any language we want at the dinner table,

but English is th, language of public discourse, of the marketplace,

sad of the voting booth." This remark underscores possibly the most

important goal of the EIA -- to make clear to immigrant parents and
att

children alike that mastery of Engkish is Indispensible for becoming a

full Member of American society.

While It is important to consider what the ELA would do, it is equally

vital to note what the prorosed amendment would not do. While critics

of the ELA may consider he amendment to reptesent a xenophobic and

natiwistic call for monolinguaiism In America, the ELA in no way seeks

to discourage the study of foreign languages In the United States.

Clearly, competency in languages in addition to English is essential

in today's interdependent world and the ELA would not prohibit or

discourage the teaching of foreign languages in public schools or

colleges nor would it prohibit foreign language requirements in acade-

mic institutions.

Furthermore, the ELA stitresses the mandatory use of foreign languages

In the offiftai business of the U.S. not the private use of languages

other than English. This proposed amendment In no way nooks to

discourage the use of foreign languages In private contexts, such as

homes, churches, private organizations, commerce and private schools.

Mr. Chairman, le me stress in closing that the ELA should by no means

be construed as s betrayal of the diverse cultures which make up our

great nation. America has been immeasurably enriched by the cultural

diversity of our society and thus It Is vital that this diverse

cultural tradition be preserved. I would submit, thonh, that our

common language has been a powerful factor in forging strenrth and

unity from such diversity. It is therefore vital that we put an and

to snort-lighted government sponsored programs which ciscourage

profic!ency in English and which tragically serve to keep meny of our

nation's linguistic minorities on the fringts of America's English-

sneaking mainstream. The ELA it an important step in the right

direction.
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Hon. Norman D. :Num*.
House of Representatives
1203 Longworth Howe Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Shumway,

February 6, 1984

I have read and fully support Senate Joint Resolution 167, Constitutional Amend-
ment to make Enaliab the official language of the United States. As a President Of
the PAC. I spend a great deal of my time promoting our Polish heritage, culture
and language. I feel this is important. People should not forget who they are, where
they come from. We should keep alive the struggle and language of our forefathers.

However, when a people leave on+ country and seek refuge in another, a country with
greater freedom and greater opportunities, it becomes all our duty to see that this
country's greatness is maintained. A universal languags, open communications, and

personal independence hrve always been a prise ingredient in that greatness. The
first thing newcomers learn to share is language. Those who wish to spare their

people the burden of learning new language are either ignorant or tyrants who want
to control and have final power over these people. Who vo..ld be writing these words

to you today if I had not been forced to learn English. We would all be prisoners
in our own com.flunitieb, limited and dependent, the very situation many immigrants
are fleeing from.

Today, there are many young Americans who have always enjoyed freedom and indepen-
dence. When something comes too easily, we tend to forget its value. But, with each
immigrant who learns English you can be assured there are Americans who have heard
his story and appreciate their country more.

How can Americans remain united if we encourage separation? We must have some way
of communicating the things that us tugg.iliei, us

Is there anyone who had to learn the English language and after learning it could
horic.,tly say he would prefer never to have learned it?

I offer You my best vIshes and full support for this amendment and will encourage
other' to do so also.

Sincerely yours,

Michael llichass
President

804 N. 24th Street Philiadelphio, Po. 19130 (215) 6274454 739-3408
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Senator HATCH. Thank you so much, Congressman Shumway. We
appreciate your being here today, and we know that your amend-
ment is quite similar to Senate Joint Resolution 167. I may have a
question after Congressman Corrada testifies as to just what are
the differences between your amendment and the one here in the
Senate.

The next witness is the Resident Commissioner for Puerto Rico,
Congressman Baltasar Corrada. He will be appearing today on
behalf of the Hispanic Caucus, of which he is the vice chairman, as
well as in his capacity as the Representative from Puerto Rico.

We certainly welcome you here, Congressman.

STATEMENT OF RESIDENT COMMISSIONER BALTASAR CORRADA

Mr. CORRADA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and mem-
bers of the subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to present
my views on Senate Joint Resolution 167, which would amend our
Constitution to establish the English language as the official lan-
guage of the United States.

This morning, I come before you in my capacity as vice chairman
of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, as well as in my personal ca-
pacity as Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico.

Some believe that this amendment is needed to preserve English
as the language in which to conduct the official, political, social,
and economic matters in the United, States. There are some who
believe that minority languages pose a threat to dethrone English
as the language of the vast majority of our people and our Govern-
ment. Well, I submit that the people of the United States believe in
freedom and not in government impesition of language or culture.

English is the language of the United States, and it is so because
of a cultural and social phenomenon. English is the language of
our country because that is the people's choice and not because the
Constitution mandates it.

The freedom of speech we enjoy here allows us to make the
choice every single day to speak whichever language we prefer, and
for over 200 years, overwhelmingly, we had decided to communi-
cate in English in this country.

Immigrants or migrants to the United States have historically
been eager to learn English. Even the 3.2 million American citizens
residing in Puerto Rico, where Spanish is the language used in gov-
ernment, in state courts, in business, and in all facets of daily
living, strive to improve our proficiency in English.

I, for instance, was born and raised in Puerto Rico and educated
there and developed in an academic environment where Spanish is
the vehicle of public education. Throughout my college years and
my law studies in Puerto Rico, Spanish was the language of my
education. I never resided on the U.S. mainland until the people of
Puerto Rico elected me to Congress in 1977. Yet I sit before you
this morning conversing in English, even though Spanish is my
vernacular. I cherish both languages. They, I believe, make me a
better-educated person and better-suited to understand the people
and the world I live in.

Mr. Chairman, I fail to see how a constitutional amendment es-
tablishing English as the official language of the United States
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which requires such great effort and expense to adopt would, in the
balance, yield a positive impact on our social, economic, and politi-
cal life.

The United States is composed of different cultures which have
allowed us to rapidly and effectively expand our international hori-
zons. Our economic and political ties with foreign countries have
been strengthened, thanks to the enlightening contributions based
on first-hand knowledge and understanding of foreign cultures im-
migrants have brought to our country.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to believe that we as a country can
see past the isolationism which has been fostered before. In order
to survive in th-. world community, the United States must make a
continued effort eo shed its provincialism, to become more able to
deal with the cultures and languages of other countries, to recog-
nize that English is not intrinsically superior to any other lan-
guage.

Because of the economic dominance of the United States in
recent decades, English has become the standard language in busi-
ness and diplomacy throughout the world, and Americans have
become comfortable in their knowledge that all others will accom-
modate to them. As our world becomes smaller, through transpor-
tation and communication, and as economic strength becomes more
evenly distributed among nations, we must raise ourselves from
this false sense of security and begin to recognize and reward cul-
tural and linguistic differences as an asset rather than a detriment
to our national power.

I am a strong believer in statehood for Puerto Rico. I envision in
the not too distant future that Puerto Rico will become the 51st or
the 52d State of the Union, and that in doing so, it will enrich the
culture of our Nation. There would be, in my view, no compelling
reason whatsoever for Congress to impose English on Puerto Rico,
being a,- we are an island in the Caribbean and not part of the U.S.
contig us territory.

point out, Mr. Chairman, that in the year 1917, Congress
pas . the Jones Act, granting American citizenship to ail resi-
dents of Puerto Rico, regardless of whether they spoke English or
not. It would be unfair, now that we may be moving closer to the
point where we may ask to join the Union, and citizenship was
granted to us without the requirement of English, to require thaY,1
English be the sole official language in Puerto Rico if we become. a'
State. I believe that we ought to have the opportunity to have
Spanish as well as English as the official language in Puerto Rico,
and that this essentially is a matter for each State to decide, rather
than having the Federal Government imposing to each of the polit-
ical bodies that comprise this great Nation, a mandatory use of
English as the official language of every government.

Puerto Rico, being a neighbor of Latin American countries and
possessing similar language, culture, and idiosyncracy, would
afford the United States the catalyst it needs to improve and devel-
op currently strained relations with some of those countries. The
admission of Puerto Rico into the Union as an Hispanic state
would send a clear message to the countries in this region that the
United States does not look down on Hispanics, but rather, wel-
comes them on an equal footing.

s
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Yes; we in Puerto Rico want to learn English, as I and my chil-
dren and many others on the island have, but not as an imposition,
but as a matter of practicality and choice.

Any attempt to impose the English language on me or anybody
would be a frontal attack oa the right to om of speech provid-
ed in the first amendment to the Constitution. To try to impose the
English language on the States' official business would be contrary
to the States' rights and to their constitutional rights, protected
under the 10th amendment, to manage their internal affairs how-
ever they see fit.

The freedom Gf speech and the right to vote are the cornerstones
of our democracy. Any effor'.. to undermine either one weakens our
democracy. We cannot backtrack, Mr. Chairman, in our efforts to
bring equality of access to the election polls and to ensure full par
ticipation for all in our democratic and electoral process.

For instance, the bilingual ballot provisions under the Voting
Rights Act are a prime example of how we are responding to the
need to give a greater meaning to democracy in our country. It is
also a fine example of the negative impact a constitutional amend-
ment establishing English as the official language poses on these
efforts.

The right to vote is the key to all freedoms we enjoy in the
United States. It assures our citizens participation in the decision-
making process regarding issues which affect our daily lives and
give direction to our society. By imposing a language barrier to the
right to vote, we would deny many citizens in our Nation access to
the most basic and important tool in democracy. Language minori-
ty groups should not be alienated or obstructed from participating
in the political process but rather, encouraged to do so by facilitat-
ing their understanding of that process. In that way, we truly bring
them into the mainstream of America's business.

Congress cannot ignore the plight of American ntizens lacking
proficiency in English who wish to fully exercise their constitution-
al right to vote in the most conscientious and rightful manner;
Congress should not preclude 20-year permanent residents over 50
years of age from becoming U.S. citizens because of insufficient
knowledge of the English language; Congress should not do away
with bilingual education programs crafted to ensure the continued
educational growth of American citizens while they learn to
become proficient in the English language.

This great democratic institution, the Congress of the United
States, Mr. Chairman, does not need a constitutional amendment
pointing out the obvious, that English is the uncontested language
of the United States. It might be easy for the English-speaking ma-
jority of our country to attempt to impose English on our linguistic
minorities. I would not doubt it for a moment, that perhaps you
could garner the majority of the Members of Congress to vote for
this. But what would it do?

The adoption of such measure, in my view, would accomplish
nothing save a straining of relations between the diverse cultures
that nurture the greatness of our Nation.

No one is arguing against the need for all Americans to attain
proficiency in English in order to participate in all levels of our so-
ciety. No one is suggesting that any other language should replace
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English as the vehicle for interaction in our society. That is the
way it is that is the way it should be. But we do not need the Con-
stitution to mandate this, just as 114 do not need the Constitution
to mandate that we have to love Our mother and our father, or that
we have to be patriotic. This ii part of the responsibility of citizen-
ship that does not have to be imposed upon us.

America is great not because we speak one language or the
other, but because we are united by the fundamental principles
that bind our people together freedom, justice, equal opportunity
for all, fairness, democracy. To say that we make our country
stronger because we make it "U.S. English" is like saying that we
would make it stronger by making it "U.S. white." It is as insidious
to base the strength or unity of the United States in one
as it is to base that' strength or unity in one race. A Spanish
ing American can be as patriotic as an English-speaking American,
just like a black American can be as patriotic as a white American.

When Jimmy Lopez was held hostage in Iran for more than 1
year, together with other Americans, he wrote an inscription in his
cell that the Iranians could not understand what it meant. He
wrote: "Viva is Roja, Blanca y Azul." It meant: "Long live the Red,
White and Blue." He was fully American and fully patriotic, even
though he wrote that inscription in Spanish, and it remained there
while his captors wanted to restrain his freedom.

Today, as a Puerto Rican and as an American proud of being a
Puerto Rican, and proud of being an American, I repeat here: Viva
la Roja, Blanca y Azul.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Material submitted for the record follows:]
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Senator HATCH. Thank you, Congressman Corral& I think ypia

gave an excellent statement today, representing your side of this
issue.

All statements have been ve6 well received by this committee.
I think rather than ask questions, I am running out of time. I

have got to be to a- meeting with the majority leader within lust a
§.. Shum-

way,
minutes, but I would like to just mention,

way, as you undoubtedly know, the Congressional . Service
has done an analysis of your amendment, and I would to in-
clude that analysis as a part of the record at this particulak
That analysis points out that your amendment is at least clearer
than the Senate version in one respect It does not purport to cover
private activities.

Your section 2 incorporates a "State action" component, which I
think is quite interesting.

Your amendment also preserves some of the concept of Federal-
ism, by permitting both Congress and the States to enforce the
amendment by legislation, So it does consider federalism in that
regard, compared to the Senate amendment.

t,Nlaterial submitted for the record follows:]
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LEGAL ANALYSIS of H.J. RES. 169 PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE U.S. CONSTITR-
T/ON TO MAKE ENGLISH THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE UNITED STATES

On March 2, 1943, Congressman Khumway introduced H.J. las. 169 which

would amend the U.S. Coostitutioo to make English the "official Language of

the United States" and, except with respect co education, would implement

this mandate by prohibiting ell governmentally compelled use of "any language

other thin English." The text of the proposed amendment reads

Section 1. The English leagues/ shall be the official language
of the United States.

Section 2. Neither the united States oar any State shall re-
quire, by law, ordinance, regulation, order, decree, program,
or policy, the use im the United States of any language other
Chao Inelish.

Section 3. This article shall not prohibit any law, ordinance
regulation', order, deers', program, or policy requiriog educational
instruction in a language other the English for the purpose of
mak . students who use a language other than English proficient
in f.nylibh.

Section 4. The C04042411 mad the States may enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.

At the outset. it should be noted that it doss sat appear that the sortie*

1 &elevation of English an the "official" language would, otandina alone sad

1/

without reformat* to the ourciedlas sections. hey* any otetgichl legal effect,

1/ At present, ins cloWrit analogue to federal recognition of as "Official"
14ngU34w say be found in existing laws which twee a limited English lowest'
resuiressAt for Aerofoil:Atlas, at f01104441

No potato...shall hereafter he eaturslised ea a oitis** of the Melted States

cder,,tesmill)



Thal wording of that first section would not mr it seem to mandate or prohibit

anything. at least in the absence of a logislc:tivo history that sight elucidate

its intended meaning. Of course, Congress and the states are also empowered to

give legS%lative delinit the essentially hortatory language of section 1

by the concurrent enforLc- authority granted in section 4 of the proposed

aaendmenL.

Section 2, it contrast. would appear to erect a legal barrier to state or

federal action of any kind--executIvi., legislative, or judicialthat would

"require" or otherwise compel the use of "any language other than English" for

any purpose not comprehende, by the section 1 exception. At the time, it

is not altogether clear whether. or to what extent, local governmental action

mandating forbidder foreign language usage might likewise be precluded by the pro-

posed wording. For while inclusion of the term "ordinance" within that section

might be suggestive of the sponsor's intent that local governmental entities,

as instrumentalities of the "state," fall within that tare as used in section 2,

this pay not be the invariable judicial interpretation without some additional

clarification of the matter, either in the body of the amendsent itself or its

legislative history.

Some indication of the implications of the section 2 prohibition say

be gloat:hid from a brief, And certainly not exhaustive, survey of current

federal laws that authorize the use of non-English or foreign tongues in

various circumstances. A major example say be found in the bilingual

election ..rrwittions of the Voting Rights Act, added by Title III of the

1975 Amendments, which prohibit a jurisdiction in which more than 51 of

the voting age residents are members of a single language minority, and

Continued

upon ''n is own petition who cannot demonstrate--

(I) an understanding of the English language. includi.g an
ability to read, write, and speak words in ordinary usage 10

the English languages Provided, That this requirement shall
not apply to any personWY1rally unable to comply therewith,

if otherwise qualified to be naturallaed,

or to any person who, on the date of the filing of his

petition for naturalisation is provided in section 1445

of this title, is over fifty yearn of age and haa been

living in the United State. for periods totaling at least

twenty years subsequent to a lawful admission for

permanent residence: Provided :unites.. That the re-

quiresents of this section relating to ability to
read and write shall be met if the applicant can read

or write simple words end phrases to the and thst

reasonable test of his literacy shall be made and that

no extraordinary or unreasonable condition shall be

imposed upon the applicant....

8 U.S.C. 1423.
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In which the illiteracy rate of such groups in English is higher than

the national average, from providing voting materials only in the English

language until August 6. 1985. Such jurisdiction is required by the law

to provide voting materials in the applicable minority language as well as

Englisn. If the minority language is oral or unwritten, the jurisdiction

is required to funish only oral instructions or assistance in the minority

language. These requirements do not apply in a jurisdiction which has less

than 52 of the statewide population of voting age citizens. Language

minorities are defined to include persona of American Indian, Asian American,
2/

Alaskan native, or Spanish heritage.

Among other perhaps less prominent but nonetheless significant provi-

sions of federal law that mandate foreign language usage are those that require

interpreters to be used in the physicil and 'mantel examination of alien immi-

3/
grants seeking entry Into the United States; the Director of the Administra-

tive office of the U.S. Courts to establish a program for the use of foreign

language interpreters in Were/ civil and criminal proceedings for parties
4/

whose primary language is other than English; service of judicial process

by U.S. and stmt.. courts on a foreign state, its political subdivisions,

agencies, or instrumentalities to be accompanied by a translation into the

5/

official language of the foreign state"; and use of foreign language

personnel in connection with federally funded migrant and community health
*/ 7/

centers, and alcohol abuse and treatment prograes. which Bern s sub-

etentisl number of non-English speaking persona.

The probable effect of the proposed amendment would be a nullification

of these and related federal laws to the extent that they require, and not

simply permit, the use of foreign language either directly, or as a cond.:tine

to the receipt of federal fund, by state, local, or private participants in

federal programs. Sy the same token, outside the educational context, the

federal court. would presumably be precluded iron grounding a right to foreign

2/

3/

4/

5/

6/

7/

1971aa-la.

1224.

1827.

1608.

254b(f)(3)(J),

4577(b).

254c.

42 U.S.C.

8 U.S.C.

2A U.S.C.

28 U.S.C.

42 U.S.C.

42 U.S.C.
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language interpretatinn in existing statutory or constitutional guarantees.

State legislature., agencise, and courts would be similarly limited and the
8/ 9/

enforcement of existing state regulation in these aims areas and others

10/

would be affected. Since section 2 incorporates a "state action" coecept,

however, purely private conduct of an unaided or unregulated nature would seas to

fall outside the scope of the amendeent.

As noted, however, limited as section 2 is on its face to Laws, regulations,

orders, etc. that 'require foreign leagues* usage, it would not sees to bar all

such usage, even ir, governmental programa or activities, provided only that the

pertinent authority tnerefor is friend in permissive rather than mandatory terms.

For example, while federal court administrators may no longer be required by

stv.ute to provide interpreters in judicial proceedings, they may not be precluded

from doing so, even at government expense, it otherwise within their statutory

authority, and not prohibited by federal or state legislation enacted pursuant to

section 4. The precise operotino of this distinction between sandetory and per-

Plosive regulation is not as readily discernible in other contexts, but any

undesired results flowing therefrom may be redressable, in any event, by legi-

slation under section 4.

Section 3 carves out a ',ajar exception from this foreign Lenenage prohibition

for government sanctioned educational instruction for the purpose of making

students who use language other than English proficient in English." Under

existing interpretations of the due promo clause, government may not prohibit
11/

the teaching of foreign language in the schools. In tiler v. Nebraska the

A/ See, U.S. Commissions. on Civil tight, "Nexican Americans and the Atiegialatre-

tion of Justice in the Southwest,' (1970).

9/ Sae, e.g., Cal. Gov, Code '290 et. an. (Use of a foreign language in

public wecvicem)

10/ i.e., "Neither the United States nor any State shall..."

11/ 262 U.S. 390 (1923). Sae, alsr,, 'Artois v. lova, 262 U.S. 404 (1923).
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Supreme Court struck dawn state law that forbid teaching in any school

in the state, public or privet*, of soy modern foreign language before

the ninth grade because it improperly infringed upon the liberty of parents

to make educational decisions for their children. In addition. prompted
12/

by the Supreme Court's 1974 ruling in Lau v. Nichol*, the federal courts
13/

in several cases have held that tae failure of local school districts to

provide supplemental instruction to non-English speaking students is a
14/

violation of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,-- the Equal Educational
15/ 16/

Opportunities Act of 1974, and the Equal Protection Clause. While

section 3 would partially reconcile operation of the amendment with these

authorities, it may be considerably more narrow in the practices that it would

permit thaa existing law.

By its wording, section 3 appears directed to the situ/ciao where foreign

language instruction is used to improve the English proficiency of non-English

speaking students -- whether in bilingual/bicultural, English as a Second Language,

or English immersion settingand only where that is the stated or demonstrable

educational purpose. Accordingly. the required use by public school

administrat :s of these or related educational techniques for other purposes--

*11511 as to foster fluency by English speaking and non-English speaking children

17/
with their history or culturepresently permitted by state and federal law

might be prohibited. Similarly, the policy of some public institutions of

higher education of requiring cour4ork in foreign language as prerequisite

to obtaining certain degrees would probably by unconstitutional under the

amendment. Once again, of course, the voluntary participation of students in

such programs, and the practices of private educational institutions, would

appear to be unaffected.

A possible difficulty with the amendment may be determining how this

inquiry into underlying purpose is to proceed so that permissible uses of

foreign language instruction may be distinguished from impermissible. The easy

12/ 414 U.S. 563 (1974).

13/ See, e.g , Serns v. Portales Municipal Schools, 499 F. 2d 1147 (10th
cit.-. 1974); Rios v. Reed, 480 F. Supp 14 (E.D.N.Y 1978); Cintron v. Brentwood
Union Free School, 455 F. Supp. 57 (E.D.N.Y. 1978).

14/ 42 U.S.C. 21100d et seq.

15/ 20 U.S.C. 1703(f).

16/ Amendment XIV of the U.S. Constitution.

17/ bilingual Education Act, 20 U.S.C. 880b et seq.
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case may be where native English speel,ing tudents are included in a mandatory

proven of foreign language instruction, for that would seem clearly outside the

scope of the exception. While such students, for example, cold elect volute-

tartly to take public school inetructisa in foreign Unwise, they could not

be required to do so. However, in the case of remedial language inatructiosi to

assist non- English speaking children, where use of both English and the mines

tongue are invoived, the teak of separating permissible from impermissible educa-

tional purposes may be a sore onerous task, perticular74 if confronted with a state

or local school board vent on evading the limitations of section 3.

As indicated above, because section 2 of the amendment is limited on its face

to actions taken by the "United States /or) any State," it would not of itsown
18/

force impose any restrictions on the conduct of private groups or in4ividuels.

This may be relatively unimportant, howevei, in view of the fact that the

remainder of the amendment is no so limited, and rend ".n conjunction with

the section 4 grant of authority to Congress and the states to enforce the

amendment by appropriate legislation," say have significant implications

for private as well as governmental action. For example, could Congress or

any state enforce the section 1 declaration of English as the "official"

national language by legislatively restricting use of non-English by private

persons in public places, or bar judicial enforcomeot oC private legal

document executed 'n a language other than English? Concededly, such curbs

on the private use of foreign language would raise substantial First Amend-

-
1A/ Whether Congress and the states under section 4 would be similarly c'n-

strained by the "state action" requirement of section 2 from legislating with

respect to the activities of private persons is not alto-

gether certain. in the analogous Fourteenth Amendment context, a majority of

the Supreme Court in United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 782 (1966) argued

in dicta that Congress' power to enforce the Equal Protection Clause, which

le likewise limited to state action, pursuant to section 5 was broader than

the substantive guarantees of the amendment itself. "Although the Fourteenth

Amendeent itself. . .
'speaks to the State or to those acting under the color of

its authority,' legislation protecting rights created by that Amendment, such

as the right to equal utilization of state facilities, need not be confined to

puniehinA conspiracies in which state officers participate. Rather, S5 authorizes

Congress to sake laws that it concludes are reasonably necessary to protect a

right created by and arising under thet Amendment; and Coheres' is thus fully

empowered to determine that punishment of private conspiracies interfering with

the exercise of such a right is necessary to its full protection." See, also,

United Stites v. Price, 386 U.S. 781 (1966). While it is uncertain, following

change, in the Court's personnel and in the absence of definitive adjudication,

whether this expansion of Congress' power still commands a sejerity of 'he

Court, the issues it raises say be pertinent to the reach of the Seetico 2 lro-

hibition.
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ment questions, but just hew the ,ourts might re4oncile the apparent conflict

between the &mends of fray *patch, at the one band, and the constitutional

interests protected by the propoaad amendment are unclear. The meet that can

be said is that, Absent a definitive legislative history, the two sate of

interests would presumably be of equivalent constitutional statue, and the

courts would be left to strike the appropriate balance between them.

Finally, the amendment proposed by H.J. Ras. 169 appears, to be sub

stantively equivalent in its effectsio S.J. Ras. 72, introduced by Senator

Wayakawa in the 97th Congress. While the latter proposal included in section

4 a specific provision, not found In U.J. Rea. 169, related to the courts,

'state and federal, and prohibiting any "order or decree. . .requiring that any

proceedings, or matters to which this article applies be in any language other

than Enalish.-7 the ease result is subsumed by Section 2 of the current House

measure. The other differences between the two bill appear largely technical

in nature and would saes of no substantive significance.

/6ri f/:::-/e/Ar-e't

Charles Dale
legislative Attorney
American Law Division
June 27, 1983

aim

Senator HATCH. I will submit questions to both of you, and I
would ask that you answer them as quickly as you can, so that this
committee can have the benefit of your knowledge and expertise in
this area.

I do have to say to all Members of Congress, I really question
why a constitutional amendment is needed in this instance; why
we cannot do what needs to be done statutorally.

I think Senator Huddleston probably put his finger on itit is a
tough political issue, and it might be easier to throw it out to the
people in the States and let them resolve it. But I think *e ought
to have the guts to resolve some of these issues in the Congress by
standing up and voting to resolve them. .

If this is just a symbol, unlike Senator DeConcini, I do not think
the Constitution should be amended for symbolic reasons. I really
think it is that important a document. And it certainly should not
be amended ad hoc. The Constitution is so important that it should
only be amended where we have such a societal ill that it just has
to be resolved through a constitutional amendment or for a variety
of other reasons that are constitutionally justifiable.

Now, I have Flo admit, I see a lot of good on both sides of this
issue, and I really would appreciate any additional help that you
can give as we send these questions to you.

But I want thank both of you for being with us today.
We will now go to our last two witnesses, and they are Gerda Bi-

kales, from U.S. English and Arnold() Torres, from the League of
United Latin American Citizens.
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Mr. Dennis P. Doyle, director of education studies at the Ameri-
can Enterprise Institute, has prepared an insightful study of bilin-
gual education, and since this amendment would have a clear
impact on such education. I would like to include his study at this
point in the record, so without objection, we will.

Several important publications like Congressional Quarterly, the
New York Times, and Newsweek, have carried articles concerning
this amendment, so I will include them in the record at this point,
as well, without objection.

[Material submitted for the record follows:]
Wren" the New Year Timm Apr. 16. 19531

WHAT A SCHOOL WAS

(By Abraham H. Lass)

When I entered elementary school in 1913, I spoke only Yiddish. I was, in today's
educational parlance, monolingual. And not surprisingly. My parents spoke no Eng-
lish. My recently arrived "greenhorn" relatives spoke no English. Neither did most
of my friends.

My parents came to the United States to escape Russian pogroms. Russian dis-
crimination and Russian poverty. America offered them instant freedom, hope, op-
portunity, peace and surcease from persecution. It could not, however, give them an
instant language. But with what time and energy they had left after trying to make
it every day in America by working in the sweatshops, they went to the settlement
houses and the "citizenship and Americanization" classes to learn the language,
customs and traditions of their adopted country.

I have very vivid memories of my teachers:
The were all women.
They all wore long dresses with high. lace collars. The tips of their black, shiny

"pointy" shoes peeped coyly from beneath their skirts.
Some wore pince-nez.
They were all extraordinarily clean-looking.
They all seemed to be called Miss McDonald.
And they didn't seem to like us or love us.
But they taught usfirmly, thoroughly, relentlessly. They did not ask, nor did

they seem to care, who we were, where we came from, what we wanted or what
language we spoke at home.

They knew what they were in school for: to civilize us, Americanize us, give us a
common tongue and a common set of traditions. And they pursued these goals with
an almost fanatical single-mindedness.

They weren't about to let anything as irrelevant as our "roots" or our "ethnicity"
our many different mother tongues get in their way.

And so, undistracted by bilingualism's, they quickly taught us to read, write ant
speak English.

Before the end of my first year. I was teaching my parents what I had learned
with special emphasis on speaking English correctly so I wouldn't be ashamed of
them when my gentile friends were around.

Our class "readers," somewhat stodgy, stuffy, "noble" and, at times. mind-stretch-
ing, were filled with "memory gems" lines, phrases, thoughts that resonated
through our lives and gave a special tone and shape to our thinking, speaking and
writing.

Happily, there were none of our contemporary "reading specialists" or "readabil-
ity experts" pawing over our texts to turn them into the kind of pap being served
up to our kids in today's readers.

At home, my parents saw to it that I got thoroughly immersed in my heritage, in
my people's history and language. This, they felt, belonged to themnot to the
schools.

The schools didn't know enough or care enough about our traditions and .anguage
to want to enrich or preserve them. And, wisely, the schools didn't try to, They had
all they could do to give me what I could not get anywhere elsean education that
would move me into toe mainstream of American life unencumbered by the handi-
caps today's immigrants are being saddled with.

In school, my cultural roots, my ethnic pride remained untouched, uncontaminat-
ed, undemeaned, unaffected by what my teachers were telling me about what, at
the time, seemed to be their language, their traditions. Ultimately, I understood
that they were teaching me about my America,
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Today I still read and speak and understand the language of my ancestors. I
know and I am proud of where I come from, where I have been and the role I and
my people have played and continue to play in the best of all present worlds.

Of course, not all our teachers made the or even a difference in our lives. Not all
of them were kind, good. effective, dedicated.

Our vulnerability, our helelessnees, our crudities brought out the worst in some of
them. They looked upon us as the "great unwashed." Others didn't have the guts or
the taste for the job.

Nor did all the kids get out of school what I did. Too many of them were casual-
ties. They never made it out into America, the beautiful.

But I loved all those Miss McDonalds. I owe them everything. They made me pos-
sible.

I wish they were around in today's troubled and sometimes rudderless echocns to
do what they did for me when the classroom was a sanctuary, when teachers were
secure in their person and their profession, when they could teach with confeiences
certainty and conviction.

In my font, and, I think, not wholly inaccurate recollections, those were for me
and my Miss McDonaldsgolden, halcyon days.

[From COngf,11111{0nal Quarterly. Oct. a i[

ELA: MAKING ENGLISH THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

(By Nadine Cohodas)

Most people are familiar with the ERA. It stands for the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.

But few know abut the ELAthe English Language Ameniment.
Spurred by concern in some quarters about the growth of bilingualism, members

of Congress have introduced constitutional amendments (S.J. Rea 167, H.J. Res. 169)
to make English the official language of the United States.

Although the amendment have been sent to subcommittees of the House and
Senate Judiciary committee! Lai hearings are planned yet.

Sponsors of the amendments, Sen. Walter D. Huddleston, D-Ky., and Rep. Norman
D. Shumway, R-Calif., do not expect of the ELA in the near future, but they
are hoping it will help spark a national dde to on bilinguelism.

"If we continue along the path we now follow, I believe that we will do irrepara-
ble damage to the fragile unity that out common language has helped us preserve
for over 200 years," Huddleston said when he introduced his amendment Sept. 21.

Figures from the U.S. Census Bureau show that in 1979 nearly 18 million of the
200.8 million persons in the United States over the age of five spoke a language
other than English at home. Nearly half of them-8.7 millionspoke Spanish at
home.

Huddleston said the ELA "will focus national attention on the problem and sub-
ject it to the type of thorough national debate which is necessary."

Hucidleston and Shumway are following in the footsteps of Sen. S.I. "Sam" Haya-
kawa, R-Calif. (1977-83), who introduced an English language amendment in 1981. A
semanticist, Hayakawa has long been interested in language issues. When a major
immigration reform bill came before the Senate in 1982, Hayakawa successfully at-
tached to it an amendment declaring the sense of the Senate that English is the
official language of the United States. A similar rider was attached to a 1983 ver-
sion of the bill (S. 529), but the legislation has stalled in the House. ( Weekly Report
p. 1088;

Hayakawa did not seek re-election in 1982, but absence from elective office did
not diminish his interest in the. English language issue. Early in 1983, Hayakawa
helped found a group devoted to maintaining the blessings of a common Ian-
gua,geEriglishfor the people of the United States."

Fittingly, the national, non-profit group is called U.S. English. The organization,
which operates with a small staff in a one-room office in Waehinton, D.C., describes
itself as the defender of "the public interest in the growing debate on bilingualism
and biculturalistm"

U,S. English claims about 5,000 members and is supported largely by membership
dues of $20 per person plus contributions, according to Executive Director Gercia Bi-
kales.

The group publishes a periodic newsletter called Update that reports on events
bearing on bilingual issues. For example, the fall issue noted that in San Francisco,
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enough signatures were collected to force an initiative on the November ballot so
residents can express their views cm a resolution calling for English-only voting
handbooks and ballots.

During congressional hearings earlier this year, Bike les, representing U.S. Eng-
lish, was the only person to oppose increased funding for bilingual education pro-
grams, set at $139 million for fiscal 1984.

Bike les, who came to this country as a non-English-speaking immigrant, said her
organization is concerned that what was once envisioned as temporary "lasts, ex-
pands, grows. . . . This is not just a transitional program."

Bikales is concerned _,particularly about the proliferation of bilingual ballots,
which she said has cost San Francisco, with its many ethnic groups, over $1 million
since 1975. That was when the Voting Rights Act was amended to require bilingual
election materials for areas in which 5 percent of the voting age citizens were of a
single language minority and had a high illiteracy rate in English.

"We ought to have a policy that is going to encourage social cohesion rather than
ethnic bloc voting," Bikales said.

HISPANICS CONCERNrn

Members of the Hispanic community, for whom the bilingual programs were ini-
tially created, are especially sensitive to the issues raised by U.S. English and the
proposed amendment.

Richard P. Fajardo of the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational
Fund contended that those objecting to bilingual p "misrepresent and misin-
terpret the whole meaning of bilingual education. Theyhave the perception that it
is geared to creating a separate society, a kind of monolingual society with Spanish
as the only language," he s id.

Fajardo is troubled about efforts to do away with multilingual voting materials,
which he said would only erode participation in the electoral process. "People
should participate in the process and if it is easier to get them to participate in
their native tongue, it benefits all Americans," Fajardo said.

)From Newidwoek, Jan 9. 19541

ENGLISH SPOKEN HERE, PLEASE

By Jonathan Alter)
S. I. Hayakawa, the California septuagenarian who retired from the U.S. Senate a

year ago, is most often remembered as the senator who wore a tam-o'-shanter and
had trouble staying awake during floor debate. But Hayakawa, a professor of se-
mantics before entering politics, may have left a peppy legacy after all: his move to
enshrine English as the sole official language of the United States, blocking what
once seemed a trend toward bilingualism. He and his allies are pushing for a consti-
tutional amendment mandating English, and though chances of passage are remote,
the political verbs seem to be conjugating in their directionparticularly in Califor-
nia and Florida, two states where Spanish is especially strong.

The most significant recent sign of resistance to bilingualism came in November
in San Francisco. "Proposition CI," a nonbinding referendum opposing the practice
of printing city ballots in Spanish and Chinese, as well as English, passed by 2 to
1and came close to winning even in Chinatown and San Francisco s heavily His-
panic Mission District. Hayakawa's Washington-based group, U.S. English, hopes to
build Beam for an all-out assault on the source or the multilingual ballots: a 1975
amendment to the federal Voting Rights Act that requires certain areas of the coun-
try to provide ballots in languages rarging from Spanish to Aleut. So far, Congress
hasn't acted, but a recent Mervin Field poll shows that two-thirds of all Californians
favor repeal, and the same wind may be blowing east.

Hayakawa admits some of his allies are racists, but he believes the real argument
for English is more civic than xenophobic. "The language we share is at the core of
our identity as citizens, and our ticket to full' participation in American political
life," he says. "We can speak any language we want at the dinner table, but English
is the language of public discourses, of the marketplace and of the voting booth."
Supporters of making English official point out that past immigrants have learned
the language successfully and that naturalized citizens are required to. They warn
of Balkanization and point to Quebec's secessional struggles.

Supporters of bilingual ballots counter that learning the minimal English re-
quired for citizeaahip tests hardly qualifies immigrants for the befuddling array of
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propositions now on American ballots. Hispanic leaders argue that gamy of those
who use the Spanish ballots are older people who learned English years ago and lost
their proficiency. The Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund found
that one-third of the Chicnno voters it surv_eyed said they wouldn't have registered
if bilingual ballots had not been available. Many Hispaucs who support some Ian-
gum' manures resent the suggestion that they seek an entirely bilingual society.
"You'd have to be a 'damned fool not to realize that English is the official Ian-
&arc" says San Francisco Hispanic leader Ralph Hurtado. "If you don't speak
English. you're a dishwasher."

Larger debate: Unfortunately, the educational issue of how beet to learn Eng-
lishwhether bilingually (subjects taught in the native tongue) or through old-fash-
ioned sink-or-swim immersionhas bean obscured by the politics of the larger
debate. Many Hispanics see bilingual education as a matter of cultural pride and
ignore evidence that if it's applied too broadly some students will never learn Eng-
lish. Likewise, many Anglo' view the grogram as a threat to the countryand
forget that some instruction in a.native language can be a'useful educational bridge
that helps keep students from dropping out.

In heavily Hispanic South Florida, the issue has become so inflamed that it now
spills over into unrelated matters. A requirement that all high-e:hool students take
two years of a foriegn language in order to be admitted to state universities has
been stymied, at least temporarily, by the state legislaturein large part out of mis-
placed chauvinism for English. Among those most opposed to bilingualism are
blacks, many of whom believe the language barrier has helped lock them out of
jobs "First blacks were told they would succeed if they spoke good English," says
State Rep. James Burke. "Then we were told we would succeed if we dressed right.
Now they've added another ingredient. All you have to do is learn Spanish." A
three-year-old ordinance establishing English as Dade County's official language is
in no danger of re 1.

The Hayakawa backlash hasn't spread everywhere. It has missed south Texas.
where bilingualism is firmly entrenched, and so far hasn't reached into the White
House. In fact, lonald Reagan may be moving in the opposite direction. Two years
ago he attacked bilingual education as "wrong and against American concepts."
Then last summer, in a speech before Hispanic veterans' groups, he endorsed the
idea. The federal government now spends S139 million a year on bilingual programs.

With an election approaching, politicians will have to weigh whether the "Speak
English" movement is strong enough to risk offending Hispanics, whose political
power is now beginning to emerge. But as the San Francisco results suggest, even
many Hispanics believe bilingualism may have moved too far. Several states are
now moving to an "English as a second language" approach in public schools, stress-
ing mastery of English while recognizing that many students will need special help
in learning it. Hayakawa's constitutional amendment may prove unnecessary, if
leaders learn the language of compromise.

From the Washington Pam., Mar IS. 19641

VOTING IN ENousH

By William Raspberry)

When Floridians went to the polls on Tuesday, voters in five of the state's 67
counties used ballots printed in Spanish as well as English. Maybe this concession to
the state's considerable Hispanic population served to increase the number of par-
ticipants. maybe not,

Whatever, if Sen. Walter D. Ruddiest ,n (D-Ky.) has his way, it won't happen
again. Huddleston is sponsoring a constitutional amendment to make English the
official language of the United States, a move that would require Englishonly hal-
lots.

At first glance, the proposal seems illiberal, mean-minded and punitive. Why not
allow Americans to vote in the language in which they are most fluent?

But Huddleston and other backers of English-only ballots insist that meanness
has nothing to do with it. English, they say, is one of the things in this ethnically
diverse country that binds us together. As forme, Sen. S.I. Hayakawa put it:

"The language we share is at the core of our identity as citizens, and our ticket to
full participation in American political life. We can speak any language we want at
the dinner table, but English is the language of public discourse, of the marketplace,
and of the voting booth.'
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Hayakawa, who was wrung on any number of important issues when he was in
the Senate. is right ort this one. I wouldn't go so far as to demand a constitutional
amendment to achieve his goal ithe amendment process already is in danger of be-
coming trivialized). But the goal itself makes sense.

Not only does English serve a unifying function; not only does the government
have no legitimate role in preserving foreign cultures; not only are multilingual bal-
lots expensive iSan Francisco spent an extra $73,389.37 for trilingual ballots and
voting materials, according to officials there). English-only ballots also make prag-
matic sense. Any American who is insufficiently fluent in English even to mark a
ballot, is insufficiently fluent in English to know very much about the candidates
and the issues in the election.

I wouldn't argue that no concessions should be made to Ainericans whose primary
language is ether than English. Bilingual education, for instance, makes some sense
as one approach to the early schooling of, children who do not know Englishbut
only if' the ultimate goal is fluency in English, without which it simply is not possi-
ble to participate adequately in American life.

No doubt the federal rules that required multilingual ballots, mandatory bilingual
education and other similar concessions to America's newest immigrants were well-
intentioned But such misguided compassion runs a serious risk or making entry
into the American mainstream more difficult, not loas.

What is at issue is nct a return to literacy tests and other devices clearly intended
as barriers to voting. The question, really, is whether it makes sense for the govern-
ment to equire vocal instructions and ballots in language other than English. I
th,nk not

On the .:her hand, Huddleston's proposed constitutional amendment strikes me
overkill. If he and other supporters of English-only ballots including the Califor-

nia Committee on Ballots in English and the Washington-based U.S. English) are
not motivated by meanness, why don't they simply back legislation to repeal there
requirement that ballots be printed in languages other than English?

If Floridians decide on their own as long as there's no federal rule requiring it---to
print some of their ballots in Spanish, why should fiuddleston and Hayakawa care?

4i'rtnri the Washington Times. Apr 4. 19244j

AQUI SE HASLA INGLES

Statesmanship has been defined as the ability to both see problems before they
become acute and then recommend realistic solutions. By that definition former
Sen S.I. Hayakawa is a true statesman. In 19S1 he introduced a constitutional
amendment making English the official language of the United States.

It is ironic that it took a Canadian-born naturalized American citizen of Japanese
ancestry to recognize the danger to American society of creeping muUilinguadsm.

At first glance such an amendment might seem unnecessary. Everyone knows
that English its the language of our country. The Declaration of ,Independence and
the Constitution are in English. The debates in Congress and in state legislatures
are in English. Our laws are in English. as are the rulings handed down by all our
courts.

Americans of every ethnic background take justifiable pride in the way this coun-
try has absorbed millions of immigrants from every part of the world who came
here speaking little or no English. With rare exceptions, it took at most two genera-
tions for these people to master the language and become fully assimilated into the
American mainstream.

Rut over the past 10 years or so there has been an accelerating drive to put other
languages on an equal basis with English. In 1980. 38 counties in California spent
almost $9()0,1101) on bilingual ballots. The major force encouraging the erosion of
English is the bilingual education lobby. Although it is principally Hispanic, evi-
dence suggests that is speaks only for itself and not for the larger Hispanic commis
nits. Last year. for example, the Miami Herald took a poll in Dade County, which
has one of the nation's largest concentrations of Hispanics. Eighty-one percent
agreed strongly that "people who live in the United States should be fluent enough
in English to use that language in their public dealings."

In Belgium. Dutch-speaking Flemings and French-speaking Walloons are often at
each other's throats. Spain and Yugoslavia are tormented by strife and even terror-
ism between competing linguistic communities. In Canada, Francophone separatism
is a continuing threat to national unity.
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A common languwe is one of the great bonds of our national unity. Those bonds
should be strengthened and protected. We strongly endorse those resolutioni in as
House and Semite that are intended to establish English unequivocally as the lee-
guage spoken here.

(Frain the Oulatian Scifrace Stoaitor, Apr. 20, HISS]

"YOU'LL BE A NGISODY 'IF THEY DIDN'T Mace You LEARN ENGLISH."

(By Garda Bikales)

I learned my fourth languageEnglishmore self-consciously than I had learned
my first (German), my second language (Flemish), and my third 1 (French).

As a young child in Nazi-occupied Europe, I had had to learn languages as a
matter of survival. But I was nearly 16 by the time I landed in America, more easily
embarrassed, more fearful of ridicule, too old to ever acquire the accent of the
native.

Arriving without knowledge of English, I nevertheless learned it very fast So did
my friends among the immigrant students in my New York City high school. There
were no special classes set up for us, only kind and encouraging teachers willing to
make some allowances for a while.

Within a year, I was taking the dreaded New Yorr Regents examinations, I took
the foreign language Regehta in German and French and received perfect scores
that boosted my average in my weaker subjects. I did well in the algebra and geom-
etry exams, which involve little knowledge of English. I got passing grades in Eng-
lish and American history, and 19 months after coming to the United States I man-
aged to graduate high school with honors, several collegasonsetannts in band-

My parents had a
cold

harder time. For them, English was a mitchievous tongue
twister which even I not always understand. Yet they tried, and kept on trying.
They wanted to become American citizens and had to know some English to
the test. They also had to knew the rudiments of American history, pad som
about the way American goverrunert operates. I had studied these subjects in
school, and by the time I was eligible fur citizenship I was well versed in them. But
my parents had had little formal schoLling in their native Poland end had no
framework for relating events in American history to anything else. Nor had their
prior experience with authoritarian governments prepared them for understanding
the U.S. system or governance. They spent days memor g facts. I helped by role-
playing the naturalization officer, endlessly quizing them: ' was the first presi-
dent of the United States?" "Who makes the laws of the United States?" "What is
the Constitution?"

My parents answered by rote. Sometimes they got confused, as when questions
were posed differently,, such as "Who was George Viashington?"

I was not with them when- .near-disaster struck during testing. In his nervous
state, my father could not produce the answers to some of the questions asked.
When the examiner realized my father's predicament, he tried to help. He re-
phrased the questions and gave some broad hints. My father passed, after all.

Once they be-ftme citizens, my parents boasted of their achievement, especially to
immigrant friends too afraid to apply for naturalization. Like the fish in oft-repeat-
ed fishing stories, the diff:zulty of the test grew with every retelling. My parents
registered to vote, followed politics in the foreign language press that was their reg-
ular reading, and voted faithfully in primaries and general elections.

Yet in most other nays they were to remain on the fringes of the American main-
stream. They lived in immigrant neighborhoods. socialized with immigrant friends.
But they expected me to venture forth, the seize the opportunities, to do well in
America. tried to meet their expectations.

My own Americanization proceeded rapidly, far beyond where my parents could
follow. After I learned English. I started to s=t ,at home, and conversation dried
up. I had no time for religous observance. I e intolerant of my mother's cook-
ing, which I found unimaginative and heavy.

America had estranged us, as it has generations of immigrant families before us.
This was the cost of immigration none of us had taken into account in planning our
new life here. and which we paid in tears and pain.

I often think of those years in the country we adopted, and which so generously
adopted us. For today's newcomers. mete is bilingual education, and voting ballots
in foreign languages, and talk about dropping English as a requirement for citizen-
ship.
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I asked my parents. now retired, whether these accommodations would have
helped us when WP were newcomers. They where offended at the mere suggestion.
"You would be a flubocl) if they didn't make you learn English right away," my
mother lectured me, "and if we didn't have to work hard for oar citizenship, would
we appreciate it the way we do?"

I reminded my mother that they would have failed the test. were it not for the
kindness of the examiner. She then reminded me of my high school teachers, who
overlooked my shortcomings those first few months. And then my mother, who hed
lived as a refugee in a half-dozen countries, told me: "That's what's so special in
America_ They want you to learn Amencan ways, but they don't make ".in of you
when you don t know. They give you a break, and they are willing to help yoo if you
just try .'

Right on, Mom!

IFrom the New York Timer. Juno 3, 19441

THE MOTHER TONGUE HAS A MOVEMENT

(By Francis X. Clines)

Waseieneros.What Darwin termed the "half-art, half-instinct of language" is
about to be taken up in Congress. The Senate subcommittee on the Constitution has
scheduled for next week the first hearing on a proposed amendment that would des-
ignate English as the official language of the nation. The measure, lost thus far in
the legislative hopper. hie been fashioned as a postscript to the words of the Found-
ing Fathers because some see a threat of bilingualism growing in the land.

The lobbying group behind the movement, a small organization that calls itself
"U.S. English' and claims advisory supporters such as Saul Bellow, Norman Cous-
ins and Alistair Cooke, fees that some people already are ahead of Congress on the
question. In an initiative sponsored by the group in San Francisco last year, 63 per-
cent endorsed the idea that English should be the only language on ballots and
voting handbooks, accordire to Steve Workings, the legislative reproaentative of
if.S. English. The group e.niieW. to have the same question on the statewide ballot
iM California in November, hopkng for a nonbinding statement of disapproval of the
Federal Voting Rights Act's mandate of multilingual ballots.

Critics are trying to treat thernovement as a minor curiosity deserving few words.
"Paranoia," is the one used by Representative Robert Garcia: the New York Demo-
crat who heads the Hispanic Caucus. "It's silly," he says. It"Its another of the crazy
Califorr.ia movements. and that's no coincidence because California has one of the
largest influxes of Hispanics and Asians." Mr. Garcia feels the proposed amendment
is an elitist sylaistain of prejudice against politically rising ethnic groups.

Proponents say. to the contrary, that it is &feigned to Stop the eration of the tradi-
tional method by which immigrants are assimilated through the rsed to learn Eng-
lish. The proposal, they say, is mainly intended to spark national ctebate. In an elec-
tion year. however, with politicians from President Reag, r on down courting such
voting blocs as the Hispanic community, little has been heard about an issue first
raised by Theodore Roosevelt. "We have room for but one language here, and that is
the English language," he declared.

In introducing the proposed amendment, Senator Walter D. Huddleston, Democrat
of Kentucky, spoke of heading off "irreparable damage to the fragile unity that our
common language has helped us preserve for over 200 years." Senator Quentin N.
Burdick, Democrat of North Dakota, complaining that the Government has been

. overly accommodating to multilingual programs, argued that English has been
forced to "take a back seat in the public schools.'

Anyone approaching America these days through such coastal portals as the His-
panic and Asian ghettoes of New York or Los Angeles could make a case for the
Hindu proverb: "Language changes every IS or 20 miles." But Representative
Garcia argtie?that the larger point is that multilingual accommodation has made
newcomers far better versed in civic issues than in older times when, he says, lack
of fluency in English walled immigrants off from political power." This is a different
world now," he says. "New York has two Spanish dailies, four weeklies, a half dozen
magazines. Hispanic communities in places like Texas and California are saturated
with media and are well informed on the Slimes" Indeed, in New York as in other
states various agencies have recognized the right of citizens to documents and pro-
ceedings they can understand. Consumer credit transactions, for example, must be
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written in Spanish and in English, and the LEhor Department offers translations of
hearings on unemloyment benefits.

In response, the movement cites its founder, former Senator S.I. Hayakawa, the
California Republican and semanticist: "We can speak any language we want at the
dim. ?r table, but English is the language of public discourse, of the marketplace and
of the voting booth.' Amendment proponents say bilingualism is helpful as a "tran-
sitional" means of assimilation, but that the Government's official blessing of it in
recent years is challenging the primary of English.

Slow progress is being made, by the accounting of U.S. English, which celebrated
in March when Indiana Joined Kentucky, Nebraska, Illinois, and Virginia in desig-
nating English as the state's official language. The group requires board members to
be proficient in a second language to demonstrate that it does not stand against plu-
ralism, only against Government encouragement of barriers. "We do not
want to appear chauvinistic about our .cause," says Mr. Wcrkings, who has been
studying Spanish even as he plumps for English.

Senator HATCH. I have a terrible problem. I have been asked to
be at the majority leader's office by 11:40, and I just do not know
what to do, other than to start with your testimony, Ms. Bikales,
and if you could summarize, it would be appreciated, but if you
cannot, I will have to recess until I can get back, and I have an-
other appointment at 12 noon.

So let us see how far we can go, OK? I do not want to cut you
short, because I think this is very important, but if you can sum-
marize, it would be appreciated by the Chair.

STATEMENT OF G `RDA BIKALES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, U.S.
ENGLISH, WASHINtTON, DC, AND ARNOLDO S. TORRES, NATION-
AL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN
AMERICAN CITIZENS, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. BucA) ES. Thank you.
[Witness proceeds with testimony in French.]
1%1S. BIKALES. Now, not wishing to be cited for contempt of Con -gress--
Senator HATCH. You do not have to worry about that. You speak

excellent French.
Ms. BIKALES. Having made the point that I think it is better to

speak one language, and we can understand each other directly, I
will see how far we can fp.

I just want to repeat in English at this time that we appreciate
greatly this opportunity to participate in what we consider a his-
toric debate on the language future of this nation. It is indeed fit-
ting that it takes place today, for in 3 years, we will be celebrating
the bicentennial of the Constitution. This occasion calls for a philo-
sophic reexamination of the true meaning of this durable document-
which so eloquently articulates the American credo of individual
freedom under the rule of law. The ideas they express are imprint-
ed on the psyche of our people, and they are our permanent guar-
an tee that as Americans, we shall never live under arbitrary, ca-
pricious, or unreasonable rule.

In their wisdom, the drafters of the Constitution made the
amendment process difficult. They saw to it that our national char-
ter would not be changed lightly, but only for reasons of genuine
national need, through a process of public debate and consensus-
building. That is what brings us here today in this prestigious
forum, to consider an amendment that is both practical and ideo-
logical--practical because it will assure that we will continue to
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understar.d cne another without the cumbersome and expensive
intervention of translators and interpreters; ideological, because it
protects our strongest bond to one another. In this, the third centu-
ry of our independence, many believe that the time has come to
designate English, our common language, as our country's official
one.

We may well ask why this was not done befc..e. There is indeed a
belief that it was done before, and many people believe that we
have an official designation and that the Continental Congress
dealt with this issue and that English won out. However, that
story, it seems, is apocryphal. Most likely, the Founding Fathers
did not foresee the dive-zsity which has come to characterize Ameri-
can society and saw little need to designate a national language.

You may remember that the case for political union of the
former colonies was made most passionately by John Jay in the
Federalist Papers, precisely on the basis of the homogeneous char-
acter of the people who would make up the proposed nation. Jay
spoke of a connected mass of land for the new country and of a
union, I quote:

people descended from the same ancestors, speaking the same language,
professing the same religion, attached to the same principles of government, very
similar in their manners and customs, and who by their joint counsels, arms and
efforts. fighting side-by-side throughout a long and bloody war, have nobly estab-
lished general liberty and independence.

Later writings by Ben Franklin and Thomas Jefferson indicate
greater awareness and concern about geographic concentrations of
non-English-speaking people. Still, as far as we can tell, there was
no attempt to specify the language of the country. Some believe
this was avoided so as not to discourage would-be immigrants who
were ..;o urgently needed as settlers and workers.

In time, new institutions and changed laws helped assure the in-
tegration of newcomers into the host society. After the great immi-
gration waves began following the Civil War, the public schools
played an ever more decisive role in Americanizing the immigrant
child. Still later, requirements that immigrants be literate and ap-
plicants for U.S. citizenship know some English were added, to dis-
courage the formation of entrenched language ghettoes, and to
speed integration into the larger society. But most of all, a dynamic
economy that rewarded those who learned English served as a pow-
erful inducement to the quick acquisition of our language. And
while Jefferson and Franklin in their day worried most about the
increasing concentration of German speakers, later immigrants
spoke such a profusion of very different tongues that learning Eng-
lish was the only practical option for everyone.

In the interest of speeding this up a bit, I will go straight to a
review of what John Jay at the time thought made for national
unity, and see how we fare today.

John Jay spoke of a large expanse of connected, contiguous terri-
tory; descent from common ancestors; a common language; a
common religion; attachment to the same principles of govern-
ment; similarity of manners and customs; a long and common his-
tory of war, suffering and a happy outcome; and flnally, readiness
to forget past intergroup conflicts.
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This last component is not from John Jay, but, rather, it is a
very original contribution by Ernest Renan, the 19th century
French philosopher,. who has written on nationhood. He believed
that a willingness to forget past hurts inflicted by one group upon
another, a sort of historic forgetfulness, is essential to a cohesive
nation. We have changed since this case was made for homogenei-
ty. We are no longer a contiguous Nation, but one spread out far
into the Pacific isles and beyond the Canadian north. We no longer
share common ancestors, and our common spiritual ancestors, the
heroes of American history, have been kicked off their pedestals.
We speak a multitude of languages and insist on voting in them
and on educating our children in them. Religion is no longer a
common tie. We have remained steadfast in our belief in democrat-
ic government, it is true, but the emphasis has shifted entirely to
assertions of individual rights, and the individual's obligations to
the collective seem all but forgotten. Manners, customs, and life-
styles have never been so varied. The criterion of a common histo-
ry of war and suffering followed by a happy outcome, so meaning-
ful to the generation that. fought the Revolutionary War, means
little to Americans who mostly remember only unpopular wars
with confused outcomes. And finally, far from forgetting past
wrongs, we resurrect every hurt, every past injustice, to every
group in American society, and each group makes sure that these
are magnified and used to political advantage, rather than forgot.
ten.

Now, I think we have, as a Nation, done very, very well, because
as we became more varied, we also became more tolerant. In fact,
we came to value diversity for its own ends. We did well with it.
We allowed it to enrich our lives, yet without letting it overwhelm
us.

The miracle of America has been that we have managed together
so well with so few of the commonalities believed essential for na-
tionhood. But now, when we review this list, we note that only two
still apply, perhaps only one and a halfthe common language.
which still pulls most of us together, and we still share a commit-
ment to democratic governnance. However, we have become selec-
tive in this latter commitmentpassionate about our personal
rights, and now, about group rightsbut dispassionate about
broader social responsibilities.

Language is no longer a bond between us; I would say it is the
bond between us. And I would think, just briefly, the question
comes up: How few common ties can we cope with? Isn't there
some strict minimum below which we truly cannot go, and what
sale does language play in all that? Could America survive if the
English language were to erode?

I think I will stop my testimony here, so as to give Mr. Torres an
opportunity to speak.

(Material submitted for the record follows:}
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GFRDA BIKALES

Senators, we appreciate the invitation to participate in this historic

debate on the laoguage future of our nation.

It is fitting that we tehr-Ar the English Language Amendment at this time.

The year is 1,114, and in three years um shall be celebrating the hiceotenaial

of the U.S. Constitution. This occasion calls not only for rajoycing, but also

for philosophic ressamisatiou of this durable datum:at, of those inspired

words that so eloquently articulate the Americas credo of individual freedom

under the rule of law. The ideas they express are imprinted in the psychs of

our people, sad they are our pereasent guarantee that as Americans we shall

sever lila under arbitrary, capricious or unreaaonahle rule. It is hardly

original to state that the reason the Constitution ban served us so well it

that it is not a collection of sere phraies C2 parchment, but a living

iastrumenr that can accomodate adjustments to suit the times, without loss of

its overall noble purpose. Adjustment iacontinuoue through judicial

reinterpretations, or, when necessary, through rare smendatioa of the

Constitution itself.

In their wisdom, the drafters of the Constitution made the amendment

process difficult. They saw to it that our national charter would not be

changed frivolously, Out only for reasons of genuine national need, through a

process of public debate and consensus-building. In nearly two hundred years,

we have completed this process seventeen times. Most will mice* that we used

it unwisely mice, to prohibit the manufacture and consumption of all

"intoxicatiug liquor", which some years later necessitated another amendment

to repeal that prohibition. We used it well to schieie greater efficiency to

the workings of government, as for wimple in the 16th amendment, which allows

the levy of an income tea; the 17th sineadmest, which changed the method of

electing U.S. Senators; and the 25th amendment, which formulates the way to

replace the Vice-President of the limited States in case of vacancy.

We used it most, however, for
ideological reasons, to reflect an

evolvialiphilosophy of guaranteed rights for ever broader segments of our

society. The first tea amendments, ratified together as the Sill of Lights,
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are the cereerstome of oar system of individual rights. We narked the end of

involuntary servitude with the 13th eneedmeet, we guaranteed equal protection

of the lave is the 14th ameadment; we wowed toward vaiversal pelisses@ with

the t' 'h iosedneut, which eliminated discriaimation by race; with the 19th

amesdment, which opened political participation to women; with the 24th

amendment, which renewed property ownership and tan contribution as a

requiresent for voting; and with the 26th amendment, which extended the right

to vote to younger Americans.

Now we are coming together in this prestigious forum to consider another

amendment, one that is both practical and ideological. Practical, because it

'.will assure that ve.11 continue to enderstand one another without translators

and interpreters. Ideological, because it protects our strongest bond to one

another. In this. the third century of oar Independence, we are again

adjusting to change by considering an amendment to designate our traditional

language, English, as our nation's official one.

We say well wonder why this has not been done before. There is, in fact.

a widespread belief that the language issue was taken up by the Continental

Congress (or, in some versions of this story, by an early Congress) and that

inslish won oat over Ceram by a single vote. Nut though the records of the

Continental Congress base been analyzed carefully, no historic evidence has

ewer bean found to unpport this story.

Most likely, the Pounding Fathers did not foresee the diversity which has

come to characterize American society, and perceived little need to designate

a national language. Let us semester that the case for a political union of

the former English colonies was made most passionately and optimistically by

John Jay in the federalist /Loire, precisely Oa the basis of the homogeneous

character of the people who would sake up the proposed nation. Jay spoke

approvingly of the connected territory of the new country, and of a union

or...people descended from the same ancestors. speaking the sane language,

professing the same religion, attached to the sans priciplea of governmeot,

very ieiIar in their manners and customs, and who by their joint counsels,

ems and efforts, fighting side by side throughout a long and bloody war, have

nobly established several liberty td independence."
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Somewhat later writings by See Franklin sad Thomas Jefferson is4icate a

greater awareness and concern about geographic concentrations of son-English

speaking people, and shout the possible deleterious effects this could here on

the social fabric of the new nation. Still, as far as we can tel , there was

no atteept'to specify the language of the United States. Some scholars believe

that this was *voided so as sot to discourage would-he immigrants, who were

urgently needed as settlers and workers.

SO

In time, new institutions and changed laws helped assure the integration

of newcomers into the host society. After the great immigration waves began

followito! the Civil War, the public schools played an ever-more decisive role

in Americanizing the immigrant child, immersing him unabashedly is the

language and values.of the new country. Still later, requirements that

immigrants be literate and applicants for U.S. citizenship know some English

were added, to discourage the formation cf entrenched language ghettoes, and

to speed the immigrauts'integraion'into the larger society. Sot most of all,

a dynamic economy that handsomely rewarded those who learned English served as

powerful inducement to the quick acquisition of our language. And while

Jefferson and Franklin in their day worried most about the increasing

concentration of German speakers, whose numbers in some places equaled those

speaking English. laterlimmigrants spoke such profession of very different

tongues that Ierning English was the only practical option for everyone.

Thus, through much of our short history as a nation, nosy 'factors

converged to give us one languageEnglishand made an official language

designation unnecessary.

As we start the Congressional debate on en English Language Amendment, we

must ask ourselves some serious questions. Is the situation in our country

today really such that we need this high level of protection for our language?

Is the primacy of English really essential for the continued well-being of

this nation and its people? Wbat would happen in our land if the primacy of

this language wets somehow to be lost

These questions lead us to contemplate vbst was the foundation of

national unity in earlier years, and what is it today. If we can pinpoint this
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with sufficient clarity, the answers may well beacon* self-evident. In his plea

for union of the thirteen colonies, John Jay presented a particularly mood

and succinct cultism of the components commoaly believed to mike for

nationhood. Si. full statement lists these as:

A large Repine* of Conmprted, contiguous territory

Dmece..t from common ancestors

cowman language

* common religion

* Attachment to the whoa principles of government

Sirilarity of manners and customs

*A IDAS and common history of war, suffering and a happy outcast

*Readiness to forest past intergroup conflicts

This last component is not from John Jay's writings, but it is a very

original contribution by Ernest Ronan, a nineteenth century Trench theologian

and philosopher known for his work en national cohesion and nationhood. Ronan

believed that williogoess to forget past hurts inflicted by one group upon

another --"forgetfulaoss* --is essential to the creation of strong bonds between

various groups in the country.

We have greatly changed since Jay made the case for a united country on

the :maia of homogeneity. We are no longer a contiguous nation, but one spread

out far into the Pacific Isles and beyond the Canadian North. We no longer

share common ancestors. and our common spiritual anceetore, the heroes of

American history, have been knocked off their pedestals. We speak a multitude

of languages, and insist on voting in thee and on educating our cbildrsn in

thee. Religion is no longer a coyotes tie. We have roe:ail:16d steadfast in our

belief in democratic government, but the emphasis has shifted entirely to

assertions of individual rights, and the individual's obligations to the

collective saes all but forgotten. Manners, custom' and life-styles have ..ever

been so varied. The criterion of a common history of war and suffering

followed by a happy outcome, so meaningful to the generation that fought the

/evolutionary War, means littler to Americans who mostly remember only

unpopular wars with confused outcomes. Pittally, far from forgetting past

wrongs, we resurrect every hurt, every past injury to every group in American
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society, sad each group sakes sues that these are magnified sad used to

political advantage rather than forgetter.

At the dawn of our tilifpelldeScOo vg bad ell the steadard ingredients that

history sad esperience.tell us eats for satioaal unity. Tot eves as vs

chimed, even as we became sore and more diverse, vs Reneged to saistain a

society of auceptiosal stability and civil coscori. It has bees the hallsork

of our national character that as vs became less alike to one soother, we also

became mars tolerant of differences; in time, we case to sat only tolerate

thee, but to understand them, and evestestly to appreciate them. Other nations

all over the world were being undoes by conflicts beta*** different groups

within their borders; but we did veil with diversity, and GM to value it for

its own sake. allowing it to enrich our lives, yet. without letting it over-

whelm' us. The 'miracle of America has bees that we have seaweed together so

well with so few of the commonalities believed essential for nationhood. Put

now, when we review that list, we sots that only two still apply to us. sore

correctly, perhaps, only one and Me half" still apply. A common language still

pulls most of us together, and we still share a commiteent to democratic

governance. Ravager, we have become 'elective in this latter comaitoent

passionate about our personal rights (sad sow, about group rights), but

dispassionate shout broader atrial responsibilities.

The fact that we are left with so few civic ties to one &pother is deeply

felt by virtually all Americans. Our citizens ars resolute in their support

for English. whic4 is no looser e. bond but Lkg bead between all of us.They

uoderstand instinctively chit, as s people, we have become sore vulserabis to

internal divisions sod civil strife. They understaod that a common language is

secossary to work out our disagreemests peaceably, and is sow sore important

to us than ever. They sense that if we let rival languages displace the

prisacy of 7-oldish, we shall have lost all hope of going os as a people with a

common resolve and common destiny. And becau they strongly coasect our

language with our survival as ti united people, they join U.S.13CLISI is

astounding umbers.

V. can not dodge the question: are there sot at least ageelements of

cohesion that a Petit:in--any ratios --seat maintais, dad if our answer is yes,
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how close are we to the absolute 'Jetsam? Can the United States survive the

erosion of English? And even if the probability of this coming to pass sates

remote, can we afford to take the risk of such a loss?

As we approach the bicentennial of the Constitution, it belloweds us to

recall that the Constitution is first and foremost a document about building

an enduring nation. That goal is clearly stated at the start - -"lie, the people

of the United Stater', is order to fors& more perfect union... ". In our

eagerness to quote one individual right or another and to derive still further

individual rights from those quoted, we have lost eight of the fact that the

primary purpose of the Constitution is "a note perfect union". All else cones

after, and is subordinate to that lofty purpose.
a

The process of speeding our Constitution requires public debate toward

an eventual consensus on the issue under consideration. The debate is already

ongoing full-force, and is reachin, a high pleas in these august chambers. But

the consensus is already built. Ws are pleased that the English Language

Amendaeot is supported not only by a broad spectrum of well-established

Ana:ricers,. but by zany newer immigrant grobps as well. The American people

care deeply about their common'laagnage, and they want it protected.

In the fading years of this century, nettling would be more injurious to

the CAMS, of national unity than our failure to act on this wish. And nothing

would assure the perpetuation of our language bond as benignly, as

unobtusively, yet so effectively, as a constitutional declaration of the

principle that English is our language.

To inject s practical sots into your deliberations, let ea also point out

that before the god of the century, Congress will have to sake some critical

decisions about the status of Puerto Rico. It would be wilt to settle firmly

on the language of the nation before Puerto Rican statehood is up for

consideration.

Senators, no Congress ever bad such a splendid opportunity, to do so such

for the future of our country, at so little political cost.

On behalf of the forty thousand members of U.S.LIGLIES, and the two
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hundred thousand other Americas, who have comemicated their concerns to as, I

thank you far your attestios.

I end this testimony on personal mote. W have just celebrated the 40th

anniversary of th allied lauding is Normandy. These were the breve sea who

launched the offensive that freed Norm, from Nitler's tyrasay, sad liberated

se amd sy family from the releatIess pereecutioss of the Nazi Holocaust. 4 few

years later, America offered we refuge and a sew home. I wee sixteen when I

case. ',peaking not a word of laglish, and having missed many crucial years of

schooling durins the war.

It way amm trite to say so, but thi country has offered we

opportunities I could sot even have dreamed of is the upheavals of sy

childhood, sot the least of which is the great honor of appearing before you

today.

I would like to believe that, in soma swill assure, I have repaid my

debt to my adopted country today.
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The AssociaVon of Means In America, Inc.

A Non-P.74i Organtzation of Asian Indians
Founded in 1987

October 25, 1983

Mr. Joseph E. Fallon
131 Purchase Street
Rye, New York 10580

Dear Mr. Fallon,

The Association of Indiana in Armories supports the
English language as the language of this land, which we have
adopted as our country. I am encouraging our members to
write in support of both Resolutions you recommen4ed.

If I can be of any help,,please feel free to :all me.
I apologies for the delay in fesponise.

Thans.

\)

Surendra K. Saxena

SKS/ss

Please reply to: Prof. S. K. Siemens
Chairman, Civil Engineering Department
Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, Illinois 60616

663 fifth Avenue, New Yeti,. N.Y. loan 012) 682-0.326
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ker County Basque Club
P.C. IOX 41$

SAX CALIFORNIA 10302

January 10th, 1984

Xs. Gorda Biksles
U.S. English
1429 21st Street P.W.
Wbehington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ms. Bikalest

In responae to your latter of November Uth, 1983 written
by Jooeph E. Fallon, our Bern County Basque Club held its first
business meeting of the year, and 15 officers and Board of Directors
were presint. this is 1008 attendance.

We unanimously voted to publicly take a stead on H.R. Heaolutioo
169 and we would like to see an amentheent added to, tae Constitution
declaring tnglish as the legally recognised language of the U.S.

We hews vary close to 500 members in our Club and mem of them
born in the Basque country either in 'ranee or Spain. We feel that
they would also feel very strongly to support this resolution.
If you could send as the addresses of Cony...sewn Shiwesy and Senator
Huddieston, I would like to writs thee if it is eat too late.

We would aporeciate receiving the latest developments of this
Resolution, and Also would Like to know to Mhos she we could write

to eve more support.

Very sincerely yours,
111\ -4\ ,,,..",4,4:140-1,11.AL,-.0,

Mrs Marie J. Iribarren, Secretary
.Urn County Basque Club

41.
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PEACE, FRIENDSHIP,
LIMITS, AND SETTLEMENT
(Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo)
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PREFACE
Nearly 140 years after its signing, the Treaty that

e nded the Stexicous-American War in 184S is rou-
tinely cited as the legal fustification fee the quasi-
official mortician of Spanish in the United States.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, we are told,
guarantees the people of the anantethenitoties,
and their ckrictsidants, the right to perpetual official
use of their language.

One encounters this atuenion In Indignant
"Letters to the Editor" that denounce the imposi-
tion of AmeriCain culture. and of English, in defiance
of the terms of the Treaty. One hears the claim
repeated in the passionate oratory of Latino acti-
vists addresaing their constituents. One sees it in
Congressional testimony, presented by well-
educated Hispanic leaders who really ought to
know hater.

In discussions of America's gradual drift into bi-
lisumalisra, the claim to Treaty-guaranteed language
rights is more Likely to be greeted by embarrassed
silence than by questioning the accuracy of the
claim. Few of us are very familiar with the details
of this document, and even item will admit to it.
Most of us hate vague IIMMOoliCS from high school
history classes that the Atexican-Anterican war ful-
fdled a young Anterim's expansionist dreams of
"manifest destiny" a land that tumefies across
the continent from sea to sea. In C t Arica=
era any allusion to it is sore to mao .incuy and
timid, rather than disputatious ano tenive.

Thus the claim remains unchallenged, the un-
truth remains unexposed The myth of entrenched
Spanish language rights guaranteed in the Treaty of
'Guadalupe-Hidalgo has taken hold; the ignorant
and the unsauputous continue to spr ead it around.

To help remedy this situation, we decided to
make the full text of the Treaty readily available to
all who care about the language future of the United
saws. The text reproduced here was obtained from
the National Archives.;

Those unfamiliar With it niay he surprised to find
that the Meaty makes for lively and interesting
reading. We hope that its publication by
U.S.ENGUSH will help to dispel the myth that the
maintenance of the Spanish language in the Ameri-
can West and Southwest is a Treaty obligation in-
cumbent upon all of us. We hope to renew the
strength an-. -confidence of the American peoples
convictu English is indeed our public Ian-
guage---btion, by the imperatives of national
unity. and nt right.

Gerda Bikales
Executive Director

S ENGLISH

September 1964
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PEACE. FRIENDSHIP, LIMITS.
AND SETTLEMENT

(TREAry OF GLIADAL LIFE HIDALGO)

Decry sirpeed at Guadalupe Hidalgo February
2, 1848

Striate advice and evissent lorattlicanim tat*
aurendruents41arrti 10, 1848

Ratified by tae Presiderss of tie taiial States,
crab anwridriserits, Marrb 16, 1848 I

Ratified by Mexico May 30, 1848
R1848 atifications exebamiwit al ijaerviaro May30,

Entered into form May 30, 1848
Norialused by the President of the Caned Suites

July 4, 1848
Articles V, VI, and VII niviended sag article XI

abrogated by treaty of Dwerueber 30, 1853
Article XXI continued in effect by coowention of

March 24, 1908 4
Articles HIV. X11-XV, and XVil-XX teriethialied

upon ftrifilhosprt of tenger
9 Scat. 922: Treaty Sri*" 207

In the name of Ahniehty God:
The United States of America. and the United

Mexican State, animated by a sincere desire to as
an end to the calamities of the warwhich unhappily
exists between the two Republics, and to establish
upon 2 solid harts relations ot peace and friendship,
which shall confer reciprocal benefits uponthe Mi-

nns of both, and mutt theconcord, harmony and
mutual confidence. wherein the two Peoples
should live. as good Neighbours, have for that pur-
pose appointed their respective Plenipotentiaries
that is to say. the President of the United States has
appointed N kholis P Trish, a citizen of the United
Sum, and the President of the Mexican Republic
has appointed Don Luis &catnip Cuevas, Don Ber-
nardo Couto, and Don Miguel Atristain, citizensof
the said Republic: who. afters reciprocal communi-
cation of their respective full powers. have, under
the protection of Almighty God, the author of
Peace, arranged, agreed upon, and signed the
following
of Almighty God, the author of Peace. arranged,
agreed upon, and signed the following

TREATY Of PEACE, FRIENDSHIP.
LIMITS AND SETTLEMENT BETWEEN TIM

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE MEXICAN REJPUISLIC

Ana= I
There shall be firm and universal peace between

the United States of America and the Mexican
Republic, and between their respective Countries.
territories, cities, towns and people. without ex-

ception of places or persons.
AKIICLI fs

Immediately upon the signature of this Treaty , a
Conscnlion shall be entered into between a Com-
missioner or Conunissitmen appcs lied by the
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General in Chief of the forces ofthe United States.
and such as may he appointed bythe Mexican Gov-
ernment, to the end that a provisional suspension
°thou lUties shag take place, and that; in the places
occupied by the said forces. constitutional order
may be reestablished, as regards the political. ad-
ministrative and judicial branches, sofa: as this shall

be permitted by the circumstance' of military ccca-

patina*
Arian S

Immediately upon the ratification of the present
treaty' by the Government of the United States,
orders shall be transmitted to the Commanders of
their land and naval forces, requiring the latter (pro-
vided this Treaty shall than have been ratified by the
GOrtmnicill of the Mexican Republic and the ratifi-

cations exchanged)' immediate!y to desist from
blockading any Mexican ports: and requiring the
former (unde the same condition) to commence,
at the earliest moment practicable, withdrawing all
troops of the United States then in the inferior of
the Mexican Republic, to points, that shall be
selected by common agreement, sat adistance front
the seaports, not exceeding thirty ;agues; and
such evacuation of the interior aideRepublic shall

be completed with the least pouialie delay: the Mex-

lean Government hereby binding itself to afford
every facility in its power for rendering the same
convenient to the troops, on their march and in
their new positions, and for promoting a good
understanding between them and the inhabitants.
In like manner, orders shall be despatched to the
pe... -7. f-t charge of the custom houses at all poets

occupied by forces oldie Linked States, requir-
ing them lunch the same condition)immediately
to deliver pe. a ieision of the sate to the persons
authorized 5! the Mexican Government toreceive

toge.lie. with all bonds and evidencesof debt for
duties on importations and on exportations. not yet
fallen due. Moreover, a faithful and exactaccount
shall be made out. showing the vain atfinualtof all

duties; on imports and on exports, collected at such
C.221;0111 Houses, or elsewhere in Mexico, by author-
ity of the United States, from and after the day of
ratification of this Treaty by the Government of the

Mexican Republic; and also an account of the COS(

of collection: and such entire amount, deducting
only the cost of collection, shall bedelivered to the
Mexican Governrnax, at the City of ldedeo, within
three months after the exchange of ratifications.

The evacuation of the Capital of the Mexican
Republic by the Troops of the UnitedStates, in vir-

tue of the above stipulation, shall be convicted in
one month after the orders there stipulated for shall
have been received by the commander of said
troops, or *cotter if tamale.

Minas IV
Immediately after the exchange of ratifications

of the present treaty, all castles. forts, territories,
places and possessions, which have been taken or
occupied by the forces of the United States during



the present %f, within the limits of the Mexican
Republic. is abOut to he established by the follow-
ing Article, shall be definitively restored to the said
Republic, toget her with all the antllay, arms, appa-
ratus of is ar, munitions. and other public property,

hich were in the said castle', and forts when cap-
tured, and which shall remain there it the time
when this treaty shall be duly ratified by the Gov.
emment If the Mexican Republic. To this end, im-
mediately upon the signature of this treaty, orders
shall be despatched to the American officers com-
manding such moles and forts, securing ;vino the
removal or destruction of any such artillery, arms,
apparatus of war. munitions. or other public prop-
erty The city of Mexico, within the inner line of in-
n renchments surrounding the said city, is compre-
hended in the above stipulations, as regards the
restoration of artillery, apparatus of war, &c.

The final evacuation of the territory of the Mexi-
can Republic. by the forces of the United States,
shall be completed in three months from that said
exchange of roil-talkies. or sooner. if possible: the
Mexican Government hereby engaging, as in the
foregoing Article. to use all means in its power for
facilitating such evacuation. and rendering it con-
venient to the troops, and for peorruxing a good
understanding between them and the inhabitants.

If. however, the emit car ion of this treaty by both
parties should not take place in time to allow the
embarkation of the troops of the United States to
be completed before the commencement of the
sickly season, at the Mexican ports on the Gulf of
Mexico, in such case a friendly arrangement shall
be eructed into between the General in Chief of the
said troops and the Mexican Government. whereby
healthy and otherwise suitable places at a distance
from the ports not exceeding thirty leagues shall be
designated for the residence of such troops as may
not yet have embarked, until the return of the
hrahhy season Aril the space of time here referred
to, as comprehending the sick!y season, shall be
understood to extend from the first day of May to
the first day of November

All prisoners of war taken on either side, on land
or on sea, shall he restored as soon as practicable
after the exchange of ratifications of this treaty It
is also agreed that if any Mexicans should now be
held as captit es by any savage tribe within the limits
of the United States, as about lobe established by
the following Article, the Government of the said
Pruned States will exact the release of such capttves.
and cause them to be restored to their country.

AkTICI1 Ars

The Boundary lint between the two Republics
shall commence in the Gulf of Mexico. three leagues
from land, opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande,
otherwise called Rio Bravo del Norte, or opposite
the mouth of it 's deepest branch, If It should have
more than one branch emptying directly into the
sea, from thence, up the middle of that river,
following the deepest charnel, where it has more
than one to the point where it strikes the Southern
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boundary of New Mexico; thence. westwardly
along the whole Southern Boundary of New Mex-
ico (which runs north of the town called Paso) to
it's western termination; thence, northward, along
the western line of New Mexico, until it intersects
the first branch °Me rives Gila; (or if it should not
intersect any branch of that river, then, to the point
on the said line nearest to Such branch and thence
in a direct line to the same;) thence down the mid-
dle of the said branch and of the said river, until it
empties into the Rio Colorado; thence, across the
Rio Colorado, following the division line between
Upper and Lower Californiaoo the Pacific Ocean.

The southern and western limits of New Mexico.
mentioned in this Ankle, ate those laid down in the
Map, entitled "Map of the United Slates, as
organized and defined by 'serious acts ofihe eon-
gins ofsaid Repubhc, a n d co rtsThicied according
to the best asilhorilies. Reidsed edition. Published
at Neu' York in 184' byl. Disturnell "Of which
Map a Copy is added to this Treaty' bearing the
signatures and seals of the Undersigned Plenipoten-
tiaries. And, in order to preclude all difficulty in
tracing upon the ground the limit separating Upper
from tower foalifeeniz, it is agreed that the said Limit
shall consist of a straight line, drawn from the mid.
die of the Rio Gila, where it unites with the Color-
ado. to a point on the Coast of the Pacific Ocean.
distant one marine league due south of the southern
most point of the Port of San Diego. according to
the plan of said port, made in the year 2782. by Don
Juan PailWja, second sailingMaster of the Spanish
fleet, and published at Madrid in the year 1802, in
the Attu to the voyage of the schooners Saint and
Mexicana.- of which plan a Copy is hereunto
added,,,signed and sealed ty the respective Pleni-
potentiaries.

In order to designate the Boundary line with due
precision, upon authoritative maps, and to establish
upon the ground landmarks which shall show the
limits of both Republics, as &imbed in the present
Article, the two Governments shall each appoint a
Commisstioner and a Surveyor, who, before the ex-
piration of one year from the dare of the exchange
of ratifications of this treaty shall meet at the Port
of San Diego. and proceed to run and mask the said
Boundary in it's whole course to the mouth of the
Rio Bravo del Norte. They shall keep Journals slid
make out plans of their operations; and the result.
agreed upon by them. shall be deemed a part of this
treaty, and shall have the same force as if it were
inserted therein. The two Governments will antic
ably agree regarding what may be necessary to these
persons, and also as to their respective escorts,
should such be necessary.

The. Boundary line established by this Article
shall be re:;giously respected by each of the two
Repubitcs, and no change shall ever be made there-

except by the express and free consent of both
nations, lawfully given by the General Government
of each, in conformity with it's own constitution
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Annus VI"
The woes and citizens of the United States shall,

In all time, have a free and uninterrupted passage
En the Gulf a California. and by the river CoitaraCkt
below it's confluence with the Gila, to and from
they possessions situated north of the Boundary
line defined in t tit receding *rack: it being under-
stood that this passage is to he by ruvigating the
Gulf of Califuenia and the riser Colorado, and not
by Tired, without the express consent of the Mex.
lean Government

lf, by the examinations which may be made, it
should be ascertained to be practicable and advan-
tageous to canonic a road, canal or railway, which
should. in whole or in pan, run upon the river Gila.
or upon Its right or its lc-ft bank, within the space
of one marine league from either margin of the
riser. the Govenunents °flitch Republics will form
an agreement regarding its construction, In order
that it may verse equally for the use and advantage
of both catuisries

AIMCLE VII

The Riser Gila, and the part of the Rio Bravo del
Norte lying below the southern boundary of New
Mexico, being. agreeably to the fifth Article, divided
in the middle between the two Republics the navi-
gation of the Gas and at the Bravo bekn said boun-
dary shall be free and common to the vessels and
Citizen, of both count riet, and neither shall, with-
out the consent of the other, construct any work
that may impede or interrupt, In whole or in part.
the exercise of this right nos even for the purpose
of favoring new methods of navigation. Nor shall
any tax or contribution. under any denomination
oriole, be levied upon vessels or persons navir Ong
the same, or upon merchandise or effects trans-
ported thereon, except in the case of landing upon
one of their shores If, for the purpose of making
the said rivers navigable, or for maintaining them
in such state, ft should be necessary or advantag-
coo; to establish any tax ercontrthution, this shall
not be done without the consent of both Govern-
ments

The stipulations, contained in the present Article
shall not impair the territorial rights of either
Republic, within it's established limits,

ARTSCU VII

Mexlcin now established in territories previous-
ly belonging to Mexico. and which remain for the
future within the limits of the United States, as
defined by the present Treaty, shall be free to con-
tinue where they now reside, or to remove at any
time to the Mexican Republic. retaining the property
which they possess in the said territories, or dis-
posing thenrof and removing the emceed; wherever
they please, without their being subierted, on this
account, to any contribution, tax or charge what-
ever

Those who shall peeler to remain in the said terri-

3
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cones. may either train the tide and rights of Mcx-
ican citizen. or acquire those of citizens of the
United States But, they shallbe tinder the obliga-
tion to make their election within one year from the
dare of the exchange of ratifi 'ions of this treaty:
and those who shall remain in the said territories,
after the expiration of that year. without having
declared their intention to main the character of
Mexicans, shall be considered to have elected to
become citizens of the United States.

In the said territories, property of every kind.
flow belonging to Mexicans not established them,
shall be inviolably respected. The present owners,
the heirs of these, and all Mexicans who may here-
after acquire said property by contract, shall enjoy
with respect to h, guaranties equally ample as if the
same belonged to citizens of the United States.

Aaricut IX11

The Mexicans who, in the territories aforesaid,
shall not preserve the character of citizens of the
Mexican Republic, comfortruhly with what is stipu-
lated in the precteding article. shall be incorporated
into the Union oldie United States and be admitted,
at the proper title( o be Judged by the Congress of
the United Stated to the enjoyment of all the rights
of citizens of the United Staten according to the
principles of the Constitution., and in the mean time
shall be maintained and protected in the free enioy.
Merit of their liberty and property, and secured in
the free exercise of their religion without re-
striction

AertcLi X"
Article XI"

Considering that a great part of the territories
which, by the present treaty, are to be compre-
headed for the future within the limits of the United
States, is now occupied by savage tribes, who will
hereafter be under the exclusive control of the Gov-
ernment of the United Suites, and whose incursions
within the territory of Mexico would be peciudichil
in the extreme. it is solemnly agreed that all incur-
sions shall be forcibly restrained by the Govern.
mem of the United States, whensoever this may be
neeesiary, and that when they cannot he prevented,
they shall be punished by the said Government. and
satisfaction for the same shall be exacted, all in the
same way, and with equal diligence and energy. as
tithe same incursions were meditated or committed
within it's own territory against Ws own citizens.

It shall not by lawful, under any pretext what-
ever, fax any inhabitant of the United States. to pur-
chase oe acquire any Mexican or any foreigner
residing in Mexico, who may have been captured
by Indians inhabiting the territory of either of the
two Republics; nor to purchase or acquire horses,
mules, cattle or 1.7.operty of any kind, stolen within
Mexican territory by such Indians;"

And, in the event r.0 any person or persons, cap-
tured within the*. a gas-Macy by Indians, being
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At t HAI into the territory of the United !states, the
ton eminent of the latter engages and binds itself.
in the :nom solemn manner, so soon ask shall know
of such Lapin es being within it 'starlit:Fey, and shall
be able so SO do, through the faithful etteirCife of
it's influence and power, %ornate them, and mum
them to their country, or deliver them collie agent
or representative of the Mexican Government. The
Meskan Authorities w ill, as fat as practicable. give
to the Government of the United States notice of
such captures, and ti's agent shall pay the expenses
incurred in the tnaintenUnce and transmission of
the rescued captives., who, in the mean time, stall
be treated with the utmost hospitality by the Amer-
ican Authorit ic at the place where they maybe. But
if the Gover ..nt of the United States, before
fecal ing sot; from Mexico, should obtain
intelligence h rout.. .111). other channel. of the exis-
tence of Mexican captives within it's territory, it
a ill proceed forthwith to effect their release and
delivery to the Mexican agent, as above stipulated.

For the purpose of giving to these stipulations the
fullest possible efficacy. thereby affording the
security and redress demanded by their true spirit
and intent, the Government of the United States
w ill now and hereafter pass, without unnecessary
delay., and always vigilantly enforce, such laws as
the nature of the subject may require. And finally,
the sacredness of this obligation shall newer be lost
sight of by the said Government, when providing
for the nitwit at of the Indians from any portion of
the sae.. territories. oe for It's being settled by
citizens of the United States, but on the contrary.
special care shall then he taken not to place it's
Indian occupants under the necessity of seeking
new homes, In committing those invasions which
the ('cited States have solemnly obliged themselves
to restrain.

AITICLE XII

In consideration of the extension acquired by the
boundaries of the United States, as defined in the
fifth Article of the present treaty, the Government
of the United States engages to pay to that of the
Mexican Republic the sum of fifteen Millions of
Dollars 11.

Immediately after this Treaty shall have bete
duly ratified by the Government of the Mexican
Republic, the sum of three Millions of Dollars shall
be paid to the said Government by that of the
United States at the city of Mexico. in the gold or
salver can of Mexico The remaining twelve Millions
of Dollars shall be paid at the same place, and in the
same coin, in annual instalments of three Millions
of Dollars each, together with interest on the same
at the rate of six per centum per annum. This in-
terest shall begin to run upon the whole sum of
twelve millions, from the day of the ratification of
the present treaty by the Mexican Government. and
the first of the instalments shall be paid at the expir-
ation of one year from the same day. Together with
ear Is annual instalment, as h falls due, the whole tn
terem accruing on such instalment from the begin,
ning shall also be paid."

4

Aaricts XIII

The United States engage moreover, to assume
and pay to the claimants all the amounts now due
them, and those hereafter to become due, by reason
of the claims already liquidated and decided against
the Mexican Republic, under the conventions be-
tw ten the two Republics, severally concluded on
the eleventh day of April eighteen hundred and
thirty-nine.1 and on the thirtieth day of January
eighteen hundred and forty three.to so the Mex.
lean Republic shall be absolutely ex the
future, from all expense whatever on ac tint of the
said claims.

Atrial XIV
The United States dO furthermore di

Mexican Republic from all claims of ci
United States, not heretofore decided aga
Mexican Government, which may have a
viously to the date of the signature of this
which discharge shall be final and perpettial,
whether the said claims be rejected or be allowed
by the Board of Commissioners provided for in the
following Article, and whatever shall be the total
amount of those allowed.

Mr the
the
he

ARTICLE XV

The United States, exonerating Mexico from all
demands on account of the claims of their citizens
mentioned in the preceding Article, and consider-
ing them entirely and forever cancelled, whatever
their amount may be. undertake to make satisfac-
tion fur the same, to an amount not exceeding three
and one quarter millions of dollars. To ascertain the
validity and amount of those claims, a Board of
Commissioners shall be established by the Govern-
mint of the United States, whose awards shall be
final and conclusive: provided that in deciding
upon the validity of each claim. the board shall he
guided and governed by the principles and rules of
decision described by the firs: and fifth Ankles of
the unratified convention, concluded at the dry of
Mexico on the twentieth day of November on thou-
sand eight hundred and fortrthree; and in no case
shall an award be made in favor of any claim not
embraced by these principles arid rules.

If, in the opinion of the said Board of Commis-
sioners. or of the ctairnams, any books. records, or
documents in the possession or power of the Gov-
ernment of the Mexican Republic, shall be deemed
necessary to the just decision of any claim, the
Commissioners or the claimants, through them,
shall, within such period as Congress may desig-
nate. make an application in writing for the same,
addressed to the Mexican Minister for Foreign Af-
fairs, to be transmitted by the Secretary of State of
the Untied Stases; and the Mexican Government en-
gages, as the earliest possible moment after the
receipt of such demand, to cause any of the books.
records or documents, so specified, which shall be
in their possession or power (or authenticated
copies or extracts of the same) to be transmitted to
the said Secretary of State, who shall immediately

12
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deliver them over to the said Board of Commis-
Stoner, Prvriaird Thu no such applkat ion doll be
node, by, or at the instance of, any claimant, until
the fact which is is expected to prove by such
books, records or documents, shall have been
mated under oath or affirmation.

Aa rico XVI

Each ache contracting !woes memos to oleo
the entire right to fortify whatever point within it's
territory, it may judge proper so to fortify. for it's
secutity

Aorteu XVII

The Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation.
concluded at the city of Mexico on the fifth day of
April A D. 1831,» between the United SLIM of
America and the United Mexican States, except the
additional Article, and except so far as the stipule:
tiaras of the said treaty may be incompatible with
any stipulation contained in the present treaty. is
hereby revived for the period of eight year from
the day of the michange of ratifications Millis malty,
with the same force and virtue as if incorporated
therein. it being understood that each of the eon-
meting parties reserves to itself the right, as any
time after the said period of eight years shall have
expired, to terminate the same by giving one year's
notice of such intention to the other party

Annexe XVII!

All supplies whatever for troops of the United
Stases in Mexico. arriviog as ports in the occupation
of such troops. previous to the final evacuation
thereof. although subsequently to the restoration
of the Custom Houses at such porn, than be entirely
exempt from duties and charges of any kind: the
Government of the United Sums hereby engaging
and pledging it's faith to establish and vigilantly to
enforce, all pout& guards for scoring the revenue
of Mexico, by preventing the importation, under.
cover of this cipuluion, of any articles, other than
such, both in kind and month).* as shall really be
wanted for the use and consumption of the forces
of the United States during the time they may re-
main in Mexico To this end, it shall be the duty of
all officers and agents of the United States to de
matinee to the Mexican Authorities at the respective
ports, any attempts at a fraudulent abuse of this
stipulatioo, which they may know clot may have
reason to suspect, and to give to such authorities
all the aid in their power with regard thereto. and
every such attempt, when duly proved and estab-
lised by sentence of a competent tribunal, shall be
punished by the confiscation of the property so at-
tempted to be fraudulently introduced.

Axneu XIX
With respect to all merchandise, effects and

property whatsoever, imported Into ports of Mex.
lea, whilst in the occupation of the forces of the
Untied kites, whether by citizens of either mob-
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lie, or by citizens or subjects of any neutral nation,
the following rules shalt be observed

All such merchandise, effects and property, it
impacted previously to the restoration of the
Custom Houses to the Mexican Authorities. as stip-
ulated for in the third Article of this treaty. 'hall be
exempt from confiscation. although the impala'
lion of the same be prohibited by the Mexican tariff.

II. The same perfect exemption shall be enjoyed
by all such merchandise. effects and property, im-
ported subsequently to the restoration of the
Custom Houses, and previously to the sixty days
fixed in the following Article for the coming into
form &the Mexican unfree such ports respectively:
the said merchandise, effects and property being,
however, at the time olds& importation, subject
to the payment of duties as provided for In the said
following Ankle.

III. All merchandise, effects and property, de-
scribed in the two rules foregoing, shall, during
their continuance at the place of importation, and
upon their leaving such placefor the interior, be ex,
moo from all duty, tax or impost of every kind,
under whatsoever title or denomination. Nor shall
they be there subjected to any charge whatsoever
upon the sale thereof.

IV. All merchandise, effects and property, de-
scribed in the first and second rules. which shall
have been removed to any place in the interior,
whilst such place was in the occupation of the
forces of the United SUMS, stall, during their con-
tinuance therein, be exempt from all ow upon the
sale or consusnroion thereof, and from every kind
of impost or contribution, under whatsoever title
or denomination.

V. But if any merchandise, effects or property,
described in the first and second rules, shall he
removed to any place not occupied at the time by
the forces of the United Stases, they shall, upon
their Introduction into such place, or upon their
sale or consumption there, be subject to the same
duties which, tinder the/ilex:lean laws, they would
be required to pay in such cases, If they had been
imported in time of peace through the Maritime
Custom Houses, and had there paid the duties, con.
formahly with the Mexican tariff.

VI. The owners of all merchandise, effects or
property, described in the first and second rules,
and existing in any port of Mexico, shall have the
right to reship the sone, exempt from all tax, im-
post or contribution whatever.

With respect to the metals, or other property, et-
ported from any Mexican port, whilst in the oc-
cupation of the fortes of the United States, and pre-
viously to the reVoralk)11 of the Custom Howe at
such port, no person shall be requited by the Mex-
ican Authorities, whether General or State. to pay
any tax, duty or contribution upon any suds expor-
tation, or in any manner to account for the same to
the said Authorities.
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Alston %X
it rough unlock-ration for the interests of com

mice generally, It is agreed, that if less than sixty
do s should elapse between the date of the signs-
!WY of this treaty and the restoratkm of the Custom
Houses, conformably with the stipulation in the
third Article. in such case all merchandise, effects
and ;so petty whatsoever, sorb ing at the Mexican
ports after the restoration of the said Custom
Houses. and previously to the expiration astray
dais after the day of the signature of this treaty,
shall be admitted to entry, and no ocher duties shall
he ks ad thereon than the duties established by the
tariff found in force at such Custom Houses at the
tune (tithe restoration of the same. And to all such
men handise, effects and property. the rules cstab-
losted the preceding Ankle shall apply.

Asnat XXI
If unhappily any disagreement shook! hereinafter

arise betty eon the Governments of the two Repub-
lics, whether with respect to the interpretation of
any stipulation in this treaty. or with respect to any
other particular cunt emit% the political oc com-
mercial reiatit KW of the two Nations, the said Gov-
ernments, In the name of those Nations, do promise
welch other. that they will endeavour, in the most
sincere and earnest manner, to settle the differences
so arising, and to perierve the state of peace and
fnentiship, in which the two countries arc now
placing themselves using, for this end, mutual
representations and pacific negotiatksrts And if, by
these means. they should not be enabled to come
o an agreement, a resort shall not, on ibis account,

be had to reprisals, aggression or hostility of any
kind, by the one Republic against the other, until
the Government of that which deems itself aggriev-
ed. shall have maturely considered, in the spirit of
peace and good neighbourship, whether it would
not he better that such difference should be settled
Is) the arbitration of Commissioners appointed on
each side, or by that of a friendly. nation. And
should such course be proposed by either party, it

shall he acceded to hy the other, unless deemed by
it altogether incompatible with the nature of the dd
faience, or the circumstance of the case,

Anrscte XXII.

if is is not to be expected, and which Gad
forbid') w should unhappily break out between
the two Republics, they do now, with a view to
such calamity , solemnly pledge themselves to each
other and to the world, to observe the following
rules absolutely, where the nature of the subset
permits, and as closely as possible in all cases where
such absolute observance shall be impossible.

I The merchants of either Republic, then residing
in the other, shall he allowed to remain twelve
months (fur those dwelling in the Interior) and six
months (for those dwelling at sea ports) to collect
their debts and settle their affairs, during which
periods they shall enjoy the same protection, and
be on the same fusing. in all respects, as the citizens
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or subjects of the most friendly nations; and, at the
expiration thereof. or It any time before, they shall
have full liberty to depart, carrying off all their ef-
fects, without molestation or hinderanct conform-
ing therein to the same laws, which the citizens or
subyects of the most friendly nations arc required
to conform to. Upon the entrance of the armies of
either nation into the territories of the other,
women and children, ecclesiastics. scholars of
6-cry (acuity, cultiratoes of the earth, merchants,
anisans, manufacturers, and fishermen, unarmed
and inhabiting unfortified towns, villages ocpLaces,
and in general all persons whose occupations an
for the common subsistence and benefit of man-
kind, shall be allowed to continue their respective
emplos merits, unmolested in their persons. Nor
shall their houses or goods be burnt, or otherwise
destroyed; nor their cattle taken, nor their fields
wasted, by the armed force, into whose power, by
the events of war, they may happen to fall; but if
the necessity arise to take anything from them for
the use of such armed force, the same shall be paid
for as an equitable price. All churches, hospitals,
schools, colleges, libraries, and other establish.
menu for charitable and beneficent purposes, shall,
be respected, and all persons connected with the
same protected in the discharge of their duties and
the pursuit of their vocations.

II. In order that the fate of prisoners of war may
be alleviated, all such practices as those of sending
them into distant, inclement or unwholesome dis-
tricts, or crowding them Into close and noxious
places, shall be studiously avoided. They shall not
be confined in dungeons, prison-ships, or prisons;
nor be pus in irons, or bound, or otherwise restrain-
ed in the use of their limbs. The officers shall enjoy
liberty on their paroles, within convenient districts,
and have comfortable quarters; and the common
soldier shall be disposed in cantonments, open and
extensive enough for air and exercise, and lodged
in barracks as roomy and good as are provided by
the party in whose power they arc for it's own
troops But, if any officer shall break his parole by
leaving the district so assigned him, or any other
prisoner shall escape from the limits of his canton-
ment, after the) shall have been designated to him,
such individual, officer or other prisoner, shall
forfeit so much of the benefit of this article as pro-
vides fur his liberty on parole or in cantonment
And if any officer so breaking his parole, or any
common soldier so escaping from the limits assigned
him, shall afterwards be found in arms, peniously
to his being regularly- exchanged, the person so of.
fending shall be dealt with according to the estab-
lished laws of War. The officers shall be daily furn-
ished by the party in whose power they are, with
as many rations, and of the same articles as are
allowed either in kind or by commutation, to offi.
errs of equal rank in it's own army.; and all others
shall be daily furnished with such ration as is allowed
to a common soldier in it's own service the value
of all which supplies shall, at the close of the war,
or at periods to be agreed upon between the respec-
tive commanders, be paid by the other party on a
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mutual adjustment of cs counts lot the subsistence
of prisoners, and such shall nos be mingled
with or set tiff against any others, not the balance
due on them be withheld, as a compensation or
reprisal for any cause whatever, realer pretended.
Each parts shall he allowed to keepa
of prisoners. appointed by Itself, with every can-
tonment of prisoners. in possession of the other:

hich commissary shall te_ the practices ts often
as be pleases, shall be allowed to receive, esempt
from all duties air taxes, and to distribute whatever
comforts may be sent to them by their friends: and
shall be free to transmit his reports in open letters
to the party by whom he is employed.

And it is declared that neither the pretence that
war dissolves all treaties, nor any other whatever
shall be considered as annulling or suspending the
solemn covenant contained in this article. On the
contrary, AN. state of war is precisely that for which
It is provided. and during which it's stipulations are
to be as sacredly ohserved as the most adcnowledged
obligations under the law of nature or nations

Aittetcti XXII

This treats shall he ratified by use President of the
United Mate, of Arnerica, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate thereof; and by the Presi-
dent of the Mexican Repoli/1c, with the previous
pruhat ion of ifs General Congress and the ratifica-
tions shall he exchanged in the City of Washington,
or at the se-at of gm cement of Mesteo," in four
months from the date of the signature hereof, Of
sooner if practicable

In faith whereof, we, the respective Plenipenen.
Banes. have signed this Treats of Peace. Friendship.
Limits and Settlement, and have hereunto affixed
our seals respectively Done to Qui:11400mm at the
City of Guadalupe Hidalgo. on the second day of
February in the scar of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and funs eight

N P Trist (SLALI
Luis G Cues-as SEMI
Bernardo Couto )SEAL)
Mig Atriustin (SEAL)

FOOTNOTES
Bevan. Charles I , editor/compiler, Treaties
and Other International Agreements of the
United States of America 1"9- 1949. Vol 9,
Washington U S Government Printing Office.
1972 (also in Department of State Publications,
86t3)
For United States Amendment to arts ill. I X
XII. and XXIII. sr .e footnotes to those articles
An additional r-d secret article was stricken ow
pursuant to the Senate resolution. It read as
follows

"ADDITIONAL AND SECRET ARTICLE
"Of the Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits

and Settlement between the United States of
.4inerica and the Mexican Republic:. signed this

7
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illy by their respective Plenipotentiaries
"In view of the possibility that the exchange

of the ratifications of this treats- may, by the ea-
cumuances in which the Mexican Republic is
placed. be delayed longer than the term of four
trionths fixed by it's twenty-third Article foe the
exchange of ratifications of the same. It is
hereby agreed that such delay stmt not, in any
manner, affect the force and validity of this
Treaty, unless it should exceed cheat= of eight
months, mimed from the date of the signature
thereof.

This ArtiCk is to have the same force and
vinue as if inserted to the treaty to which It is
an Addition.

"in faith whereof, we, the respective Nati
potentiaries have signed this Additional and
Secret Article, and have hereunto affixed our .

seals respectively. Done in Quint upl icate at the
City of Guadalupe Hidalgo on the second day
of February. in the year of Our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and forty-eight.

N. P. Trio (SEAL)
Luis G. Cuevas [SEAL]
Scrnardo Couto !SEAL]
Mig 'istain (SEAL)

TS 208. post. p. 812.
TS SOU. post. p. 927
For a detailed study of this treaty, see S Miller
207
For text of military convention signed Feb, 29.
1848, see post. p. 807
The phrase "and the ratifications exchanged"
was added by the United States amendments.
For an amendment to art. V, see treaty &Dec
30, 11453 (TS 208), post. p 812
Fur a reproduction of the Distumell map, see
S Miller (inside back cover)

le For a reproduction of the plan of the Pon of San
Diego. sec S Miller (opposite p 236i

I, For amendments to arts. Vi and VII, see treaty
of Dec. 30, 1853 (TS 208), post. p 814.

'a The United States amendment of an. IX
substituted a new text. The text of an. IX as
signed reads as follows. "The Mexicans who.
in the territories aforesaid, shall sat preserve
the character of citizens of the Mexican Repub-
lic, conformably with what is stipulated in the
proceeding Article, shall be incorporated into
the Union of the United States, and admitted as
soon as possible. according to the principles of
the Federal Constitution, to the enjoyment of
all the rights of citizens of the United States, In
the mean time, they shall be mainmlned and
protected in the enjoyment of their Liberty,
their property, and the civil rights now vested
in them according to the Mexican laws. With
respect to political rights. their condition shall
be on an equality with that of the inhabitants of
the other territories of the United States, and at
least equally good at that of the inhabitants of
Louisiana and the Florida. when these pro
visit-es. by transfer from the French Republic
and the Crown of Spain. became territories ef
the United Slates
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-The same most ample guaranty shall be
enjoyed by all ecciesia ties and religious MU
purations or communitie: as well in the dis-
charge of the offices of thew ministry, as in the
-Moyment of their property of every kind,
whether mdividual or corporate. This guaranty
shall embrace all temples, houses and edifices
dedicated to the Roman Catholic worship; as
well as all progeny destined to it's support, or
to that of schools, hospitals and other founda-
tions fors-barna* or beneficent purposes. No
property of this nature shall be considered as
having become the property of the American
Government, or as subIect to be. by it, disposed
of or diverted to other uses.

"Finally, the relations and communications
between Me Catholics living in the territories
aforesaid. and their respective ecclesiastical
authorities, shall be open, free and exempt from
all hindrance hateser. even although such
authorities should reside within the limits of the
Mexican Republic, as defined by this treaty, and
this freedom shall continue, so long as a new
demarcation of ecclesiastical districts shall not
have been made. confoemably with the laws of
the Roman Catholic Church .

/9 An. X, stricken out by the United States armed-
merits, reads as follows:

"Ali grants of land made by the Mexican Gov-
ernment or by the competent authorities, in ter-
ritories previously appen aisting to Mexico, and
remaining for the future within the limits of the
United States. shall be respected as valid. to the
same extent that the same grams would be
valid if the said terricori had tonained within
the limits of Mexico. But the grantees of lands
in Texas, put in possession thereof, who. by
reason of the circumstances of the country
since the beginning of the troubles between
Texas and the Mexican Government, m:y have
been prevented from hailing all thecondations
of their grants, shall be under the obligation to
fulfill the said conditions, within the periods
limited In the same respectively; such periods
to be now counted from the date of the ex-
change of ratifications of this treaty: in default
of which the said grants shall not be obligaton
upon the State of Texas, In vim.* orate stiputa-
bons contained in this Amick.

"The foregoing stipulation in regard to
grantees of land in Texas, is extended to all
grantees of land in the territories aforesaid, est
where than in Texas, put in possession under
such grants, and, in default of the fulfilment of
the conditions of any such grant, within the
new period, which. as is above stipulated,
begins with the day of the exchange piranha.
tions of this treaty, the same shall be null and
void

'The Mexican Government declares that no
grant whatever of lands in Texas has been made
since the second day of March one thousand
eight hundred and thirty six; and that no grant
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whatever of lands in any of the territories afore-
said has been made since the thirteenth day of
May one thousand eight hundred and forty
six

14 Abrogated by treaty of Dec. 30. 1853(13 208),
post. p. 814.

/9 The United States amendments called for dele-
tion, as the end of this paragraph, of the phrase
"nor to provide such Indians with firearms or
ammunition by sale or otherwise".
The following words were deleted at this place
in accordance with the United States amend-
ments:

, in the one or the other of the two
modes below specified. The Mexican Govern-
men: shall, at the time of ratifying this treaty.
declare which of these two modes of payment
it prefers; and the mode so elected by it sh' ,c
conformed to by that of the United States.

"First mode of payment: Immediately after
this treaty shall have been duly ratified by the
Government of the Mexican Republic, the sum
of three Millions of Dollars shall be paid to the
said Government by that of the United States at
the city of Mexico, in the gold or silver coin of
Mexico. For the remaining twelve millions of
dollars. the United States shall create a mod',
brazing an interest (affix per centaurs per arMIL*13,
commencing on the day of the ratification of
this Treaty by the Goverment of the Mexican
Republic, and payable annually at the city of
Washington: the principal of said stock to be
redeemable there, at the pleasure of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, at any time after
two years from the exchange of ratifications of
this treaty; six months public notice of the in-
tention to redeem the same being previously
given. Certificates of such stock, in proper
form, for such sums as shall be specified by the
Mexican Government, and transferable by the
said Government, shah l be delisstred to the lame
by that of the United States.

"Second mode of payment:"
" The following concluding sentence was deleted

from this paragraph in accordance with the
United States amendments. "Certificates in
proper form, for the said instalments respec-
tively, in such sums as shall be desired by the
Mexican Government, and transferable by it,
shall be delivered to the said Government by
that of the United Slates."

Is TS 205, ante, p. 783.
TS 206, ante. p 788.

1 TS 203, ante, p. 764.
1, The phrase "or at the seat of government of

Mexico" was added by the United States
amendments,

AI 31 2
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1125/711aNY ON F.Y. 1964 AFFROFRIATTENS
FOR BILINGUAL =ATM
PRESENTED BY Gftelt =Witt. FOPS
U.S.ENGLISB
PAY 24, 1963

1429 2Im Surest NW
Washington. DC 20036
202 3314401

Sen. S L Hayekawa
meeeeemeweee

John Union, MO
Overmori

Gorda Finales
wawa.

I greatly appreciat the cppertunity to ;resent cur vises on Pt St funding
for &lingual atilestirsa izegarnms.

U.S.English is a new public interest organization, feinted earlier this
year to protect cur =mon leuereage from further erosion in :Ublic usage.

The American ;AWL& have serious misgivings about bilingual education. our
files are replete with letters from teachers at every level ci inetnittion --
from kindargerten to university telling of the problems regendared by
education programs. At the very least, bilintitial edecatieu retards the ezquierition
of English language Skills, and the integration of the etude** into the American
mainstream inevitably, it confuses both the student and thyparentse Welcomers
to the United States can't to eepeeted to etterstand thetays of this ecultzy, end
they look to the public schools to tell thee unequivocally %hat is impacted of them
in Armories. Sten the children continue to be taught in U. Language of origin, we
give them and their psrents very ambiguous signals, which nay well lead them to
conclule that English is perheps not essentiel, after all.

Tragically, than pregrams keep young immigrant pupils in segregated class-
rooms, for long periods of time, cut off from interaction with their Amertman peers,
tuned to remain forever strangers in their rere country.

Earlier this month, the prestigious Teentieth Century Fend, after enmesh
review of hilinqual teechtng, found this programs tO be ineffective, and recap-
mended that they be eliminated and replaced by Ehglish language immersion erograns.

Bilingual education, as practiced, has little to do with otecation, but has
everything to do with vested interest politics. Generous funding by U. federal
govvennent and by the states has ;reduced a vest bilingual atuaation industry, with
its awn momentum for perpetuation and expansion. In Feeruary of this year, the
Natieral Association for Bilingual Education -- the meter corsiotium of U. bilingual
industry held their annual conference in washingticie Ito overall Confstrencsa thee
was "ellinguallem: In the National Inter/set.*

This thew etould be of mace thin passel interest to those elected to glide
the nation's future. It is no longer bilingual striation um are talking about here,
hut a quantum jump has bean wade to 'bilingualism,* plain and sieple. We are told

categorically that bilingualism is in the national interest. There is no question

mark after this assertion. We are cresented with a fait accompli.

An interesting feature ce the MBE Ounfarars* WM U. Parent Institute.

Parunta cf children in hilinqual education programs were trought ta eashingten,
many at taxpayers' exacne, to be taught how to lobby for more bilingual educaticn
funding. This is clearly impreeer tee of pUblic funds, and an indioaticn that the
amount of money flowing into bilingual programs is emnifestly too high.

Tit federal liadget we are discusethg today will leave us with the largest
deficit in cur history. Fee this reason alone, if no other, every eXpenlitUre
must to scrutinized noes °woefully than ever beer*, and questions must tot raised
about its effectiveness in relation to its 'stated purpose.

Uttil now, bilingual education hes been centroversial, but it has been

strangely inner* frcun criticel budgetary reevaluation, ehen compared to othez
essential servimes. Let year, for example, the Centres* added about 404 to the

revised budget pnVoletti by the President.

we urge this Cenmittee, and indeed the laciness& at large, to lower the

funding level for bilingual education for FY Si. We do so for U. following

1. Ito results achieved through this cooly method of teaching are not
difflonstrably better than thee. achieved through more stare:lard curricula that offer
additional English language instruction for does who don't speak our language.
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On the otter hand, the fociaiiMalatylicf saaidents placed for long petiods
in bilingual clansman eatiammican ocintesparts is definitely
undesirable, and would be unsooNtable amen if acadsraic malts ware more

encauraging than they are.

2. The program was granted $132 million for this natal year. under the
asaumption that 3.6 million children in the nation's runnels are unable to function
in a regtilar, English language clam:tom Hememr. it now arms clear that this
figure is grossly inflated. Mew estimates of the true sloe of this population give
us a figure of about 1.2 million students. CSee study by liebert L. Bernsit, Paley
Analyst, U.S. Department of Marcation, 'time of the Eligible language Minority
levitation.")

tf the sera, is about lone-third of What it bed previously been believed to
he. one can logically make the case for substantial reductions from present funding
Levels. We would therefor' propose an approptiation of $46 million, which is one-

third of ourront allocation.

3. The :ends laved should be reallocated for latoroved and greatly etpanied
foreign Lae programs ice American Itudaits it all towels -- sleamntarY.

aaccndarY, and university.

Deliberate ccrfusion has been planted to the effect that bilingual
education for those of limited Ingliah language proticimncy can bm equated with
the building of a citiamnry literate in strategic foraign languages. This is by

no means the cam. Rill ual taaching Snaps the chili uhoas home larepage is not
Eng/ish in confusion about Which language is the foreign one jeab of amorican

society scat be to and that confusion as soon as possible. The &Sis anagies
runt be wholly she ivied into learning Enolish. which will allow him Or bar to gain

mom of belonging in cur midst. If he con moms haw also retain his first language
tem wany migrants do) end become truly literate in it, so much the bettor, for the
child and for everyone else as well. However, this cannot be dos at the price of

alienation from the larger moiety. If the hessigrant child does not fully sastar

English, and banana an integral part of Mari= society. then the value of his or
her knowledge cd ths fcreign language is virtually lost to cur country.

Whit we have in rind is program much like the. proposed in 11.k.2701,

spenaored by Cangresaman Paul Simon. This legislation would allocate wamouross

to stimulmte the study of critical foreign languages.

in view of our misgivings about bilingual education, shy do w*. advocate any
allocation of public funds at all? aould like to addres; this question for a

=Cant.

First of all, we are not fanatics. In some localities, more quality
hilinnial teachers are already available, program of short-term iveruction that
imes the child's home language to help his for the first few months would soma

acceptable. Also, sane of this money will hopefully be pent for alternative
methods of teaching immigrant children.

Finally, there is a law on the boil** regarding the educatimul needs of
children who don't know English, and us haw a reaponsibility to fund it. It is

our hope that this law will soon be amended to encourage different IPProa6165 tz
tJaching immigrant children, and to make it an inatrument for their prompt accultur-
ation to Amurinan society, rather than their permanent alienation from it.

I think you for this opportunity to preemie our views, and hope that you till
lump our isaurnandation in mind as you deliberate the funding of bilingual education
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1144 Sepolaieas Platform Committee

by

0.11.ZHOLISE

Garda likalas, Executive Director

April 17, 1944

The Republican Party is currently deliberating a national platform that

vial serve the hest interests of this nation sod of its candidates for

national office. We take this opportunity to contribute ideas for inclusion

in the platform.

Like most important proposals, ours era truly nonpartisan -- that is,

they are civic rather than politicill in character. However, the party that

displays the political courage to embrace them and incorporate thew into its

platform is certain to reap great political advantage from i.s actions.

We have convincing evidence to beck up this statement. U.S.ENCLISH was

founded in 1983 as a national public Lutenist organisation by former Senator

Hayskawa, to counterbalance the movement toward a bilingual society. In the

abort tine since we opened our doors, vs have acquired 35,000 rnebars, and we

Expect to double that number by year's end. In addition, we have a roster of

well ever 200,000 people who have identified themeelves in support of our

objectives. This phenomenal growth reflects the depth and breadth of

aentinent for our objective -- the protection of English, our common language

and strongest bond, which has unfortunately been placed in competition with

other languages vying for official recognition.

These, in brief, sr.r our proposals:

A. & CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT la pEcLARr fNCIIPTI rEE,PrFICTAL 1.00UACE

QE ME UNITED 5TA77

(See supporting document Al)
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I. RI= 2EL1t ILEANDAT1v0 EglIMELCROWLIMIlki&LLELL

(See supporting document 51)-

C. WS, In 112. 11111.n4CVAL. EVICATUF M &4 a ENL UM=
riALBILITY 1E UM= CU= ES1 EQ1a. En& Zic,61:ISR

'(U. supporting document CI)

qs..e"le-er

We are most grateful for tbe chance to present these isportant issues to

you. Pros our experience, we can unequivically assure you that they are

perceived as garters of the highest priority by rank-and-file Asericans

everywhere. We hops that you will give then mama consideration, and

iaclude there is the 1984 Republican Pasty Platform.

We'll be pleased to answer say questions, and to assist the Committee in

any way it wishes.
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1024 Ads Won. ASIA.Sueen4

TACT SUIT wmpepan,MCM16

1101.12 WICVAGS ANKINKIIST To TIN CONSTITUTION

W.i. it tit Itclitk Wuxi at ftgadmentt
The Inglish Language Asandsest was first introduced in 19111 by former

Senator 1.1. Sayskawa (See reverse side for excerpts of his statement
istrodurizg the ILA). The 911tit sessio of Congress has two versions of
the Seglisb Language Amendmist. S.J. lea. 167 and 1.1. Rem. 169. 11.J. Iles.

167 TOSIii is follows: '

"faction 1. The leslish I.nguage shell be the official
language of the United States.

"Section 2. The Congress shall have the paver to enforcr
this article by appropriate legielatioa."

Obi Souse version, Ia. Iles. 169, adds the following paragraphs between
the first and last sections;

"Section 2. Neither the United States nor any State shall'

,royaire by law, ordinance. regulation, order, decree, program, or

policy, the use in the United States of any lassuege other them

"Sectins 3. This sesicle shall not prohibit any Iasi, ordinance,
regulation, order, decree, program or policy requitias educatiosal
imetructive in a language other than English for the purpose of
making stedests who use a laseuage other than English proficient in
English."

kW. Estill Liu [LA
1. It would establish SugIith se the official leagues. of federal,

State sad local governments throughout the United States.

2. It would bring official recognition to tho prit.ciple that a
caisson language is necessary to preserve the basic internal unity required
foe political stability and national cohesion.

3. It would prevent governments frog mandating multilingual posting
or publications.

4. An ELA would reaffirm the importance of Inglish in our national

life. It would clarify to newcomers that learning Sag 1 ish is
indispensable for full participation in American society and economy.

3. It would reaffirm tbst we are truly moms Netioa...indivisible..."

Itgo.det 111 au RS .

1. The ELA would not probibit or discourage the use of foreign
languages and cultures in private contexts,. such as in bases, cburcliss,

communitisa. private vrgani.ati , commercs, and priv4ta schools.
(over)
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2. It would sot prohibit the teaching of foreign languegea is the
nation". public school. or colleges, nor would it prohibit foreign
loseusge requiremeate in acadewic institutions.

3. It would not prevent the use of foreign leaguages for public
convenience sad safety.

4. It would not prohibit short-tars transitional bilingual education
progress.

a

The above statements are based on the studied views of ILA apoosora
Senator luddlestos, Coseressass Shamway, and other ILA supporter.. As
with any legislation, the isterpretstiou must be based on legislative
history sett the incest of the logielstors. As with other Constitutional
Asendments, the courts will over tine clarify its applicatiosa.

j,scurnt. jam, Us. ianzatailsall. LessziL Aaril 2L. 1214/1

"PflOPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL INEMONINT NITS INSPECT TO PROCEEDINGS AND
DOCUMENTS IN THE ENSLISN LANGUAGE

'Mr. IATAZAWA. Mr. President, language is a powerful tool. A common
lansuage can unify; aspsrat, langue6es can fracture and fragment
society. The Americas "melting pot' has succeeded is creating a vibrant
new culture moag peoples of many different cultural backgrounds largely
because of the widespread us% of a consoe language, Enlist:.
"Loareing IsgIieb has Items the primary took of every immigrant group for

two couturiers. Participation in the common language has rapid'', made
available to each sew group the political sod economic benefits of
American society. Those who have mastered English have overcome the major
hurdle to full participation in our democracy.
"Today I am introducing a constitutional amendment declaring as the law

of the laid what is already a political and social reality: That English
is the official language of the United States.
"This seendeemt is needed to clarify the confusing signals we have given

in recent years to immigrant groups. For ezemple, the requirements for
n aturalisation as a U.S. citizen say you suet be able to "read, write, and
speak words is ordisary usage in the English languags." And though you
must be citises to vote, Bose recent legislation has required bilingual
ballots is sone areas. This asendment would end that contradictory,
logically conflicting situation.*
'I am proposing Ibis anandesst because I believe that we are being

dishonest with lisguistic minority groups if we tell them they can take
full part is American life without learning the English language. We may
wish it were otherwise, but it is simply not so. As the son of an
immigrant to an English-speaking Country, I knew this from personal
e xperit.ncs. If I spoke no !English, my world would be limited to the
J apanese- speaking commusity, and no elector how talented I was, I could
never do business, seek employment, or take part in public affairs outside
that community."
"The ability to forge unity from diversity sakes our society strong. We

need all the eleeents, Germans, lispanics, Xellsoes, Italians, Chinas.,
all the cultures that make our Nation unique. Unless vs have a common
basis for commuticatiug sod sharing ideas, we all lose. The purpose of
this proposal is to insure that American democracy siwaye strives to
include in its mainstream everyone who aspires to citieensibip, to insure
that no one gets locked out by permanent language barriers."

(3/30/84)
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'BILINGUAL VOTING &ALLOTS

Ws it Xkl lama

Is 1975, vitt little public discumoios and virtuIly no input

fror the Americas public, ameadmentw meadating foreign leaguers

bIiots were added to the Voting Rights Act. Foreign luggage

ballots are sow required in place', where (1) sore than five percent

of a jurisdiction's citisene
of voting age ere member', of a

specified language minority group,and (2) their illiteracy rate is

higher thas the satiosel rate. The law affects 505 counties in 30

states. Only Spenisb, Native &attire!: sled Atlas! Pacific language,

are targeted in the law.

proposal:

Opponents of feBerally mandated voting is foreign languages want

this law rpes /ed. Tba case for repeal is board on the following

considerations:

Ullman.' ballot. are deeply resealed by earlier ismigraute who

had to leers Bailie's is order to participate in the political

proctor.

lilingue; ballots are highly symbolic of tbn official

recognition won by other lanausges, is competition with Inglish.

*Silisgual ballots
dissolve the traditional bond between Loglisb

sad citiseosbip.

Bilingual ballots are upoecessary, a. virtually all applicant.

for 0.5. citisenobip must pass en examination demonstrating knowledge

of simple Zsglitb.

Silisgual ballots are costly. While the cost of 'stilled

ballots is usually less than $2.00 per registered voter, non-English

ballot. range from $6.00 upward,: The City of San Francisco spent

about 8150,000 for bilingual ballots in 1963; in 'nattier case, a

county spent $6,619 producing foreign language ballots and not

single ono was used.

}ILLS up eCT/OXL IMNITON

In November, 1983, 63 percent of toe voters in San Francisco

approved an initiative urging that federal law be guarded so that

ballots, voters' pamphlets, and all other official voting materiels

he printed in Englisb only. A *jailer effort is sow underway

statewide in California.
Two bills to repeal the provisiose of the Voting Rights Act that

mandates foreign language ball is have been introduced in the Nouse,

one iu the Senate. Tbey are B.R. 4429, sponsored by Congressman

William Thomas (I CA), N.R. 4917, sponsored by Congressman Robert

Saabs, (It C1), sod 5. 2488, sponsored by Senator !Burdick (V ND).

(3/30/84)
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TACT ULU

SILIIIGUAL 1011DCATIOI ACT min=

1424 I6111 Wee. N %V . .Me 914
Wilowee. m. D C 20236

The bilingual Education Act, also known as Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary lAucatioa Act, is up for resuthorisatios in
1984. This presents as opportunity for re aaaaa meat of the Act, which
has becoee increasingly costroversiaI sad politicised since its

o original enactmest in 1969.

To assist caildreo of limited English proficiency integrate more
fully and rapidly into the regular school curriculum, U.S.EXCLISE
proposes the following changes:

a

1. The aims of the Act should reflect the prisary purpose of the
legislation, which is ggt to run progress for these students in native
languages, but to teach this English so that they cam function in the
schools. The name of the Act, therefore, stwuld be cheesed to "The
English language Acquisition Opportunity Act". The name of the office
in the Department of Education adsinisterieg the Act mhould be changed
to the "Office; of EsgIish Langusge Acquisition ", sod the National
Advisory Council on 'Miguel Education should be renewed the
"Nations; Advisory Council on English Language Acquisitioum. Its
compositio should be broadsoed to reflect the interest of the public -

at -large in the education of our immigrant children.

2. Despite esorsouo *mount of Bogey, time, Lad effort spent on
bilingual education, there is no cOlivinciog evidence to prow, that
this is the hest--and certainly not the onlymethod for teaching
children of limited English proficiency. It is time to end the
monopoly granted bilingual education progress is the federal law, and
to open the educational process to other approaches. including
structured immersion sad English-as-a-Second Language programs.

3. The "bicultural education" requirement should be removed from
the law. Culture is the province of the family, of the church, of the
voluntary sector. The role of the public school is to inculcate in
the new generation of Americans the civic culture we all share.

4. Students in programs funded under Title VII are pervitted an
indefinite period of time to make the transition from the biliegual to
the regular cIsosrooa. As in incentive for the local school districts
to find the most effective method of teaching English, a two year
limitation on the use of Title VII conies for any one student's
bilingual education is proposed.

5. The original bilingual Education Act called for innovative and
imaginative programs. In that spirit, the Act should designate
specific funding for research and demonstration projects on using
television for teaching English to children and adults.

4. Authorization levels for English language acquisition progrevm
should not exceed 8200,000.000. Appropriations above the current
apoont of 5139,000,000 are not difficult, clearly, those proposals
that suggest authorizations of a halt-bil live dollars should not be
conIdered.

3.18AJIAVA Y903 Tai

(4/11/84)
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English, Our Common Bond

Throughout its history, the United States
has been enriched by the cultural contributions
of immigrants from many traditions, but
blessed with one common language that has
united a diverse nation and fostered harmony
among its people.

As much by accident as by design, that lan-
guage is English. Given our country's history
of immigration and the geography of immi-
grant settlements, it might have been Dutch,
or French, or Spanish, or German; or it might
have been two langaages, as is the case in
Canada, our neighbor to the North.

But English prevailed, and it has served us
well. Its eloquence shines in our Decimation
of Independence and in our Constitution. It is
the living carrier of our democratic ideals.

English is a world language which we share
with many other nations. It is the most popular
medium of international communication.

The Spread of Language Segregation

The United States has been spared the bitter
conflicts that.plague so manylcountries whose
citizens do not share a common tongue. His-
toric forces made English the language of all
Americans, though nothing in our laws desig-
nated it the official language of the nation.

But now English is under attack, and we must
take affirmative steps to guarantee that it con-
tinues to be our common heritage. Failure to do
so may well lead to institutionalized language
segregation and a gradual loss of national unity.
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The erosion of English and the rise of other
languages in public life have several causes:

Some spokesmen for ethnic groups reject the
"melting pot" ideal; they label assimilation a
betrayal of their :alive cultures and demand
government funding to maintain separate
ethnic institutions.

Well-intentioned but unproven theories
have led to extensive government-funded bi-
lingual education programs, ranging from
pre-school through college.

New civil rights assertions have yielded bi-
lingual and multilingual ballots, voting instruc-
tion.s,election-site counselors, and government-
funded voter registration campaigns aimed
solely at speakers of foreign languages.

Record immigration, concentratedin fewer
language groups, is reinforcing language seg-
regation and retarding language assimilation.

The availability of foreign language elec-
tronic media, with a full range of news and
entertainment, is a new dis:ncentive to the
learning of English.

U.S.English: A Timely Public Response

In 1981, Senator S.I. Hayakawa, himself an
immigrant and distinguished scholar of sernan-
tic3, proposed a Constitutional Amendment
designating English as the official language of
the United States. Senator Hayakawa helped
found U.S.EnglLsh in 1982 to organize and
support a citizens' movement to maintain our
common linguistic heritage.

1 4
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U.S.English is committed to promoting the
use of English in the political, economic, and
intellectual life of the nation. It operates
squarely within the American political main-
stream, and rejects all manifestations of cul-
tural or linguistic chauvinism.

Our Guiding Principles

Our goal is to maintain the blessings of a
common languageEnglishfor the people
of the United States.

These principles guide !ts:

In a pluralistic nation such as ours, gov-
ernment should foster the similarities that unite
us, rather than the differences that separate us.

The nation's public schools have a special
responsibility to help students who don't
speak English to learn the language as quickly
as possible.

Quality teaching of English should be
part of every student's curriculum, at every
academic level.

The study of foreign languages should be
strongly encouraged, both as an academic dis-
cipline and for practical, economic, and
foreign policy considerations.

All candidates for U.S. citizenship
should be required to demonstrate the ability
to understand, speak, read and write simple
English, and basic comprehension of our
system of government.

The rights of individuals and groups to
use othe- languages and to establish privately
funded institutions for the maintenance of
diverse languages and cultures must be under-
stood and respected in a pluralistic society.
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What Others Are Saying

"We have mantic, Ind one language herr and that is the
English language, for *kr intend to see that the crucible
turns our people out as Americans. of American nation-
ality, and not as dwellers in a polyglot boarding house."

Theodore Roosevelt

"People can live with language dffferences, as Switzer-
land has shown. But if these diffErences are politicized,
as for example in 9elgium, Canada and Sri Lanka, a na-
tion can be torn apart. Sri Lanka has decided on English
as a national language, so that speakers qf Sinhalese and
Thmil can communicate with one another and with the
world outside. Can we not be Iwvited by the experience
of or nations? Can We not sadiron English as our na-
tional language by law as Joe as by custom so that our
nation shall not At torn asunder in the decades and cen-
twits to come?"

Si. Hayakawa

". . . the valid historical basis and modem rationale for
conducting governmental affairs in English is clear the
national language of the United Sates is English."

Judge Edward R. Neaher, United Slates District
Court, Eastern District of New York

"You can be born herr in a Cuban hospital, be baptized
by a Cuban priest, buy all your foodfrom a Cuban gro-
cer, take your insurance from a Cuban bank. You can
get all the news in Spanishread theSpanish doily pa-
per, watch Spanish 71' listen to Spanish radio. You can
go through life without having to speak English at all.

. It works because citizenship is what makes us all
American. Language is not necessary to the system. No-
where does the Constitution say that English is our Ian-

Suage."
Mayor Maurice Ferre of Miami,
in Esquire Magazine, May 1983

"Let's face it: we are not going to be a totally English-
speaking country anymore."

Aurora Helton, Oklahoma Governor's
Hispanic Advisory Committee

"I feel like a stranger M a strange land, and I'm a native
Floridian!"

Citizen of Miami, in letter to talk show
host Neil Rogers, May 1980

"Look! They are one people and there is one language

for them all. . . Come now! Let us go down and there
confute their language that they may not listen to one
anothar's language."

Genesis II:6-7
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Our Action Program

U.S.English actively works to reverse the
spread of foreign language usage in the nation's
official life. Our program calls for:

Adoption of a Constitutional Amendment
to establish English as the official language of
the United States.

Repeal of laws mandating multilingual
ballots and voting materials.

Restriction of government funding for
bilingual education to short -term transitional
programs only..

Universal enforcement of the English
language and civics requirements for natural-
ization.

Towards these ends. U.S.Engrish serves as a
national center for consultation and coopera-
tion on ways to defend English as the sole offi-
cial language of the United States. It directs its
efforts to alerting the American people on the
dangers of bilingualism; educating opinion
leaders on the long-term implications of lan-
guage segregation; securing more balanced
treatment of the issue in the rntdia; and en-
couraging research on improved methods of
teaching English.

We Need Your Help

U.S.English welcomes to mmbcrship all
people who are concerned about the prospect
of entrenched language segregation and the
possibility of losing our strongest national
bond.

We hope that you will join us and defend
our common language against misguided pol-
icies that threaten our national unity.
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U.S.English is a national, non-profit, non-
partisan organization. It was founded to defend
the public interest in the growing debate on bi-
lingualism and biculturalism. U.S.English
welcomes to membership all who agree that
English is and must remain the only official
language of the people of the United States.

Board of Trustees

Senator S.I. Hayakawa
Honorary Chairman

John Tanton, M.D.
Chairman

Gerda Bikales
President

Stanley Diamond

Leo Sorensen

U.S.English
1429 21st Street NW

Washington, DC 2C)36

U.S.English is a project of The Futures Work-
shop. The Workshop is a voluntary association
of public interest groups sharing overhead and
organizational skills for greater cost effective-
ness.

All contributions to U.S.English are fully tax-
deductible.
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A( each of the tIrt (Faire Ciene-ral !.nue4xx 4uluce Ilici

were trO thrnuhnut the iudirnec Theat- liwa iuffioqiitd
tic I i'.p (lIne lnkirmatlun Proem. ¶00 FiF ¶14th

!frrer, Miami fl.xria. '.5157,10 dxre ( cteant to each
ujncrphiww number ( WWmIM ammex of 14.25 pci left-'

atfl In tuppeim OIputIUW M*4c Mid Iedetal Icldailwi re'
no 5illu,a4 I4ucation andCtluWp matter.- 'Ibe Initial

wit 2000 tolbotI&aticuets
'At of Saturday, dir NAB2 Preiidcm-elecl Dr Tawalt E

Mrkndez. atalrd diat appev,amalely 25(10 aI4flith&rrs had

been obuffied

l i-il L4(kiti It-glilation. rldtiritThera! the ne Cliii Rihu
I.Ii-11OIIMJ(Mand fUluat 'thiif1 It-atpnwiulMhltata were attacked

at I nt-ia1 Mauc. I attutTfi4 ScUlOni Crid !t'.mpoati MI
nupit apt-Men and put-WOO-ri kdi-txTatrtJ. in lid, a aegrcgalrd
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tfinitrh until kit-h time as a tevi kitt'WaHd, a iiMMell ft-i
IW.Izcii stilt-If Is prc.Mcru hUh 'equal heiwfbi and oi

Thr one ht to the ircisid pan at tbc pubitdicd thet.
'ttcvtkS,it!l Patuwrthç. with liidust. was I cixasonl( er-

iUIVN 1taMd dial the Lntiod escanrauc remain swodd
peth%i wtthuut $ilinua1 SHOot-al chaeea within A ape
iliac itorr that (Mf KtftThatlil trade&&R (a, rrsuh of
I tat Itapti' zçwiatcb wnuadc repeatedly. that widioiit
the piihiios hiIR adanicafr the Fitted Stele, tat, tx-air
iaIn ut-al intrfltetiunuiM) ,xtt cathehly. i-nhçr a.

tx-nI (Ii pe(SMC inuJualty
(srpac'a t the lull report may be requcatt-4 bunt Mr Vtld

Rh-unit 14k-c tdSHaupad Ldtcatltin iItt Mtwnn, Aifi, U
ft-pat-mt-mt of Ethiaitun. 400 Mar1and Si-mate S 11!,
%ndiIitgtoia, I) C 20202

The oc5atttm and Mtcndceidthe NAJIf Cunkicrait act
sinuIlly 41 bOHi%uaI cthacsftiat iticliet,. I*nlnlitraloca. Ft
at-art-bet,, nc . aahiriaattpatd with public kuida The
Nailonel Sanitation kit beid Edatutiu nijoyti ta, -dr
duac(lf* etatus asa onjacuils. Ixtra patiteiti. non pout-it-il or-

Th. ailiuum £ducsHous Act

IbI- B4llnuil £di.csllon Ad Ii aç kit rraaathodtatklt utta
feat. wideft tradillonally tti'm4aei a ptOct-IIIII renew sod ad-
juatnurni itt the legidacion in dccIdut cRaO&rt coot-ic of
bthn,aii tduca*kln, sacuabm of tie House Canifluate on
F40c,hlpt, and Lalatjr had I tfSut-r of simply ttflcw.Ad$ the
Ads (whidi italic known atTide V1Iofaccepalniht Ad
mlntitratkiraapunaoird pa billow kindlti kit othcr
meoflflMIiiCtIon ( au.tcla as at2ucturrd linmvrton, ES L.
tic ). uroIgoln wIth H K 5231, irnnue-aS this ,pckt5 by
Rcprrsentathr, Dale Kthicc (f-MI) and Pitt-ito Rican Real-
dec14 Conaitaloner *aIua.pCotcpdi hat %dake -Cocrada hilt
wik to e-Marjc the ecatiMllucncic, atid the kandinj kit-la
kit bdw,pUI edatcaflan protjatbe

CommIttee ,ne-miem reported fat-oratty ret
aeraapeonute st-nm of die KAldee-Coefada bOl. 4% eddie
&at I! fOtnWkXI apa-uçw&atrd Ax- Tule VII, aid 50% of iny
appropriatlom atiore that t(%tift, clnbe vat-il
tcat'fthatj tnetblidiuap to a taaithm of 10% of the total spn

act rxatilphea ofmonksaeuhItile lot Mtcy,Witc to-

Molt-tm it vat-Iota. appcoçwlwicm levels under the cr'

- I 140 millIon. 15 Ii mIllion kit ahietnatiw proa'a
$150 million 110.6 rnhIiIoi, For sitcrmatlt-e pmrami

$200 millIon $200 million Ion alternsfla-c ptngaama
llcprraentaUse Wid1 F GoodlIn (k-PA) and anicral

other mt-mien of the Committee objected to the cote.
prontuae Said Mt-. Cext4lln. We iwandact- the vat of Iy
one type of Miaeructionto me thai Ii k* hening That ha.

to he the tiveg we ma do WIllie oiler Comnitcice

mt-miens iret-d with Good4ln that there was no one heal
itit-tttod 10 lnwuct limited Enlia1m Rxaklrak children, onily
Mr CtisadJrt i-oitd aem the bill that was nt-potted bythe

CottatralItce.
U4'.iIJSu has lndic*itul.t', da.at-rcmcmtn with the

enttipcu(n&ac'
'Die-er hat bren no Senate aeluet on restadxs-tzahlun
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atid tM* M4tt4.$ alkwt, i*iik w II Maawti tWq
a%Ma4IC twrrq.h. hthepnsesa.4..

aMmlattun of uu nutLain, *it an1ranc p'iitiuo
t we trtaP a wrat diwra*çe to Aalttitai MI

kit the! C icMtaLty tell00r nuoat iic*coaiseti that
In I-nJlth not v.tal to their ht

in lullitCy an*aid ithmli howr,cr. dut nodM auld
*0,thtr kim, the truth Hew can we wr n L

gritI m*anritlei to heumc twtolved and producliar mew-
bet, (if meld) 4 th' we anabêc *o IçiC the Itt of

(CW

rj j
t itwJJVi hnw#, IMI1W 1m, Iatm ai UA
C.E,aLai 1taLits, I aae-uinr P*IrtICW ItSE*JJSH

t the dawn t4our tmkpcndeawr. we had all the ,randwd
lnWrdKTh thai tkanJc! and espelicnee tell tat make foe

nitNiflail taIIt! 'i1 eIm - We ch,a,ed. even MWe
mote Mid fThW divrw. we mmn.c*ed to maintain a mockty
r pOcitial tNHt atid tI*41 tonctd Li hat bern the
haLnwk (4 mit ruz*onai ha,aetcr thai at we become ku.
.ae ii, me another we aLan brcan,c mete tm*rIIM o(t&1-
eticr in lime. we came twe otily to rtikritc them, but £0 Mn-

f,ttnd them and etentutlly to appreciate them, Other
all nty the aniCW witt't PWUi unduiW by cntilcti

between dicvttn ICTUUfl WRhM their bocders. buiwe did
well with dlrn.lt aikrwiui4 Ii tornnch omit tIve yet without

It olerwhcirn us The miracle of America twa been that
we manated iotether me well, with at, kw of the corn
miwiatItlem helie%ed r,ai'rtoal he nalleithoud

(Yrt We eMiOmit d(id4fc cm)urstiotI at here nut at k-Mi
tome cit ne-nt that a nicwi---ati-y nu otiqnu%( malntatn
And If out aimlwer it ve, how ekaie ale we to the thuolute
rmoMThafw' Can d,ç Ln4ted Mate, .mimtme the cio.*on 0IEi4
Lou' And imCn 4 the p 4taIIIy otthLicetntn lepatmatcina
(COW*C, cart we afoed to take the rbk o(aiactt a

we e,atch the t9cmtennlat of the luono. ii
tam it, recall that the (oatuttUktn La Vm,t and

i &wruncnt IhoUI buildiaMain ctidtaaisW natlu0 ¶'twt
r, ckat MatemI at the iiailWC. the Prrçic of the

United SuIt, in Order totoem a Mote Petfrr'i tilo In
mar ca0'ecrwma U' quote male *dIyidutl rlihi ye anothey and
to .ienv mciii further riMhtt from thete quoted, we have 1cM
ijIfti .4 the tam t that the pomat.y purpome of the Cciniltutlon
it i flhi'ft Wiite, I inhiUl All tlmc otne, afttt, Mid IImiitXC

hotly to that loth' pmhcp.oe
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An,ofe Tu,t*,. czc'uthc d4cdllc, Lgvc of&iaatcd
AM

Th11 1* a ttacthanded attdlnpt to LEthrr oairac'lzc Hai-
tkbadotIKT Ito4c IkiUdCIC1 bOOEy PIttldPi

in rocirly In the iatic way that ito. Crow Lawa oatmctzcd
bac ft Li that Iepwa&lat mowancot by theme Amimcmn. thai
miat be Mcçpett

Ft,r cycles at t)t Itayakawt5 arid Ma bu1ca writTen mate
nicni*, please tdnd *202 tOcuiec pomte and print ngca.m
to V.S..Vi'GUSN, 1424 16thSaet,N',bute7l4.
WathinSton, DC, 20056

opporsuzaiss For
Couzfri.ctiv. Acliou

fcnd aStute to Smut,, (4nG Hatch (k tT),cltalnruo.
Suhcom.nure on the Comaitiatlon, thaMtng turn hehoLdiri
hcAnnaj oo the }nLih Lan1e Aincndmen(

'Send a kiter to qxemenia6w %'Wttm F. (inodiln (L
PAl. thanking bin, foe ttlsipiriltd oppokaton to the Mtival
Education Act rtauthorlzatio that would allow $,t 4% of
eminent a riatlona to lot EnllLali Inm,temlon and uthet
Iruetwise ErTejish lttgructtofl pnotami

-Write a letter ulthanita to Itepre entatli-ejim rlght ([
TX), thanking him for inUuduciti art amendment to the
S&mpmon.MazeoIl lmmltion .ekirm Act that will require
afteima to kim Eng)iah at a cvn&ion foe Ileatlon

Wrfte letteti to Senstuea Steena Thurrnom,d (RSC) and
Alan Slrnp.on (LWY), attn Will pirtica*e In the Senatel
Houc conference on the new lmm4stk,n reform MI, aiking
them so keep the & g'adia.c of Cvqgrmaaltmwfotk'n dr
elating Esigliab the o&lid nguapr of the Untud States.

WrIIe lelTem toiteprr'aentatlin .rtct dino(t)4.TJ) and
Itonune Majwl (1 -lCY), who will )sitc49aie tOthe Senate!

Hianse Cà*1 tm-v to the new Lneatkan reform hilt. atkln$
thetis to keep the rm'quirtmcitt tf.at applicant, for amnesty
k'wO Enah Aimrican bisataty and govenmicot

Mdeeat Lcitrtm To

The Hon ---------------- Semtot_ -------- -
U_S IiwotRepcesentatwra Urtted Stales ¼naae
WaThingiun I)C 20515 WeshtnTon, tIC Z0'SIQ
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IDEAS

This ,* a tOfItittr1141 414. ndied
F our 4441A .,f the 4.1014 nett-644U
President half century is not enough
for an electorate that thous for another
term of Mr Reagan. The nation's
trading liberal sourrilil of opinion, The
Nor Rowels, has gone to applauding the
American -rescue mission' in Grenada.
and pooh- poohing the nuclear horse
movement As d this weren't moue*,
the student government at Washington
and tee Univertaty hat bens leading a
crusade, not to get the US out of Ei
Salvador, oe so pas. the ERA, but to
demand neckties Ot the classroom. At
Harvard. the rallying cry was "Save the
ivy

And to. it would seem, the current
more ilearmit tolinguaktio follows the
general trend to the right California,
the este whuh gave us the Propounds
23 rae revolt, is once again as the
ft/retrofit of she new seemingly
conservative ode Lest November,
San Fr/Amoco. she states cultural
center, rotors e.,ruihelnitngiy
approved 4 noobirwhog refentridum
opposing the rays traineual eating
ballot California's S 1 Hayakeris.
ormarainst and former Senator, coded
his campaign against bilingualism on a
Constitutional Amendment to make
English the official language Although
Hayakawit bill is presently mired us
committee. the monolingun modimeot

continue to march in the states,
according to Gerde &knee. Ecircutive
Director of US Englishand an
immigrant who learned English at age
le and 'know* it can be done" US
English is currently pushing foe
statewide rote against the multilingual
ballot in ion, monist California. the
number one trend setting state.° Dade
County, Floods his already adopted a
local verso-xi of NAyeicawas glee no
public money can be appropnabod for
the use of Spanish within city haute At
the federal level, President Reagan`,
Secretary of Education. Teton bf Bet
has ireened the Carter Admatorre.
rico guidelines requiring bilingisai
education, ialline the regulations

heti?, intleilile. burdensome,
unworkable and Incredibly costly

All this might seem lust another logs
of increasine infoletnce toward
minciond lint another defeat for

E PLURIBUS DUO?

may be led sersophobsc and racist chino
Appian Thu debate Or nut given to 411
easy liberabconservative Ida It rine,
imported and difficult questutot
reaching far beyond the- t444144 of
language to what degree do we value
diversity? To wha t item dews require
loyalty? Should we encourage "cultural
pluralism:. or atsimiation into a

"meltiNg pot'? Should we elccourago
people to act es indivtduais or as
members of ethnic groups? For Literal*,
bilinguaktm fond a venni dension
should satiety encourage minorities to
preserve these ethnic Render even at
the nsk of Acrentuattng the differences
between groups. and dashing the dread
for a brotherhood of man?

Though difficult. the bilingual
question must be tanasediately
adlordek In IWO, the Census !Wren/
put she number of persons us the United
States over the age of four who do riot
regularly speak English at home At 23
made, the total number of non-
English-Imitate peddle Ma be 'war*
39 S million by the year 2000 The
Hoping population. which makes up
75M of the students in bilingual
education, has grown to 20 million.
Swing the United States the fourth
largest Spanati-speaking population in
the world In fact. Hispanue now
account for 30% of the pupil' in New
York City and Never. and SO% of Ike
Los Angeles school population With a
population growth rate sit find' the
national average. Hispanics should soon
overtake blacks At the nation's largest
minority group; by cella, their
population may reach 40 million

The movement towards bilangual-
ism in the classroom and the votary'
boothpined momentum as the
Kipanre population growth rate
epiodeel us the lP1Os The federal
codmitment to bilingual education
multiplied from S73 million in 04.4 to
513. million today In PM& the
movement pined tudkiaf sancnon as
the Supreme Court ideal f cuochocila to
"take affinitive steps to rectify the
language aol,cren<y- of linguistic
Mintir.144 en ensure equal educational
opportunity Later, HEW guidelines
resulted in -maintenance" bilingualism,
where students retain their native
language, and in tOirW cues. neglect the

averns Yet the call for mondingualide transition to English The multilingual
PALE It SPRING 1984

vmebN doker- I
,

Shia N. leekle rail

ballot. used In areas with late,
populations of linguistic minorities like
New York. Florida, and much of the
Southwest. was born with
Congressional amendment to the
Yonne Rights Act in IA73 Heyakawa's
Constaunonal Amersdnomt aims dolt
to restore the transitional emphasis of
special language minuends and tre

eliminate the multilingual ballot.
Hispance are fighting Hayakawa's

initiative, arguing that all-English
ballots effectively preclude many
linguistic minorities from neretsing
their tithe to vote. According to a
survey by the MenranAmencan Legal
Defense and Education Fund. one-third
of Chicano Voter, would not here
registered to rote but for bilingual
ballots Broadly speaking. Hispanics see
diversity as the ideal. differences 411
desirable. Nfoncatingualltm is said to
deny the right of minorities to It
different, to force conformity 110

naturally diverse society is said to be
undensccutic, Argues Wand Cruz
Reversoso of the C44.fornsa Supreme
Court. 'We should no more demand
English-language skills. for citizenship
than we should demand uniformity of
religion

Multilineualites need not leer a

society apart Dennis Heenarider,
attorney for the Mesican American
Legal Defense and Education Fund
points to well-functioning multilingual
14)C1f1141 in Europe, like Switscriand,
which has four national languages

HARVARD POLITICAL REVIEW
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Opponents of bilingualism and the
ballot in particular emphasize

the oblieationt tiE citisenship as well as
the right" Knowledge of English-gin t
mush to Atk. Gerde &kale, 44y0. -a
prxe of full political participation 'het
immierants have gladly if painfully.
learned the language without any
special help she points out. it is
etific Wows for immigrant snoops coming
to a new country to aspect bimetal
public funds to be spent an special
voting ballot, and teachers No octal
bellottesist for the estintateal 23 million
dhterates in the country. crag" paint
ovt Moreover. Bilietts questtons
whether a real demand exists for
tislingual ballots, pain eng out that "only
IWO Spanish ballots were used in the
entire city of San Francisco- in recent
election

Bilingualitni in voarat dive the
nation in the near future it no, nipped in
the bud. Hayalsawe says id or :0 yea re
from RCM, he, warns there MU be a
malorIty of asdindtalle with Spanish
beckground" in some Southwestern
states The calls for Ifteftiltan from
Canada in Francophone Quebec. the
division in Sep. m between the f tench-
speatimg Walloons and the Flemish-
apeakme populetron. rul the lettguage
riots in Soweto. South Africaall are
Said fa bear out Kant s (valuation that
along with reliport, language is the
ultimate di, ider of people

students into five separate high schools
based On ethnic background The
Hispanic call for bilinguelism is less

strident in do separatism nonethelett,
bilingualism, may entrench permanent
rier-tonssemainess Unlilui affirmative
&tier,. whit), inlet 'MIA groups 41 it
temporary means of bringing
individuals into the mainetream,
bilingualnini aim at maintaining ethnic
group identity, never getting beyond
fete-00fISCKKISnellS

Minarttift fitipand that ethnic
eeparatism at forced on them by the
white manutty If Nark or Hispanic
student sits only with other black. or
Hispanics in the college dining hell, he
may do tofoia very GUMMI reason, the
`block table" may be the one where he
will be but received and most
supported Ethnic identification
-becomes a rational interest," Nathan
Clatef efigUel, if rine a likely to terror'
support when turning to 0014 ethnic
group The natural connection it
connection you can count on

In face many Hit/pangs See the
Current more Again*: bilingualism as
intolerant Hied wth the Archie
Bunker mentality Any pawn who
can t speak poyfect English ought to be
de esported the hell out of here
Dennit Hernandta labels US English "a
racist-based organktation- The people
behind the group Hernandez chargra
are the Satire people who back

A liberal can be against bilingualism.

fiernnder say* bib:10141SM it not
stperetill and need not create
d,vitiont But Harvard tociologist
Nathan C.later disgreet Glazer
'tail:trees that the underlying pressure
for latlinsuclism in Adler/Ca IS political.
it hes a tOUCII Of nettenell1111:' whseh if
entegollAtiC to the United States In

fail, any call for ethnic identification
May hitvf an element of separatism and
hiwt.lity As Harvard Daniel Bell
note., 'Social groups need tome other
group to hte In its estreme form,
ethnicity mean. Malcolm X. who for
some time defined thy white Miff at the
devil of the Berkeley public school
system what, for a while segregated

SPRINCi 1154
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resirgeont ii mmigrtrort in hopes of
whir. Nue.ey,-d and blond tociety

The whole meltieg pot idea ti
denounced as a thinly veiled atterrp' to
force AnektiAmencan culture en
rfleel itthrlit groupspremited, scone
say, on a Certain, if a nartuulatrd. racist
twilit that Anglicisation- is stelPoP
the ladder of civilization

Others +wonder The melting pot IS
said to meld together diverts cult urts
taking the bett from eachand
producing new non-rectal, idea-based
culture superior rim anyone of its parts
Astimilabon it not supposed to mean
that Itthrlic Customs end vdeas drown in
the filfliINS p01, ghard Rodriguez, an

outspoken Httpanic critic at
bilingualism writes that saifillieft0M-ill
fel iprotal A. the immigrant is

changed the immigraot as surely
changes the culture he enters "Culture
does not survive by ertdogsrny alone
cultures can grow and flourish when
individuals are persuaded that to keep
Certain elements of a culture alive 10
worthwhile Now, as never before.
ethnicity can be divorced horn ethic's
"protective- rece-COnsCiO4serSelf may be
unnecessary, and the tneiung pot hat a
chance to cooi, The longtime liberal
Dernocrinic dream of building whai
now called a "Reinbowr Coalition- of
disadvantaged cttaerte which rises
above racial and ethnic differences, may
be finally within reach

Yet some fear that our nation if
becoming increasingly tegregated
Hispanics, who on _e Werth: neOpie
treated as individuals, now value et, c

group cm& above all else. race was to be
irrelevant, now race it crucial, Black it
beautiful. as *Spanish. segregation was
bad, now it is riectitsary for group
survival The new race-constvousness,
while certainly lest 1104tentS than theorist
white racism, still identifies people For
what they ate rather than what they do
Of believea most menacing flatten, WS
what the founding fathers rebelled
against when they eschewed
aristocracy, what abolitionists fought
agamst when they taw human slavery.
and whet Hitter thrived on when he
embarked on the Final Solution

Ft/fitter Mare, in the United States,
Curds &kale, says, the common English
language it "perhaps the only thing that
holds us together in the US. adults
proudly motel,. we don't take to the
streets,- but settle dispute* with
ivordothus it is 'sternal to have
common language

The movement against the
multilingual ballot, then, is not simply
another bigoted Attempt to block
minority participation, like the literacy
test Of poll tax F ur policymakert aren't
"neutral" when they provide bilingual
ballot, or bilingual instruction in
*chants both encourage ethnic
identification and ditcaurage
Attonilation In e.etialing the bilingual
question, we mutt decide Once and for
all, whether we consider racial and
ethnic identification valuable, to be
ericmil aged, or tidy IfrietrAnt

fluter/ kaiarmierg
PAGE 15
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GERDA BALES

`Temporary' bilingual
education lives on

Back in the Late '60s, when Congress
and much of the American public
were willing to try any panacea to
cure our social ills, the govern-

ment approprated a modest sum $7.5
million for bilingual education It was to
he a small. experimental program limited
to disadvantaged children from Spanish-
speaking homes.

Those who harbored misgivings about
the wisdom of teaching non-English-
speaking public school children in their
home language were reassured by the
clearly temporary nature of the program

Logic argued that if the experiments did
not live up to expectations, they would be
discontinued a wellintentioned bit of
social engineering that didn't work. On the
other hand, if bilingual education deliv-
ered all that was promised, the program
would be temporary by definition The chit-
dren would learn English, gain self-
confidence, and before lor,g move to
regular classrooms The states, tradition-
ally in charge of education. would take the
program over from the federal govern-
ment

Fifteen years ago, bilingual education
was discussed as a special educational
benefit for American children. It was
explained that the target population was
Mexican-American children whose fern-
:lies still spoke Spanish after generations
of social isolation in the Southwest Obvi-
ously, such a program would self-destruct
in 12 to 15 years, as the accumulated back=
log of non English-speaking American
children dissolves.

We should have known that nothing ever
becomes more quickly entrenched than a
-temporary" Washington program. Far
from shrinking with time, the program
expanded rapidly and became a dynamic
jobs creation scheme A whole bilingual
industry arose bilingual education
teachers, bilingual principals, aides,
supervisors, researchers, textbook writers
and publishers, social workers and coun-
selors And lawyers, of course, legal spe
cialists to develop a body of language

Gerda Bikales is president of (.1.S Eng-
lish, an organization that defends English
as the sale official language of the United
.States

"rights" never envisioned at the time of
enactment.

lb justify the growth momentum, more
students had to be found. That was easily
lone by changing the program's exit crite-
ria, To leave the bilingual program, it was
no longer enough that the youngster had
learned to understand and speak English.
now he had to be "proficient" in writing as
well! The task of becoming -proficient"
was hardly facilitated by teachers who
were not proficient in English themselves

After a few years. other minority.
language children became eligible for this
benefit, and a "bicultural" component was
added to the instruction. Bicultural and
multicultural teaching specialists made
their entree.

But is was immigration that was soon to
stoke the fires of the bilingual industry.
Initially sold as a program for disadvan-
taged Americans. immigrants had hardly
been mentioned in the d!scussions This

A was in part clever political strategy, but in
truth the immigration flow was then still
quite manageable. Soon after passage of
the Bilingual Education Act, immigration
rates exploded, and give no sign of falling
off in the foreseeable future. This assured
an endless stream of new students on
whose behalf the bilingual education idvo.
canes could plead and receive ever-greater
federal largess.

But the important question is whether
this method has proven more effective than
others in leading pupils to academic
achievement and successful acculturation

Regrettably, after spending a Nihon dol-
lars in federal money and nearly as much
in state funds, we know absolutely nothing
about the quality of the students' accul
turation and we have no convincing data to
make the case for bilingual teaching. Few
large-scale studies have been carried out,
and those that were did not report favor-
ably.

But this we know: Bilingual education
has resegregated the schools along lan
guage lines, and isolated immigrant
youngsters from their American peers: it
has eroded teaching standards through
"emergency" certification of unqualified
teachers. it has entrenched the federal role
in running local schools, and it has Mite
cized iur schools as no issue ever has
before.
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[Fran The Christian Science Mbnitor, Sept. 12, 1984]

The Swiss, the US,
and language unity

By Gerda Males

Iam frequently asked about Switzerland. Is it not true
that this small nation in the heart of Europe has three
"official" languages and one "national" one? And is

it. not also true that the country is prosperous and peace-
ful? So who says that multilingual societies get torn apart
b.-, language differences? And why can't the pluralistic
United States be more like Switzerland?

I have been asked these questions by all sorts of peo-
ple. But I remember particularly the pained tone in
which they were asked recently by a successful Cuban-
American politician in south Florida. He was telling me
about his heartfelt gratitude to the US he was a refu-
gee from Castro's Cuba, hesitant in English, a wealthy
businessman, and now an honored elected official in his
community. Only in America could an immigrant have
such opportunities!

Yet there was something about Americans he could
not understand. Why are they so stubborn, so antagonis-
tic to the logical notion of a bilingual south Florida?
There are so many Cubans and South Americans here.
Would it not make more sense to stop resenting the ad-
vances of Spanish, to make peace with the new bilingual
character of the area, and to use it positively to attract
Latin American tourists and investors? Why, he won-
dered, can't we be like Switzerland and prosper togethe;
in whatever language is comfortable for each of us?

It came as a surprise to him, as it does to so many oth-
ers, that the average Swiss is not fluent in three or four
languages, and does not lead a multilingual existence.
Street signs in Geneva are in French, period. Voting bal-
lots in Zurich are in German, period. The Ticino native
who moves to Basel does not expect his children to be
educated in Italian they'll be taught in German, like
everyme else in the canton.

True, all students are taught one of the oauntry's other
languages beginning in the early irades, and most will
certainly learn enough of it. in school for simple communi-
cation. ts, however don't take chances;
since full command of another official language enhances
opportunities. many sey the price to send their offspring
to private boarding Wott l another canton, to ensure
the youngster's proficiency in the °drier language.
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Switzerland occupies land about the size of Massachu-
setts and Connecticut, which is shared by 6 million peo-
ple. The population is white and Christian, and the coun-
try is not open to immigration. Schools teach a common
history that pays homage to a pantheon of shared na-
tional heroes. Language differences are played down, and
conunonalities stressed.

National values are transmitted not only through the
schools, but also through a citizen Army in which all
able-bodied Swiss men are expected to serve in their
youth, and into which they are recalled periodically until
age 50. Every Swiss family is known to the cantonal au-
thorities. which maintain records on every member.
There is no confusion about who is, and who is not, a
bona fide member of Swiss society.

The US, of course, is a nation of nearly 240 million in-
ha ih to , by people of every imcestry; every race,
every religion. culture, and language. We move about
freely and no local registry keeps tabs on us. There is no
telling who is an American and who is not. We reject in-
voluntary military duty let alors a lifetime as citizen-
soldiers. Conformity is deni.gmted, and "doing one's own
thing" is recognized as a legitimate

By custom, we have but one ". " language, and
those who try to push rival ones upon us are finding that
we care deeply about preserving our unity of language.
For we know that the strong tie of a language shared by
all citizens allows us to loosen those other ties tradition-
ally associated with nationhood. And from this freedom
spring the interactions of a multitude of diverse elements
that make us the most dynamic, the most exciting, the
most vibrant society in the world today.

And that is something few would ever say about
multilingual Switzerland.

Garda Bikales is executive director of US Eng-
lish, a Washington-based national public-interest ar-
glibiZatian-

Senator HATCH. Well, thank you so much.
Mr. Torres, it takes me about 6 minutes to get there, and I am

already due.
Let me ask you this. Your testimony is extremely important to

this committee. I could recess, but I would like to complete the
hearing so that you would have this opportunity to testify.

Now, if you do not mind, I would like to start your testimony and
then have counsel finish it, if I have to leave. But I will put both of
your complete statements into the record at this point, as though
fully delivered. I would like you to summarize, if you could.

Now, if you feel that you would like me to recess until we can
take the complete statement that you want to give, I would be
happy to do that, also.
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STATEMENT OF ARNOLD° S. TORRES

Mr. TORRES. I never read a full statement, but I would appreciate
it if you would allow and grant permission to counsel to ask ques-
tions the same nature that you have asked of other speakers, in
order to give us the opportunity to respond.

Senator HATCH. We will definitely submit questions to you and
go from there. You would prefer, then, to proceed, as far as I can
go, and then have counsel finish it up?

Mr. TORRES. I have no problem.
Senator HATCH. And he can ask some of the questions on the

record.
Mr. TORRES. Yes, I would just like to see if he could ask us a

couple of questions as to the type of consequences this amendment
would cause in order to have our views on the record, if that is OK
with you.

Senator HATCH. You bet it is.
Before you begin, let me just mention some of the concerns that I

have about the amendment, and I would like you to cover them, if
you can.

I do see both sides of this amendment, but this amendment, for
instance, contains no concept of State action, and it could very well
be interpreted to prohibit private activities. For instance, what
would prohibit Congress, in implementing this amendment, from
passing a law denying enforceability in the Federal courts to any
private contract not executed solely in English? That sounds bi-
zarre, but Congress could do that if it wanted to.

What language in this amendment, for instance, would prevent
Congress from passing a similar law to the Nebraska statute,
which literally would be binding on completely private schools?

Would anything in this amendment prevent Congress from pass-
ing a law similar to that of Nebraska in 1922 which could restrict
religious liberty?

I think .we have seen an onslaught against religious liberty in
this country just recently rearing its ugly head, and I am really
concerned about it.

-qg Could this constitutional amendment give some impetus to that
olslaught?

What if a Catholic school, for instance, wanted to teach cate-
chism in Latin, or a Hebrew day school wanted to teach Hebrew
during the day or teach some of the sacred texts of Hebrew? These
are private schools, of course. Is there any conflict with the first
amendment should that occur, and could they be prevented by a
Congress that just wanted to act arbitrarily in these areas?

Could Congress, for instance, pass a statute prohibiting the use of
languages other than English in public institutions or places?

I suspect that if we put this into the Constitution, Congress
would be able to do exactly that.

I might also mention just for the record that we are a nation
faced with severe problems with our language policies, The U.S.
Census Bureau showed that in 1979, nearly 18 million of our Na-
tion's 230 million people over the age of 5 spoke a language other
than English at home. Nearly half of them, 8.7 million, spoke one
particular language, and that is Spanish. This, of course, could pose
some communication problems in years to come. And I am not sure
that a constitutional amendment really is the answer to every con-
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temporary sociai malady that comes forth, and I do not think the
Constitution is meant to carry that particular burden. So I am con-
cerned about it, and I want to work with my colleagues to help re-
solve the legitimate problems which we have highlighted today. A
constitutional amendment, however, causes me concern as the
means to remedy some of these problems. I am really interested in
some of the answers that I will submit in writing.

This amendment seems to further instead of arrest the modern
trend toward blurring the distinctions between public and private
life in our country. It also tends to blur the distinctions between
Federal functions and State functions. In fact, one of the things I
will be meeting on today is this so-called Civil Rights Act of 1984,
which tremendously blurs these distinctions. Under the guise of
overruling one Supreme Court case, this so-called Civil Rights Act
of 1984 is one of the most widesweeping attempts to amend at least
four major laws in this country. Moreover many other laws in this
country that could be affected by the provisions of this bill which
blur distinctions and allow the courts to make vital policy determi-
nations within the purview of congrealonal authority.

I, for one, do not have the same degree of confidence in unelected
judges that I do have in elected officials. On occasion I do not have
a lot of confidence in elected officials, but at least they have to
stand up in public and defend their positions when seeking elec-
tion. And from that standpoint, we can influence them. When une-
lected judges make these major determinations, however, I am
really concerned because they answer to no one for taeir own pred-
ilections. Maybe there is a way of addressing language issues that
will work well for everybody. I do think that Senator Hayakawa
made some very telling points; Senator Huddleston has made some
telling points, as well as the other Members of Congress who have
testified here today.

Mr. TORRES. I just want to add here, Senator, that I appreciate
many of the points you have raised today, and I am very sorry that
you have to leave us, because I had intended to respond to the in-
teresting points that the former Senator, as well as sitti,:g Sena-
tors, have made with regard to that, because I think there are a lot
of inaccuracies and misrepresentations.

Senator HATCH. Well, I commit to you, Mr. Torres, that I will
read your testimony and read your responses to the questions that
Mr. Rader will ask you. I am concerned about what you have to
say here.

Mr. TORRES. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. I really, deeply apologize that I have to leave. I

am already late to this very important meeting. I must be there
because others expect me.

With that, if you gill forgive me, I am going to ask Mr. Rader to
take the reniaining part of your testimony because I think it is im-
portant that we get it in the record now, while we have all of the
people here who want to examine this matter as fully and as com-
pletely as we_.can. and especially those from the media, and I want
you to have every opportunity.

I would ask you, Mr. Rader, if you would ask some of the ques-
tions that I would like to have both of these expert witnesses
answer.
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You have been al particularly good witness, Ms. Bikales, and I am
very happy to have had you here today, as well. I would like you to
try and answer some of these questions, as well, if you can.

Ms. BIKALES. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. TORRES. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HATCH. Thank you. You will have to forgive me, but I

had better run.
Mr. RADER. Please proceed, Mr. Torres.
Mr. TORRES. For the record, my name is Arnold Torres. I am the

national executive director for the League of United Latin Ameri-
can Citizens, which is the country's oldest Hispanic organization.

I would like to begin by reading for you- from the LULAC code,
which was established in 1929, when the organization was original-
ly founded, beginning:

Respect your citizenship and preserve it. Honor your country. Maintain its tradi-
tion and the spirit of its citizens, and embody yourself into its culture and civiliza-
tion. Be proud of your origin and maintain it immaculate. Respect your glorious
past and help to defend the rights of all people. In war, serve your country; in
peace, your convictions. Discern, investigate, meditate, and think. Study at all
times. Be honest and generous. Let your firmest purpose be that of helping to see
that each new generation shall be of a youth more efficient and capable and in this,
let your own children be included.

The LULAC prayer portion of it reads:
Bless our land with honorable ind- .try, sound learning and pure manners. Save

us from violence, discord, and confusion; from pride and arrogancy, and from every
evil way. Defend our liberties and fashion into one united people the multitudes
brought hither out of the many kindred& and tongues.

The reason why I begin this way is because I want to at least
state the qualifications of our organization, that we are not a sepa-
ratist movement, as certain elements in American society who
have presented their comments today would perhaps have you be-
lieve.

But we greatly appreciate the opportunity to be here today in op-
position to this proposed constitutional amendment, and we hope
that we will not insult anyone today, but we hope to be as candid
as possible in order for people to understand our concerns.

Constitutional amendmentI think Senator Hatch has made an
extremely good point today in saying that the Constitution is a
very sacred document. It should not be used for frivolous amend-
ments that have absolutely no background and justification.

The first point that I would like to raise and bring to your atten-
tion is the U.S. Census. A review of the 10 largest cities which have
the largest percentage of HispanicsSan Francisco, Chicago, New
York, El Paso, Corpus Christi, Dallas, Albuquerque, Phoenix, Sac-
ramento, San Antonio, and San Diegoindicate thatapproxi-
mately 77.7 percent of the Hispanic households speak only English
at home.

A review of another census document, PHC 80 S11, indicates that
90.5 percent of persons of Spanish descent age 5 to 17, speak only
English at home, persons-18 -anti- over ,-88-.-7--percent; total persons 5
and over, 89.1 percent.

With this in mind we ask, is there a need for a constitutional
amendment crlling for English as the official language of the
United Stat.,:
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In view of the statistics that have just been cited, I do not think
that there is any clandestine movement by Hispanics or any other
ethnic group in this country to take over and speak their language
in the Southwest or any part of the United States.

The framers of the Constitution perceived the American identity
based not on national, linguistic, religious, or ethnic background,
but on the individual's commitment to the American principles of
government. In building this new Nation, the founders understood
the need for developing a sense of peoplehood. The development of
the national character was important, quote, ' because four
out of five whites were of British derivation, because virtually all
were Protestant, and because blacks and Indians wert not consid-
ered part of the national community, Americans of that era may be
considered highly homogeneous in culture. Yet, American national-
ity was not simply WASP. On the contrary, it was regarded as
something novel and distinctive. It was oriented toward the future
rather than the past, and most important, it rested on a commit-
ment to universalist political and social principles, rather than on
particularist cultural features such as language, religion, or coun-
try of origin.

I bring this to your attention by the author, Thernstrom, in the
Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups, page 56, printed
in 1980:

Becoming an American did not require one to become an Anglo-Saxon or even to
be like an Anglo-Saxon, except in adhering to the principles of freedom, equality
and repudiating all former political allegiance, accepting the Constitution, and obey-
ing the laws.

Again, we must ask, based on what has just been quoted, where
is the need for this type of an amendment?

I would submit to you, to this committee, that if, in fact, the pro-
ponents of such an amendment were that serious and that fearful
of people not learning English, or if, in fact, as Senator Symms and
the others have indicated, they want everyone to learn English,
why not provide more programs to learn English?

Hispanics 18 years and over, under the 'census study, have the
greatest dependency on Spanish. Why not provide better English
classes, and English onlyI do not care what kind of immersion
programs you designimmersion programs for 18 year and over.
That would be fine with us.

Why not provide greater bilingual edu d*:?..r. opportunities?
There has not been enough information presented by Senator

Huddleston, Senator Hayakawa, or any other Senator, that can
defame the intent and results of bilingual education. It has been an
effective educational approach to learning English for the limited-

. English-speaking children in this country. But no; that is not really
the intent of the proponents of this legislation.

The proponents of this legislation would have you believe that
there is an underground movement by Hispanics to take over this
country, and they have been very effective in presenting their
guments that wa-y7Buf again, they are not interested in discussing
facts, no facts whatsoever.

It is interesting that from the American Revolution to Beirut,
Hispanics have answered America's call to protect its shores. Let
us not forget that in 1917, Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico were
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granted citizenship in time to fight in World War I and did so with
honor.

For those who have doubts about Hispanic Americans' commit-
ment to this country, we would be more than happy to lead a con-
tingent of Senators and others to Constitution Avenue to the Viet-
nam Memorial to read the Hispanic surnames engraved in black.
Or, we could travel across the river and stroll through Arlington
Cemetery.

It is inconceivable to us that a group of people who would be
willing to make the ultimate sacrifice for a country would be will-
ing to separate itself from it.

Should, by an unbelievable and, unfortunate fate of history, such
a constitutional amendment actually be passed, we must deal with
the Treaty of Guadalupe that was signed in the very early 1800's,
that granted the region known to us now as the Southwest the
right of every Mexican citizen to maintain their language and their
culture. That treaty is an important tool that we would use in
order to present a legal argument against such a constitutional
amendment. I wanted to read the following, that "It is our belief
that this initiative is a frivolous attempt to amend the Constitu-
tion. This is not the 13th amendment ending slavery. This is not
the 14th amendment, calling for equal protection laws. This is not
the 15th amendment, ending racial discrimination. This is not the
19th amendment, allowing women to vote. Nor is this the equal
rights amendment, seeking to ensure that women are treated fairly
in society."

In our opinion, it is really a backhanded attempt to further os-
tracize Hispanics and other language minorities from fully partici-
pating in society in the same way that Jim Crow laws ostracized
blacks.

I would like to review very briefly some of the illustrative com-
ments made by Senators Huddleston and Burdick and Symms, and
former Senator Hayakawa.

Senator Huddleston, in essence, implied that the bilingual ballots
and bilingual education are really just the beginning of a clandes-
tine movement, and that with a constitutional amendment, we
could head it off at the pass. It is precisely these kinds of comments
that are unsubstantiated and serve to create an impetus for this
kind of attitude.

When people are afraid, when we begin to use the scare tactics
that proponents of this amendment use, they give the impression
that, in fact, Hispanics are armed and ready to take over, and will
immediately kick out any non-Spanish-speaking person in the
Southwest.

Mr. Burdick uses Canada as an example of what could happen to
the United States without such an amendment. Mr. Burdick would
probably be well-versed if he were to read Canadian history. There
is a -much deeper imbedded difference- in Canada with regard to
the differences between the two groups in Canada that clearly do
not exist with regard to Hispanics in the Southwest, or for that
matter, any minority language group in the United States with
majority America. It just does not exist. We do not have, hopefully,
at this time separate schools, separate neighborhoods, certainly not
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by our own wish. If they exist, they exist by discrimination, and
not as a result of our choice.

Senator Symms went over a story of his friend who learned Eng-
lish and quoted him as saying: "Had I not been forced to learn
English, I would have_not become Secretary of State; I would have
been a shepherd."

Does the Senator from, I believe, Idaho, imply that Hispanics
want to maintain a low-level of economic life simply because they
do not want to invest in the learning of English? Does it mean that
Hispanics are willing to sacrifice and live Lit. bare minimum just be-
cause they do not want to invest the time in learning English?

I do not think so. Any person who comes to this country, regard-
less of his background, comes because he wants to improve his
state in life. And I think that learning English clearly improves
the opportunities that one has when living in this country, in view
of the fact that English is the national language.

Senator Hayakawa made an interesting point, but c lee again,
lacking very, very clear facts. He indicated and pointed to the lack
of educational attainment by Hispanics, a significant dropout rate,
an extremely low number in college. He implied that there was a
correlation between such a dismal future and status and our inabil-
ity to speak English, and that his "Hispanic friends" if they want
to push their Hispanic children to learn English -he would be more
than happy to help them. He concludes by1Zying that he believes
that Hispanic activists are really not concerned with this objective,
but to get jobs for Spanish-speaking teachers. Once again, exag-
geration and misrepresentation is used.

I would bring to the attention of the Senator who sat in the
Senate for 6 years that during his time in this country, when bilin-
gual education was being funded for less than $140 million a year,
less than 1 percent of the Federal budget, Hispanics had the high-
est dropout rate back then, Hispanics were becoming the most seg-
regated group of children in American public education today, and
that those statistics existed prior to the enactment of the Bilingual
Education Act in 1968. What would Mr. Hayakawa blame it on in
those days? Was it our stupidity, our genes, or our inability to want
to learn? There is no correlation between the educational status of
Hispanics today and our inability to want to learn English, because
the census study points out that that is clearly incorrect.

The point that the Senator from Utah has askedthe questions
he has askedwould it prohibit private activities? Would language
prevent Congress from passing legislation applying to private
schools? Would this amendment limit religious freedom? Would it
prohibit the use of any other language besides English in public
plac..s? In all candor, I believe that it would.

Now, this may not be the sole intent or one of the intents of the
proponents, but we are talking about something that the propo-
nents are not _going to control. We are also talking about something
that will not be controlled by good intentions or good faith.

There is a great deal of discrimination that takes place now. The
EEOC has a number of cases that indicate that there is discrimina-
tion based on language. If I want to speak Spanish to someone
during working hours, and it has nothing to do with my employ-
ment responsibilities I can be fired. There have been various cases
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of this type which have been considered to be employment discrimi-
nation.

An amendment of this kind begins to tell people that any foreign
language spoken is really unacceptable. Now, I know what the pro-
ponents of this legislation are going to say. They are goi to say
that this contention is bunk. But we have to deal with th se reali-
ties in our community. We have to deal with these fac in our
community. Ms. Bikales and the others do not have to worry about
that. We have to worry about that. We are under the significant
eye of everyone in this country with the immigration flows being
what they are, and everyone begins to give the impression that
this, quote, "alien hoard," is posed, ready to take over the United
States, and as a result, we need this constitutional amendment.

I would conclude with the interesting U.S. English motto:
"America, one Nation, indivisible, enriched by many cultures,
united by a single tongue."

We in LULAC have a pledge that we recite every meeting. It is
in our constitution on page 56. It has been a practice since 1929. "I
pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to
the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, with liber-
ty and justice for all."

We have no intention of changing mottos or playing with words.
The Pledge of Allegiance is what this organization stands by; it
should be what this country stands by, and it should refrain from
responding to the kind of scare tactics that this constitutional
amendment and its proponents bring with it.

Thank you very much, and I am very sorry that the chairman of
this committee had to leave, but I greatly appreciate the fact that
he allowed me to be as thorough as I was.

(Material supplied for the record follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARNOLD() S..TORRES

GOOD MORNING. FOR THE RECORD, MY NAME IS ARNOLDO

S. TORRES, AND I AM THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN AMERICAN CITIZENS (LULAC), THE

NATION'S OLDEST AND LARGEST HISPANIC ORGANIZATION, WITH

OVER 110,000 MEMBERS IN 43 STATES. I WOULD LIKE TO THANK

THE CHAIRMAN FOR ALLOWING US TO APPEAR BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION ON THE SUBJECT OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AMENDMENT, S.J. RES. 167.

WE APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY IN OPPOSITION TO THE

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. OUR OPPOSITION TO THIS

AMENDMENT IS NOT AN ENDORSEMENT OF ANY EFFORTS TO SECEDE

FROM THE UNITED STATES AS SOME WOULD HAVE YOU BELIEVE.

OUR OPPOSITION STEMS FROM A BELIEF THAT THERE IS NO SOUND

RATIONALE FOR SUCH AN AMENDMENT, WHEN IT 1$ COMMONLY KNOWN

THAT ENGLISH HAS BEEN AND ALWAYS WILL BE THE OFFICIAL

LANGAUGE OF THE UNITED STATES.

THEREFORE, THE QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED TODAY ARE

THE FOLLOWING: WHY IS A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CREATING

A NATIONAL. LANGUAGE NECESSAY IN 1984? AND, WHAT IMPACT

WILL IT HAVE?

PROPONENTS OF THIS INITIATIVE woyo HAVE YOU THINK

ETHNICITY" WRIT LARGE, ON THE CONTRARY, IT WAS REGARDED

AS SOMETHING NOVEL AND DISTINCTIVE; IT WAS ORIENTED TOWARD

THE FUTURE RATHER THAN THE PAST; AND, MOST IMPORTANT, IT

RESTED ON A COMMITMENT TO UNIVERSALIST POLITICAL AND SOCIAL

PRINCIPLES RATHER THAN ON PARTICULARIST CULTURAL FEATURES

SUCH AS LANGUAGE, RELIGION, OR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN..."

"...BECOMING AN AMERICAN DID NOT REQUIRE ONE TO

BECOME AN ANGLO-SAXON OR EVEN TO BE LIKE AN ANGLO-SAXON,
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EXCEPT IN ADHERING TO THE PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY...

AND IN REPUDIATING ALL FORMER POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE, ACCEPTING

THE CONSTITUTION, AND OBEYING THE LAWS...

"...PROTESTANT AMERICANS OF BRITISH BACKaROUND

HAD IN FACT COMMITTED THE NATION TO A PRINCIPLE THAT MADE

IT INCONSISTENT TO ERECT PARTICULARIST ETH611C CRITERIA

INTO TESTS OF TRUE AMERICANISM,.." (THERNSTROM, tIARVARD

ENCYCLOeEDIA OF AMERICAN ETONIC Qpoos, P. 56)

ONCE AGAIN WE ASK, WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR THIS

AMENDMENT? IS IT AN ATTEMPT TO ENSURE THAT INDIVIDUALS

WILL LEARN TO SPEAK ENGLISH? IF THIS IS TRUE, THEN WHY

ELIMINATE FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS THAT TEACH ENGLISH?

WHY NOT PROVIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR ENGLISH AS A SECOND

LANGUAGE (ESL) AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS?

OUR OPPONENTS WOULD SAY THAT BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

DON'T WORK AND THAT THEY ARE THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM S.J.

RES. 167 IS ATTEMPTING TO CORRECT.' YES, WE WOULD AGREE

THAT THERE ARE A FEW PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED IMPROPERLY.

YET, THOSE FEW FAILURES ARE NOT AN INDICTMENT OF ALL

BILINGUAL PROGRAMS,

IN FACT, HERE IN WASHINGTON THERE IS AN EXECELLENT

BILINGUAL PROGRAM CALLED THE OYSTER SCHOOL. ISN'T IT MORE

CONSTRUCTIVE TO REVIEW SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS LIKE THE OYSTER

SCHOOL, AND DETERMINE WHY THEY ARE SUCCESSFUL AND APPLY

THAT SUCCESS PRINCIPLE TO OTHER BILINGUAL PROGRAMS?

THIS APPEARS TO BE A MORE RATIONAL APPROACH TO

THE "PROBLEM" WE'RE CONFRONTING. DESPITE THE CONTENTIONS

MADE BY SUPPORTERS OF S.J. RES. 167, THIS IS NOT QUEBEC,

CANADA. HISPANICS ARE NOT USING LANGUAGE AS A MOTIVATION

FOR SEPARATION.

FROM THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION TO BEIRUT, HISPANICS
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HAVE ANSWERED AMERICA'S CALL TO PROTECT ITS SHORES. LET

US NOT FORGET THAT IN 1917 PUERTO RICANS IN PUERTO Rico
WERE GRANTED CITIZENSHIP IN TIME TO FIGHT IN WORLD WAR
I, AND DID SO WITH HONOR. FOR THOSE WHO HAVE DOUBTS ABOUT

HISPANIC AMERICANS' COMMITMENT TO THIS COUNTRY, WE WOULD

BE MORE THAN HAPPY TO LEAD A CONTINGENT TO CONSTITUTION

AVENUE TO READ THE HISPANIC SURNAMES ENGRAVED IN BLACK.

OR, WE COULD TRAVEL ACROSS THE RIVER AND STROLL THROUGH

ARLINGTON CEMETARY,

IT IS INCONCEIVABLE TO US THAT A GROUP OF PEOPLE

WOULD BE WILLING TO MAKE THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE FOR A COUNTRY

IT WIS,9ED TO REMAIN SEPARATE FROM. THE FACT OF THE MATTER

IS, GENTLEMEN, THERE IS NO SEPARATIST MOVEMENT; SIMPLY

THE FABRICATION OF A GROUP OF ZEALOTS WISHING TO MAKE A

MOUNTAIN OUT OF A MOLEHILL.

WHAT. WILL AN AMENDMENT OF THIS TYPE ACCOMPLISH?

WILL IT ACTUALLY STOP THE SPREAD OF BILINGUALISM IN THIS

COUNTRY? OR WILL IT SIMPLY SHIFT TAE RESPONSIBILITY OF

PROVIDING BILINGUAL SERVICES FROM THE PUBLIC TO THE PRIVATE

SECTOR?

WHAT IMPACT DOE. THIS AMENDMENT HAVE ON U.S.

TREATIES, PARTICULARLY THE TREATY OF GUADALUPE? THE TREATY'

OF GUADALUPE WAS SIGNED BY MEXICO AND THE UNITED STATES

WHICH CEDED MUCH OF THE SOUTHWEST TO THE U,S. IT STRIPPED

THOSE MEXICANS REMAINING ON U.S. SOIL OF THEIR MEXICAN

CITIZENSHIP AND GRANTED U.S. CITIZENSHIP TO ANYONE REMAINING

IN THIS NEW TERRITORY AFTER ONE YEAR. THE TREATY GAVE

THESE NEW AMERICANS THE RIGHT TO MAINTAIN THEIR LANGUAGE

AND THEIR CULTURE.

DO WE AUTOMATICALLY DISSOLVE THIS TREATY? OR DO

WE RENEGOTIATE IT?
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WE COME BACK TO OUR ORIGINAL QUESTION OF WHY A

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CALLING FOR AN OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

IS NEEDED. WHAT IS THE MOTIVATING FORCE OF THIS AMENDMENT?

IS IT TO ACCELERATE THE NATURALIZATION AND CITIZENSHIP

PROCESS? OR, IS IT A MEASURE TO PREVENT THE NATURALIZATION

AND GRANTING OF CITIZENSHIP TO THE NEW WAVE OF IMMIGRANTS?

"...THE HISTORY OF CITIZENSHIP HAS REVEALED THE CHANGING

RELATIONSHIP OF THE INDIVIDUAL CITIZEN TO THE POLITICAL

STRUCTURE OF THE NATION...

"...NATURALIZATION HAD BEEN A CASUAL AND INFORMAL

PROCESS, BUT GRADUALLY CRUDE, RACIST CRITERIA AND UPGRADED

NATURALIZATION STANDARDS WERE APPLIED TO ADMIT ONLY

"SUITABLE" ALIENS. THE PROCESS OF INCLUDING NEW PEOPLES

WAS TEMPERED BY FAVORITISM TOWARD THOSE THOUGHT TO BE MORE

RACIALLY COMPATIBLE AND BETTER PREPARED FOR CIVIC DUTIES.

THE UNFAMILIARITY OF SOME NEW IMMIGRANTS WITH DEMOCRATIC

GOVERNMENT, THEIR ACQUAINTANCE WITH MONARCHIAL REGIMES

AND AUTHORITARIAN RELIGIONS, AND THEIR IGNORANCE OF ENGLISH

CAST DOUBT ON THE MINDS OF NATIVISTS AS TO THEIR READINESS

FOR CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS..." (THERNSTROM, P. 748). YET,

...EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN THAT ALL ETHNIC GROUPS, GIVEN

TIME AND ENCOURAGEMENT, HAD THE CAPACITY TO ASSIMILATE

INTO THE NATIONAL CIVIC CULTURE, AND SO U.S. CITIZENSHIP

WAS OPENED TO ALL..." (THERNSTROM, P. 748).

THE QUESTION ONCE AGAIN ARISES: WHY DO WE NEED

A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT DECLARING ENGLISH OUR OFFICIAL

LANGUAGE?

IT IS OUR BELIEF THAT THIS INITIATIVE IS A FRIVOLOUS

ATTEMPT TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION. THIS IS NOT THE 13TH

AMENDMENT ENDING SLAVERY. THIS IS NOT THE 14TH AMENDMENT

CALLING FOR EQUAL PROTECTION LAWS. THIS IS NOT THE 15TH
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AMENDMENT ENDING RACIAL DISCRIMINATION. THIS IS NOT THE

19TH AMENDMENT ALLOWING WOMEN TO VOTE. NOR IS THIS THE

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT SEEKING TO ENSURE THAT WOMEN ARE

TREATED FAIRLY IN SOCIETY.

IT IS OUR BELIEF THAT THIS IS A BACKHANDED ATTEMPT

TO FURTHER OSTRACIZE HISPANICS AND OTHER LANGUAGE MINORITIES

FROM FULLY PARTICIPATING IN SOCIETY IN THE SAME WAY THAT

JIM CROW LAWS OSTRACIZED BLACKS. IT IS THIS SEPARATIST

MOVEMENT BY THESE "AMERICANS" THAT MUST BE STOPPED.

HISTORICALLY, ONE OF THE REASONS WHY THE SOUTH

ATTEMPTED TO SECEDE FROM THE UNION WAS TO PERPETUATE THE

SUBJUGATION OF A PARTICULAR GROUP OF PEOPLE. IT IS OUR

FEAR THAT THE MOTIVATION BEHIND THE SOUTH'S ATTEMPT TO

SECEDE IS THE SAME MOTIVATION BEHIND THIS INITIATIVE.

THANK YOU.

Mr. RADER. Thank you very much.
The chairman did ask me to pose just a few of his questions to

both panelists.
First, what other countries have declared official languages, and

was their declaration made by constitution or by statute?
Ms. BIKALES. I believe most of the Latin American countries have

declared Spanish their official language. I know that Russia, for ex-
ample, has declared Russian the official language. It has mostly
been countries that do not have one dominant language, but have
language minorities as well, and that relationship is then clarified.

Mr. TORRES. Most of the countries of Latin America with the ex-
ception of Brazil, certain countries in Central America that have
many indigenous languages and cultures, have usually used Span-.
ish as the official language. I do not know specifically if any of the
constitutions of these countries, in fact, carry with them that Span-
ish will be the official language. I have travelled extensively 'in
Central America and in Mexico, because I have relatives there, and
at no time have I ever been discriminated against because I speak
English or the Spanish that is not always acceptable to my Mexi-
can relatives.

Ms. BIKALEE. I would say you would not be able to vote in Eng-
lish if you were to live there.
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Mr. Tosims. I would also remind the committee of the point that
has been made by Ms. Bikales, that Mexico does not have the im-
migration difficulties, or better yet, Mexico and any country in
Central America does not have the diversity that the United States
has in immigration patterns. Mexico, it could be said, to some
extent may be a country of immigrants, but many of the indige-
nous communities would probably disagree with this. This country
perhaps, unlike any other country in the world, is clearly a country
of immigrants, and as a result of that, has a diversity that is al-
ready built in, regardless of whether we like it or not.

Mr. RADER. The Senator had a question on the proposed amend-
ment's potential impact on private activities. As he mentioned, this
amendment lacks the kind of language common to most constitu-
tional amendments that limits the scope of the amendment to
State actions; thus, the language would seem to have no conceptual
limit. This application to private conduct is not entirely a theoreti-
cal problem. In the 1922 Nebraska statute mentioned earlier, it
said that no person, individually or as a teacher, shall in any pri-
vate, denominational, parochial, or public school, teach any subject
to any person in any language other than English. Thus, by its
terms, it would have forbidden private schools, totally without Fed-
eral or State aid, from teaching in a language other than English.

What language in this current constitutional amendment propos-
al would prevent Congress from passing a similar law, completely
binding on private schools and precluding them from teaching any
language except English?

Ms. BIKALES. It is my impression that the first amendment would
do that. However, Senator Huddleston, as I recall, has indicated his
willingness to revise the language and incorporate your concerns
more precisely, if that is called for.

Mr. TORRES. I would respond by saying that while again, the
intent may well be what Mr. Huddleston would like it to be, we are
talking about what would happen in reality. We must take the pos-
sible consequences of this constitutional amendment out of the con-
ceptual stage and begin to look at the way things are done in the
real world.

I would submit to the committee that regardless of the clarifica-
tions that the Senator from Kentucky would make with his consti-
tutional amendment, you are still dealing with an attitude that., re-
gardless of what may be the intent and legislative history of this
constitutional amendment, certain people will interpret it as they
see fit to use it for their own purpose. It is very conceivable that
there would be overzealous people, as those who are proposing this
amendment, in States calling for the types of restrictions that the
Senator from Utah is afraid of. I just think that you are creating
an uncontrollable monster. It is much like the monster that the
Volmstead Act created in the 18th amendment, the Prohibition
Act. We waited 4 years, arid we came back with the 21st amend-
ment. That is the kind of monster that I think this type of constitu-
tional amendment would create, regardless of the intention of its
honorable proponents.,1

Mr. RADER. Do you 'think that there is a constitutional right to
obtain U.S. Government services in a language other than English?

Ms. BIKALES. No; I do not.
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Mr. Maims Could you ask the question again? I cannot b--Llieve
that we may agree.

Mr. RADER. Do you think that there is a constitutional right to
obtain Government services in a language other than English?

Mr. TORRES. I think that the Supreme Court has indicated with
the Bilingual Education Act, or the court decision in Lau, that
with regards to education, there must be the provision of educa-
tional approaches that do not deny equal educational opportunity.
And I think that this is one situation that I think the court has
spoken very clearly on.

But with regards to the thrust of your question, I do not believe
that our organization or anyone else would indicate that it is a con-
stitutional right that they have to be spoken to in their native lan-
guage in order to be able to get a job or something. I do not think
any Hispanic group has ever argued that; I think the Supreme
Court decision in the Lau case was made very clear that it is a
right for equal educational opportunity, and if there are difficulties
that lime the educational opportunities of limited-English-speaking
children, then the school systems in this country, whether they be
Federal, State, or local, should design the necessary and adequate
approaches to ensure that equal educational opportunity.

Mr. RADER. In the Lau case, the Supreme Court held that the
Civil Rights Act prohibition on national origin discrimination
would operate to require special help for non-English-speaking Chi-
nese students in San Francisco. The Lau case did not, however,
mandate that foreign language students be taught all subjects in
t).,,ir own tongue, but only that affirmative action be taken to open
the doors of education to non-English speakers.

Th,ls, is it correct that Lau could be read as consistent witn the
notion of using foreign tongues only to teach English language pro-
ficiency? Is that correct?

Mr. TORRES. That is precisely the position, the posture, that most
organizations of Hispanic and Asian and other limited-English-
speaking communities, or language minority communities, have
always taken. Transitional bilingual education is, contrary to those
who demagogue the concept, probably one of the best, if not the
best, approach for teaching children the English language. That is
what it has always been. We have never wanted it to be a concept
that entrenches the teaching of the language of origin to the point
where they will never learn English. That is absolutely ridiculous,
and that is what makes the proponents' arguments of this constitu-
tional amendment somewhat frivolous.

Ms. BIKALES. Well, I would like to speak to this, but also at the
same time, answer the accusation of paranoia that was alluded to
before in Mr. Torres' remarks, and I will do so by quoting from a
report that was prepared and published on May 4 of this year. It
was prepared by independent consultants, Market Growth, Inc., at
the request of the Department of Education.

It is a report on the 13th International Bilingual-Bicultural Edu-
cation Conference of the National Association for Bilingual Educa-
tion, and here is the summary.

The two general themes that pervaded the general sessions,
major sessions, and symposia were: First, the Federal Government
must play a lead role in bilingual education with legislative and
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major funding resulting in ta) a national multicultural/multilin-
gual society, and it)) a national language policy, with English and
Spanish recognized as the two legal languages of the United States.

The second part of this dealt with the defeat of President
Reagan.

Now, this comes from the National Association for Bilingual
Education, their 13th annual meeting, as reported to the Depart-
ment of Education by independent consultants.

So much for paranoia, except let me mention, most of the people
who are members of this organization and who were meeting in
San Antonio last April and who attended this are paid for with
public funds.

Mr. TORRES. Just a brief response. It is always interestingyou,
knowing the Federal Government as well as you dowhen you
have a consultant, a consultant is not free of subjective opinion. I
would think that anyone with the National Association of Bilin-
gual Educators who has just heard this brief summary would have
quite a difference of opinion insofar as the representation that was
made by the independent consultants, who may continue to be very
independent afterward. But I think that this once again misrepre-
sents what the Hispanic community stands for.

I was just told by my assistant that the quote that was read by
Ms. Bikales is, in fact, a misrepresentation of what took place. And
I think that these types of things, when they are read into the
record, that are not fact, but are very subjective in nature, simply
lend themselves to a great deal of fear. But then, again, this has
always been the intention of the proponents of the constitutional
amendment calling for English as the official language. There is
absolutely no other reason for doing these types of things. There is
no need for it. But trust the opponents to continue the scare tactics
that they have, and have been very effective in doing.

Mr. RADER. Two final questions. First to return to the Lau case
for just a second, is it correct, then, Mr. Torres, that you would see
that case as allowing the use of foreign tongues only to teach Eng-
lish language proficiency and that you would support that limita-
tion on bilingual education?

Mr. TORRES. I have never seen in any other court cases the citing
of Lou to make a case for any other provision of bilingual services.

There are practical sides to bilingual services in court proceed-
ings. There is a practical side to bilingual services in dealing with
the public from a social services perspective. That is simply just
practical. You need it if you are going to communicate with certain
groups of people. But I think that the contention you make, we
have absolutely no clifficlIties with. That is our understanding of
the law. That is our understanding of the intent. And we have ab-
solutely no intentions of correcting that or deviating from that.

Mr. RAVER. One final question. The United States Code is riddled
with terms from languages other than English; for instance, Latin
has given us terms like "in rem jurisdiction" or "res ipsa loquitur"
or "rnens rea." Other languages, in similar fashion, have provided
our language with many legal terms

Who would really decide what terms were English and thus ap-
propriate for official usage? In France, of course, they have an
academy formed by the government to determine which words are
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appropriately French and worthy of official use. Would this amend-
ment require the formation of a similar entity, or perhaps, what
would preclude Congress under this amendment from establishing
such a system to determine when words adopted from foreign
tongues are sufficiently anglicized for officialdom?

Ms. BIKALES Well, I think that is basically a nonproblem, given
our history. We have been very open to other expressions. We do
not have a history of being puritanical about terminology or any-
thing like that. By the way, you might add Mexico to the list of
countries that is looking for purity in the preservation of its lan-
guage in its purest form. We do not have such a history, and if it
makes sense, by tradition and by context, then it seems to me there
is absolutely no problem using Latin or anything else where it be-
longs.

Mr. TORRES. I guess that response by Ms. Bikales is a good exam-
ple of the fact that they have not really thought this out well
enough. There are many points that they have not thought out
well regarding the far-reaching consequences of this type of Consti-
tutional amendment, its intention, regardless of what its propo-
nents may contend. There are some serious far-reaching difficulties
that this type of an amendment would create, which I would sug-
gest for the record that the proponents go back and do more re-
search and report back to the committee and submit a mcre thor-
ough analysis of the legal consequences as well as the legal difficul-
ties and/or legal questions that may arise in other arenas.

Ms. BIKALES. May I just answer that for a moment, if I may?
Mr. RADER. Certainly.
MS. BIKALES I think we have never had as many law school

graduates as we have today. I cannot imagine that we cannot over-
come what difficulties this amendment may possibly present and
change it so as to make it more serviceable.

I think what this amendment will do is establish simply, plainly,
clearly, the principle that is already, in fact, that we are an Eng-
lish-speaking Nation, that English is our language, that it enjoys a
special status in this society, and that no other language can aspire
to that status.

Mr. RADER. Thank you very much. The subcommittee appreciates
your contribution and the contribution of all the witnesses to the
building of this record today, and we will stand adjourned until the
next hearing.

[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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STATE ;TATUTUET AtCOGNITION OF ENGLISH AS TUE OFFICIAL. LANGUAGE
OF THE UNITED STATES

ARIZONA

Arizona Revised Statutes, Through 1984 Cumulative Pocket Part

Enabling Act June 2p, 1910, Section 19

Fourth - That provisions shall be end' for the establishment and maintenance

of public schools which shall be open to all the children of said state
and fres from sectarian control; and that said schools shall always be

conducted in English.

Constitution of Arizona

Article XX Ordinance

Seventh - Provisions shall be made by law for the establishment and mainte-
nance of a system of public schools which shall be open to all

children of the state and be free from sectarian control, and said
schools shall always be conducted in English.

S 15-705. Conducting of Schools in English Language; Bilingual Instruction.

A. All schools shall be conducted in English, except special clases as

provided in subsection E.

5. In the fiist eight grades of any coeson school district or unified

school district where there are pupils who Nive difficulty in writ-

ing, speaking or understanding the English lAnguage because they

Are f:om in environment wherein anothl.r language is spoken primarily

or exclusively, the school district may provide special programs

of bilingual instruction.

ALKANS,AS

Arkansas Statutes 1947 Annotated, Through Advance Annotation Service 1982-1981

S 22-108. Process and Proceeding to be in English Language.

A11 writs. process, proceedings and records in any court shall be in the

English language.

S 80-1605. Basic Language of Instruction.

The basic language of instruction in the common school branches in 411

the schools of the state, public and private, shall be the English language

only.

CALIFORNIA

Meet's Annotated California Codes, Through Cumulative Pocket Part 1983

Coda of Civil Procedure S 185

Proceedings in English Language

Every written proceeding in a court of justice in this state shall be
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in the English language, and 'Witte/ proceedings shall be conducted, pre-
served, and published le no other.

Code of Civil procedure 198

.SIMMEEEZ

A person Is competent to act ILO juror if he or she Let

3. Possessed of sufficient knowledge of the English language.

Education Code j 30

Language of Instruction

English shall be the bs..ic language of instruction in all schools.

The governing board of any school district, or community college district,
and any private school may di/certaine when and under what circumstances Instruc-
tions may be given bilingually.

It is the policy of the state to insure that mastery of English by all
pupils to the school.; provided that bilingual instruction may be offered to
those situations when uch instruction is educationally advantageous to the
pupils. Bilingual instt4ction is authorized to the extent that it does not
interfere with the systematic, sequential, and regular instruction of all
pupils in the English language.

Penal Code S 893

Competed

(a) A person is competent to act as a grand juror only if ha
each of the following qualifications:

Pas CIS

(3) He is possessed of sufficient knowledge of the English language.

COLORADO

Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, Through Advanced Annotation Service 1982

S 22-1-103. Policy of State to Instruct in English.

Instruction in the common branches of study in the public schools of
this state shall be conducted principally through the medium of the English
language; except that it shall be the policy of the state also to encourage
the school districts of the state to develop bilingual skills and to assist
pupils whose experience is largely in a language other than English to make
an ettective transition to English with the least possible interference in
other learning activities.

CONNECTICUT

Connecticut General Statutes Annotated, Through Cumulative Annual Pocket Part
1983-1984

S 10-17. English Language to be Medium of Instruction.

The medium of instruction and adainistration in all public and private
elementary schools shall he the English language, except that instruction
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es provided in sections 19-17a mud 10-Of may be given in any language other
than English to any pupil Who, by reason of foreign birth, ancestry or other-

wise, experiences difficulty in reading and undeteteading English.

10-17a. Establishment of Bilingual and Bicultural Program.

Any local or regional board of education may establish at any level of

instruction a bilingual and bicultural program of study involving a culture

in which a language other than English is predominately spoken, provided the

purpose of such program alma' be to enable children to harness proficient in

English. A private school may, with thm approval of the state board of educa-

tion, establish such a program of bilingual education.

IDAHO

Idaho Codel_Through 1983 Cumulative Pocket Supplement

t 2-209. Court Determination of Qualification of Prospective Juror.

(2) A prospective juror is disqualified to serve on a jury if he:

(b) is unable to read, speak, and understand the English language.

33-1601. Instruction in English Language.

Instruction in all subjects in the public schools, except that required

for the teaching of foreign languages, shall be conducted in the English lan-

guage. Provided, however, that for students where the language spoken in their
home is not English, instruction may be given in a language other than English

as necessary to allow for the transition of the students to the English language.

ILLINOIS

Smith-Hurd Illinois Annotated Statutes Through 1983-1984 Cumulati. Annual

Pocket Part

Chapter 1 5 3005. English Laneshe.

The official language of the State of Illinois is English.

Chapter 122 5 27-2. Instruction in English Language.

Instruction in the elementary branches of education in all schools shall
be in the English language except Li vocational schools where the pupils have
already received the required instruction in English during the current school
year.

Chapter 122 t 34-18.2. bilingual Programs.

The Board of Education may provide programs in a language other than the
English for those children whose first language is other than English.
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Iowa Cod: Annotated Thraugh 1983-1984 Cumulative Annual Pocket Part

280.4. Medium of Instruction.

The medium of instruction in all secular subjects taught both in public
and nonpublic schools shall be in the English language, except when use of
a foreign Language le deemed appropriate to the teaching of any subject or
when the studsot is non-English-spiabing. When the student is non-English
speaking, both public and nonpublic schools Mall provide special instruction,
which shill include but need not be Halted to either instruction in the Eng-
lish 4e or a transitional bilingual program, until the student demon-
strate a functional ability to speak, write, read and understand the English
language. AA used in this section, "non-Englieh-speaking student" means a
student whose nitive '.enguage is not English and whose inability or limited
ability to speak, write or read English significantly impedes educational
progress.

S 607.1 Counetency.

All qualified electors of the state of good moral character, sound judg-
ment and in full 'possession of the senses of hearing and seeing, and who car
speak, .niter, and read the English language, are competent jurors in their
respective counties.

KENTUCKY

Kentucky Revised Statutes 1983 Replacement

446.060. Writings- -

(2) Every vrlting contemplated by the lave of this state shall he in the
Englinh Language.

LOUISIANA

west's Loufsiana Statutes Annotated, Through 1981 Cumulative Annual Pocket
Part

Title 11 Article 401. General Qualification of Jurors.

In order to qualify to servo AS a juror, a person musts

(3) be able to read, write, mud *peak the English language.

MAINE

main. Revised Statutes Annotated, Ihrough_1982-1983 Cumulative Pocket Part

20 S 102. Duties (Commissioner. of Education)

7. StuSice to be Tsuell

The basic lonolual, of inattnction it all schools, public and private, shall
be the Caslisil 'stigmas..
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MAITLAND

Annotated Code of Maryland, Through 1983 Cumulative Supplement.

8-207. Qualification for Jury Service.

(b) Grounds for disqualifications.

(2) Is unable to read, write, or understand the English language

with a degree of proficiency sufficient to fill out satisfac-

torily the Jury qualification fors

(3) Is unable to speak the English language or comprehend spoken

English;

IMASSACHUSEITS.

Massachusetts General Laws Annotated, Through 1983-1984 Cumulative Annual
Pocket Part

234 S 4. Disqualification from Juror Service.

3. Such person is not able to speak and understand the English language.

MICHIGAN

Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated, through 1983-1984 Cumulative Annual Fockat

Part

344.1151. School Instruction to English; Except Section 1151.

(1) English shall.be the basic language of instruction in the public and
nonpublic schools of this state and in state institutions.

f11.'d

(2) Subsection (1) shall not be construed as applying to:

(a) 1,1igious instruction in a nonpublic school given in a
foreign language in addition to the regular course of
study.

(b) a course of instructing in foreign language in which

the pupil acquires auffic.ient proficiency to be conversant
in the foreign language.

(c) bilingual instruction which will assist children of limited
English-speaking ability to achieve reasonable efficiency
in the English language.

bUf.1301a. Jurors; Qualifications.

Sec. 1370a(o) be conversant with the English language.

vOU.1427. Writs Process, Records; use of English, Perri Abbreviations.

Sec. 1427 All writs, process, proceedingt and .records in any court within

this state, shall be in the English language (except that the proper and known
names of process, anfiktechnical word., may be expressed in the language here-
tofore and now commonly used), and shall be made out one paper, in words at

41 length, and not abbreviated; but such abbreviations are now commonly used in
the English language may be used, and numbers may be expressed, Arabic figures,
or Roman numerals, in the customary manner.
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KIVIRESOTA

Minnesota Statutes Annotated, Through i981 Cumulative Annual Pocket Part

S 120.10. Compulsory Attendance.

Subd 2 School. A school, to satisfy the requirements of compulsory at-

tendance, oust be one: (1) in which all the common branches are taught in
the English language, from textbooks written in the English language. .

(2) . .
.provided that in a program of instruceion for limited English pro-

ficiency, instruction dind textbooks say be in the primary language of the

children of limited English proficiency enrolled therein.

§ 126.07. Instruction, Use of English Language.

The books used and the instruction given in public schools shell be in
the English language, but any other language may be used by teachers in ex-
plaining to pupils who understand such language the *timing of English words;
provided that in the case of a program for children of limited English pro-
ficiency instruction and looks say be in the primary language of the children

of limited English proficiency.

i 593.41. 2Ealifications for Jury Service.

Subd 2 a prospective juror is disqualified to serve as juror if he:

(4) Is unable to read and speak the English language;

MISSOURI

Vernon's Annotated Missouri Statutes, Through 1983 Cumulative Annual Pocket

Parts

476.050. Records to be Kept in English Language.

All write, process, proceedings and records in any court of record, and
in all inferior tribunals established by law, shall be in the English language,
except that the proper and known names of process. and :ethnical words say be
expressed in the language heretofore and now commonly used, and shall be mad*
out on paper or parchment, in a fair, legible character, in words at length,
and not abbreviated; but such abbreviations as are now commonly used in the
English language may be used, and numbers may be expressed by Arabic figures
or Roman numerals, in the Zustomery way.

494.020. Persons ineligible for Service.

1. The following persons shall be ineligible to serve as juror, either
grand or petit:

(2) any person who is unable to read, write, speak and understand
the English language;

p

MONTANA

Montana Coda Annotated 1983

i 3-1-314. Proceedings to be in English Language.

Every written proceeding in a court of justice in Lhis state must be in
the English language, and judicial proceedings must be conducted, preserved,
and published in no other.
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REBRASKA

isevised Statutes of Nebraska 1943 ,Through 1982 Cumulative Supplements

of Nebraska

Article 1 Section 27

The English language is hereby declared to be the official language of

this state, and all official proceedings, records and publications Shall be

in such language, and the common school branches shall be taught in said

language in public, private, denominational and parochial schools.

NEVAEik

Nevada Revised Stitueis 1981

1.040. Written Proceedings to be in English Language.

Every written proceeding in a court of justice in this state, or before

judicial officer, shall be in the English language. . .

MEW HAMPSHIRE

New Naepahire Revised Statutes Annotated, Through 1983 Replacement Edition

§ 189:19. English Required.

In the instruction of children in all schools, including private schools,

in reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geography, physiology,

history, civil government, music, and drawing, the English language shall be

used exclusively, both for purposes of instruction therein and for purposes

of general administration. Educational programs in the field of bilingual

education shall be permitted under the provisions of this section with the

approval of the,Stete &Gard of Education and the local v-hoof district.

509' :1. English Language to he Used.

Writs, declarations, processes, indictments, answers, pleadings and en-

tries of record in the courts shill be in the English language, and in no

other.

Wel JERSEY

New Jersey Annotated, Through 1983-1954 Cumulative Pocket Part

52:X6-4. Laws and Documents to be Printed in English.

No laws or printed documents shall be printed, published or advertised
by the authority or at the cost of the state, except in the English language.

NEW VAX

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of Nev York Annotated, Through 1983-1984 Cumulative
Annual Pocket Part

CFLR Civil Practice Lill. and Rules

Rule 2101. Form of Papers.

(h) Language.

Each paper served or filed shall be in the English language which, where
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prectical" 'hall be of ordinary usage. Where an affidavit or exhibit annexed
to a paper served or filed is in a foreign language, it shall be accoemniedby an English translation and an affidavit by the translator stating his quali-fications and that the translation is accurate.

Education Law

$ 3204. Instruction Required.

(2) Quality and language of instruction; text-books. Instruction nay be
given only by a competent teacher. In the teaching of the subjects of
instruction prescribed by this section, English shall be the language
of instruction, and text-books used shall be written in English exceptthat for a period of three years, which period say be extended by
the commissioner with respect to individual pupils, upon application
therefore by the appropriate school authorities, to a period not
in excess of six years frog the date of enrollment in school, pupils
who, by reason of foreign birth or arceatry have limited English
proficiency, shall be provided with Instructional pro$raas specified in
subdivision two-a of this section and the regulations of the commissioner.
The purpose of providing such pupils with instruction shall be toenable them to develop-academically

while achieving competence in
the English language.

Judiciary law

S 10. Qualifications.

is order to qualify as ajusor a person must:

5. Be intelligent, of good character, able to read and write the English
language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to fill out satisfactorily
the jurJr qualification questionnaire, and be able to speak the English
language in an understandable manner.

NOITB CAROLINA

General Statutes of North Carolina Replacement 1983

S 11SC-81. Required Curriculum.

Local boards of education shall require that all subjects in the courseof study, except foreign languages, be taught in the English language, and anyteacher or principal who shall refuse to conduct his recitations in the EnglishL language may be dismissed.

MAMMA

Oklahoma Statutes Annotated, Through 1982-1983 Cumulative Annual Pocket Parts

Title 22 5 658. Causea for Challenge, in General.

2. A want of any of the qualifications prescribed by law, to render
person a competent juror, including want of knowledge of the Eng-
lish language as used in the courts.

Title 70 S 11-102. Instruction Conducted in English Language.

instruction given in the several branches of learnins in the public
schools shall he conducted is the English lsneuage except as is necessary forthe teaching of foreign languages.
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Constitution

Article 1 S 5. Public Schools

Provision Shall be made for the establishment
and raintenence of a system

of public schools, which shall be open to all the children of the state and

free from sectarian control; and said schools shall always be conducted in

English: Provided, that nothing herein
shall preclude the teaching of other

languages in said public schools.

Oregon Revised Statutes, Through Replacesent Parts 1981

4 1.150. Proceedings to be in English; use of Abbreviations.

Every writing in any action, suit or proceeding in a court of
this state, or before a judicial officer, shall be in english; but
abbreviations may be used.

justice of
common

4 192-310. Records and Reports Required by Law to be in English.

With the exception of physicians' prescriptions, all records, reports
and proceedings required to be keep by law shall be in the English language

or in a machine language capeble of being converted to the English language

by a data processing device or computer.

336.074. Teaching in English Required; Exceptions.

Instruction in all subjects in public, pr.vate and parochial schools shall

be conducted primarily in English, except:

(1) Instruction in foreign languages.

(2) Instruction may be conducted in more than one language in order
that pupils Whose native language is other than English can
develop bilingual skills to make an early and effective tran-
sition to English and benefit from increased educational op-

portunities.

PENNSYLVANIA

PurdoesPennsylvania Statutes Annotated, Through 1983-1984 Cumulative Annual

Pocket Part

Title 24

4 13-1327. Compulsory School Attendance.

Every child of compulsory school age having a legal residence in this

cossonwealth, as provided in this article, and every migratory child of com-

pulsory school age, is required to attend a day school in which the subjects

and activities prescribed by the standards of the State }Board of Education

are taught (n the English language.

Title 42

F 4502. qualification of Jurors.

Every citizen of this common wealth who is of the required minimum :.,ge
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for voting for state or local officials and who resides in the county shall
be qualified to serve as juror therein unless sueh citilen.

(1) is unable to read, write, speak and understand the English
language.

HAS

Vernon's Texas Codes Annotated, Through 1982-1983 Cumulative Annual Pocket

Part

Education Code

21.109. Language of Instruction.

(a) English shall be the basic language of instruction in all schools.

(b) It is the policy of this state to insure the mastery of English by
all pupils in the schools; provided that bilingual instruction may
be offered or permitted in those situations when such instruction
is necessary to insure their reasonable efficiency in the English
language ea as not to be educationally disadvantaged.

VENOM

Vermont Statutes Annotated, Through 1981 Cumulative Pocket Supplement

4 i 131. English Language.

Writs, process, complaints, information, indictments, pleas, answers and
entries in the courts, except technical terms, shall be in the English language.

VIRCINLA

Code of Virginia Annotated 1950, Through 1983 Cumulative Supplement

S 22.1-212.1. English as Official Language.

English shall be designated as the official language of the cone nwealth
of Virginia. School boards shall have no obligation to teach the standard
curriculum in a language othe than English.

WISCONSIN

West's Wisconsin Statutes Annotated, Through 1983-1984 Cumulative Pocket Fart

256.18. Process, etc. to be in English.

All writs, process, proceedings and recordu in any court within this
state shall be in the English language, except that proper and known names
of process and technical words may be expressed in the language heretofore
and commonly used, and shall be mace out on paper or parchment in a fair,
legible character, in words at length end not abbreviated; but such abbre-
viations as are now commonly used in the English languages may be used and
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numbers may be expensed by Arabic figures or loom numerals in the usual

manner.

/5b.u1. Nal/tic/alone of Jurors.

(I) Persons who are U.S. citizens, who are electors of the state, .,

who era able to read sod understand the English language. .

!Sark E. Gurevits

Legislative Research
Assistant
Aaerican Low Division
March 1, 1984
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Iftv Hon, Paul 1. Douglas
Attorney general of Nebraska
P.o. Box *4'406 !taus 2115
State Capitol
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509:4906

Dear Attorney General Douglas:

.1.0***** ON "%I iNfLIVOi
000.% (71T. SWP.100.."'

M04, ,....00011 1 tC Of*Pe4i a.f c. or Mgt
11.414 f WW P311.1. 4133

.V.4. 4 Ms..4 vw to.* */*,* --Mow. 4 3.44 .043

October 11. 1984

lne Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution, of whIch
I sv Lhasrman, is currently compiling information on the
English Language Amendment which would declare tnglish the
official language of the United States. As a state which has
already chosen English as its official tongue, we would like
lo An,w what effect that designation has had en your state
.nd its government. he are especially interested in learning
Iron you the benefits and drawbacks of your statute based on
information available to you as well as your personal reflec-
tions on this matter.

I would appreciate any information you are at liberty
to share on this topic at your curliest convenience, These
data should help us produce a definitive legislative record
on an official language polity and should assist Congress
concidcrably in its future deliberations on this important
issue.

Thank you for your time and cooperation,

incerely,

061.1:4em

Dept. of Justice
OCT 19 198.,

State of Nebraska

Orrin G. Hatch
U.S. Senator
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STATE OF NEBRASKA

pew:dawn! of 3ustice

December 3, 1984

Senator Orrin G. Hatch
United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

tit M 0 01

LINCOLK P JKA WOO TILL 140,73 .71.3.62

PALS. L DOUGLAS
ASAIDI0.1em

After consulting the Secretary of State, the Department of

Education, and the Mexican American Commission of the State of
Nebraska, it appears to me that the designation of English as the

official language of the State has had minimal effects on the
slate and its government. Please find enclosed letters from the

secretary of State, the Commissioner of Education and the

Executive Director of the Mexican American Commission.

The Secretary of State informs me that using English as the

official language of the State has not caused problems in

government, commerce, schools, or industry. He further states

that, when bilingual ballots were required by Congress in two

counties in Nebraska, they were'u.ilized by only two voters in

eight elections.

The Commissioner of Education expresses the opinion that

declaring English the official language of the State has had

little impact, if any, on the Nebraska educational system. He

advances the concern of a staff member of the Department that
enactment of federal legislation declaring English the official
language of the United States would prevent the use of foreign

languages in subject-matter instruction. Attached to his letter

to me is d statement by S./. Hayakawa with regard to an English
language amendment which he proposed in 19P2.

The Director of the Mexican American Commission informs me that

no complaints with regard to the current Nebraska law have been

received by the Commission. Thu Director of the Commission

believes that national legislation declaring English the official

language of the United States is not necessary and would be

costly. Attached to his letter to me are three items: (1) an

article from the SALE() National Report supporting a

eenstitutional amendment introduced by Senator Walter Huldleston

which would make English the official language of the United

States; (2) an editorial from the Omaha World Herald newspaper
favoring English as the official language of our country; and (3)

a news release from the Council of La Raze opposing an official
language of the United States because non-English 'speaking

citizens would thereby be disenfranchised.

wqw that this information will be of assistance to you.

18 s

t

PLD/bae

Enclosures
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NEBRASKA DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

301 Centesimal Mall South Lsneoln. Nebraska 41309 telephone (402; 471-2295

November 1S, 1984

Paul L. Douglas
Attorney General
Department of Justice
State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 66509

RE: English Language Amendment

Dear Attorney General Douglas:

In response to your letter of October 24, 1984, regarding Senator
Hatch's letter, 1 am enclosing a 1982 letter from former Senator
Hayakawa listing some of the reasons that he supported the amendment.

It does not appear that there have been any State Supreme Court
cases involving our state constitutional amendments since it was
adopted in 1920, and it probably has had little impact one way or
the other on our state government and educational system since
Nebraska's population is mostly English speaking anyway.

Our bilingual education consultant is concerned that the proposed
federal amendment would prevent the use of foreign languages for
instruction In the content areas while a student is learning
English. Her concern is that-such prohibition might cause a student
to fall behind In ac.demic areas while they spend their time
learning English, thereby making it more difficult to catch up once
English is fully mastered. which could take three to five.years. ;.

Of course, regardless of what Senator Hayakawa indicated in his
letter, the proposed amendment would not necessarily prohibit sub-
ject matter instruction when a student doesm't have a comprehension
of the English language, unless courts interpret it. in that manner.

An obvious advantage of the proposed amendment would be the preven-
tion of potential legislation requiring dual translation of govern-
lent documents, as has occurred in the past in Canada, which could
cause government agencies to duplicate much of their paperwork. It

would also prevent en,individual state from possibly choosing
another official langu4e, which could cause_roblems in government
interstate transactions.

Sincerely,

OE E. LUTJEFTARMS

Commissioner of Education

JEL:OCR.:11

ND.,) reid

an fowl 41 Ageo-,

Dept. of justice

NOV 15 S84

State of Nebraska
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DEPARTMENT OP STATE

WICASTAirt CW OUTS
SUITE MCI CAPITOL OLIOLOING

lAtIOOLPI. PWINIAIIKA ONO,
. PHONE (OWNS(

Honorable Orrin C. Hitch, Chairman
United States Senator
Subcammittee on the Constitution
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hit :h:

October 27, 1964

Dept. of Justice

NOv 281984

State of Nebraska

I have at hand your letter of October 11, lese, addressed to the
Honorable Paul L. Douglas, Attorney General for the State of Nebraska.

As you correctly observed in your letter, Nebraska is a State that
by Constitution has adopted the official language, namely the English
language. Sub.Sec. 27 of the Bill of Rights, Article I, Constitution of
the State of Nebraska, on p. 4 (copy enclosed). I have been in state
government for approximately Twenty years and I can state to you with-
out hesitation or reserv6tion that Nebraska has had no problems either
in government, schools, commerce or industry using English as our offi-
cial language in the State of Nebraska.

The English language was declared
our official language back in 1975 so we have had a one hundred and ten
year history officially using the English Language.

I can relate to you also that a few years ago Congress (not
exercising good judgement or wisdom) passed a law declaring that cer-
tain of our election ballots in a cns4le of counties had to be bilingual.
Especially in Scotts Bluff Coonty, the ballot materials had to be in
Spanish and in Thurston County, American Indian. The Spanish American
population in Scotts Bluff County were incensed and felt that law was an
nnsult. As a matter of fact, in eight elections only two people drew
the bilingual ballot in Scotts Sluff County. fie American Indian lan-
guage is an oral language so we wadi not send ballots so we had sign
language interpreters and these people sat there twelve hours each
election day and did not receive a single request for interpretation
by a single voter. Likewise, has nov been taken off the list of
bilingual counties in Nebraska.

In summary, we have had no problfssi using the English language as
the official language in Nebraska as set out in the Comstitution.

Respectfully submitted,

A.113:ba
AWN J. UMW%

-Palausal &witty A'xisla for Me SoM1110Eg4471Arinolle

f1:4.;U:'

c.



STATE OF NEBRASKA
Rosary xxiiimir GOV tiN0111 RUDY IFINIALEZ DSINICT011

October to, 1415A

Honorable Pall Douglas
Attorney General
State of Nebraska
State C.apstol, Rools 11

Linvin, NE

Peat 1r. Lowitias:

1 har., tetulved your letter and the letter fro) Senator Hatch concerning

naltonal legislation on making English the official language.

In respvnse to your request, this Commission has received no complaints
,on.erning the state law ow in effect. This is not to say that there

ha.e been no incidents concerning this law, not dots it mean that theta

WI:: Dot be any problems in the future.

It apywars that Mont Nebraskans are not await of the law. It is also

true that meat Nebraskans ate able to speak the English language. There-

1,qe. $1 appear* to ne that most Nebraskans. including Spanish speaking

hisperniks. realrre that English is the main language spoken.

The Cr,mnls,,loh has Teceled complaints f eeplryccs reprimanding their

err+1.,.rees tvi speaking Spanish on the ):71. the Incident:. did not involv

t,r f t' ::c.

1 behave the need for a national amendment is not necrssao end wooli

(0.1 great deal of money. it may also cause new questions to Arise
Det carious federal programs now in existence.

I

t.e.e en. toted some sAtetials that may be helpful to you. If I can

be of further hrlp, pismire let me know.

tt

Enclosures

Dept. Of Justice
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State of Nebraska
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WASHINGTON BRIEFS
NALEO Wins Relief

Congress he. ',clad to tams ?... the
backlog of 200.0100 citizenship applications
flung the Inaminstion and Naturalization
Service it4Sr This spring NALEO gave
the House and Senate evidence tt
unsufficiert staff funding has er,
French, At. Isis.. in processing mars
applictions

The Hoc,' and Senate responded t,
recornmencling.that IN:. be gis en a budget
that is so mdhc n dollars more than the
Achninistritom had requested for 19(.05

IfSee the t tart below 1 With %2 N million o:
this increase INS plans to hire 76 yea
ante e staff to handle citizenship and
immigration requosts

Thos moo* to tame *emir. funding is
break from the past revealing a ors
renigruuirn ht, Nee parte i1 an applicant's
right ti sant! (Ann 4 A. part of
NALE 0 Otis cinstot, Irotit,e .e snU
continue t, see that effect's. ailyodu stray.
and riaroral,ratinn procedures become an
established priorits IS

Minority Grants Saved
Syr the second veer in a roe the

House of Repreaentatis es and the Senate
Appropriation* ( ommitter voted to enhance
graduate and pnfessina' training felliss
ships for 111:12n11,1t1t. and women

Both chambers mtimair the Admit,
atrstion s propose, to etiminete tlPOP
funding and instead apprised a NALEO
supported increase kit the :elloaships

Overall. the House slated 112000.000
to GPOP for FY 1985 The Senate
Committee's 'Lahti) lower budget of
$1 LS00.000 scull need* LE Senate approval
before both budgets are reconciled in
House Senate conference

Since the differences in the two
proposals are small prospects an good
that GPOP will fund 1.450
namoriti fellowships half of which will be
to enannrenrig and phisical and life
sciences

Bilingual ED A Winnei
The House of Representatives p

proved funding for bilingual and vocational
educato n at S143.666.300 for rt littth
an increase of $4 S million over the
admirostretions request Of this. the
Huse Iris IP WI in mtlli,.n in MSSt to basic
giants. sitoita if passed in the final bill, mil
mean that 30,000 mote children can
attend bilingual educetion (Lassa to 1980

While File bulk of the approprtsione
would go disci-eh to school districts far
Title VII programs the House budget also
calls for four research studies It asks the
Office of Bilingual Education to t I t learn
effectise .10 of idintlf)Ing students who
can benefit from Title VII programs, {VI
assess when students beet developed
sufficient English to gain from all English
instruction f31 evaluate all Title VII
training programs and let lurid the do
ficiencies an ho. Title VII es presently
esaluated

cononood nn page 4
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Stu.re6.W.,r 01 2'. 1.244
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This table tomparts the sclesinistiatione budget to the final bud/ties well as aldeceuorse for
ewtorcessesi to thew for service unn,tes

Miscellaneous wirs.ines are owned whose nit, Ian.. the MS FY IFS budget to ISTfi 4
Minn this eatwunL. 44 2 mi$4,,ei .ill go to sidlucticetion and samralasanto

*,------- "-------
reedom of Language s,

The U S wilt lone -common seaol4
and common destiny.- if English is not
protected from nsal languages said the
director of *tic organisation L' S English
at a Senate Judoists Subcommittee heal
dig this June Under resew was O Colon,.
tutionel amendment which would =mkt
English "the official language of the l' S!

Senator Kaiser Huddlestnn tfr Kr o
unrodored the amendment last fall The
main force behind it him been 1,.. h

English whole purporte3 40.000 members
claim that cultural and linguistic disersits
has weakened our nation's cohesiseness

Baltasar Correia. Resident Commis
atones from Puerto Rico and NALEO's
Secrrtara.Tressurer. assailed this rfittunn
at the hearing It is as insidious to bane
the strength or unit) of the I.' 9 in tine
larignage an an one race.- said Correa.

Ccirrada explained that estat-lushing
one national language would violate fre;dots
of speech as aril se threaten federal
programs.. crafted to help hems ironsigesnt
and migrant. into the mainstream

Of special concern are bilingual educe.,
uon programa and the Voting Rights Acts'
Their Can't itutionalit) could be challenged '\
hi the passage of this amendment

The English language has integrated !

generations of immigrant languages and ;
will continue to do so What is endangered I
St sever. is our nation's 'Mins to open the \
de:toot-relic process to all of its citizens

In Stags tot percem of all Adults who
',peak Spanish in their homes are U S
citizens Likewise. :15 pfnreni of Spanish
speaking persons as New York and 56
percent in California, are 1,..5 citizens

Bilingual education programs help
these Americans learn English and acquire
new job *kills The Voting Rights Act
enables them to vote u'l their language

For this mar fiuddleston's amend
mint has been laid to rest but his office
promises to push for It again in the nere
Senate session tiVe can be mire that U S
English will push 'nr it too Al develop
toents occur. NALEO will keep you
informed

40-401 0 - 85 - 7

A -DISTURBING DEVELOPMENT
Actions in California reveal the *virtu

ability of the Vnting Rights Act in this era
of fiscal bielttightetung In November,
Californian& vote on Proposition Sg,
which would svqude their governor to
press the President for an amendment to
eliminate all bilingual ballots and voting
=sten&
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

SECRETARY OF STATE
SUITE 2300 CAPITOL BUILOINCI

LINCOLN. NEISRASKA SEWS
PI-{ONE 47 .2554

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman
Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. Senator
Washington, D. C. 205104

Dear Senator Hatch:

I have at hand your letter of October, 1984 addressed to the
Honorable Paul L. Douglas, Attorney General of Nebraska, copy
enclosed.

As you correctly observed in your letter, Nebraska is a State
that by Constitution, has adopted the official language, name-
ly the English language. Sue Sec. 27 of the Bill of Rights,
Article I, Constitution of the State of Nebraska, on p. 4
(copy enclosed).

I have been in State Government for approximately twenty years
and I can state to you without hesitation or reservation that
Nebraska has had no problems either in Government, schools,
commerce or industry using English as our official language.
In the State of Nebraska, the English language was declared
our official language back in 1875 so we have had a one hundred
and ten year history officially using the English language.

I can relate to you also that a few years ago, Congress (not
exercising good judgement or wisdom) passed a law declaring
that certain of our election ballots ina couple of counties
hag to be bilingual; especially Scotts Bluff County, the ballot
material had to be in Spanish and in Thurston County, American
Indian. The Spanish-American population in Scotts Bluff County
was incensed and felt the law was an insult. As a matter of
fact, in eight elections, only twopeople drew the bilingual
ballot in Scotts Bluff County. In Thurston County, the American
Indian language is an oral language so we could not print a
ballot; so we made sign language interpreters available and
these people sat these twelve hours each election day and did
not receive a single request for interpretation by a single voter.
likewise, has now been taken off the list of bilingual counties
in Nebraska.

In summary, we have had no problem using the English language
as our official language in Nebraska as set out in the Consti-tution.

Respectfully submitted,

ALLEN J. BEI:MANN
Secretary of State

Enclosures 2
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4 CONSTITUTION OF NEBRASKA

Sec. 23 In all cases of felony the defendant shall have the right of
appeal to the `suprerne Court; and in capital cases such appeal shall
operate as a supersedeas to stay the execution of the sentence of death,
until further order of the Supreme Court. (Amended', 1972.)

Sec. 24. The right, to be heard in all civil cases in the court of last

resort. by appeal, error, or otherwise, shall not be denied.

Sec. 25. There shall be no discrimination between citizens of the
United States in respect to the acquisition, ownership, possession.
enjoyment or descent of property. The right of aliens in respect to the
acquisition, enjoyment and descent of property may be regulated by
law.

Sec. 26. 'iis enumeration of rights shalt not be construed to
impair or deny others, retained by the people, and all powers not
herein delegated, remain with the people.

Sec. 27. The English language is hereby declared to be the official
language of this state, and all official proceedings, records and
publications shall be in such language, and the common school
branches shall be taught in said language in public, private,
denominational and parochial schools.

ARTICLE H-- DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS

Sec. 1. The powers of the government of this state are divided into
three distinct departments, the Legislative, Executive and Judicial,
and no person or collection of persons being one, of these
departments, shall exercise any powe properly belonging to either of
the others, except as hereinafter expressly directed or permitted.

ARTICLE IIILEGISLATIVE

Sec. 1. Commencing with the regular session of the Legislature to
be held in January, nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, the legislative
authority of the state shall be vested in a Legislature consisting of one
chamber The people reserve for themselves, however, the power to
propose laws, and amendments to the constitution, and to enact or
reject the same at the polls, independent of the Legislature, and also
reserve power at their own option to approve or reject at the polls any
act, item, rIction, or part of any act passed by the Legislature. All
authority vested by the constitution or laws of the state in tne Senate,
House of Representatives, or joint session thereof, in so far as

1 9 6;
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CONSTITUTION OF NEBRASKA S

applicable, shall be and hereby is vested in said Legislature` of one
chamber. Al provisions in the constitution and laws of the state
relating to the Legislature, the Senate, the House of Representatives,
joint sessions of the Senate and Houseof Representatives. Senator, or
member of the House of Representatives, shall, in so far as said
Provisions are applicable, apply to and mean said Legislature of one
chamber hereby created and the members thereof. Ali references to
Clerk of House of Representatives or Secretary of Senate shall mean,
when applicable, the Clerk of the Legislature of one charilber. All
references to Speaker of the House of Representatives or temporary
president of the Senate shall mean Speaker of tne Legislature.
Wherever any provision of the constitution requires submission of any
matter to, or action by, the House of Representatives, the Senate, or
joint session thereof, or the members of either body or both bodies, it
shall after January first, nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, be
construed to mean the Legislature herein provided for. ',Amended,
1934.)

Sec. 2. The first power reserved by the people is the initiative
whereby laws may be enacted and constitutional amendments adopted
by the people independently of the Legislature. This power may be
invoked by petition wherein the proposed measure sha l be set forth at.
length. If the petition be for the enactment of a law, it shall be signed
by seven per cent of the electors of the state and if the petition be for
the amendment of the Constitution, the petition therefor shall be
signed by len per cent of such electors. In all cases the electors signing
such petition shall be so distributed as to include five per cent of the
electors of each of two-fifths of the counties of the state and when
thus signed the petition shall be filed with the Secretary of State, w!io
shall submit the measure thus proposed to the electors of the state at
the first general election held not less than four months after such
petition shall have been filed. The same measure, either in form or in
essential substance, shall not be submitted to the people by initiative
petition, either affirmatively or negatively, oftener than once in three
years. If conflicting measure submitted to the people at the
election be approved, the one receiving the highest number of
affirmative votes shall thereby become law as to all conflicting
provisions. The constitutional limitations as to the scope and subject
matter of statutes enacted by the Legislature shall apply to those
enacted by the initiative. (Adopted, 1912. Amended, 1920.)

Sec. 3. The second power reserved is the referendum which may be
invoked, by petition, against any act or part of an act of the

1 9
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POPULATION SY AGE AND WW1

Nebraska 1980

Se: and At Total Mate Slack
Spanish
0rIginC13

TOTAL Pestons 1,569,825 1,490,381 48,390 28,025

Kale 76'1,894 726,796 23,478 14,263

regale 803,931 763,5114 24,912 13,762

Under 5 Years 122.946 11:0,747 5,216 3,92'

3-9 Years 118,045 109,524 5,006 3,343

10-14 'furs 120,907' 112,627 5,059 3,029

15-19 Years 147,249 1 969 5,927 3,166

20-24 Years Ift8,714 139, 5,309 3,258

25-29 Years 134,794 127,174 4,327 2,682

30-34 Years 114,40 108,602 3,308 1,992

35-:09 Years 88,424 84,204 2,563 1,392

40-se Tenn: 75,350 71,794 2,234 1,099

45-49 Years 73,797 70,721 1,988 1,017

50-54 Years 76,856 74,131 1,825 915

55-59 Years 75,104 72,845 1,515 716

60-64 Years 67,528 65,790 1,200 456

65-69 Years 61,481 60,049 1,047 357

70-74 Years 52,540 51,513 762 276

75-79 Years 39,987 39,199 558 224

80-84 Years 27,932 27,487 316 120

85 Years S Over 23,744 23,402 230 124

Under 18 Years 447,170 415,647 18,842 12,855

65 Years 4 Over 205,684 201,650 2,913 1,101

Median Age 29.7 30.2 22.7 20.8

(1) Persons of Spanish origin nay be of eny race.

Source: U.S. bureau of the Census, 1980 Census of Population
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AIM CIIINTATI VI SAM A. WO I,f. CAAIAMAN
111114ATOA JOAN A. CrAACO, al., Mg CHAIRMAN

ask WV 30 PI 17

latiATOR JACK OCI4APPWL IIICASTARY
A114.$JAM SVC OiAlliCTON Of IIIMAA01

ILUNOIS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

507 STRATTON ItiA.DIAG IIIPASAOKO, ILL0800 UM PHONE. 0117) MOM

November 28, 1944

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Effects of Designating English as official
State Language

on behalf of Illinois Secretary of State Jim Edgar, we
are responding to your inquiry about the effects of
Minnie' designation of English as its official
language. Illinois actually has had two provisions
designating an official languageone by constitution,
now superseded, and '.he other by statute that still
exists. Since, the constitutional provision had greater
legal effect and is more analogous to the contemplated
national constitutional amendment designating an
official language, it will be discussed first.

Constitutional Provision

Reginning with the Illinois Constitution of 1848 and
continuing in the Constitution of 1870, Illinois
provided that all "laws of the state of Illinois, and
all official writings, and the executive, legislative
and judicial proceedings, shall be conducted, preserved
And published in no other than the English language.'1
The 1870 provision continued in effect until superseded
by Illinois' present constitution in 1971. It appears
to have been first judicially construed in 1891. The
City of Chicago let a contract for publication of legal
noticen and other matters required to be published in a
newspape.-, to a German-language newspaper. Although
this was in addition to a contract for publication of
the notices in an English-language newspaper, the
Illinois supreme Court invalidated the contract is an
unauthorized use of raelic funds under the constitu-
tional provision.2 .11 a later case in which an
ordinance, required co be published, was published in
English but only in a German-language newspaper, the
same court not surprisingly also held the publication
invalid.3

Reqa:ding the language used in judicial proceedings,' the
Illinois supreme Court in 1914 and 1922 cases held that
the constitutional provision did not prohibit the givint,
of testimony or taking of depositions in another
language, provided the statements were translated into
English for the benefit of the judge and jury. 4 On
the other hand, the court did caution in a 1910 case
that a witness should not testify through an interpreter
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unless it was shown that the witness could not "testify
intelligently in the English language."5 And perhaps
expanding the constitutional provision to meet the
exigencies of the case, the state Supreme Court in 1912
held that the record of a .rial court, written in
abbreviations of English words that would not be
intelligible to most peoples did not satisfy the
eonstitutioral requirement.*

In summary, the constitutional provision was held to
prohibit publication of any legally required notices
other than in the English language, and to prohibit use
of other than the English language in the permanent
documelts of a court. This judicial construction seems
reasonable, since the constitutional provision
specifically applied to "official writings" and
'executive, legislative and judicial proceedings" of the
state.

Statute

Partially contemporaneous with the constitutional
provision was a somewhat curious statute enacted in
1923, of which we enclose a copy. Judging from its
preamble, it was motivated by a combination of
anti-Europe sentiment and native American pride. It
declared that "Itlhe official language of the State of
Illinois shall he known hereafter as the 'American'
language."7 A 1928 Illinois Appellate Court decision
stated that the American language "in legal effect and
intendment is the same '..hing" as the English
language,8 and an amendment in 1969 changed the
statute to say that "(tlhe official language of the
State of Illinois is Englisf."

The only significant decision under the statute was by
the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circiit in 1973. A Puerto Ricans' organization had sued
rho Chicago election commissioners to require that
assistance and printed materials be provided in Spanish
to voters from Puerto Riot The Court of Appeals stated
that the Illinois English language statute "has never
been used to prevent publication of official materials
in other languaqes."10. The court noted that under
the policy of the national government Puerto Ricans are
United States citizens and may travel freely to the
mainland, and upheld the issuance of a consent order
requiring Spanish-language assistance in certain
procincts.11 The ground for the decision was
primarily the Voting Rights Act of 1965 as amended in
1970.

The Court of Appeals' comment about the effects of the
,,-,tetute appears to be well taken. That statute's mere
statement that the official state language is English
hrs not prevented publication of a number of official
writings in another language. We are informed that the
Secretary of State will soon publish editions of the
"Rules of the Road" booklet for drivers in Spanish and
Polish, for example, and a statute permits the Secretary
of State to give drivers' examinations in Spanish or
another language, excepting only examination as to
traffic signs that htve verbal content." Other
statutes provide for giving licensing examinations for
two occupations in Spanish,13 bilingual education in
public schonls,14 and providing government service
to members of the public using languages other than

English.15

u
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Summary

It appears that the constitutional provision, with its
emphatic requirement that government documents be in 'n0
other ti.sn the English language,' had such greeter
effect than the statute, which merely declares that
English is the official language of the state. However,
neither preVented accommodations to individuals who lid
not know English wall, such as_providing translators in
court proceedings. Indeed, it appear. that the major
effect even of the constitutional provision was
psychological or hortatory rather than forceful;
rasidents who did not read and speak English probably
would have found it difficult to take advantage of
public notices and act on published ordinances even if
printed in their own language. However, the constitu-
tional provision and statute may havi had some tendency
to persuade Americans from various nations to learn
English, an assimilation that undoubtedly has
contributed greatly to the stability and strength ofthis country.

Sincerely,

David R. Miller
Senior Staff Attorney

DRMilae

Enclosures Illinois Laws 1923, p. 7.

Notes

1. Iii. Const. 1848, Schedule 5 18; Ill. Comet. 1870,
Schedule S 18. Apart from introductory wording the
two provisions were identical.

2. City of Chicago v. McCoy, 136 III. 344, 26 N.E. 363
(1805.

3. Perkins v. Board of Count C r . of Cook Count
1. 4 , N.E.

4. Loehde v. Glom, 265 111. 401, 106 N.E. 940 (1914);
Ward Pump Co. v. Industrial Commn., 302 Ill. 199,
114 N.E.1 27 (1922).

5. Heckert v. Decatur Coal Co., 243 Iii. 49, 90 N.E.
257 (11091.

6. Stein v. Meyers, 253 Ill. 199, 97 N.E. 295 (1912).
7. Illinois Laws 1923, p. 7.
S. Leideck v. City of Chicago, 248 Iii. App. 545 at

553 (1928).
9. Public. Art 76-1464 (1969).

10. Puerto Rican Or enitation for Political Action v.
Rue er, P. d at 1 th Cir. 1971i.

11. Ibid. at 578-580.
12. 111. Rev.t4Stat. 1983, ch. 95 1/2, subsac.

6-109(b).
11, 111. Rev. Stat. 1983, ch. 111, secs. 1609 (barbers)

and 180e (beauty culturists).
14. Iii. Rev. Stat. 1983, ch. 122, seen. 14C-I at seq.
5. I1!. Rev. Stat. 1983, ch. 127, sec. 63b1U9, subsec.

(6).

Copy to Secretary of State Jim Edgar
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(EXCERPTS)

LAWS

cr tat.

STATE OF ILLINOIS
ICNACTAD AY TM!

Fifty-third General Assembly

AT MA

REGULAR BIENNIAL SESSION

BEGUN AND HELD AT THE CAPITOL. IN THE CITY OF
SPRINGFIELD, ON THE THIRD DAY OF JANUARY

A. D. 123, AND ADJOURNED SINE DIE ON
THE THIRTIETH DAY OF IUNE, A D. IRIS

f Flout w sollEggitir t Nw al saisse0

21)2
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AMlialcAN LANCWAC

or

AblERICAti LANG11 AGM
osersciat.1.UAnit or Mill

I I. 013 Matta*" -
flours 11,74.3. Sa. APrioN 211; 9. SW)

Ant Acs sitabliskiNg Iks &writes isigwonst.ew aired 1.01011441M if
the Stott of 101nolk.

Warsaw, share the creation of our American Republic there have
been remain Tory dements in our country who have never become
reconciled to our Republican institutions and have every don to the
tradition of king and VT't re and.

Witusas, America hat been a hems of ithetty sad Soo of op-
portunity for the oxismon people of ill nations,,sled.

Wunaas, them strangers within our gates who melt economic
betterment. freedom larger opportvonies for thalr ctifidrso.
and chisenship for themselves, cane to think of or institution' as
American aid our language as the Antericsa language, and.

IV taws. the name of the language or a country has a powerful
PerholoekAl ioffliewer on= the re of the people In Kiasulatierand
Preserving national solidarity. me,

WtesasAa the languages of other countries bar the rase of the
coustries where they are scam. therefore'

Surtax 1. Bo i natio, by loolcLuof The State of 1114441,
roorrustrit iv. she Gourd Asoniltly: lasiguatabirfun:e
State of Illistois shall be lames hereafter as the "Morisse

Arrsavra Jess lb. 11123.
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STATE OF INDIANA
Ar;o0Ief w Of P*K1*^

JAW ANANN.111. I ti PAN*
4L104

k.ctober 22, 1984

Honorable Orrin G. Hatch .

United.States Senator
Comaittee on the Judiciary
Subcommittas on the Constitution
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Public Law 1 (Senate till 243] of the 1984 Second Regular
Session of the Indiana Generil'Assembly added Indiana Code Section

1-2-10:1 to the Indiana God's, affective September 1 1984. It

reads: "The English language is *Opted as the official language
of the state of Indiana."

The author of Senate Bill 243 (IC 1-2-10-1] was Senator Joseph
V. Corcoran. Senator Ralph J. Poteata was added as,an author.
Sanatory David L. Nicholson and Wilham Costes were added as co-
authors. The Bill was passed in the Sonata, without amandeent, by
thirty-six (36) yeas and thirteen.(1.1) nays. it was sponsored in
the House by Representative Philip T. Warner and Donald W. Dean
and cosponsored by Rapresennative Dennis R. Hoek,. The till was
than passed by the House, without amendment, by sixty-awl (65)
yeas and thirty (30) nays. 'General biographical information con-
cerning those Senators and leprasentatives, inclu4ing addresses,

is attached. \

Indian. Cods Section 1-2-10-1 has not been in effect a suffi-

cient length of time to determine its impact. Although -Indiana

has many residisats speaking one or more foreign languages, no
single foreign language sp aking group is as predominant as the
Spanish speaking residents of some of the states. -

Schools in Indiana are requi-zed by Indiana Code Sections
20-10.1-5.5-1 through 20-10.1-5.5-9 to provide bilingual-bicultur-
al instruction for non-English dominant students, designed to emit
the student' language skill needs as soon as possible. A copy of
these Code Sections is attached. In addition, adult education
programs located primarily in the urban areas offer classes in
English.

If you need additional information at a later date, we will
furnish you whatever it available at that time.

Sincerely,

ley
torney General of Indiana

0

2
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lit 111.1-5.1. 1-.111VA1111 pHimaiAMti Cl ItititYLUM` 14

1h1 The state heard of cilia at ion shall includ for high school students a
separatc,icourse on the effe,t:, of those drugs on t e human system. The state
ho z. rd of eiincat ion shall a at horize high school it of one I 1 l semester for
those students completing the course.

'In 7 Each superintendent or assistant superintendent, supervisor, or prin-
cipal w ho willfully refuses or neglects to provide this instruction shall be
diohlissed from his employment. (IC 20-10,1-4-9, as added by Acts 1975, P.L.
240, * 1: P.L.20-1984, § 112,1

Amendments. The 1954 .imentiment,
cave June 30, 1954. &signaled the

lot inerly undesignated three para-,,..rephs as
,obsections la 1, in). and Ico. substituted "state
board of education" fur "commission on
textbook adoptions- in the second sentence in
subsection 1.0 and "state board of education"

for -commission an,eneral education" and
'state board of education" for "commission" in
the first and second sentences, respectively. in
subsection (hi, and made a grammatical
change in the second sentence in sutesection
(a),

CHAPTER 5
SPECIAL EDUCATION

20-10.1-5-1-20-10.1-5-12. !Repealed.]

Compiler's Notes. This chapter IIC
'20.10 1 5-1 20.10 1-5-12, as added by Acts
1975. 1' L 240, 0 11 concerning the hearing
cornmissom was repealed by Acis 1977. P L.
*1. 5 1, effective September 1, 1977

S. wing Clause. Section 2 of Acts 1977. P.
1. 6 provided that the repeal of this law does
not affect any rights and liabilities accrued,
penalties incurred or proceedings begun.

CHAPTER 5.5
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL INSTRUCTION

ski -I I, IN.

20- 1-5 5-1 Dcfinitior. 20-10.1.5.5-6. Part time courses
20.111 1 5 5.2 proo am implement 41ion. Duties of division
20-1111-5 5-3 Student participat.on 20-10 1-5.5-S. Funding.
20.10 1.5 5.4 None.- to pArents 20.10.1.5 5.9. Duration of. funding.

0 Advisory committet

20-10.1-5.5-I. Definitions. As used in t is chapter:
"Bilingual-bicuitural instruction" means ih use of written and spoken

English and a non-English language to teach tudents. It includes instruc-
tion in the history and culture of both the United States and the homeland
of the non-English language.

"Bilingual-biuItural program" means a course or' bilirL,val-bicultural
instruction for non-English dominant students, dewgned to meet the
students' language skill needs as soon as possible.

"Division" means the division of migrant bilingual-bicultural education of
the department of education

"Nun-English dominant students" means children who have difficulty
puforming in classes conducted solely in English because:

II) Their native tongue is not English;
(21 The language most often spoken by the students is not English: or
(3) The language molt often spoken in the students' homes is Dot

English.
'Parent" means the parent, guardian, or custodian of any student.
-Te, (cher of bill ngual-hicu it urn( instruction" means a teacher proficient in

both English and a nom-English language. certified to teach a subject.
including the history and culture of th the United States and the
homeland of the non-English language.1T 20-10.1-5.5-1, as added by Acts
19713, P.L. 104. § 1: P.I,.201984, 113.1
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Amendments. The 19M4
effect we June 30. 195) added "As used IT, his
chmter" at the beginning 1)1 the swum, sub-
stitute ' "department et education" fir
"department of publ instructinn" in the
fourth undemignated p.itiigraph. and nrade
technical change in I i of t he fifth
undesignated paragraph

Policy of Stair. Scion 2 ;if Acts 1976. P,
L. 114. read: it is the polio of the state of

Indiana to provide hilingualbicultural pro-
grams for all qualified students enrolled in
the puhlic.schonis of the state through the
establishment of such programs by the var-
ious school corporations. The state of Indiana
hereby recognizes the need for and the
desirability of such programs to aid students
to reach their full academic level of
achievement. and to preserve an awareness of
cultural and linguistic heritage.**

20-10.1-545.2. Program implementation. tat The superintendent of
public instruction shall carry out a bilingual-bicultural program for the
improvement of educational opportunities for non-English dominant chil-
dren by

11 t Supporting and planning pilot and demonstration projects which are
designed to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of programs for improv-
ing educational opportunities for non-English dominant children;

i2) Assisting in the establishment and operation of programs which are
designed to stimulate:

Ai the provision of educational services not available to non-English
dominant children in sufficient quantity or quality; and

(14) the development and establishment of exemplary programs to serve
as models for regular school programs in which non-English dominant
children are educated:
13) Assisting in the tkablishment and operation Of preservice and

n-service t raining progri errs for persons serving non-English dominant chil-
dren as dtiation:11 pet 1nel; and

141 Encouraging the di s.,ern illation of information and materials relating
to, and t evaluation of t he effectiveness of education programs which may
otTer educational upportunitiea to non-English dominant children. In the
case of act i v ies of the type described above, preference shall be givento the
training of nor -English dominant children, including innovative programs
related to the educational needs of the non-English dominant children.

The superintendent of public instruction is also authorized to assist
and stimulate school corporations in developing and establishing
bilingual-bicultill al educational services aid programs specifically designed
to improve edurational opportunities for non-English dominant children.
These funds may be used:

(11 To provide educational services not available to such children in suffi.
'cient quantity or quality, including:

Ai remedial and compensatory instruction, psychological, and other
services designed to assist and encourage non-English dominant children
to enter. remain in. or re-ente elemantary or secondary school;

( comprehensive academic and vocational instruction;
IC( inst roct ((foal inateria is (such as library books, textbooks, and other

printed or putili,fled or audio-visual materials) and equipment;
I 1), comprehensive guidance. counseling, and testing services;
Ei special education programs for the handicapped;r pvstittml programs:

it ;1 .ether services hich meet the purposes of this subsection; and
(21 For the establishment and operation of exemplary and innovative

educational programs and resource centers, involving new educational
approaches. net hods and techniques designed to enrich grog: ams of elnien-
tory and secondary eduCation far non-English dominant children. [IC
2U-10 1-5.5-2, as added by Acts 1976, I'. L. 109, §- 1, p. 460.1

20- 1 1/.1-5.5.3. Student participation. Students whose dominant lan-
guage is English shall he allowed to participate in the bilingual-bicultural
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program unless their participation will hinder the progress of the
non-English dominant children.

Children enrolled in a program of bilingual-bicultural education shall, if
graded, classes are used. he placed, to the extent practicable, in cIagits with
children of approxiniately the same age and level of educational attrinment,
1,;.; determined after considering such attainment through the use of all
necessary languages. if children of significantly varying ages or levels of
educational attainment are placed in the same class, the program of
bilingual-bicultural education shall seek to insure that each child pro-
vided with instruction which is appropriate for his or her level of educational
attainment. The ultimate objective shall be to place the bilingual-bicultural
student in the regular course of study. 11C 20-10.1-5.5-3, as added by Acts
1976, P. L. 104, 1, p 460.)

20.10.1.5.5-4. Notice to parents. Before placing a student in a
bilingual-bicultural program, the giwerning body of the school corporation
in which the student resides shall notify the student's parent of the
placement. The notice shall be in English and the appropriatE non.English
language. The notice shall state the purposes, methods and content of the
program and shall inform the parent of his right to:

I 11 visit the progilam; and
(2i- where the student is less than eighteen 1181years old, refuse hischild's

placement, or withdraw the child from the program. iretN.1-5.5-4, as
added by Acts 1976, P. L. 104, § 1,, p. 460.1

20-10.1-5.5-5. Advisory committees. (a) Before June 1 of each year,
the principal of each school operating a bilingual-bicultural program shall
appoint a local advisory committee composed of teachers of
hilingual - hicultural instruction, counselors, community members, and
parents of students enrolled or eligible for enrollment in the
bilingual-bicultural program. A majority of the committee members shall be
rarents of students enrolled or eligible for enrollment in the
bi I i net' a l-hicu I t uralprogram. Before July 1 of each year, the governing body
of each school corporation operating a bilingual-bicultural program shall
select at least one representative from each local advisory committee to
serve oma corporation advisory committee. A majority of the committee
members shall be parents of students enrolled or eligible for enrollment in
the program. Members of the local and corporation advisory committees hold
their positions for one I1 year periods.

(lo The local and corporation advisory committees shall participate in
planning, implementing, and evaluating the bilingual-bicultural programs.
All hili ngu ol-bicultu ral programs must be approved by the appropriate local
advisory committee before implementation. If the advisory committee
refuses to approve a program, the division shall arbitrate the dispute.

(c) All school corporations wishing to implement a bilingual-bicultural
program shall apply to the superntendent of public instruction for such
pro rams.

All bilingual-bicultural programs must be approved by the state board
of education in order to qualify for the distribution of state funds to school
corporsitions for these programs. 11C 20-10.1-5.5-5, as added by Acts 1976,
1'. L. 104. § 1; I'. L.20 -1984. § 114.1

Aniondmenti. Tile 10M4 amendment. gle paragraph and substituted "state board of
1.111., i :11 I, 1 9t4 I. combined the fernier education" for "commission on general educe-
three paragraph, of subsection I5! into a in tion" in subsection Id).
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20. 10.1 - 5.5-6. Part time courses. School corporations may establish
full or part time summer or preschool bilingual-bicultural courses, but they
are not substitutes for bilingual-bicultural programs required during the
normal school year 11C 20- 10.1- 5.5 -6, as added by Acts 1976, P. L. 104, § 1,
p. 460.1

20-10.1-5.5-7. Duties of division. The division:
(1) shall aid school corporations in developing bilingual-bicultural pro-

grams by evaluating instructional materials, compiling material on th&
theory and practice of bilingual-bicultural instruction, encouraging innova-
tive programs, and otherwise providing technical assistance to the corpora-
tions;

(2) shall aid school corporations in developing and administering
in-serviva training programs for school administrators and personnel
involved in bilingual-bicultural programs;

(3) shall monitor and evaluate bilingual-bicultural programs conducted
by school corporations;

(4) shall make an annual report on the status of the bilinguai-bicultural
programs to the governor and the general assembly;

(5) shall establish bilingual-bicultural educational resource centers for
the use of the school corporations;

(6) may promulgate regulations to implement this chapter 120-10.1-5.5-1
20-10.1-5 5-91. 11C. 20-10.1-5.5-7, as added by Acts 1976, P. L. 104, * 1, p.

460.1

20. 10.1- 5.5 -8. Funding. Each school corporation must make applica-
tion to the division to receive funds under this chapter 120-10.1-5.5-1 --
20- 10.1- 5.5 -91. The division director shall determine on a competitive basis,
which bilingual-bicultural programs are to receive the funds under this
chapter. The criteria are:

(1) The extent to which the educational needs identified and addressed in
the application for funds are for programs for areas having the greatest need
in the state.

(2) The extent to which educational needs are clearly identified and
realistic objectives are carefully planned to meet them.

(3) The extent to which the application sets forth quantifiable mea-
surement of the success of the proposed program in providing children who
speak a non-English dominant language with language skills necessary for
their education.

(4) The extent to which the application contains evidence that:
(A) the coiis of p.'ogram components are reasonable in relation to the

expected benefits: .and
(13) the proposed prograni will he coordinated with exi:;ting efforts; and
i all possible effort, are being made to linimize the amount of funds

re ,uested for purchase of equipment necessary for implementation of the
proposed program

(5) The extent to which the application indicates that the personnel to be
employed in the program possess qualifications relevant to the objectives of
th program.

The division director may not award in excess of three hundred dollars
1$3001per pupil under this chapter. 11C, 20-10.1-5.5-8, as added by Acts 1976,
P. L. 104, § 1, p 100.1

20-10.1-5.5-9. Duration of funding: The bilingual-bicultural pro-
gram of a school corporation may he funded for a minimum of five 151 years
under this chapter {20.10.1-5.5-1 20- 101- 5.5 -91. IIC 20-10.1-5.5-9, as
added by Acts 197F. 1'. L. 104, Z 1. p. 460.1
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Policy' of !;taut. Sec t 2 of Acts 1976. P.
103. read It i the 1"'t'ea of the state ,of

Indiana to provsdi. ial bicultural pro-
grams for all go-Oil:int students enrolled in
the poblo silepols of the 'taste through the
establishment of such programs by Ow km-

anus .011)01 corporations The state of Indiana
hereby recognizes the need for and the
desirability of such programs to aid Atudenis
to reach their full academic level of
achievement. arld In prr-,erve an awarene :it of
cultural 418,4 linguistic heritage

CHAPTER 6
'..)0AT1UNAL F:DUCATION

svcrt(1%
-

20.101.6 -1 Industrial or manual training
and education Egtah-
lishment

20-10.1.6,2 Vocational education Estab-
lishrt.nt

20.10.1.6 -2 5 Contract with not-for-profit
corpovation for establishment
of building trades vocational
progra m

70.10.1 -6.3. Mandatory list/sea Teacher
(01111"k:um

20.10 1.6 'law; ttrue and instruction.
20.10 1 6.5 Age of student .

20-10 6-6 Attendance

SECTNIN.

20.10,1.6.7. Cooperative progrnm. with
cnapler, ors.

20-10.1-6-8. The student as worker --
Applicability of workmen's
compen-iation law

20-10.1-6-8.5. Vocational youth organization
fund -- Appropriation
Grants.

20. 10.1 -6 -9. Role of stale board.
20-10.1-6-10. State approval.ail 0 1-6-11. Advisory committee.
20-10.1-6-12. Reimbursement.
20-10.1-6-13. Claims for reimbursement.

20-10.1-6-1. Industrial or manual training and education Estab-
lishment. Each governing body may ?stablish and conduct a system of
industrial or manual training and educatior to teach the major uses of tools
riad mechanical implements, the elementary principles of mechanical con-
struction, mechanical drawing and printing. If a system is established, the
governing body shall employ competent instructors in the various subjects
and shall establish rules and regulations on student admissions designed to
produce the best results and to give instruction to the largest practicable
number. Each governing body may provide this instruction in school build-
ings or in separate buildings. Each governing body may require students
enrolling in thi.; system to pay a reasonable tuition fee and may differentiate
between students living in the attendance unit and those living outside the
attendance unit ;n the amount of tuition charged; however, tuition charges
by a school corporation operating under IC 1971, 20-3-11 are also regulated
by section 28 I20-3-11281of that chapter. (IC 1971, 20-10.1-6-1, as_added by
Acts 1975. P. ,L. 240, # 1. p. 1289.1

Indiana Adm. Code. For pertinent adman- tnry Tables in the tables volume of the
istrati we rules and regulations, see the Stott'. Indiana Administrati-e Code.

20-10.1-6-2. Vocational education Establishment. Each
governing body may establish vocational schools or departments for indus-
trial, agricultural or home economics education in the manner approved by
the state hoard of vocational and technical education and may maintain
them from the general fund. (IC 1971, 20-10.1-6-2, as added by Acts 1375,
P. L. 240, # 1, p. 1289.1

20-10.1-6-2.5. Contract with not-for-profit corporation for estab-
lishment of building trades vocational program. The governing body
of a school corporation may Contract with a not-for-profit corporation to
establish and maintain a vocational program in the building trades solely
for the purpose of teaching the principles of building construction to pupils'
enrolled in grades nine!') ( through twelve (121. A vocational program estab-
lished under this section is limited to construction of buildings upon real.
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SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS
40204

EDWIN J. SINCOx

October 29, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
U. S. Senator, Utah
Canmittee on the Judiciar
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Thank you for the opportunity to address the issue of English

as the official language of the State of Indiana. Since this designa-

tion became effective just a little more than a month ago, there is as

yet nothing known about its advantages.

However, the designation Of English as the official language of the

state appears to have been well received in this state. Since Indiana

does not have a large alien population at present, any controversial

impact is probably more limited here than might be the case elsewhere.

As a personal observation, I believe the idea to be a sound one

in that it will help encourage new Americans with residency status to

learn the Enlish language and thereby improve the likelihood of suc-

cessful integration into the mainstream of American life.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to be heard on this matter.

Sincerely,

EJS/lorn

210

Edwin J.
Secretary
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

SzcoscrAlev o tnC COMI4014WCAL.144

1101CMMONO 23210

October 26, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman, Subcommittee on the

Constitution
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Thank you for your recent letter requesting, informationon Virginia's official langu,..ze statute.

Section 22.1-212.1 of the Code of Virginia designatesEnglish as the official language of the Commonwealth. Itis our understanding that this designation was adopted bythe General Assembly as a policy statement for our various
e?..cational programs.

We are forwarding your letter tp Dr. S. John Davis,Superintendent of Public Instruction' and requesting that heprovide you with any information which may assist you and
the members of your subcommitte.

If we may be of further asaistance to you in the future,please do not hesitate to contact this office.

LN/mf

Sincerely,

A010.1""E

cc: Dr. S. John Davis

Lauri Naismit.h
Secretary of the
Commonwealth
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA
of the Mime, Gomm

TTArt.sl C. 4 CMA/An2
5.1,0,.,,Of,kteeqefW

Moog,. T 11
LA, 01, AvA,..

&roller 29, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Vnited States Senator
Voiced States Senate, Cousittee on the Judiciary
Washington, D. C. 20510

§.4ses, s Lscv
*to..., Cen

' 4.4 ' A, le
VINO. A AAA A OTIOAN

tlerno,1.AAAt INVAIA
F...A.,. A Iansw41..,

Kee E eMn
U.raci... clen,ra,K.A

Deer Senator Hatch:

This ie in response to your Inquiry concerning Virginia's
statute declaring English the official language of the

Commonwealth. The statutory provision is i 22.1-212.1 of
tle Code of Virginia. as asended. For your convenience, I

have enclosed o copy of th.s section of the Coda.

: have not had any personal' experience with this par-

ticular atajute. Than have not been, to y knowledge any

eery. in court of record involving this law.

With kiodost regards, I as

Sincerely,

t-4a c304
Cerald L. Reifies
Attorney General

2: 3 82

Enclosure

Awe...Cour! IhAV.A9 ATI PALAIT, t. ins @DAP ITAMAIAA6, Vow.. IM.RtO 1164 715.6 2Q,
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19841 CUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT is 22.1-213

driver education revenues received during the anon met in accordance with the provisions of
school year shall be made as an undesignated this item
component of the state share of the basic open

22.1-209.1. Model programs in elementary developmental guidance
and counseling. With such funds as are appropriated for this purpose, the
Board of Education shall establish a program to strengthen 'developmental
guidance and counseling in the elementary schools which shall. consist of
grants for model projects awarded on a competitive basis to applicants
responding to requests for proposals.

The Board shall appoint an advisory committee of experts in developmental
guidance and counseling to assist in the development of the criteria for
awarding these grants, the contents of the request for proposals. in evaluating
and in ranking the applications and in making the awards. All school divisions
shall be eligible to receive such grants upon making timely application. The
first set of grants shall be awarded, if funds are available, by January 1, 1985.
(1984, c. 197.)

22.1-212.1. English as official language. English shall be designated
as the official language of the Commonwealth of Virginia. School boards shall
have no obligation to teach the standard curriculum in a language other than
English. (1981, c. 185.)

Airreas 2.
Special Education.

22.1-213. Definitions. As used in this article:
1. "Handicapped children" means those persons (i) who are aged two to

twenty-one, inclusive, having reached the age of two by the date specified in
22.1-254, (ii) who are mentally retarded, physically handicapped, seriously

emotionally disturbed, speech impaired, hearing impaired, visually impaired,
multiple handicapped, other health impaired including autistic or who have a
gecific learning disability or who are otherwise handicapped as defined by the
Board of Education and (iii) who because of such impairments need special
education.

2. "Special education" meal. classroom, home, hospital, institutional or
other instruction, including physical education and vocational education, to
meet the reasonable educational needs of handicapped children, transporta-
tion, and related services required or appropriate to assist handicapped chil-
dren in taking advantage of, or responding to, educational programs and
opportunities commensurate with their abilities. The Board of Education shall
determine by regulation standards for determining which instruction and ser-
vices must be provided pursuant to an individualized education program.

3. "Specific learning disability"means a disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding or using language, spoken
or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think,
speak, read, write, spell or do mathematical calculations. The term does not
include children who have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, or of environmental,
cultural or economic disadvantage. (Code 1950, § 22-10.3; 1974, c. 480; 1978,
c. 386; 1980, c. 559; 1983, c. 538.)

23
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E04 NOV 19 AA 0 43CommoNcaLr. or Krrourrr
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Daeo L Asoisrivoka
Or.,. ,11.1

November 9, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
The United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch.

CAPITOL BUIL 0,NO
IM., AA, P4

This office has no information in regard to your request about

Kentucky's English-language statute. The Legislative Research
Commission, the administrative arm of our General Assembly,

also has no information. Because the statute became effective
only 0.4s year, the LRC suggests that the passage of more time
will be necessary before a more definite response can be mode

to your question. Any iutura inquiries may be directed to
Orfice of the Director, Legislative Research Commission,

Capitol Building, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

GH/mja
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Yours truly,

David L. Armstrong
Attsrney General

Gerald Henry (

Assistant Attorney General
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California Ballot Pamphlet
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grrtrterg of *tate
1140111.1taft ON.

Dew Californians

This to your California Ballot Pamphlet for
the November ti, INC Cameral glachin ft Coil.
taloa the ballot a sheet summary, the Ufa-
lative Analyst's &Wye* the pro and con ergo,
manta and nibuttals. and that complete teat of
each preposition ft rho contains the legal/dive
vote cast for and *Mast any measure proposed
by the lagialetute

Rand carefhtily math of the measures and the
titioensation shout them contansad to the pam-
phlet Legislative propaitiano and citizen,.
sponsored initiatives are destysed aneefficaliv
to give mu, the electorate, the opportunity to
utfluenee the laws which regulate us all.

Take advantage of due opportunity and vote
net November 8. 1414

MAPCH FOrad
Saceermy a so

Complied by

March Fang Eu
Seartary of State

Analyses by

William G. Hamm
Leglsiative Analyst

Teak of contents appears on the inside beck cover, page III

r _ .

Ptewse nine that Proposition 25 is the first proposition for this elechon To *yard contusion with pest
merging. the Legislature passed* law which requires propositions to be numbered consecutively 'turfing

1 with the nest number alter those toed in the Nosenther 192 eerier/I Election Thts numbering scheme
rum in tweini i..11 .i.ir,
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Voting Materials in English Only. 1...:tiative Statute

Argument in Favor of Proposition 38

In ICS. with little &omission cr till-4 from the Arriervcan
peple, t 'iongrew en weed kl.g.bon requinait foreign Whiugir
halluts and voting matynala We urge Cinemas to rewind this
requircnwnt for the following remora

Foreign language hearts fainly imply that a full economise,
poet& and /spheral life can be odierved to the Mink Seems

7tCOMPIOrttee
IC113 who Nue IMaftrd of no linowle* of Foglah do Not

hay! muss to eimential 11IgOrTtlaticil foe peni the daemon-
imams They an asa kmi tato bloc* wawa by OpiXdAiittle
VAISCII Waders

FrImettl /astinage baliota untie abase .1 Mach of Ss. Fran-
. owe bilingual ballot tams in 1911 &mimed that 201A were rim

United States citizens Such abuse pow* a danger to the intended
fortenumne of a de silo fro.

Foreign lariguair 'calm are wineceson, hecone virtually all
applicanti far l'nited States ntiserwhip 11$001 pass atom for leer.
ri and prriwincv in English

Foreuto Language ballots create tampions and Al wilt
neschbors Carlin immigrants, at a nutter of cause. Inroad
Fagliali at ewe new earn.. in order to parteipare futt ter

American Lae They mama special treatment fa either aesn
grants

Fwerogn language (allots are cooly. LW yaw San Freeman
cent 11301:03 for ballots In three langusges. In caLiornis, in
Ifee, the not of Foreign Won emended 11,30010Xt Further, so
moat manes. me of the forrigli language ballot te inameml a.

Foreign tame isslints are dornmanaton , only Unpanw.
Aar Atlirt1CIA, American Indian and Alma= native 1. images
arc targeted for special treatment to the Law

printed andy to &like do not foment citizens hum
taterpretr.; racy be taken along for voting awinittocv

Fixing, Language ballots are a dranlo to ow liaapihnic and
Asian Ottawa sad to we salami

The caw avert foreign kinpage balk* is oserwhelnaing
talkie:ar is the hint Mate to the nation to eaves its views on
voting in foreign language' Tice time Ina come to speak out on
this tarot. The adminetranal sad the Conrail Mad Underitand
that the oppantioo to fade Imgvegre baton is deeply kti and
widely grad

The Lowed States, a country of issimispuits from other Isncts
with &firma languages and cuhures, has had the enriching
esprrience totiving with and leaning from other cultures We
kern from each other (maltose we are istuPsed to commie
language. English We must preserve that unity

We hope our aroma Marna will vote to uphold the unique
status i our common language. Vote Yk on Propoehon SR

rs 1. liAl'oloWit, phR
MAO feete. Senoter roman

as IL 0110a014

11.asimmem.MINUET DIAMOND
Cloioody Cmilfrouss Csaiwaft. for Maim r EAsiast.

Rebuttal to Ammonia' is? Fever of Preposition 38

cilatilotton. not Oust HOpoon and Asian Americana Mother-
more, laws to many mess including Cab/ones provide for Polish.
Italian. Creak and other swoon in communities where they are
rectmary.

Voter pamphlets fairly provide both idea of a propoonon
straight from the registrar of votets. Thew. materials free the
voter fran dependence u sa employee, neighbor, or relative
for important election

Remember, ihapanatts and Muss want to learn English to be
fully integrated taw the tomes Don't prevent them from fulfill.
tog then. duties to vote as czar%

Doing Proposition
9.06.MT M 47Stri
Aire.ler./ caw.
!snags.: 6DWAI4D TOMS
Wolk. a Comoor_
note Inwoobo

(low to half the votingege pops/slam dad not even voter the
lee presidential einetson In hex ot this ad Mane of Aiwa now

no tune to diwourage any Anwnewi from mato/ as amalgam:
vote Hut Props:snow 314 dam hot that

Ptopeation 11 supporter; attack evils that don't exut Theo
;rawly inflated bilingual ballot coos mutt be substantiated Actu-
ally. as the San Francoco Registrar of Voters recently repated.
-thecae of 'Wong forage translations to the sample and eiracial
ballots u risliephir

their aliments of oonothzen raters a completely
drstorted and unfounded Theo "Itudy" clwrited a total of three
individuals The more thorough Santa Oars study, however.,
found only one nonetrizen voter out of ICC gummed

Wait a ballots have long been suasewfol m America. Since
1912 IA New Mexico and since 1475 in Texas. Wiforriiii and
elsewhere, they propelled nanonty einiermanto a meepurgiful
role in the eiectoral promo

The Voting Rights Art protects all etimns from voting sorter d 0.41n.

tetenxIt. rInfra4 .o tt,n t err the- 6,,N1ht.1 of the auitNat and hate. at heett 11.4eal (04 .1.1.0/11t b. An, 0111401 ;Si
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GOVIDINOWS ovricz

ILIAMUNINTO See I4

November 26, 1984

Dear Mosher of Cowes?:

en November 6, 1984, California voters approved a

ballot measure which states:

* We the People of the State of California do hereby

find and dicier, that:

' The United States has been and will continue to

be enriched by the cultural contributions of immigrants

from many countries with many different traditions.

o A common language, Inglish, unites our immigrant
residents, fosters harmony among our people, promotes

political stability, permits interchange of ideas at

many levels and encourages societal integration.

"The United States Government e-0,1uld foster similari-

ties that unite our people, the se 'portant of which

is the use of the .aglish language.

"Multilingual ballots are divisive, costly and often

delay or prevent our immigrant citizens from moving into

the economic, political, educational and social mainstream

of our country.

"Multilingual ballots are onnemessary since imm i-

grants seeking citizenship suit pats an azasination for

literacy and proficiency in inglish."

The measure further directs ee to send the following

message to the President of the United States:

"The People of the State of California recognizing

the importance of a common language in unifying our di-

verse nation hereby urge that Federal law be amended so

that ballots, voters' pamphlets and all other official
voting materials WW1 be printed in Znglish only."

Hoot cordially,

George Deukmejian
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=MC EDRWION rd TRI ruvAst

by
Donis P. Doyle

Cirector, Zdacation Policy Studies
Americo' taterprias Instituze

WAshington, D.C.

November 19/3

The work upon which this publicatiokis booed was performed pursuant
to a contract entered into bueveen S.S. White and tha author, under
the terms of an NII contract hith B.S. White. Nothing in this piper
should be construed as representing the position of anyone oche; than
tbe,euthor.

Deciding whether the goal of federal education programs
should be to teach children their native language and
culture or to encourage assimdlatioo $s a political sad
velum judge at, not 4 research question.'

Tbs purpose of this essay is to amine the policy implications

of bilingual oducttion im tion private sectoi. What does it masa to

the public sector that private sector bilingual education mists at

all? And what aspects of private sac= bilingual education are

important to public sector poliCy makers?

Drawing on the resaarth commissioned as a part of the Significant

Instructional Features studies of the National Institute of tdmoation,

the assay was originally designed to address a sat of research quest

ions that appeared to be important as the study got uader war. In

intarviews with members of Congress, Congressional staff, association

AP executives with an interest in bilingual education, and othsr inter-

ester' parties, it became clear Chet- a number of i44444 were of impor

tance to the Washington policy community. Sy vay of illustratio.

examine the list of questions originally posed for the private school

portiOn of the SO Study:

o Why have bilingual programs developed in the private
sector?

o Are there significant differences in instructional
features between programs in prlvate sad public schools?
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o Are private schools able to lomat programs that are more
coat - effective them these is public schools?

a Is the quality -of bilingual education is the private
school a factor is pfrental choice of private school?

o Do some Lt? children Learn more effectively is the
private school? if so. why?

These questions, and questions like them, are important, but they are

technkaI and Lastrumental. They assume that bilingual education is a

desirable public policy objective. Insofar as they point to the

Larger question of what public lag:Soils have to learn from private

schools, they bring that fm"damotal premise into question. They do

so because of the findings developed by George Ilford of the Utica-
,

anima Testing Service of Fri:metes, Mew Jersey. Ilford's work, under

contract to VII, was to form the point of departure for this essay.

As it mans out, the answers to the SIT questions are negative.-

liltingual programs have not developed in the private sector in

any consequential way.

o On balance, there art no significant differences in

instructional features between public and private
schools.

o Private-public cost-effectiveness turns out not to be an
issue.

o The "quality" of bilingual education in the private
sector is not a particularly strong reason for selecting
a private sector bilingual school.

In sun, the private sector offers little of interest to the public

sector when the questions ars phrased in instiumentel terms. Nut unit

happens if the questions are normative? That, after all, is th*

essence of policy analysis. It is up to the bureaucracy to deal with

instrumental questions, policy makers with policy questions.

reason for confusing instrumental and normative questions is

not so obvious as it sight at first appear. Today, bilingual educa-

tion has become an important policy issue because of the marked

increase is the number of Spanish speakers throughout the country.

According to one scholar, Iris "others, there ars approximately "3.6

Walton school-age children is the United States with limited ability

in English. About 73 percent of thlpe children ars lispanic. There

are other Large concentrations of non-Inglish-speaking children, moat

notably Asians end Merin= Wien/..2
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She pusher of children. !involved only begins to given an idaa of

how important the issue of bilingual educatiou isthe human dimension

is powerfully revealed in a brillient essay, by Staves' Sahleaamen. 3

most of us is the 1914e. bilingual education seems a self-

obvious remedy to the problem coafromted
by the child raised in a home

to which Diglish, if it is spoilt at all. is a second language. Brit

Scht.ss:® raises the right question: "Gives the euphoria that

.1/suffused the bilingual education movement it seems reasonable to ask .

why earlier generations of educators ignored, failed to recognise, or

disapproved of the purportedly pedagogical eirstle-vo;her. Why did a

seemingly self-evident remedy take .0 Ions to discover?"4

it took so Lang to "discover" because shade is a lone tradition

of indifference and hostility toward bilingual education in this

country. According to Scbloaa.&n, some observers advance the view

that in America there is a sort of "babelophobia."5 Another argument

advanced by observers is that only recently have me discovered the

special "difficultise faced by Hispanic children in public schools."

But as Salossman points out, c.orge I. Sanchez (1906-1972) 'spent

moat of his career puzzling over the effects of 'language handicap'

Sispanic children on school polities in the Southweet."6

The most pervasive reason for a failure to adopt Spanish biling-

ual education stretegiss, however, was veil established patterns Of

invidious discrimination against Americus of Mexican descant.

/arcing large nowhere. even minority Hispanic 'school districts, into

tmglish immersion programs, with no sensitivity to their special

language needs, condemned many of them to failure.

But at the same time that Wispanic children ware being systemet.'

ically denied access to bilingual Spanish-Sag:14A amsprogr, in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth century there vas a nil - developed

system of German-Inglish school*. 7 Found principally i. gpoletion

centers with Lane concentrations of Americans of German descant, the

schools were in the public sector. Some, is fart. were schools in

which the first language of instruction was German. the second Ix.

&Lists. She wive of patriotism and jingoism that swept the country
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during the First World Var spelled the and of Carmen-Inglisb schools,

as example of a bilingual issue being settled as m case of "civil

rights" is rawirse.

Ste are left, then, with as miss'. The public at large has

historically bass iodiffment so or hostile to bilingual education.

Its importance as a padagogical device is not new knowledge; its

importance as a source of community sad cultural identify has long

boon know The capacity of s reasonably well organised and skillful

community as- Americans, for szample--to Isuneh. support, and

maintain bilingual programs is well known. Why, than, is bilingual

education so weakly developed in tha American public school/ As

Schloseman observes, "the heyday of the madam bilingual education

movamasnt in America appears to be over."8

but the enthusiasm that fuelsd bilingual education programs was

not pedagogical. If It wers,finstrumeotal quasrions would be appro- .

priate. A 'matins language Minority population doss not in itself

provide sufficient amplanatory power for Sitarist in bilingual adu-

titian. To the contrary. an increasing number of non - Inglish speskars

could have precisely the opposite effect--an increased desire on the

part of policy whams to asks English acquisition the centerpiece of

education policy. Lased, for most immigrants, that is precisely what

happened historically.

The more compelling and interasting reason for the emerionce of

interest in bilingual education is the emergence of politically

intermits,* and politically satin voters, or constituents who than-

selves art convinced that language maintenance is isportent.9 To
to.

important force for socialpolitically active organisers, what more

and cultural aphasics: than languassi

And Ls Amities an equally compelling raison for political action

is tha interest of political figures in treating a constituency. the

political analogue of supply side economics. It is no sacra that

President Johnson vas a master at this and it is no accident that

Title VII emerged from his passionate commitment to education as the

way to solve the nation's social and *canonic ills. As Title I was

224.
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designed to help the rural and urban poor. and Incase identified with

that constituency, so. Johnson felt it necessary to do sonething

"special" for Hispanics. And Title VII vas born.

This is not meant to suggest that the significance of Title VII

is in any way disiaished because its origins wore political nicker

than pedagogical; it is simply important to establish the context for

policy analysts. because in diecussioo of most education interventions

one-Ineically expects pedaling, to play some important role. That it

figures so little in discussion of bilingual education is a commentary

on the political Laden aspects. of the subject. It is

important to stress that the fact that an analysis of bilingual

education that treats it as political and normative is not pejorative;

but to understand bilingual education, one must understand its roots
.

and rationale.

To educators, the potential pedagogical importance of bilingual

education is enormous. Most children who grow up in homes where a

language other than Inglish is spoken continue to have difficulty in

school. Iris tubers report. that nearly one -third of still:lents from

Spanish-speaking homes are "two years behind their age group by the

sad of high school, and about 45 percent of the Spanish - speaking

population between 14 and 25 years of age has not completed high

scbool."10 Thus. a program intervention strategy which significantly

affected the performance of Hispanic youngsters could be a powerful

federal tool to cosbet poverty and increase that community's standard

of living.

Although the federal government's initial involvement in bilin-

gual education wee a product of the social programs of the 60s,

additional decisive impetus was given by the LAU decision to 1974.11

The Liu decision vas based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, the operative portion of which reads: "No persoo in the United

States shall, an the ground of race. color, or national origin, be

excluded free participation in, be denied the bon/fits of`' or be

subjected to discrimination under any program or, activity receiving

Federal financial assistance. "12

225
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The effect of this Pallas use to seal. as it were, the civil

rights dimension of bilingual education; children whose first language

was one other then English gained a right in law to instruction its

their native tongue.

Before theioadectsion, the U.S. Office of Civil lights COCK) in

1970 had interpreted the language of title VI of the 1964 Civil lights

Act in the same way. Indeed, Lau upheld the OCR position, and in the

specific instance of the Chinesedeericen plaintiff Mr. Lau. directed

the San Prencisco Unified School District to "rectify the language

deficiency." The court at least had the wit not to eamiate a eethod

of instruction. It asserted that "teaching English to the students of

Chinese ancestry who do not speak the language is one choice. Giving

instruction to this group in Chinese is another. There say be

others.

Policy makers who approach bilingual education exclusively as

tool of instruction will misconceive its true purpose and its real

significance. The issue attracts supporters and opponents precisely

because it is first political; only second,is it pedagogical.

*

A complete political history of bilingual education is beyond the

scope of this essay. Rather. the charge is to *amine the private

sector co see what can be learned that wilI help Wore the policy

debate about bilingual education. As it happens, vs can learn a good

dea to do so, s brief examination of the roots of public education

is useful.

Public schools did not spring full-born from the head of Zeus.

but grew organically out of a conviction that an educated citizenry

was essential to democratic virtue. ?rivets schools had been widely

dispersed through the Colonies, but served a narrow clientele. It was

not until the early nineteenth century that public schools became an

important force in American life. The most important emerged from".

DeWitt Clinton's Free School Society, a philanthropic group devoted to

the education of the public. But the vehicle for the education of the

public wee private schools--their role would be expanded as bane-
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factors could be famed to permit Cho poor to stroll. So ambitious a

plan could only go is ome direction if it were to succeed. Public

foods mast be found; ad, plush Ad the Free School Society became the

Public School Society.

It hardly seeds pointing out that the Public School Society

became the province of the state, with all the power sad limitations

that suggests. Sow, the reason for state intervention is almost any

area, in the 19th as veil as the 20th century, is the prospectmil

or istagined --of market failure. In this ease, public schools had

beed44 known as "schools for paupers" precisely because it was the

private sector that provided education for fee - paying students. The

veil -to-do went to private schools, with only a smattering of scholar-

ship aid. The private sector did not have the rosourcos to serve aim

than a limited number of poor children on its own. Not even the moat

vigorous philanthropy could do the job.

The purpose of this brief historical foray is to sobs as import-.

ant point *bout American education. to almost &II crass, from school

organisation, to pedagogy, to curriculum, to overarching philosophy.

public action is preceded by private examplo. The mesa is not hard

to fathom: solvanising ideas usually merge from the work of indi-

viduals or small private orsaulsatious. Indeed, ova of the conceits

of the late 20th century is that new idea eight &entail? moors. !roe

government and be implemented by goverment. Not so long ago, govern-

sent was at most a private sector arbiter. It is particularly the

cane that radical or, novel ideas take time to be born and flourish,

and ideas that are controversial are particularly slow to enter the

public sartor. Thos. public high schools, wore not a fixture in

American life until late in the 19th century. lodged, many taxpayers

ware convinced that Iroblic high schools tspresentsd an inappropriate

use of public foods. (In Israel, fox example, this view prevailed

until only the last for years. tree public high easels have only

recently been introduced in that comotry.,

The list is, of course, almost endless -- child - cantered curricula,

the open cloaaroom, wocdahop, advanced placement szaminations--oll bad
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their roots in the private sector. Indeed. one is hard-pressed to

find examples in the public sector that did no.. (The most striking

example is school consolidation, a purely public factor aberration

thin. luckily for private schools, has no counterpart in that sector.)

In light of this, one would =pent there to be some interesting

examples in the privet. sector of bilingual programs --the very pro-

grams that would hove paved the way for public sector programa. is

particular. this could be expected because of the high intensity that

characterises interest in bilingual education--it is politically and

culturally charged.

One of the signs of the political charge it carries is the

difficulty ass =counters in trying to identify a satisfactory defini-

tion of bilingual education. It is an eausive.tera precisely because

it is freighted with social. cultural. and political baggage; it means

different things to different people. Whau it is double-joined to the

eves sore ephemeral concept of bicultural education. it becomes more

elusive yet. The problem is not simply one of definitioithough that

problem exists --but ace of purpose. And the definitional problem

reveals the uncertain purpose of government support for bilingual'

education.

Sven so thorough a scholar as Iris lotburg moves straight to her

argument, not bothering to define bilingual education. She, as do

most people, =sums that there is some common meaning. Sut her

discussion of "appropriate strategies" reveals how vast are the

differences within the rubric "bilingual education."

Some... argue that programs should focus an English language

instruction so that children might compote more effect-

ively...in an English speaking society. Others believe that

English instruction is academically ineffective and discour-

age the preservation of native language and culture. Still

others believe that existiog bilingual- bicultural pro-

grems..are so poorly desigoed...that they have little impact

on language sato:mance or cultural ideneity...faderal

policy, therefore. reflects a compromise base= a strong

social sesiailation policy sod ass that encourageT4 the

maintenance of children's native language and culture.

In most government programs, definitions are reasonably direct

and accessible to informed judgment. Program purpose, and standards

of eligibility are reasonably etreiv %flird in Medicaid and
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Medicare, food stamps. disability insurance, social security, AM,

sod wssopfloyment compensation.

When defialtioss of public terms are weak or ambiguous there is a

reason. There is wisdom in old bromides: ignorance is bliss, because

it permits avoidance of tougb questions. The government's inability

to tightly define or sharply focus bilingual education programs allIsks

volumes. ta a state of dellberats ambiguity, a program can be all

Wags to all nest. But by so doing, the architects of fedsrai

programs harm exposed themselves to substaatial risk: weakly

defined program caonot be measured or evaluated; Woad, it cannot be

grasped. So long as no one cares to messurs or (valuate. the problem

is moot. Sot vim Lutenist is program performance emerges, the

program itself say be is jeopardy.

It is precisely for thie,reasoa than the program is today wader

siege: subject to various iatierpretations, ma observer sees

education as a pedagogical tool to break the vicious cycle of

poverty;, soother sass it as vay to shove home Spanish-tallish

linguistic parity the specter of Quebec.

The historical masons for deliberate ambiguity are clear enough.

Indeed, it is an approach to problem-solving at which the Congress and

recent Presidents are absolutely expert. Title VII of EllA, the

original bilingual education act, was without pedagogical content.

Consonant with the times, le /vas a civil rights act, using the admin-

istrative and organizational apparatus of that public schools as its

point of departure. That it was well-intentioned is beyond dispute.

That it was a Pandora's lax is also beyond dispute.

The emergence of contemporary interest bilingualism is cur-

ious, becauss the imperative of American history and tradition has

bean an inexorable movement from multilingualism to monolingualism. E

Pluribus Emus. The Tower of Sabel in reverse. Little more than a

century ago, California was officially a bilingual state. Indeed, the

state's first governor wader the Union. Somulado Pathan*, was himaalf

bilingual. Sut a ways of "Angle chauvinism end nativism swept the

nation in the late 19th century; today only ono bilingual state of

fifty remains, and that in attenuated form.
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The- civil rights aphasia of convict bilingual programs is

important bacause'of the alternative that was ignored: biliagualism

as a purely pedagogical program. Et could have beau pedagogy driven

by defense needs. intallectual cariosity, or commercial interasti. but

it was not. In China. for asaiple, more students are studying -14116h

than there are citizens of the United States; but that phanomenon has

nothing whatsoovar to do with civil rights; nor does English in-

'traction in Dosaark or Rolland or Russia. In all the great coo-

martial nations. almond -language amatory vas an economic necessity; in

those countries le.th powerful neighbors. second- , and even thiid

Linguae* mastery hecoses a political inparative.

In those areas where second - language instruction is a civil

right. a wholely different dynamic is revealed. The use of Flemish in

Selgium. French in Canada, Basque. Catalan, and Valanoiano in Spain,

and quadrilingualiem in Switzerland throws the problem into high

relief. BilingurAliam as a civil right is a profound statement of

ethnic identity. While the mosantum of bilingualism does not neces-

sarily lead to separatism or !web throwing, it does reflect powerful

and lasting Attachments to linguistic and cultural tradition. Its

Israal it has become a means of nation-building.

In Laerics however. monolingualism has been a central is:strums=

of nation-building. A vast continental democracy. one of the world's

great common market*, American found (and finds) its political and

commercial life. its public and private life, vastly simplified by

virtual universal mastery of a sharad language. Indead, from ec.

comftercial and intellectual itandpoint, monolingualism can be too

auccoseful, and that is precisely why attempts to pursue pedagogical-

ly-drivan language programs have foundered. Thu tongusItird American,

as Congressman Paul Simon describes bin, is unable to mast and covet.'

in world markets. "You can buy in any language, sell only in your

own," Simon observes.
15

*There are tan thousand Japan/me businessman

in haw York." Simon asserts, "each orison speaks English. There are

a thousand American businessman in Tokyo, each with A translator."
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Americas failure to crest second Lanus's acquisition seriously

produces problems that reappear in many guises; at the time of the

/gust= invasion of Afghanistan. the Marie= Embassy in Saba' had

neither Tarsi nor Russian speakers {4 residance. In La American

rentaxt the absence of Russian speakers, and more particularly of

Tarsi speakers, was a failure of academic education. Advocates of

Russian or Tarsi instruction would um press their Cu. on civil

rights gulmWs.16

That the U.S. govermment's entry into the field of bilingual

education vas stimulated by civil rights issues is rendered all the

more ironic by the long and pcvsrful assimilationist tradition in

America. It was common -- indeed, the rule--for immigrants to embrace

English with a passion, to the exclusion of their native tongue. And

the embrace was the more passionate for its symbolic as wall as

commercial and political significance: nomads the imaigrant as

Abram became Abraham--into an amlirican.

Emerging from a civil rights rasher than a pedagogical nod*. the

bilingual education effortsof. the 60s and 70s were a product of

narrow elites --civil rights activists and chair political patrons--

rather than academicians or educators. To their surprise, language

and cultural maintenance programs seam to have Iittla appeal to the

sasses. That, indeed, is a part of the mini-Lesson of private schools

and bilingualism: interest in second Language acquisition appears to

be class-linked. The 'Upper olassas lila it, the lower classes don't.

In light of this chackrted tradition and ambiguity, even salliv-

*lance, about goals and purposes, it is no surprise that public

bilingual education has been nothing short of chaotic. Like the old

joke about economists --if they were all laid out individually, each

would point in a different direction -- public bilingual education

points in as luny directions as there are languages and bilingual

educators.

In terms of American history, one night have srpected signifi-

cantly different events. Education in Messina has been an inherently

conservative enterprise, reflecting the dominant valuao of the kiddie
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class. Ineaed. critics -- particularly nam+Marxista like Sowlas and

Cintia--are quick to atria that the principal. function of public

schooling is to replicate social Glass and the values of the bout-
.

geoisie. The emergence of a eon-padagogrally based program of

Language instruction could hardly have been foreseen; it is a tribute

to Lyndon Johnaon's considerable political skills that bilingual

educAon vas incorporated into ISZA as a civil rights measure. 1het

was not recognised at the time was that a naarly infinite number of

bilingual programs is a logical outcast of the original idea's goals

and purposo.
17

A problem emerges because Were is no rational basis for IlmitinS

'bilingual education to Spanish or any other language. If bilingnal

education is a civil right rather than an instructional program. than

evererece tanguags and culture is equally valid: it yams as much

saute to tura sixty languages at it dais to teach two. *mover, it

make as much sense to teach Pasha, the patois of the barrio, as it

does to teach the Spanish of the academy. IS pit interesting to note

that as a thousand American flower bloomed Charlas *it Gaulla instruct-

ed the !ranch lovarnmant to 'purify the language and purge it of

"translate." Although "is weekend" and is cockesilm'ssitstve. for

,gambol- of year. Trench diplomats and civil attracts ware directed to

speak only French.

She ides that instruction mot be offered in Amory Imagism a

child might bring to school is not abatramt. Chicago, for example,

"must provide instruction not only in Spanish but in seventeen tame

guises. including Assyrian, Gujarti, Indic, and Sarbo-Croatiso."19

Even for languages like Spanish the dinficulty of finding qual-

ified salaams is sometimes staggering. According to 'Iceberg, in a

study conducted in Mew Mexico, a random smolt of bilingual teachers

-and aides via identified: of the 136 tested, only 13 could T1144 and

writs Spanish at the third grade level."

Historically, of course, throughout the world the de Gaulle model

has been dominant; second languages existed at the sufferance of the

sovereign. In fact, they were usually preserved by private initial-
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416 tine. at tile La eaermay. The Catelams as d Assumes =dot frau° aim

met 'permitted to use their smoastra immmsa*In panic; it was only

the difficulty of amlortamemt that pretested the regime from tontine

the lassuagos is private. Only at Nemairrat. the Catalan ragiom's

shrime of the Each Madonna, was Catalan spoken in public, for the

Catalan, prisets refried to bow to francs.

America Woes the tuIrusal equivalamt of 4 mogoilagual adminis-

trative edlot. for meaty imaisrants to Amsricam Imslish solitary usis an

imperative. Together, public aid phyla* resauxis to Americanism

produced an immiscible impulse to motor dish as the common

tongue. Weed, it any he piecise4.7 because NesoltaSsallss vas in

+some large messes, the prodmot of the iodivideal conscience that it

soak such deep roots in Anarica6 And the current ram dump. In MIX's

authorisation hearings in,1S7S, a proposed bilingual resoarch program

VOA Utterly demounted bysamkers of Coesress. 0144 first-generation

Italian-Americas spoke for maay Naos ha ammounced that his parents

learned English without bilingual education. The old way was good

enough for them and millions of other Americans; why than, did today'

Tdonts need bilingual aducatioot Why Judged?
* * * *

&misuse the purpose of this essay is co 'macro the public policy

issues that emerge from an asaminatiou of private bilingual education,

a brief comparison with public educe on is necessary. Ninety percent

of the :children in America are educated in public elementary and

secondary schools. Although not centrally controlled public schools,

for a complex sat of reasons, look very much aligs. Indeed, given the

diversity and formal autonomy of the nation's 15,000-plus school
A

4?tricts, it is surprising to- discover that they are more silks than

CaltailAr. Tor gasmen tUntS0 beyond tho purview of this sassy, the

culture of amarican public --location overwhelm; the potential for

diversity.
21

Um-national di Jity, insofar as it is to be found,

exists in the private sector. &amain' from impromptu storefront A
academies to A.S. Soil Summerhill free schools. from military

wing

emits to Quaker boarding schools, the private sector provides a

laboratory of curricular, poiegogital, and noanativa vggiat,.
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in light of the hemegmeeity sS the public sector, both 'commit

gad political theory would'llreitiot that the privets mullet would

satiety coesuner" with diverse tastes in education. in theory,

1P
providers with special. unique, or unconventional programs should

offer their services 12 the private sector, and consumers who tied the

public sector unattractive should turn to the private for satistac-

..

tion. Indeed, this is particularly-Me in an areas with a strong

intensity function: i.e., !ndividteals with strongly held views are

sore likely to seek out services in the private sector that satisfy

their professors..

in certain parts of the private school world this is abundantly

clear: families with strung preferences for schools with sharply

prontinced curricular difference* are frequently to% in private

schools. The ilebrqw day school, the Christian acadegy, the Quaker

school, and the fast-paced "cadmic school ,are all examples. The

Christian scisciamy is particularly interesting because it is a low-cost

substitute for the public school, organised, run, and largely patron-

ised by working class families.

In light of this history, one vcul4 expect private schools to be

a particularly fertile field for examination and analysis. After all,

the bilingual -bicultural advocates are right when they assert that

language and culture are intimately, even inextricably, bound togeth-

er. And private education is itself intimately tied to the comunitT

it serves. (Contrary to conventional srisdon, the vett majoriry of

private schools are not bastions of elite privilege. Of the 20,000

private schools in the nation, fever than I000 are Nashua of the

National Association of Independent Schools, the elite, collage

preparatory day and hoarder schoule.)22

At the same time, private schools hails traditionally stressed

high standards of academic achievement, including an escheatset the

secondary level --on foreign language iustructiou. Thus, one could

Nixpect, in theory, to find three bilingual streams verging in primate.

education. The first and most important would be language maintenance

programs precisely of tha kind ardently datiired by some advocates of
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public bilingual hiCultural education. And it i.e not surprisins that

such programs do exist: Sabrev day schools, Japasess liaguasi

schools, Spenish-speakins Cabana schools are to* be found. What is

surprising is that they are so weakly developed. The private senior

is precisely where such activity would be expected; just as is Ian-.

page maintenance for acs - students. In the private sector, newspapers

end mesaaioes, commercial establishments, advertising. .packaging and

lmmotion, ethnic friendship associations abound. The emergence. for

example. of the Spanish leaguese media hat been nothing short of

phenomenal. Spanish longues* television, for example. is referred to

in the trade as the fifth network (ADC, CBS. WIC. and PIS being the

first four).

Second, we would expect to find bilingualism to its purely

pedagogical dimensioe in private schools. And it does exist: the

international schools. which use the international baccalaureate, are

the best examples. Sat their numbers aril few as well. Second -lang-

uage instruction is available in all college preparatory private

schools, but in forest and purpose it is nearly identical to its

public school analogue. The differences are few and ideogyneratic.

For examplertatin has remained an important language in Catholic high.

satiable for obvious reasons. The appearance of difficult languages

such as Russian, Chinas), Japenses, and eIsisical Greek can also be
1

explained largely by CirCUWAUCM; the remnants of earlier classical

education survive in only a few Catholic order schools which, in

addition to Latin end Greek instruction, imqlude rhetoric in the

curriculum.

Aod lussiam or Chinese or Japanese instruction is almost always

opportunistic: an ambitious prii-lipal or school board member knows of

it qualified Russian or Chinese or Japanese teacher; ambitious students

seize the =bent.

Third, one would expect to find bilingual education as an in-

structional tool to move children as rapidly as possible into English

mastery. Insofar as such schools exist, they are primarily

proprietary schools for adult immigrants.

* *
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/a oddities to the questions of Immo maintensac sad pedagov

there is a related questios of some iatereatt the 'reinlatime of

lawn. instruction. This is both a policy and a technicel question.

At the policy level, every state is the nation'eamdates Inglish as the

priaary language of instruction. Is alley public school Stiriadistioss.

x *stood Language call be so sore thee that. Is 'net juriadiciaces

private schools as well are required 'by In to use Isaiah as their

primary sums of instruction. Nevertheless, the flexibility enjoyed

by private schools is 'significantly steam then that of public

schools, end the possibility of very beery second-languege icstruction

remains real.

At a no leas important but more techttical level are policies

which affect the capacity of.* school to recruit and retain teachers.

to adopt and utilise texts and earringsr astsrials, and design the

instructional proiran: As well, the greater orgeniaationai freedom

enjoyed by private schools should translate into significantly dif-

ferent iastructioaal arrangements. It is a truism that the most

important variable in the school is the teacher, and private schools

have substantial flexibility is recruiting, hiring, end retaining

teachers. One would expect ilia$114itiVil and creative facilty utilisa-

tion in private schools:

Indeed, to each of these areas anecdotes abound.' Many private

schools escape state licausiog and certification requirements and take

full advantage of the freedom offered. They hire fluent native

-4
speakers who vottiti not be eligible to work is public schools. Simi-

larly, private schools are more willing and able to use itinerant or

art -tine teachers to meet- special curricular objectives. tut

systematic evidence about such practices is not efrailable. nor is may

evidence about the outcome of such practices.

To researchers. lack of evidence is sa indictiumt; but to the

policy analyst, leek of ev-.dance say reveal, as much as it hides. Why

is there se evidence There is no demand for it. No one in the

private. school we needs to *know" the snorers to these questions- -

at last as researchers ask than. This is true for the cost auspio-
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Lou. of meats. Like poll the *sasses of sound education

management is the exercise of Wormed judgment ii conditions of

mmartaiaty. The responsible- bandmaster sakes lodgments an the basis

of the information seesaw,' to reach a reasoned decision. Unlike the

researcher. the beadaestar does =t seek oat;the ultimate set of facts

that permit proeressiveiy higher degrees of ceefidesce. The bead

MaStir lamely molds the *grim of confidence commensurate with the

task st.haud. is take* Aristotle to heart whoa be asserts that it is

*the 'mark of the educated sea to peak that degree of precision to

which she subject admits."

The affect of the headmaster's confidence in mains judgments is

to leave researchers dissattafied but the school cosmosity contest.

* * * * *

One of the major indicators of langoags "viability" is as extent

to which it appears "naturally;" is, when it is used as the

Lws,. of choice by the speaker and the community of which the

speaker is 4 part, without outside interference. Thus, the public

school in America, by virtue of stressing English as the principal if

not exclusive means of instruction.. has the effect of so diminishing

second language that one must look to the private sector to elisOne

then. Indeed, in most jurisdictions this is the case in public

Life the courts, the bureaucracy --the
administrative apparatus of the

state has been systematically mwoolinsual. English has been so mach

the Isnguage of public discourse that one must turn to the private

sector to find other languages.

Joshua Tishman of Yeshiva University in Mew York is one of the

few researchers in the country who has thought to look at the question

of non -inglish language resources outside of the public sector.

Anyone who carom to think about the issue knows in an unsystenatic way

about the existence of non-English language resourcesa trip through

almost any American city reveals stores and serchants doing busixes

in a babble of tongues. 4'scan of any metropolitan phone directory

reveals fraternal and benevolent associations representing non-Inslish

speaking constiroencies, as well as churches that provide nent-tallish
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language resources. %reins this radio or TV dial in many parts of the

country brings in nom-English programming.

The scale of somAteglish language resources is revealed in one of

iehman's tables.
23

Nationally, Tishman identifies 69 dist/active

language. beginning with Albanian, moving to Armanism, to Chamorro. to

"Judi. to Pea. to Sanskrit.. and concluding with Yugoslay. Be also

identifies four major categories of son-taglish leagues* resources- -

broadcasting. local religious units, press. and schools.

A sampling of the numbers appears below:

INSTITUTIONAL LAIC= RESOUECES 07 USA
LANOWZ COMMUNITIES: 1980

image 'road-
casein'

Local
'elisions

Press Schools

Unit

Albanian 4 18 10 1

Chamorro 3 0 2 13
French 133 161 16 103
German 190 141 51 807
Valid % 235 448 41 105

The range and depth of nee-dish resources is quite remarkable, and

they are bolstered and supported by tightly-knit. healthy organiza-

tions: churches. synagognell, fraternal and benevolent assocatioux,

and the like.

There remains. thee, an important question: is bilingual educa-

tion only weakly developed in the private sector because of some

market imperfections? Might there be l'ilingual demand waiting pa-

tiently to be satisfied by an unresponsive private sector? Or con-

versely, might there be a failure of "supply side" education? If sore

bilingual ducation were supplied, the theory night suggest, more

bilingual education would be demanded.

The ore realistic answer is a response to the contrar71 the

sArket is working. Few people buy bilingual education for the same

reason few buy whale oil few people want it enough to pay for it.

As I have suggested. the reason for studying bilingual education

in private schools is to help enlarge the public policy context of

bilingual education in the public sector. In America it is a
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specially istriseiee sesigemeitt, because alms among the

industrialised democracies, there is no public support for private

schools.
24

Private schools here are genuinely private, and they offer

a unique opportunity to observe an -education market at work.

Silinsual education is the private sector is so weak and attenseted

that one conclusion emargest it is a marginal activity of little

social importencn.

The educations mathat, of course, is lieited by the fact that

private schools compete with public schools which offer a very similar

service for free (sore properly, a eimilar service which the consumer

has already paid for through taxes, and continues to pay for through'

taxes) . In an welcome's: Jo which a freegood or 4411FiCall competes

with one for which a fee 14 charged, sarket failures may Bypass:

certainly market distortions de.
26

Sot even is a distorted market, attenuated petters, emerge Which

are largely a function of the degree of intensity which motivate

clients, real and prospective. The situation obtain.. between public

and private schools. Patrons with a strong preference for bilingual

education sight prefer to satisfy it is the public sector for free.

but absent that alternative, they will turn to the fee - charges

private sector. to the language of economics, their demand might be

highly inelastic: they will pay what they must to satisfy it.

The question before the analyst then, is, what is the demand

elasticity of bilingual education in the private market, and what are

the resources of potential consumers of bilingual education? If, for

example. there is a high correlation between low income and preference

for bilingual education, and bilingual education is relatively costly,

only in the case of very high demand intensity would poor people be

willing and able to sacrifice to attend private bi.iosual schools.

That is to say, (as Jamas Coleman describes it), by not providing

public foals for private education, how high is the "tariff barrier"

for attendance at privets schools?
27

Is access denied to all but the

sore affix.= or sore inventive (i.e., those with the wit and energy

to find subs:dial such as church schools or scholarships)?
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As it tappeni there is very little evidence on income aside

private school enrollment. The epees:111*gal wisdom has it that. income

and enrollment ars linear: as one goes up, so does the other. Sat

fragmentary evidence frog lames Coleman suggests that the relationekii

as not so simple as oas eight expect. Co1easa finds only 4 modest

correlation betwees income amd private schools enrollment.

And the narrow questioo of financial ability to pay for private

schooling in the ismer city has been the subject of one extraordin-

arily interesting examination. The lath of Virgil Una of the Catho-

lic Leape explores that question with some care.
TS

in a study of $4

inner-city private schools, each with at lust 70 percent minority

enrollment, Slum was able to gather definitive Income statistics (as

well as ocher important school, teacher, student, and home data). The

following table displays Slum's data on income:

Income Levels Privets Schools
Pamilie*

All Families

Under $5,000 152 92

$5,000-$9,999 352 182'

510,000 -514,999 222 192

615,000-519,999 142 182

$20,000 or more 142 362

Clearly! family income--or lack thsieof--iS not an insurmountable

barrier to participation in private education.

Thus, while it is theoretically possible that bilingual education

is preferred by the poor but they simply cannot afford it, no evidence

supports such an assumption. An alternative hypothesis about market

failure would be inadequate Joh:mations those who prefer bilingual

education don't know it exists or don't realise they could participate

in inducing someone to supply it.

While there is no direct evidence to support or refute either

proposition, neither is there reason to think that gross market

distortions or failures exist. It is generally true chat private

school attendance and income correlate positively, but race and

ethnicity do act.
24 And the correlation between income and private

school attendance is not uparly so high se cue might expect in the

abstract. The reason is not bard to find: easy private schools are
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heavily subsidised. DioceseXa alamastazy schools. for .:ample. are

subsidised through the collection plate; mamy offer scholarships, and

was, Parente ars willing to =ha vox, significant financial sacrifices

to unroll their children in than. The last is the most important

how:suss it reveals highly tneLastic demand for what the school offers.

While tiere is no scientific way to measure the "intensity" with

which individuals and communities are committed to language saints -

nonce. fishman's data provides a proxy for the magnitude of such

interest smog a wide variety of communities. Vs lists 59 Isuguaits.

by the 50 states and territories, indicating the range and number of

language offerings by school and area. $ot surprisingly, the largest

number of second- language schools are found in New fork State, with

1,026 of the total 5.414 listed by Fishman. Very surprising, however,

is the small number of Spanish-language schools --423 of the total. of

which 137 era in Norco Iico.
30

The capacity of tightly-knit communities. with strongly held and

shared values: to create and maintain their own schooln.is well known.

at 'Asst. in fres countries. A powerful example is the Old Order

Amish. described in some detail by Fishman. Be describes the Fsirview

School, near Lancaster, Pennsylvania. as "typical of the 600 or so Old

Order Amish and Benson/to schools that are mow functioning." The

school meets in ins formsr sae -room public school, bought by the Amish

when the public authorities closed it in anticipation of =mins the

students carolled into a large, naw, comprahansive school, accessible'

only by school bus. So long as it had boas a small community school

in which the Amish were not Overstalmed by "Tderniry" they bad stayed

in the pub.tf c systas. But the prospect of busing to a modern school

was simply too such.

Today, 25 Amish students study together -soma of their major

language tasks is to master "Luther German" to permit them to read

sacred saterial. (The school teaches Lather Genoa, but doss not in

any way of far textual analysis or interpretation. The church does

that on Sunday.) The language other than Lmilish, then, is for very

special purpoeass "The children do not, of course, speak 'Lather
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German,' nor de their 04SOSSZ. They speak feensylvenia Dutch to each

other and to other Amdahl, they speak Inglish ;ji.outaiders, and

encounter 'Luther Grosz' maly in their hallowed texts...141

The story of the' Amish is repeated with the Mennonites, the

Vassidic Jews, and the Vutterites. It demonstrates. if such imam-

stracioi is necessary, that in the United States the private sector is

wail suited to nest the needs of linguistic mincrities who for whatev-

er set of reasons are willing to maintain their linguistic traditions.

The privets sector, then, seats the needs of communities with

high intensity function those citizens whose demand for a Unsnap

other than English is highly inelastic. Whet this suggests is that

the private sector is very good at meeting the needs of the specialty

market; it also suggests that the market for the study of language

other than Stylish is narrow and moderately deep. It has little

breadth, particularly arose the speakers of the second most iwportant

language in the nation, Spanish Fishman estimated that in 1973 of

the total U.S. population, slightly sore than ten million were Spanish

"home speakers." Se goes on tt observe thet "obviously the largest

non-English Language group la the U.S.A.. Spanish is seriously un-

der-gerved insofar as community mother tongue schools of its we are

concerned Call the sore so if non- public schools in Puerto Rico are

set asids.)
.32

As I have tried to suggest, the private sector response to

leaguese interests gives us a window into the world of language lemma

that the public sector does not provide. That is, public sector

bilingual programs are a sort of "supply side bilinsualiwe The

private sector gives us a clearer picture of the nature and strength

of doean4 for non-English language instruction.

Fishman offers three variables to explain the lov level of

Hispanic language maintenance schools in the private sector: "To some

extent this is due to the depressed economic status of most speakers

of Spanish on the mainland. To some extent it is due to the minor

literarY Association that most of they currently have with their
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language. To some extent it is due to the overdependence that

Hispanics have developed on public funds, on public affirmative

action. and on public legal guarastees..."33

As I have triad to demo:strata. the issue of poverty elope does

not explain the Law level of interest in language acquisition in

private schools work makes a convincing ages that poverty

alma is not an insurmountable barrier to attendance at private

school. Of equal importance is the fe.tt that Hispanics are overwhelm-

ingly members of the Roman Catholic Church. providing access to

enormous organisational and physical resources. Indeed. in terms of

starting and saintaining a school. organisational skills and resources

are more important than financial ones. Ia this :.onnection it is

worth remembering that the largest provider of private education in

the nation is.tha Homan Catholic Church; with more than three million

Children and more than 9.400 schools in 1983, the linen Catholic

Church provides two - thirds of the soots in the total private school

market.

A number of observers have noted that over the pest decade and

one-half, Catholic school enrollments have beet falling. What most

observers fail to note, however, is that as Catholic enrollment

overall has fallen, the cumber of Hispanic students in Catholic

schools has increased aarkadly. The last good data sat covers the

period 1970-71 to 1980-81 and reveals an increase in Hispanic

enrollment of I2Z, up from 216,500 to 256,000 students. Analysts of

enrollment trends, such as Stuns Cooper. anticipate an and to the

Catholic school enrollment declinepossibly this yearwith ensuing

stabilisation tad eventual growth. 35 Hispanics will continue to he a

Larger and larger segment of the Catholic school population.

I have neither the time nor space to develop Fishman's arguments

that low levels of participation in private Spanish leagues. schools

by Hispanics any be due to dependence on presume= program., but it

is clearly a fascinating line of inquiry.

As the evidence stands, it is clear that Hispanics have the

opportunity, talent, organizational skills and resources, and finsn-
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cial capacity to do significantly sere in the field of bilingual

education than they now do. Ths inescapable conclusion is that they

have *sly Waited interest in bilingual education. If Airs ears high`

&Nand for bilingual educatioa it meld be setisfied. There ass no

technical or functional baxelers to supply.34 No extra costs of

consequence are associated with bilia ual *Lunatic* if ens cooditice

is set: the teacher is bilingual and competeat to offer Instruction

in both leaguer's. Now the supply of such people in America is

limited. but that too attests to the kisterical veal:nese of bilingual

instruction program*.
37

It is isportant to reemphasize as yell that there awe fee reg-

ulatory barriers to hiring bilingual teachers in the private sector.

Unlike the public Sector, cradentialing or licensing requirements do

not apply, and private schools is most states say hire unlicensed

native speakers.

The marginal costs of bilingual progress is the private sector,

then, ere minimal, related almost uclusively to those curricular

materiels that would not be needed in s monolingual environment.

The hypothesis of this paper is a simple one. If bilingual and

bilingual - bicultural education are important goals of identifiable

constituencies. they viii appear in fully developed form in the

privets sector. The ambiguity, ambivalence, and coati overly that

surround bilingual education in the public sector would be avoided in

the private sector. Clear goals end a clear sense of purpese should

be revealed in the private sector if any demand for such education

saints. The pattern of deliberation, debate. and compromise that

characterised the issue in the public sector should not appear in the

private sector. To the contrary, consumers of bilingual education can

exercise their preference without comprosise. Pura bilingual educa-

tion, as it vera. should emerge full-blow in the private sector.

As I have noted, Tishman reports a vide variety and large number

of "Institutional Language leatources" throughout the United States.
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Is ems tabis, FLOM= lists 2.670 treadeastiag usita, 7.203 total

religious omits, 762 press mite, sad 5.414 schools."

to his supposlag secretive, Fishes: claim sa eves Larger

members "there use probably well over 6.000 echoic community mother

toes= schools is thy U.S.A. today, ashy of them still =enumerated by

any effort to gauge the Unjust* resources of the coustry."39

Fisbean's gametal choosy about under-enumesation is almost

certainly true. And while detail on son-raglish speaking schools is

Aare to set, is recent study by Cooper. AF. mil, seveals a-significant

and systematic undercount of priVats schools across the country. On

the basis of extensive field work, Cooper and his colleagues find

undercounting of both schools and students. They. ideutify student

undercoUnt of non-Catholic private school students of 26 p

iodinating that =Jetta& reports of private school enrollment are

seriously flared.
40

lot even if the wlemsusse-related ethnic community schools' are

=demounted by use-quartsr, ties overall number is still not large.

More importantly, the enrollment in these schools is not known. or if

it is. is not reported by liehman. It is certainly far smaller than a

similar number of public schools. VW know, for example, from Cooper's

work, that privets schools are ea a rule 111114-: smeller than public.

Meaning, then, that than night be 8,000 such schools, thoF

would enroll so more than several hundred thousand students, a tiny

treaties of the 45 million students who attsod public and privet:.

elementary and secondary school is the Usited States. ta addition,

riehmas goes on to observe that '4 quarter of the total number can-

Silts of all-day schools that are obviously, officially, and directly

engaged in bilingual education, the rest being involved in this use

enterprise sore indirectly, Le that their students are primarily

Inglish-speaking wad, therefore, Inglish is often of not usually)

employed in school, efforts to educate and to influence the parents and

pupils with which they are involved.ff°

The conclusion one must drew, however reluctantly, is that there

is only limited interest in bilingual educatioo in America. Given the
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impo.tancs of language mistime:1c* to cultural and ethnic identify, we

should expect to lied a patters of Lasiguage maintenance programa in

the private hector --uksi public sector advocates describe as biling-

ual-bicultural education. but in this casein particular. the ex..'

caption proves the rule: maint enance programs are few and far

between. 'hey reveal a market response. but s very limited and attars-

.vated market.

This conclusion is important for public policy because private

schools are nature/Ay occurring laboratories: they are important to

public policy sakers as examples of alternative practice. barometers

of public opinion and consumer preference. early indicators of elite

Units and interest. and szemplas of different --if not beat-- practice.

The issue is specially interesting in the content of politics/

and social elites. They are society's most skillful claimants for

both public and private goods and services. They sat public and

private agendas; eventually their tastes and preferences set social.

tastes and preferences. but these- elites; do sot sat agendas and

'establish tastes if there has., mien of public indifference or

antipathy. And this is the principal public policy lesson offered by

private bilingual education. Theme is no consequential interest in

bilitignal education in the United States at a mass level.. and only

slight interest at the elite level. It is a marginal enterprise

because few cars enough about it to act on it.

'Fishman observes that "the fact that one is a federally- funded

deannstration effort (Title VII of the Bilingual Education Act) and

the other 1121) is a court-mandated effort enforced by the executiv..2

branch of government, are themselves fully indicative of the well nigh

couplets lack of American educational rank-and-Me support for either

of these ventures. Neither of than are accomplishments of the Amer-

ican School (sic) enterprise 94 to the extent this enterprise is

involved...it was either enticed (bribed?) or forced into doing so." 43

It is important to stress that this is not this case with a

dramatic variety of education offerings in the public and private

Sectors: from age-group tennis to SAT cram courses, from ballet
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schools to gymmastlierprogyams, iron proprietary vocational schools to

fast..t acidosis schools. cosy sr iimmend is expressed and in son*

reskemasurs satisfied.

ft a '
If enlacing public biliagual policy is a isolation to a problas

that doesn't existsponsored sad implemented by elites on behalf of

non-elites--what are the policy implications?

Lc suggests that bilingual education should be narrowly rids -'

fined, not as a civil rights issue. bat .as a pedagogical issue.

American public policy shout bilinpsal educationc should be simply

stated: its purpose if to bring nos-English-weaking students to

proficiency in lag.tish. No sore. no lass. Such a program is not

incodssqueustial. And it is worth pursuing. Ii is worth pursuing

because it is virtually impossible to exist exclusively in the context

of minority liminess in a sea of leglish. It serves no one's purpose

to delay or inhibit coglish acquisition.

To deal with bilingual education in this manner will also defuse

the political ties bosh some critics think it represents. America is

a monolingual nation, and that monolinguslism is a singular virtue.

The virtue is not ons of moral superiority of one language over

another, but the overwhelming COUVIM14244 of a sinele language of

commerce, art, trade, and politics. Conceptually, it is a matter of

indifference whotrlanguase it is: it could as easily tie Spanish or

Russian or French. That by historical accident our neat:nal language

is English is no less a conveolence. Indeed. it uculd be political

wisdom Co treat this phenomenon as a supremely convenient instru-

mentality rather than an idsologial question of ultimate concern.

Finally, to restore the emphasis on pedagogy is politically and

intellectually useful. Indeed, to emphasise pedagogy can have bene-

ficial 291-itical afitats_in tame_ 1ML the. WWI audiences civil. _rights

programa are designed to reach.Y

Language instruction as a setter of intellectual discipline

elevates its status and prestige. If colleges and univervities were

once again to require knowledge of a second Unsnap as a condition of
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entry end salt, the Lepertamos of secomd languages would be increased

in a non-divisive mammas. Aletter yet, meld be high school requirm

masts for at least two yeaim of a second language. lest would be

required wised-Laagnags inatititition at the elementary school level.

Requiring a 1144.1111411 level of second Language proficiency for

college entraz..1 would pose mo Surds* for native speakeis; indeed. it

would be a welcome plus for thou who were fluent in their native

tongue' asonal as English. The mrdan of second-language mastery

would than fail on monolingual students--Amoricans oto speak only

English.

This would represent a profound polttital transformation. using

pedagogy to reverse. re it were. political polarity. By the simple
`0.

assertion that the edmtated van knows sore/than one language, the

&cedes,' would change a Liability into an asset. In the final anal-

,ysis, the change is important because the use of civil rights rhetoric

to undersird public sector language ,instruction is fundamentally

brllow. It does not represent an organic reflection of the needs and

aspiratians of the constituency it allegedly serves. Esther. it is a

program designed by elites for non-elites, an invitation to unsatis-

factory pedagogy and less satisfactory politics. -let it wars other-

wise, a vigorous private sector would have presaged * vigorous public

sector. weak private sector sends an moi;!stakable message.

The Lesson of private sch2Mi language instruction then. is clear.

second-language instruction should be s means to master English--onr

native tongue--or a dOcipYine observed for its own academic and

intellectual merits. Uhile there Is a right to bilingualism, the.

language of rights is not the issue of bilingual instruction.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. MILIt, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR=NATIONAL MKT COMMISSION
TIE AMERICAN LEGION

TO TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION
MATE COMMITTEE ON TEE JUDICIARY

ONEALLIU

Mr. Chairman and Newberg of the Subcommittee on the Const%-

tution of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, The American

Legion is pleased with this opportunity to present its views

on S.J. Ras. 167, a Constitutional Amaidment which would desig-

nate English as the Official national language of the United

States of America. For your convenience we have attached a

copy of The American Legion's Resolution number 24-F-83 which

was adopted by the National Executive Committee of the Legion

in October 198:

Mr. Chairman, the United States has enjoyed one of the

most significant unifying forces with which a nation can be

blessed, a common language. Yet, everyone who resides in this

country is of Immigrant stock. Even the American Indian is

descended from Asian stock that migrated, it is estimated,

to this continent, somewhere around sixty thousand years ago.

Certainly, then in geologic terms, we are all new-comers. More

recently the French,the Spanish, the Dutch, the English, and

Russian all laid claim to some part of the North American con-

tinent. Yet, whether thzough treaty or war, the languages were

supplanted'by the language of the dominant force, English.

Likewise, immigrants to this country during the 1800's

and early years of this century were more than willing to

accept the language of the dominant power, English. While

many of these newly arrived Immigrants never really mastered

the English language, they saw to it that their sons and daugh-
e

tars developed the necessary proficiency in their adopted ton-
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gue. In many ways, the use of English was forced upon the

new-comers. A polyglot society, English was the one language

that could at least marginally be understood by the Polish,

Dutch, Swedish, German and other immigrants suddenly finding

themselves thrown together. The lesson was profound. It taught

these new Americans that regardless of whether they were Jewish,

Italian or Russian their ability to succeed was dependent wholly

on their ability to communicate with others. Quickly, these

immigrants learned that the key to full integration and accept-

ance as well ws economic success was available only through

the vehicle of a common language. The language at home may

have been Russian, Polish or French, but the language of the

streets was English.

This distinguished subcommittee has been placed in a uni-

que position among Congressional Committees, that of safeguard-

ing from spurious change that most precious of all American

documents, the Constitution of the United States of America.

The proposed amendment to our Constitution which would set

English as the official national language is not, however,

a spurious change. Rather it is a reaffirmation of the de-

sign of the Constitution itself and its goal of unifying a

diverse group of citizens under a common law in one nation

with one language, the language of the Constitution, English.

In fact, the very first statement made in the preamble of the

Constitution is "We the people of the United States...." That

phrase, in English, is all encompassing. Equally important is

what follows, "...promote the general welfare, and secLre the

Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity...." The

fact is, that the founding fathers, who themselves came from

several European nations, used English as common medium of

..mmmunication.

As a group of war time veterans who served this country

and its citizens during two world wars, Korea and Vietnam The

American Legion has a special interest in the issue of preserv-

ing the unity of this nation under a single language. Preserv-

ing the independence and freedom of the United States, as each
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of us knows; is not a topic Legionnaires take frivolously. In-

deed, in the preamble to the Constitution of The American Legion

it is written that, "...we associate ourselves together...

to defend the constitution of the United States of America... and...

to inculCatea ions# of individual obligation to the community,

state and nation...and transmit to posterity the principals

of justice, freedom and democracy...." As a group of war-

time veteran do not wish to see the unity, for which we

fought and bled to preserve, subverted by the devisiveness

of a multiple language system.

There are, of course, those who will argue, that a multi-

ple language system will more properly recognize the contributions

of other ethnic groups to our society and allow those groups

to more adequately share in the abundance. that this nation

has to offer. That same argument Woulielthat a system

of multiple languages would not be divisive but rather would

establish equality between all ethnic groups. Unfortunately,

these arguments subvert the history of nations at worst, and

at best, ignores the historical relevance of language in irtra

and international conflicts. Stated another way the arguments

in opposition to establishing English as the official language

fail to recognize or avoid recognizing the problems that are

created by multiple language systems.

But, just what are some of the problems created by the

con:lict between languages? To begin with, there is linguis-

tic snobbery. By perpetuating a minority language within a

multiple language system, the majority has a readily available

means of identifying members of the minority. Such identify-

ing characteristics regardless of whiftleir the majority or the

minority is in power promotes separateness through affiliation

with one's own linguistic family. Separateness is, of course,

antithetical to unity. In separateness the individl respon-

sibility is to their individual group, not the nation as a

whole creating a we-they dichotomy. Each group, of course,

feels that its views are just and that its linguistic family

should be in power. Therefore, to call into question the pa-
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triotism of either group is not only wrong but incendiary as

well. We recognize that those who oppose the adoption of a

Constitutional amendment designating English as the official

national language are well meaning, but we believe that their

quest for equality would be far better served by demanding

intensive English instruction rather than continuing to pro-

mote separateness in a nation whose very name says United.

There are already more than.enough conflicts around the

world whose origins are the result of linguistic differences

that we do not need to add further to that imbroglio. Instead,

we should study the active linguistic conflicts around the

world, and as a democratic society seek to avoid falling into

the same no-win situation. A Constitutional assendasent declar-

ing English as the official National Language will be a major

step in the right direction. For illustrative purposes, allow

us for a moment to highlight some of the countries currently

experiencing difficulty because of a multiple language system.

Since the late Middle Ages, the tiny European nation of

Belgium has bean torn apart because of the perpetual conflict

between the Flemish (Dutch speaking group) and the Wallons (French

speaking group). Nestled as it is, between France and the

Neatherlands observers can readily sea how adjoining nations,

which share a common language with one of the antagonist groups,

can become involved in the internal conflicts of another nation.

The conflict between the Wallow! and Flemish still fosters

resentment and controversy.

A similar situation exists on the Island of Cyprus where

constant and violent friction between Greek and Turkish Cypriots

has been the rule rather than the exception since the Turkish

conquest of Cyprus in the sixteenth century. During the last

So years Cyprus has frequently been beset with bloody alterca-

tions between Turkish and Greek Cypriots. Likewise the resur-

gence ,f Irish, Scottish and Welsh nationalism is primarily

due to linguistic differences between these groups and their

British sovereigns. Of course, ethnic and cultural differences

exist between the British, Wash, Sooteamd Irish but the
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primary distinguishing feature between these groups is len-

gtiage.

Closer to home, and a situation with which most Americans

have at least some passing knowledge, is the separatist move-

ment in the Canadian Province of Quebec. The influence of

the French language in Quebec in so persuasive that French

is mandated by law as the official language of the Provincial,

government, public schools and business. The dual language

system in Canada has necessitated the production of all govern-

ment docaments in both French and English. Yet, despite the

English speaking majority.* Attempts to accommodate the French

speaking minority,the strength of the French-Canadian separa-

tist' has never been strower,narimmethairectivities to secure

a separate and independent free French state.

.Today, in the United States, the conflict over language

ochumg primarily around Hispanic immigrant', legal and illegal

who comprise the fastest growing immigrant linguistic group.

Unlike other immigrant groups who recognized the rights of

the citizens of Ehe country to which they came and who there-

fore deferredtm the dominant linguistic force, our new immi-

grants wish to enjoy the benefits cf the United States without

recognizing the rights of the citizens that allowed them entry.

The right that we are referring to is, of course, the right

to enjoy the unity and comforts of the dominant language.

While earlier immigrants respected the United States and

wanted to become Americans and a part of the country that offered

then a beacon of hope, newer immigrant groups do not necessarily

respect the majority's right to maintain a dominant language.

Instead of being a beacon of hope the United States has become

an economic goal, a resource to be taken advantage of while

maintaining an ethnic, cultural and linguistic separation.

We, as a nation, are in part responsible for the present

state of affairs. Americans have always been a fair people.

We seem always to be asking ourselves how can we, of immigrant

stock, deny other' 'At which our forebearars secured for them-

selves and us? Being of immigrant stock we sought out and approved
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novel educational experiments that were touted as the answer

to 'mainstreaming" the new arrivals. As a nation we permitted,

indeed mandated, bilingualism in the public schools to aid

the transition from one language and culture to another. In-

stead of the transitional device that bilingual educa4ion was

meant to be, it has become a device to teach students in the

native tongue while English, the dominant language of the countr),

has been relegated to a position of secondary importance. In

short, the more that we, as a nation have given, the more that

is being demanded.

No one can, of course, say with absolute certainty just

whore the increased demands will take us as a nation. Nor

can we say with certainty that the demands for linguistic re-

cognition will not result in some heavily Hispanic region de-

manding attonomy, indeed pushing for a separate, independent

Spanish speaking nation within our own borders.

To some, such a possibility may seem remote and even far

fetched. But the history of nations is replete with examples

of separatist movements developing and coming to pass because

of linguistic difference'. That these hearing are being held

at all indicates that the problems generated by multi-language

systems are already being experienced in the United States,

and the issue of a Constitutional amendment is being examined

as a possible solution to these developing problems. To those

who say it can not happen here wt respond that persons unwill-

ing to learn from the past are bound to repeat it.

Clearly, a Constitutional amendment designating English

as the official national ,anguage is in the best and vested

interest of the United Sates if and only if we intend to remain

the United States. It is also true that time and circumstances

often have a way of overpowering the best of intentions. De-

laying this most important amendment, until some future date

may result in it simply being too late to stave off the inevi-

table. A grand gesture too late on the scene to further prevent

the erosion of unity that this nation has enjoyed for more

than 200 years. The American Legion firmly believes that as
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a nation we dust act instead of react and that acting moans

seeking a Constitutional amendment designating English as the

official national language.

- Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement.

Oa.

*

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, OCTOBER 1Z-13, 1983

RESOLUTION NO: Z
cassimIssioN : Americanism

TITLE The English Language be Declarers as the Official
U. S. Language

WHEREAS, The United States has over the many years been a haven
and in most cases a new home for people of many ethnic backgrounds;
and

WHEREAS, These people, although keeping their ethnic background
alive, were urged to take advantage of the educational system that
taught than the English language and American history; and

WHEREAS, Many of preferred visitors and new citizens, although
clinging to their ethnic backgrounds, did with pride take advantage
of learning the language of the United States; and

WHEREAS, Bilingual programs have diversed to include primary in-
struction in the student's home language, while English is subjected
to a secondary status, and

WHEREAS, These programs tend to encourage separtism, rather than
a unification of purpose, now, therefore, b41,7

RESOLVED, By the National Executive Committee of The American
Legion in regular meeting assembled in Indianapolis, Indiana, on
October 12 -13, 1983, That The American Legion encourage legislation
which would establish English as the official national language; and,
be it further

RESOLVED, That The American Legion urges Congress to redirect
bilingual education programs to erve, as was intended, as a tran-
sitional tool until English has been achieved.
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English Must Beaune
Our Official Language

by Darcy o
Chaleematto Waehlogtea. YAF

When we think of endangered species we tatlillY
envision &rindliee groups of California condors,
snail dartgrs, and until recently, the bald eagle.
Surprishig as it may seem, in SOON ports of. the
United States the English Ingmar could ha added.
to that list. The primacy of English in America is
being threatened in many of our mates and localities.
Only eleven states require knowledge of English in
order to receive a -drivers' ' license. The National
Labor Relations Board publishes its notices in 32
different languages. People even perfprm the cpre-
cious act of voting in many languages other than
English in 33 states of the union. The situation in
Miami is so bad that its Mayor; Richard Fevre said.
"You can go through your whole life without having
to speak English at all." Tyne appear throughout
Mituni which say, "English is spoken here." That
fact should be a given. not welcome and' reassuring
words to an English speaker lost in his own country.

This situation has come about because many
"government experts" have forgotten the efforts that
immigrants used to make' when they reached the
U.S. in days past. Their first priority in this new land
was to learn English with at least a satisfactory
command of the language. After they had acquired
this all important skill, Germans, Italian. Poies,and
others went on to join the mainstream of American
life. Their knowledge of English allowed them to
prosper coma:laically, socially, politically. and
otherwise feel like Americans. The U.S. would not
have a California govestsor named Deukmejian, a
grew York senator named D'Amato. or a Michigan
congressman named Vander lap if these leaders'
parents had not let them speak English.

These days, though, the "shock" of learning a
language is considered in unreasonable burden to
'duce upon An immigrant. The government has
established bilingtad programs which too open hinder
English literacy by teaching new arrivals to the U.S.
to hold writs their old tongues snd remain outside of
the American Mainsiresm. The rest.it? Many who
come to our shores sadly.remain in an underclass
with no horn of upward mobility or the opportuni-
tws that immigrants used to enjoy when learning
English was a virtue.
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Needed: am English Language Antantletent

What should we do? A prudent 110,446011 lies in
amending the Constitution to Slake English the
official language of the United States. We believe an
English Language Anseadment, cc would go
fu to 'posse the retreat of English while opening
new bantam for non-English speakers.

An E.L.A. would give immigrants and non-English
sneakers an incentive to learn English. New arrivals
to America discover that many things from street

/signs to ballots appear in their native' languages.
Thus. they frequently see no need to learn English
and make little if any effort to do so. An. E.L.A.
would remove many of these foreign language
communications. which local, state and federal
governments have put forth, thereby restoring im-
migrants* motivation to speak English. This step-
would give them'added opportunities to advance in
America.

Would Refocus Education-

E.L.A. might change the focus of matey of this
nation's bilingual education programs. Quite a few
of these projects have not attempted to make foreign
language speakers proficient in English. Instead.
they have tried to promote "biculturalisin" in which
students speqd only a port of the day learning and
speaking English. The reit of their class time involves
learning aa.dentic subjects in their native languages,
so that they can "maintain their cultural identities"
and stand apart from the American mainstream.
Those who have designed these educational pro-
grams have done so with a vision in mind of the U.S.
as a "salad bowl" rather than a "melting pot" in
which America would be made up of vastly differ-
ent groups which would net assimilate into our
American culture.In fact, the American Institute
fur Research has found that "86% of bilingualism
project directors Said it was their policy to keep
children in Spanish tracks after they were capable of
making the jump to English." Most E.L.A. legislation
proposed so far would only allow bilingual education
which acted as # transition phase to English literacy
and not as a tool for keeping immigrants and
non-English speakers out of our society and culture.

Private Use of Non-Englisb O.K. Under E.L.A.

, Establishing English as the official U.S. language
would have no effect on the private iise of foreign
languages. Ethnic groups could still hold ceremonies

2&2
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and events which future the use of their native
tongues. Of course, use of non. English In the home
waits! continue Unrestricted. Only the government
would have to limit itself to English in its halloo',
documents, programs, publications, and pronounce-
ments. Also, the E.L.A. would not hinder the teaching.
of foreign languages to English speakers in public or
private salamis.

An E.L.A. Would Timings National Unity

Perhaps the most important reason for passing an
E.LA. however, is to prevent the disunity which
multilingualism has caused in other nations. As Dr.
S.I. Hayakawa, a chief booster of the E.L.A. once
said. "Ethnic politics, especially ethnic tersiorts
heightened by language differences. is fatal to
national unity." Cquntries such as Belgium, India,
and Sri Lanka have stood divided between groups of
its citizens who speak different languages. Canada is
currently trying to remain unified despite the efforts
of its French-speaking citizens who are seeking
independence from the rest of the nation. Canada
has become an officially bilingual nation. in which
even air traffic control cornmunications must be
conducted in English and French. This situation led
to at least twenty accidents attributable to language
errors in the first year of the policy 11100C. If current
demographic trends continue, ethnic groups which
are now minorities in some of America's regions will
become majorities by the end of this century if not
sooner. Should they continue speaking their native
languages, they might not consider themselves part
of this nation and its culture, and could choose to
break away. An E.L.A. would go fart° prevent this
sort of thing from happening. By restoring incentives
to learning English and preventing government from
promoting the use of non - English, an E.L.A. would
reverse the trends which could eventually spawn
separatist movements in America.

E.L.A. is Natural for Conservative Agenda

A n English language amendment is something
every conservative should support. It would increase
opportunities for America's new citizens by bringing
them into our society's mainstream. It would preserve
those aspects of American culture embodied in our
language and foster unity within our nation. What
more could a conservative want? We should all
strive toward seeing an E.L.A. enacted into law.
Together, we can keep English in America from
going the way of the Dodo bird.
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The Sharon statement
"Adapted fat et fiberen. Ommm Attmt. Segitemher
*IL nee"
1111 INS me it view aid paiitiod a Itie the mem-

of the yotith of Americo to afflamiertain 1111111911
truths.

We. as meg censervatime. be

THAT foremost snow the transcendent valves is the in.
dividuare me of his Ged.ehno free will, whence datives his
right lo be free from the reetrictionrof arbitrary foram

THAT liberty is battled:Mk led the Ph tite! freedom cep.
not long odd without amok freedom:

THAT the purposes of gorernment are to protect these
freedom throash the preservation of internal order. the
provision of national defers and the edministretion id
justice;

THAT when ginsrament sesturss beyond them rightful
to:entices, it accumulates power which lade to diminish
order and Marty;

THAT the Conelftetion at the United Slates is the beet ar.
rengement yea dished for empotivrirg government to filM
its proper role. while metraining it from the comosetratkin
and ahem of power;

THAT the am'.' of the Conetitutisethe &Alm of
poorreis =Mad up in the dame which macaw.
primacy to the several data. or In the people, le those
spheres not spedfically delegated let the federal Govern.
mat
THAT the market econosey. alkmatieg raeournes by the free
Play of min* sad demand. le the single emormic system
compatible with the requirements of personal freedom sad
constitutional government, and that it is at the same time
the Malt pftiChiettill supplier of human used%

THAT when invernmeet interferes with the work of the
market sormoniy, it tends to reduce the moral end physical
stronSth at the natiou that when it takes from one man to
bestow on another, it diminishes the incentive of the first
the integrity of the am ond. and the *and eldoecnif of both;

THAT we will be free only so keg as the national 'agents,-
ty of the United States is section that bistary 'bows periods
of freedom are rare, and can aide call when fraildeems
ooncertecily defend than Melds agate* all 1111.11Millag

MAT the forces of international Comemniem are. at pros
ant, the greats* sine* threat to these Ilhertion

TEAT the United Stites should stress victory over. rather
than coexistence with. this .serene; and

THAT American foreign policy most be fudged by this
criterion: does it serve the just interests of the United
Stets*?
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THE ROLE OF NATIVE LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION,

by Jose Ci14041, El D.

newsfettek

7 here are tew public issues today which produce
skit )1 range or d1V cric rate turns AS does bilingual echica-
lion Proponents for bilingual educational programs arc
string and loud in their demands for it, opponents are
Nualls adamant agatmt tt The frAtisill fit support ne
oppiisirion are so V it ICJ that .toe tends us lose sight of a
pedagogit al-rationale in the heat of emotioual.patrugic,
f AS1.11, and other arguments. C.riticssms of bilingual
education stem from ewers' type of person and for every
comers able reason Noel Epstein coined as new phrase,
"atfirmative ettinkitv.'l to voice his opposition. Others
4 tit, tee the violation of the official national language
(there is none in this sountry), the dangers of language
Ill mor q ry separatism. unwillingness to learn and speak the
English language. and the intdeurabk nerd for a crutch in
she Anteric an and English language culture. One even
lie art,shcpereniii.1 resurrection of the totally discredited

-"inter tr reriZe 41-hasiat_v:' ( if they are allowed to speak their
native language, it will qntertere with the learning of
Eligli.hi

_Ali unmformed doserver would venture that fart of
rhe.'pr,b1-111 is the' failure rot proponents of bilingual
cJilLalion to pet:Sent an adequate rationale, but such a
S iris #\,111t a ould be ex tretnely naive The rationale Ws
1,,in presented again and again in educational articles, in
the media. in cdrutt de, IslistSt. and in legislation. The fact is
.1, ,1 ,T1,,,neiii, ',it hilineti 11 education seldom term to go
ic ori,1 die Lula in i hc formulation of negative responses.

4 lyollt;$1.t, of 'T111.4;1411 ti144 Anon iddom use an accurate
lit rn i.iii, a tsir des, f Iption. or factual information. In
mii,t c.i.cv the einotioilal respoose mrilladows all 1'4.-
I Ion Ai c Onslacr Athwa

Yet it is oilld he remiss to allow those who peruse
I,,, release,, nevi s , ,,verage and letters to the editor to
'or, n, ..o is c ,,,n. errs on the hash of information

..,,,,,; sob Is is, orr,inen of bilingual education. For
that reason I am 4 g 4111 presenting scute arguments in favor
if blil)sti,11 r,Suit. al {4.'11 and the educational reasons for the

tenTorar y use of native language instruction in bilingual
educar IOC] programs

the Evolution of Bilingual Education
11,1iiiptual cdina I NM 4:4171- 111141 rli sit- .r.., an alternative

rt,ijrIn Ill the lair Whin Persons not around the eslu-
i a t74,T1,11 saline in those ctn.!, and persons who were around
but have short memories, nerd to be Informed or re...
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minded of the educational ICCOMO at the advent of
bilingual education.

My first contact with second fangs:sage development
occurred much earlier than that. In the middle 19305, t was
placed Ise an all-English first grade instructional program
without an adequate knowlei* of the English language. I
still remember it as a traumatic experience. It was eau an
uricomfortahle. unpkasant, or challenging mu-Anon, but
rather a traum-tic. (incrust:ening, terrorizing type or
experience. This type of eduranonal methodology can
best be described as a sink-or-swim approach. A student
either learned the English language fast and swam, or he
faded to do so and 'Jai. A recent newspaper article pointa
an that some of us swam. That is true. but demographic
evidence shows that over 80 perermit ;sank. furthermore,
or the few that did abOt sink, many of them never realty
learned to swim; they just stayed ra the water, not nuking,
but unable to swim out.

A starinet tither loomed the Eghth larepagefees au sew"
or he faand so do so aid seek A reams lenespoper snide

pixie am that Nee ofas mama That is true, bur dirsiarapisk
Mimes shame that deal' $ reonna soak.

It is Interesting to note that those who swam grew
up, almost without exception, in homes with strong
language capability. Though this capability was usually in
a language other than English, an unusually good lan-
guage ability was present during the developmental years.
This is as true for language minority persons in the past
who grew up to become congressmen, mayors. educators,
and successful businessmen, as it is today for the Korean or
Vietnamese children who are graduating as valedicto-
rians. The common denominator invariably as extensive
wilt:anon competence .n some language. Another per-
sonally significant event occurred in the early 1950s. when
I worked as a teacher. supervisor. and principal in Texas
public schools. The performance of limited English
proficient children is classes I taught corotitu Ted another
traumatic experience. These children, who in any other
way would be ciao ;tied as normal, were unable to
per form the most Ws. classroom activities. I Joined the
thousands of other teachers who experienced the frus-
tration that, in spite of dedication, commitment, caring,
and hard work. the instruction of language minority
children dui not produce the a4/11C type of performance we

roar pi 2

0
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Native Lawigwrgy invests-tine
owe frau ps t

took for grained with *community children
Another memory pertains to the Implernentatton of

structured English language programs In the early 19601
The main difference between this approach and the
earlier sink-or-swim approach was that a concerted effort
was made at introdus Mg the English language its -
tured. nonthreatening context As a result of this ale-
prows h. the trauma of an early elenwritary transitson to a
new language was redzu ed. though a is difficult to clams
that his new methodology wriir. !early successful Though
the approach was vastly superior. it was evident that ;
child csoulsi wafer from cognitive discontinuity as basic
and content learning were deferred until the student
demonstrated a certain level of English language mastery.
it net. June common educ at lanai practice to postpone
cognitive ac tivities until English mastery had been estrib-.
tolled but c hildren in wilt h programs were corrotionly one
calendar year behind their English speaking counterparts
and the development deficit tended to grow in subsequent
years. rather than to be reduced or eliminated.

By ivied the frustrations associated with the m-
um. tion of limited English proficient children were
intolerable for mans 1 anguage minority children were
dropping itit of so hoot at rates higher than gn percent

nett' pertormance as rtteaettfed by standardized tests
Indic Aced ar hievement leVels at an average of two grade
levels hr low expo, tan. v nouns, and the English language
proFrams had not trier the anticipated promise. in ad-
dit,..o the cis it rights movement had awakened the
interest, of nitnot isles regarding the education of their
children students And patents alike were demanding
imposed edur at tonal opportunities while educ AWN were
At their wit's end in trying to cope with the growing
pt; scare,
mina, iimicectra

:I is mat seaffirrear re say tint the kiliapka appreark was
rered se the tare i yfQ,. Is was soricerew4 it war erreitrmed, it

was graTed as tier parerksal straw whirls mall ',reveal the
war 'n.4 Atomic/1 of hewed Freglisi prefirieet ibihirtw its
tier dark wafers of nor elemostery mai seregthery .1(4004.

1 tic cotopets, oots education ograms of the late
11 t let attd cads se. entics did little for language minority
shildren Ili, ss as ii Ii or been expected because such

mi- n,.ttr5 No10.4111, seldom went bCyntld $1sIng
nu111 of in.titripirte Frosr.cm, of the fifties

s tilt (hod, logis vciuc h 111etved them six hours
JA, Sr o fitnt ftilt1t11) a 44' at were extended for a couple of

hours a JO' art the remaining three momhs of the year.

1 hus it 1. 41 flu( a grotty of concerned edt.cAtiv s
tNe 'pa' ak ,11,..`Ut Alt C,II1.111% C SC JI.l11111Z Str ate VCS 0110

such ptogrni h surfaced ea at the time was a bilingual
Irrf 4,4% II for thr teatli,rig of Hinted t tiglish proficient

tit Si n It ic suttiritsit that the bilingual
N as a., CCil to rho was wrItonlni,

it Kay 141.4)1'L-41 is the pros crthial slims
c);ci prevent the continued drowning of limited

Eoglish ',Tofu lent children in the dark waters of Our
elementary and secondary schools The extsting inuation
using the traditional all English approach, which 1$ now
being widely recommended as a new "alternative," was
so bad that anytlung different was worth trying.

for Hilistd Faisentinn
The original concept of utilizing a child's native

language fur instrUctsonAl purposes vlaile English was
being learned as a second language was based primarily or
the need tor continued learning as the child moved frOITI
one language to another. Lmuted familiarity with the new
language meat it tenuous to attempt to develop reading
skills without assurance that a sufticieric mastery of the
new language enabled the child to understand what was
being read The same was true in the acquisition of
mathematical concept: and learning in the various tomcat
fields

The areal of id I avail worms oriel Nosier Weave
immerge* imgrased is tithr4traage milemity sisikf NAP
se ttle of atcepteace. The appeared is ike earl% "I
amp( paw laaignage, therefore I accept post. I accept ram
Itaricage, 1 accp pow Itoeiteipe, pate clatare, year Away,'
pow Moakley.

A second consideration was the need to diminish the
alienation which children frequently faced whet
into an unfamiliar language situation. Not only wit:elle:1f
the native language lessen the trauma of language tran-
union, but the use of the native language does much to
develop or maintain a positive concept of self. 71st advent
of bilingual programs with native language instruction
indicated to the language minority child a new sense of

cep..ince The school appeared to be saying, "1 accept
your language, therefore I accept you. I accept your
language. I accept your heritage. your culture, your
family. your ethnicity. hi contract to previous school
expedient es, the language minority child recoived a
feeling of acceptance, worth. and self steern seldom
experienced before.

have sect several recent newspaper items which
state that a positive self-LOCKCCI thOUld be the outcome Of
successful learning In reality there isacviii., relaLIOndliP

(Nil in

'ISIS Mai' Sill tit M ..rn,g4n 19.1 puit.1111w,i

rho ,1 M:INCI I II P it taa 11 t,t $tryr N1S1.111414
lit4C1111,

NEWSLFTrElt Ash
rmJ iiimA riossuurr

3r A Colin,.
Sto,han30 *ling - Noon Si

rperenrr S.into,C

list II 17i 4 %I its/ 11T1 a vr.n is fur rliertinammilion
rrnnbers F,Artnn 0.1 rise grners1 peiWbr

0.1 ,r, 14* sorrIk r4 if
Pron,.., onm.n$4".144,...3 hi. em n if

itutt n mprm.r.t in In f.4101r. ri-t /40 p.r. m IIIPA imrsi Or-
it it Irr-coa tit., a ..y, of ,hr min,,) NI in

or. MIIA cluv
riDRA ig 0,t0r01.1 MO' Ii

.44N. il. rs.t Thrtztgatt,a4fle.1 n lerf,41- ,141,71,41.11,0 ear
'Mx( I rub!. 0.0. ((MAO 1,441,i Pi est. 0.0,4

,L11=.9
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Paastint Language Instruction
c.vir firs esr /

between input and outcome. A negative self-concept is
detrimental to learning which in turn strengthens the
negative some:pit, etc This produces a cumulative deficit
phenomenon whit It leads children caught in this cycle to
di, w snit and worse in school On the other hand,
pt1,411Y£ concept ta wit 1. OfternbateS to SLICLeS14111 perfor-
manic which leads to an improved uhf-soncept and mute
sus cessful pertormansc

1 here is a third reason for the use of a native lan-
guage in bilingual programs7that rrceivcd little recog-
nition in the past, but now POM1 as the most important
consideration. The use of language is imperative to the
intellectual development of the cluld. -I he Mena to

ttl, ft person develops an intellectual capacity u yery
mush pendent on the extent of language acquisition and
utikrin ion This is not the same at the amount which an
indo iiiAai learns. but rather the amount of capability for
learning whit, h is developed

Btu, e .rdet an early advoc ate of ham al
edal 411041 thle middle sixties. used an efteittKe ana y
to illustrate this point He compared the use of language to

window through which a person interacts with the
environment I he interaction with the environment
thiiiisgli this "window" of language provides the

len, es soh., it proslusc learning The bigger the
window, the wider the panorama with winch the child
interai ts, sonversels the smaller the window, the smaller
the panorama 1Aract then ptissceded to compare
slibmersion into an all i-nglish curriculum to the closing
of the window. eliminating the interaction of the child
with the environment, therefore precluding any learning
c:arder would eclair the minority language to a bloc

indoor and :he English language to a rose window The
language r,, e nits hOd se ho had used the blue window
for come:,. acing with the environment would be
pia, ed :n s!. ,h,ro and would be toll. -From now on

.04 mar no Isar ise this blue* indow You will learn to
use the rose Win communicating with your envt-
nmrurnt I here, in the blue window would be
.osrsed And the would 'date at A blank will

...Asi,malls a child would say. "I don't see any rot
K !tidos, and the oho"l w mild respond, -That's bitic.une
we has cn.1 built it stn, bus keep looking at the blank wall,

it $11 es etimAlls place a rose window there,"
Starlit; a blank wall does little to develop any leming,
'I' the for batting BJlingual progtms allow for
flf 111,, I lealntng as well ys Slit' ontInucd mct r Ise in the
ape 's tor learning a, the transition:4ra new language is

MA,

importance of Native Language Utilization
For some undetermined reasons. commentators on

the elien .01011 of Ian F,Ilage nut nOt its children frequently
appear ,ihsesuid with the concept vainimediate trahution

an Ail I Ish laleatte curriculum Though the st-hool
should lie c,nrserrri 'ki with the immediate And extensive
deset.iptrient nglish language usage, there are dangers
in dos onritimng :he me of the name language too vociti
format" 11$4 3
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One hears educators and laypersons recommending that
the school should discontinue the nub:anon of the native
Language as soon as the child has a basic susalarstascirag of
Engitsh The danger in this practice is that a basic under-
standing of Englah a frequently determined by measures
of the child's ability to COMMUrnt a te in social Instancing,
which is far from the level of language utilization needed
for learnms activities.1111
The ow the negro loarrogr ins rot reeled; go loorsiod
of Eller* or the oosonory, nowt* shows rho k eihrorris 1.

A Hispanic member Of the Texas University Coordi-
nating Board expressed ition to bilingual education
on the basis that it cattobecome a crutch for Hapanic
children. Well, crutches We very awful Impirtnests when
there is a need for them. Crutches can provide support
until such time as the body overcomes trauma and can
function without them It is true that the use of crutches
can be overextended beyond the time of need, but if one
were to err in determining thetime of need, most ortho-
pedic specialists would likely prefer that the error be in
favOt of overuse rather than wideruse, The same is true
for native language utilization

The'use of the native language does not preclude the
learning of English: on the contrary, research shows that
it enhances it. Therefore, rather than risk premature
restriction of native language usage and the accom-
panying lass of language and communication capability, I
would recommend continuation of native language uti-
lization until there is complete assurance of sufficient
English language mastery.

Each person at any point in tune has a quantity of
language which has been acquired over the years. This
quantity of language has a close and cyclic relationship
w 'than tellect People with high intelligence have a large
language capacity, people with large language capacity
develop high intelligence. A small portion of this language
as rather superficial, that. is. it is apparent, really avail-
able, and commonly used in everyday social situations
such as. am fine, thank you. How are you?" Each
person also has a much larger quantity of language which
is more sophisticated, technic Al, and not commonly used
in social situations The relationship between the two

types" of language has been described as analagous to an
Iceberg where only the tip can he seen above the water,
leaving the larger bulk well - hidden below the water line,

Fallon to egos, larspor kreitrirsoror before
rrontitiow will roots is are rkiii irks seine so ape with
airythirs ips4 the wart sissnow tomb of loorirrig sad rill
forioscr ow rho furrow capability for Wasiak

In learning situations the learner continuously arses
language discovery In fact, the individual's entire
language capacity may be utiliaed in a learning situation.
Iletermining langu ige devel,.pinent and the capacity for
its use in learning on the basis of a working command of
the seperlicial social aspects of language may be detri-
mental to the learn re The ability to communicate in a

cats. pi 4



listator. Lascrettgo Ieutstartiaa
tow trans pt

social situation. sus h at "I am fine. thank you flow are
you'. does not gnat antee the existence of the sophisti-
cated. technical language necessary for coping with the
learning situation

Edui eons believe that at least six years of language
development arc desirable to allow children to acquire a4 minimal language reservoir het ore 'tatting the learning of
bast' skills in the first grade Research shows that
language minority children may require several years in
building the tame minimal language reservoir before
being able to cope with an all-English language curric-
ulum. Failure to allow sufficient language development
before transition will result in the child being unable to
cope with .my thing but the most shallow levels of learning
and will impact on the future capability for learning.

One of the most impressive movies I have ever seen is
Tier Al,,dule Worker It is the story of Helen Keller's early
life and her tutor's attempt% to teach her the coniept of
language {laving a total FOSS of sight and hearing, Helen
Keller is living an animal-like temente. not even cog-
nizant of the existence of language with which she can
communicate with her outer world. The climax of the
rnovie occurs when she realizes that the hand movements
and spellings whin h her tutor has been trying to teach her
constoure language, a method of interpersonal com-
munication In that scene we see Helen Keller leave der
minimally human existence by acquiring the power of
language and her transition into an eager and vosacsous
learner

I he pia. micro or a languagc minority child in an all-
bnglish utticulunt before suttig lent English language
mastery is 1,e running Ike. %Ara le it'Orkr. in reverse We
tali... an eager 411,4%,,t .1i;ous learner and remove the power
of language. theirbv sentencing the child to an animal-
like existence until sus h rime as the child acquires -uffi-
clew fluens v in a different language

At 'doorman discarer ware inuf more shoat the rate of
l.ntinialv in the intelleanal deselopnent of children, the
rationale of iilittpai ednceit4o4 iermies stronger 454

Only All we prevent 411414.1nir relardaSKUI and
llrgargsv titrorsdo the tug of satire lanpar
1.111rmainN, eke WilCsie iSitilYt (arability ee learning nil be
riferripely enhanced.

I he emerging si trim e tit language development
iibit.41.!taIrt tint i,, men, on As educitins ClisCOCCt more
and more about the role of language in the intelles !vial
Jrselopment ot i hildren, the rationale of bilingual edu-
cation 'bet;isfilfS stronger and stronger Not only ran we
'trvent academe retardation and negative self- concepts

through the use of (tans(' I i$uage Lion. the whole
twine o ap.,,slits to leaf C on ter nvely enhanced

not rest in rdagogy Without exception, all experts in
language de,elopment and second language acquisition
concur regarding the advantages of native language
utilization The reason must lie elsewhere

Crick-inns of Bilingual F-decetive

After reviewing scores of criticisms on the use of
native language in bilingual education programs, I con-
cluded that these criticisms generally Wilma one or more
of three atcas. in that they were either data emotional,
misinformation/I, or attitudinal nature.

As stated previously, much of the criticism of lisltn-
Rual programs stems from negative emotional reactions
elicited by the concept of using a language other than
English for instructional programs in American schools,
Reactions range from the affirmative ethnicity of Noel
Epstein to 'the religious objection of Ma Ferguson, 'If
English was good enough for Jesus Chou, it ought to be
good enough for the children of Treat." Unfortunately,
there is little that can be done to diffuse these strong
emotional reil:tinels. Because the source of the irritation it
not rational but rather emotional. rational argument does
little good If a cwt.-blue American patriot feels it is un-
American to speak a language other than English, these ts
little ground for argument. When I ask the question,
"Which is less patriotic. to allow a child to develop his
Intellect using a language other then English or to allow a
child to grow up deficient rn all language and reasoning
skills because dam English language limitation needlessly
imposed?" the common response has been to perpetuate
the limitation. It is no small wonder that so much of the
implementation of bilingual education programs has conic
about as a result of equal protection litigation and civil
rights legislation rather than public support

It is intereiting to note that public school educators
have not been exempt from leaning on emotional re-
sponses The preservation of sacred cows has frequently
taken precedence over the need for instructional reform.

Throughout the criticism% of bilingual educ at ion one
hears the insinuation that advocates of the 1,s-stem are
persons who have a vested Interest in bilingualism and
who stand to gain financially 01 protessionally through
their involvement in bilingual education programs. This is
not so. Practitioners in bilingual education have addi-
tional training in the area. but perform in paninons Whit h
are comparable to traditional instructional approaches
rhc leadership in bilingual education achieved their
leadership positions in traditional programs. If bilingual
sdUtatit,11 advocacy has had an impact cm finaruo.l or
I rofessional status. I would speculate that the impact has
been negative.

articler dealite2 with hilinzowl elaccaulatr rend to he rhea,
siltireforattorive, and dawreradet Os the other lunar, criti-
cisms of fritters:I ristrattan in ronsiaketi eaturoversiot,
interesting, and given top maeroze,

It the peilagiign al ev ;dem r la Si' OVC(WitChiltrig, SLY/IC .....,,..,,,t.
is ,, , It it Their appears to hie ,o /18.14 h opposition to Hin It negative emotional responses are the main source
.1,! , l's. air aii.t i he nit' it ih, nat,cC lalign.ge in suit of criticisms of bilingual programs, then misinformation

progranir The answer to this glom:Ion cannot and does ow pg 5
4 IrIXA Neondetaer

-....m....a.mum-wrc,rstasmeopultoaram
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Native Lansaw Imatnietteoe
tai how pg
must rank a close second in a recent newspaper stuck
critical of bilingual education almost every other sentence
had erroneous mformation in it Though it is tempting to
conclude that advoi AteS of bilingual education have not
done a g lob ot ...terming and describing this eclusa-
ininal nwthodologs. the fault goes much deeper The
publis meals has sonsistentiv failed to give extensive
iorraigc to what they perceive as educational material
,rid herctrc not very newsworthy As a result. article*
teJlitlia with 11111tIgUAl education tend to be short, units..
OtrnAtIVe, 013 downgraded Chi the other hand. criti.
isms of bilingual Calls 4114,11 are considered controversial,

.ntcresting. and given top coverage. An article on the
<horn ormngs ot bilingual education received converage
.a she media. including front page headlines in several
rormnent newspaper, Subsequent articles on the scan-

la loos methodist, 'ifs. used an the study which produced the
nit loaf ar t le reac)i.ct.i little or nooverage. If reported

the primed nsedia. it was usually Sosincl in the back
pages cline to the classified ads

Additionally. much ot the misinformation which
,urlakes about httmgual education is the creation of
.ro.saionally respousise critics. It it not unusual fur an
rude 4 tint <ring bilingual education to state Of tenpi

'liar ',Anse language is being used in lieu of English
antniage asiiutsit ion This is Imply not so An emotional

ortter in the Sins .4incroo l Os states, In many instances.
It t ,rdln t<i reliable published reports. their teachers (of
,noted I nalish protioent children) are more &cheater/to
caching then) the correct and literary form of their native

than teA4 hung them English Again. this is not
o I has r <Auer v ed bilingual classrooms in at least. twenty
foto-en, states and i have never teen teat hers neglect the
c <o hung of English language in bilingual programs
utihrimorc. i hays. reviewed hundreds of rents on

1111;gOil rt 4111k 11'1,M h.1471 districts. state education
4rii WS. ktiCr gCnt let. the Department of Education,
ic and hair never wen a report, let alone a reliable

of the pa ai io c described in the article I challenge
$c- author to sh us me one titist one) report which shows

.4.C. tjt1%t On< A.0 I in wind's a bilingual education
o her as ,s toUnd drubs acing more time to the correct

ind literary torni .it the native langnage than tat the
'IN1t11. t I nglish as a set and language

1 he < motional responses to bilingual education
t ear intrust that they defy all reason For

ailipl< on 1% tf Cast(-114 t have read attic:let in which
r w ri'<r . Ohio i I to the use of the phrase "English as a

he argiimrin presented an both cases
that En.cloli is the greatest language on earth and

:Vt rime. act ond to none Ilow does one argue with such
at indisidual that the word -second- refers to a Chtono-
lz, al order, and that in the case of a native sraker of a

yOF1,....1
It appear, dam save people are Arlin that a Italic arraareisel of
the F rtiquir lareserate inn awol rhombi is. du &tire,
rrimrariorral ewtr ow foe leareage ,nievrity

jormAry 1444
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language other than Englrsh. English will always Follow
the native language clsronologsrally,

The third area of criticism of bilingual education is a
difficult subject to deal with. As our country k.0 already -
entered and exited the era of civil rights and equal
educational opportumry and the word "'actg.' has been
abandoned as no longer an "in word,- one is limited in
what can he said about certain attitudes toward language
minority children. However. it seems obvious that wham
one argues about the pedagogical rationale of bilingual
edua arson and the need for native language instturrion to
prevent educational retardation. to enhance self-concept
as a prerequisite of /earning. and the need for existing
language utilization to continue cognitive development.
there are some hard-core opponents whore opposition is
neither emotional nor pedagogical. This opposition is
based on past discriminatory attitudes about the ace of
racial and ethnic minorities and the belief held some
that equal educational opportunity is not dessr

It appears that some people are saying that a basic
command of the English language is sufficient and should
be the desired educational outcome for language minority
childien They agree that it is well and good to afford
these children an English as a second language program
which allows them to develop sufficient Language and
intellectual skills to understand and follow basic instruc-
tions. allows them to earn a decent living, and prevents
them from becoming asps alliabtlity. But do not go so far
as to develop language and intellectual s lls to the point
that it disrupts the social order. Fitst chili ou know their
children will be competing with our for admis-
sion TO medical schools, they will be wanting political
offices, and they will be wanting managerial and snrr-
visory positions. This attitude was in.unfestod by the
reaction of some community leaders to the introduction of
'Vole I Migrant Education programs in the 19n0s. Their
viewpoint was expressed as, "If you give them so much
education, they won t want to pick crops for a living."

Etiarsters frepritly term ?valid santire netioassfre dung
levier inindwity Allier*. Fat she jinn fur yews. tier
weirs* *hoot isiliereel sehsrAnew has beta the
deternsisatten of or his ressainnes erceptslie pesfenneart fee
rowed, from a eerier ',tweeze nstrzart ragnsin.

A resent newspaper item critical of bilingual edu-
cation also exemplified this attitude, The writer had
visited a high school class made sip of Asian immigrant
chtldren and observed that without native lan'gvage
instruction the students appeared to be doing fine. She
stated that they had a basic understanding of the English
language and could communicate with each other in
simple English. It seems to nic that high school students
are not supposed to be communicating with each other in
simple English, They are supposed to be communicating
about algebra, geometry. physics. and social studies They
are supposed to be reaching near adult levels of cognition,
affective development. and aesthetic appreciation.

Edocalors frequently express parallel negative
ccsnl pat ti
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Noiy* l...stguns. butrioirticsn
.14.1' rt
at/nudes about language minority children for the past
live years. the strongest controversv about bilingual
education has been the determination of what constitutes
at Lcp14h:, pertormans e for removal trom a native lan-
guage support pt oar 1111 I hough the Schh percentile, on
standard zed tests is considered average performance for
English speaking shildren. the state coitus Assn agency 114.4.
adamant on lowering the scicptable level of performance
for language Minority children front the 4rIth percentile to
the 21rd percentile The 2.ird percentile is close to the
scare a person can Mike MI a standardized test by guessing
at the answers without even looking at the questions
With such low scot levels of expectancy. it is amazing
that minority children perform as well as they do.

So micas of the evincing Itihog411 douotivet ORONO from
motional responses, toasntfostetatiate, and mein otiomke,
chit owe owl make emu-Wm effort s o look at crieteiew
okreorsitly.ill

Su much of the criticism at bilingual education
sixties from emotional responses. misinformation, and
I' al 1ST atnwdes. that one mutt I1146' a tinIKIOUS effort to
look at s too ism "hies tivrly Its dangerous to formulate
an inuisecilarr te eon without a lsmistraming question.

Is the sins emotional. ignorant. or racist?" Yet the vast
maptirs sI s ritisism el,e, fall into one or more of these
basic classitic ations

r see kilistissal eistrarirow N the keN orn.och fee wafer the
isiglish tearer ItCskrifk resereferista, with the
1411/1111/1/01 developmeat of eagerire mores' of self ea wok
the maxima* tiereitreono of (kJ letterliecagal mottiall of the

the Efficacy of Bilingual Education
In spite of all the criticism being heard about

tilingual eJus anon programs and the use of native
inguage instru, hon tor language minority children.
,ntnitrc to be a strong 4,1soi, ate it this methodology I see
,lingual edit. anon as the best apptoach fist teaching the
nglon language w othiwt academic retardation, with the
iin.introt ,teselorment of negative concepts of celt., And

h t he mans noun, des clopme 1st of the intellectual
otentlal the in.lividoal In my 14 years at 4 prdeS110T141
iii arose working wsib language mmority children.
'se n..t Brand a ettet alternative I will look inn
remarive approac his, although I see the current push for

%perirnental alter fiat, c programs as mote of an attempt
establish loopholes for s Limply tng with csirrent law and
gulations ratliet than serious ediic ational experimen-

won t "Crta.itS o urrent osiers to provide an alternative
, hi, I, < onsis is of the tr aumaio and disa wow, progr ants
t the pre f lingual rz a Las a 11.1 been t An cot lie, and will
0 be as, cptable to me Bilingual edu, 411011 with native

instr,44 11051 still appears the best option tot
hilsitcn with limited English proficiency

in IWO< the U.S. Department of }heaving and Urban
Develops-lent (HUD) released a request for proposals for
a national project designed to use:tease the number of
Hispames an local government, The University of Col-
orado (UCD) submitted a proposal and was awarded the
contract. The UCD proposel outlined a national program
that would transsend rho primary goal of increasing the
numbers of Hispanics in gswertuncnt positions. It was
envouincel that the funded project would serve as a
catalyst in the establishment of a stringer partnership
between universities. local govrmn ts, and Hispanic
communities. Indeed, it was t is latter goal which wt the
National hispanic Field Service Program (NHFSP)apart
from stmply being a fellowship program that disbursed
available told, to students The establishment of this
triangular partnership between universittes. local gov-
ernment, and the Hispanic community was tern as the
mechanism for ensuring the project's life and impact after
funding terminated. Original federal funding for the
project was set at 2.5 million dollars, but national budget
cutbacks reduced this figure to $1.975.040,

In order to rstablash the project, UCD solicited
proposals for participation from 340 colleges and uni-
versities. Thirty-four proposals were considered by a
national review panel, and ten. including the University
of Colorado at Denver. were selected for participation
Three of the universities selected (Trinity University, St.
Marys University. and the University of Texas at San
Antonio) lotnsed the San Antonio -South Texas Coop-
erative. while three others (University of Southern
California. University of California at Riverside, and
California State University at Los Angeles) formed the
Greater Los Angeles' Consortium Other participating
universities included Florida International, Hunter
College in New York City, the University of New
Mrs', 0, and Arizona State Universtly During a second
request for proposals, Golden State University at San

Tani Pitt, and CJ)11.01M14 State at Hayward (whit h
formed the Northern California Consortium). and the
Univesity of Hartford were also selected as participants.

As noted earlier, the project was designed to estab-
lish a sttong relationship between universities. local
government, and the Hispanic community 1 he linkage
between the universities and local govet nment was to b.e.
established I Ithrough the internship program designed to
place university fellows in local government positions,
and 2) through the participation of local government
representative, on the NliFSP Local Advisory Com-
mittees In this manner a cross-fertilization of talent could
Pis car between the university fellows and their mentors in
the field ( . 104,41 government public administrators that
served as either field placement supervisors or local
Advisory Council members). The linkage between the
SiniS efil Ty and the Hispanic community w ould be fumed

l'offt rg

JONA Nrowslei

g
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Senate Gets
Language Bill English Language Threatened

In the United StatesSenator Weer D Hockfesion (D
KY) *ants Congress to make Ertig-
isn the official tanguage or the

n ded States He has reoduoed a
resettAxr (SJFieiS 167). an amend

to the Consealion *two
dr, toihiwt:

SECTION I

The F ng7lsh iax.r.auje Shag he the
"Lag larliu i ty/ the u,sled
SUMS

SECTION N

The Congress shaN have the
rower to enforce this whole
throuip appropnais legisisbon

Other sponsores nettle Senators
Burdizir (DAC), Randolph (D-WV),
Syrrrrts (RA, and Zorinsky (O-
NE) Rep Shumway (R-CA) Nis
introduced a comOarsOn pens 04
isty.orn to the House el Repr3+sen-
Ialvos iii -1 169)

Tait Levslatran would estabiart
ErigiSh as the °thole 42(9.4age
fOr al levels 01 government Sena-
tor Hirielleston has stated that the
&One of Engiisit as the common
language of the linked Slides
Thriller-as our rystonc aboify to
aSstruale vast nornhers o4 people
111,trt rn,iny Irttlyfeett t7tilltiteS and

g' n,ir5 rni0 a naissrl That
ciirl *or* logethoi *Am cooperator,
and undarstandang

A...," MIS St 110 Assifi.ft
that Ent11111 is tf. %MI

go.,),: td the I '1111c4f St.ttct,
shoal!{ 1141,' iittent Ion 1,, itme
ottiminis signs of the tont'. In
many ireas ,1 iior,vntov 11 Miami,
sou i annot .huts ..11hiittt sr ,tis
1118 Spanish thittly.tistt .1.11.
1./1vr driver's to enst, evains in
there than one language Mit hi
win administers the driver's
hi ense lest in 111 languags' In
over 31) states. Federal law !nail
dates Siding ballots 15' printed
in any language spoken Ity over
Ilse rt.1-1 en! of the t utttens of
that state, even if there us no
demand for those ballot,
Finally, aLcording to the Depart
mint of Edo< atom, about 211 null
him people in thr I 'ntivri States
(carte out of ef'i s eight II,',.Pie)
.11,' ii'll. OIL! 'III IMII.'31V,. 'MI.',
I hMI iMgh%h It, I Mitilit;11 Mt. III
tilt'll hum's and in 1 heti
work pla,.es

DECLINE OF EINGUSH

In the I 11111eti Stites today, 14r
lsitrico.ing the ifet lint lit

I.m:hsh as the ommon tan
g1t.1g, f his is happening he. dose
it the millions of nomogram,.

41111'1:fig thus country who Liu twt
Vnghsh, who do not l4,Int

ic,utt English. and who ha.t.

II" 1111,1011M it III1.1111V.

mainstreauti ,f1 Ai,' 1 i, .1t11,11fut%

and 1110t1

1951, ttt.tti 15 million
untingrants have been
admitted into the t timed Stairs
There ate also as wail} as 12

million illegal aliens who have
invaded out nation Right now
`14)0.00n aliens are -entering I he
11S Illegally each y4'.11' 01114 the
numbers are int.reasing With
the total population of the t !ru-
led States nearing the 23(1 nil
lion it became; obvious
that the nitmtwr of unroigrant%
represents a significant propor
lion of our national population

A I)ANGEIl()t JS TREND

1 he mottleun Is 1}1.41 411,111% of

01{el, 111 11111

learning roglish I het, ale some
10 million people in the I t S
who converse only In Stmutsht
ExperiS on population, pi-edict
that by the year .10311,1itt.p.tnieS
Will cnnrstrtrtr a niatorrty if the
population tot the first 11111e in

Cahtt,ttil.1 t situ IfILW1111' 01,
:111r1 11,.11, (..1/11,,1111.1
111111111i drt ,i1,(1)
1511 es OW .11111,11 i,togit.tg tit
that slate' Otte lived t/It% tt) fnok

(COnarsuad on Pap* It

An informed public makes fur a strung Republic."
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Itth lisoKh TON ALERT MARCH tell"

Continued from Page

English Language Threatened
In the United States

In. ',us neighbor in the north.
are the turmoil

created the lack of a common
language Anil vulture The isola-
tion at French Quebec from the
rrsi of English Canada has
fueled an ongoing politir.al crisis
woh nearli selfding
from the /VI; ol Could
ihe tlntte.i titat, afford io lose
(.ahlornia nr evAt or Florida?

1,1111)11N a new 1.1111411.11.1e is d
lotto oh! lash In years past, new
arrival, in our country were
fused to learn FInglish In order
to sill %IVY 'These people had In
learn 'I hey had no time ia
waste The surcess of many n1
these immigrants is legend
today In this year Itic44, 1-nms-
grants r an shop, work and vuie
without basing to learn English
Also the asailaloh4 of foreign
languagv newspapers and for
eign Lingibigr programs on radio

ovenng a full
rang of news and entertatn-
mrni dose the learrung
of Etiglo.11

As in/Tribble at it may seem.
our own government is involved
in weakening the role of 1-;nglish
in our society, The Federal
government no longer requires
Immigrants to learn F.Nlish in
order to became a voting citatPn

"We have room for but
OM language ben, sad
that is the English
language, for we intend
to see that the crucible
turns our people out as
Americana and not as
dwellers in a polyglot
boarding lours.*

Theodora nominal*

The dri line of English as the
common languagt, of the L/nited
States pasts both a shortterm
and long-term problem for our
country Today we have people
driving an our highways who

can't mat the signs. Mow oniso
featly. how can A citizen vote ,
responsibly in an election when
he doesn't comprehend the pros
and cons of the issues or candi
dates' statements beLause he
can't read English?

t ft:4.111w lung 111111.11w dui I lie
ul linglisti threatens iv unravel
the social fabric of our commis,
The English language is a crin
part of our American cult on-
and heritage. A common lan-
guage Is part of what makes the
tlmted .Litre united, 13y allow-
ing distinct ethnic subgrolios
with their own language dl .1
culture to develop within t

United Stairs, we undermine
our national unity and strength.
If you are concerned about this
problem, write your Congress-
man and Senators and roik them
to support SJ Res. 16"' in the
Senate and Hi Res. 16t4 in the
House. This arnendment to the
Constitution would make Eng-
lish the official language of the
'Jolted States.
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,
Gift.of 'tongues,-,divides' the,0

I r, ". .; /o!. (.1'
041( By Harold Jackson in Washington

ffilt6SNIG lM etrA 'WV astierail countyrof Lai
4rvid,nt;efncq, A man tIL *hook, off , .unfortunaits, cirerik; if, _Angeles is. en _ example.. As it.. tills

iTbeetsetsV000lte,,AVuttoKitcpcittaartazoiivhtett SeasterNalter,Huddiestan inuttlare it fee
npros,n Foglisheerreking Footle Kentucky now hopes to weedy. becoming the snaltisipeeetuolitical

, Certainly, It never occurred to Arguing before the `tune's Judie:airy rhetoric.. Insteed. it Ass leen, made
l'iSOINSIMMiitere in favour of hid pro. into e.pepparpot of linguistic Juane,

,.Sawight;Williern Few or a of posed consturetrotiel scrienditieetl M slitiniAt the hut surveil, the county
the others aeserritiled at the Kul/4ft. t. warned his colleagues:ir era contin- had dIS different ,

Oki Stott Hiatus 01,1737 to *ell ue atone ths peih we now follow, ; ,,undff stim cooky
it out.,There i'est,ree wiiettin the believe we will do irreparable dens- schools., segabbeiv, 'lilin al

; whtekepepitiee, the age to Chi unity that our,potrunaa ..clogi,eit."4,024 ,thtor,10,,A;da
haa he pad F1'eatn'll%.7e4opook.,o;.i,00saolys"itther'llutre Ent-

'..wtssulio4;Nr Thehoodmostor or c Hellyweed
'ninny ether ,AssUriconil jhrsh, school esplatood 'what this eau

growing progenies orissolOs bolos %, ,. "Ate recent points' hie!, it
their pcocistiwod rtightla the ?moult tho spoichookad' to bit tissolrlisi

1of.happiosos ,autofflorkolty *scholia Insd'Ettglloh Otto KoceihVAnitistan
soy, grUISI4 with tho ..passon of and Sosn14, it tags 2/1"*Inotoo to

%%Wshoter's, English 'llos tareugh 'ono shoirolleuti
ildtatonei v. . *_ .1,1:i .4"04 f I! ,,

4Nittil'eeI t o
1'1 Ttwoostvatieblinsalo. Aso fousl,thot 914,eksiougaryochemi,onry 5
th, U13 has 106,000 'Chios** 'ask per gent of its intakespeakAfrigliak

,Ners, .701.Q00 Japanese, ,.304,000":The liwgiyaitign into Wit Naomi&
KI/4:8:1171,..2410b vieinaliwAst ";,suitlis. hook, thriiugs:,

c`14,600,G00 Spasdah., TA; PractIall kppod,palitiiil Kamm minarit,
tetacti,ek civic., babe) can be groups Ala !not require the other/ to

;7oheotie and ozpina 'Nara the motive

liginehe tel.. Guardian Weekly June 24, 1984

ti
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"Nitiking Ingiisti our 'official' larigunge: two views"
The Fort Lauderdale News/Sun-Sentinel
Outlook/Section F/ Sunday 29 July 1984/pages 1 and 2

This effort will ostracize Hispanics and
other language minorities.
Sy Arnold° Sanchez Torres

The constitutional amendment legislation calling
fur Faiglish as the official Wigwag, of the United
States raises one fundamental olertion that has set
bees answered by its proponents Why to such a
measure necessary'

Advocates of this initiative would have yes be
beve them iv a clandestine movement 'to make
Spanish the nation's official languate. would
also have you believe that 45 percent of thelepaaie
community only speaks . Not only is that
inaccurate, It is untrue. =more disappointing
and destructive is that the measure's proponent*
have and will continue to attempt to persuadc' the
American people to support this effort by appealthg
to their fear of foreigners and by preaching ink-
socentrism

Recent Census Bureau data show. is a renew
of the ten clues with the lariat Hispanic popular .
nom that 77 7 percent of their Hispanic merrily-
ally speaks English at home. The data further
show that Hispanics II years end older have the
greatest dependency oo Spanish.

If ts of the measure are truly con-
cerned about the Fhiglish language, why Dot pro-
vide more bihngwl opportunities? BiWsgwI
education provides the transttlos for son- and
limited-English .speaking children to lure the
Faigiish language If proponents were committed
to 'nutrias that the limited-kligliskapealdeg
populataxi learn the English language, why sot
propose constructive Initiatives sorb as militias-
lag English language classes for those who need
and want to kart English

Yet, it is suggested that a constitutional
amendment would prevent the U S from being
divided like our neighbor to the north, Canada.
which has bee torn apart and threatened by
recension Much that has been said about Canada
is mtslead1,4t. a review of that nation's history
will show that its divisions run deeper than just
tannage

Further, any main non that Hispanics would
attempt to secede from the United States is an
insult to the men and w yen who have fought am,
dud in defense of this iountry It is interonine

27u 0.

that from the American Rtvolatioo to Beind.
Risposies have answered America's call to pew
tact its shone Let us not forget that to 1017.
Puerto Rican, were granted citisenship la time to
fight *arid War I. and din an with baser.

It is ioconcelvable to ir age a peep of poope
who would be Pilling to make the 'Minute sacri-

ficid!
e for a cottony would be to separate

from it.

le enesWienag One initiative, it west be ender-
stand that this is net the 13th Amendment ending
slavery This is act the 14th Amendment caning
for equal protection laws. This is not the 15th
Amendment ending racial discrimination or the
lett Amendment allowing women to vote. Nor is
this the Equal Rights Amendment. It is our °pat-
io§ that this is nothing but a frivolous attempt to
amend the Constitution and a beckhaaded at-
tempt to fustim. ostracise Hispanics and other
language minorities from fully participating in
society in the same way that Jim Crow laws
ostracised blacks

What must be done? Americaas must aenettise
themselves to the realities that exist within the
Hispanic community. Oar desires ate no different
from those of earlier immigrants We want to
become full partners in a society we have cow
tributed to and have died for in defense of Demo-
cratic idea4.

to
constitutional amendment is antithetical

to President Reagan's free market r-tnciples of
developing tppropriate conduct through (lean-
eta! incentives. Specifically, it is obvious to most
Hispanics that the best and in most casts, She
only way to realise the American dream is to
lean English. Consequeetly.the greater the up-
ward mobility potential for Hispanics, the more
likely that we will learn English quickly.

Instead of an unworkable, erpensive and coon-
temecdactive ctutional amendment to man-
date individual vier, the is of this
measure would be better ad LSI develop an

. effective fobs prograrn, and to create and im-
prove *dace banal opportuaities.
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News Release
FOR IRIEDIATE RELEASE

ENGL1SM-ONLY AMENDMENTS: ARE THEY NECESSARY?

June 22, 1984

-- Raul Yzaquirre, President
National Council of La Raze

The Senate Is conducting hearings today on a proposed constitutional

limendserot to sake English the official language of the United States. On f [rat

glance such an eoensleent Baas not aeon particularly Controwerslai or significant.

English is the language of ocowerce and government in the United States. Certainly

we are known as an English-speaking nation. in fact, it probably mores as a

sur pr i.e to most Americans that the United States has no official language.

The English language is in no (Sanger of disappearing. The vast saicrity of

PP* ricans are solidly. perhaps unwisely, monolingual English speakers. English

continuos to be the unchal lsnged language of business and public life. Prof Iciency

in English continuos to be a require:ion, for ner citizen*. English is, do facto,

our =moon language. Therefore, what could the ;copied constitutionsl arnandeent

possibly scampi ish1

in fact, this is not en inoffensive and Innocent proposal; the civil rights

lopi testi oils are tremendous. its supporters claim that It would and the right

to ballots In non-Engi lett languages and restrict support for educational approaches

which utilize non-English languages. Thus, what this aaandeent could accompl fah is

the disenfranchisement of sigolf 'cant mothers of Hispanic citizens, the and of court

Interpreters for non-English proficient parsons, and the elimination of support for

bilingual education In our wheelie.

As supporters of the Equal Rights feeentbeerrt have disc:wired, emending the

COnsfltution Is 1 long and aeration unpredictable process, Po It Is possible that
Phis amondwullt w li I never be enacted. Moreover, the amendment Is not the only

isenifestatIon of "Eng Ish-only" sentiment; for exempla, there are bins pending in

0:Ingress spocIfical ly designed to repeat the bilingual provisions in the Vcotii2g

Rights Act, and residents of San Francisco last fall palsied Proposition 0, requesting
this repeal. Indiana recently adapted English as Its official state language,
Joining Kentucky, Nebraska, Illinois, and Virginia which have passed similar leis.
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The California C1omelttee for Ballots In English has announced That It has over half

the signatures mooed to place an initiative on English-only bet lots for the

liciveober ballot In California.

Such attempts to disenfranchise Hispanic and other language-minority citizens

are reprehensible. The bllinyual provisions to the Voting Rights At were added In

1079 to enable language-minority citizens to mercies their constitutional right to

vote. Bilingual bat lots ere required only in plasma where wore Then five percent of

the citizens of voting age are molars of a specified language IncrIty goup, and

.hare the illiteracy at* is higher than the national rate. The law affects 505

counties In 30 states en targets only Spanish. Native Petertcan and Asian- Pacific

languages. Voting eaters s In Spanish ere important for Puerto Ricans, citizens by

birth, who are el igibi to vote in U.S. elections upon the esiabilehairrt of

residency In the continental United States. !Illinois, bet lots are also important for

Hispanics born end relied In the United States who, because of historic denial of

equal educational opportunity, are not fully prof ictont In English. Bilingual Nal lots

do not affect the requireaents that newly naturalized Asarloan citizens be

prof Solent In English.

seriously endangered by largo mentors of new longue minority lemfgrents, that

bil ingual bat lots cost too much and ere resented by ants, and that

they dissolve the traditional bond between citizenship and English. In fact,

the proportion of torsi gn-born citizens in the United States is dramatically lover

mu than at any previous point in our history; foreign-born indivIdivels comprise only 4S

of the total population today, compared with 12% in 1900. Moreover, civil rights

are not determined by popularity polls or cost estimates, but rather by our

Conslitullon and statutes.

I suspect That what Is real ly behind these measures is fear of the proving

Hispanic population In the United States and uneasiness at the numbers of Hispanic

voters. Some people also confuse bl I ingual few with being unable to speak

English. Earl ler this year Sen. Walter Huddieston 1D -KY), a Senate sponsor

of the proposed oconslitutlonel enenstront, halo a cress confererval at which he

presented *a. Idenos of going Di 1 ingual ism," as if bi t ingual ism were a

contagious disease. BilIngumi people, by dot inition, speak two languages (one of them

English In this case).

How anyone could object to bilingualism is beyond ea. Hispanics do not

dispute the fact that full proficiency In English Is the key to full participation

In imperican life. HIspenl-s dIffr fro/ other citizens and laelgratt groups not

because we don't want to speak English, but rather because most of us also value

27o
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and want our children to retain -- the ability to span Spanish. Our

billagusliam dossn't maks us any lets Basilican than °that citizens.

Logic and fact are not the strong suit of awry of the proponents of thesis

EnglIsh-only measures. S. of these groups also &cry the eviveennw of

celebrations such as Hispanic Haritsge Wank, and laply that the existence of

Spanish lottery tickets In hem York is evidence of creeping bilingualism. These

objections dc not focus solely on Hispanics; they slums:toms, Jewish Heritage

Week, Bieck Mislary Aonft, and Asisn Pacific-American Heritage Week.

In conclusion, this proposed amendment is unnoesssrv. Worse It may serve

to disenfranchise Hispanic citizens, restrict Hispanic access to understandable

Instruction In our schools, and deny due process to limited English - proficient

persons in the courts. Congress should commit Itself to examining the civil

rights isplicetions.of English-only propossis. This Is not an Innocent Issue, and

members of Congress should Think very carefully about erecting legislation which

will violets the civil rights of their constituents.

(The National Council of La Rata is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan

Hispanic technical assistance and civil rights organization with a

network Of nearly 100 affiliated community-based organizations

located in 19 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.)

National Council of La Rata 20 F Street, N.W. Washington. D.C. 20001 (202) 628-9600
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Bilingualism Policies Nettle Asian-Pacifics Here
MICHAEL F. 14G 4r

1w Lt. Andea County Board 01 Servisori recent first Urrie Aiesn-Pacifica were a fully zedcauciisof Better Bustacss Burtau, No Legslatton here. In fact, the
rotA to retoiii in iglia1l only ballots fur general the D.nxstic Pariy. staLe previously reserved for nty of Konterey Park recently cn.icted an acdir.ance that
e4ns (ostanethly to save IJtZ)ASXJI cw bot on the bIackJ LJitI, women and Lebr Neat week the newly requu Its C)unesespeaking mcrdwua to put their
b.* 01 its pazeiu. P tion 38. wicb recently qualthed organized Asian itapublican National Man. expects to have streelalde signs ui English as well. apparently to ereourage
for a aiaiew,d. vote in November 1! paed. it would an effect in DeILs& conuni among non-Chinase. jieaking customers

thi goveri to pesics Wastilngion nr etimansuon Being so divecee, the Asian- Pacific conunun$y probably Nor is there a campaign by lawyers and u4gea to
d bilingual baliot& voter- trstn pan.ihle4.s and Ii a a mixed mactine tn"1glish.oely" legstetion. Some. eflminite the proviso found on all clvii compiamt papers in
tdpsL voting matarials. which the federal govc.'tmA like former Sen. S. I. Hayskaws (the f&thev of Propoutlon Los Angeles. which in Spanish cries out 'Warnlngi You
sow requires in some luinadictiona. 38). may £nc'erily believe the theguat baLlots only have been sued." and which goes an Ui idviae the

Both actions sppw to Its a outraged Latino tesders, provide * diMorentive to teirning bglizli. But the majority deferdanuo petit legal counseL
w voter- registration drivN Ire IughJy regarded is the might well view aiich prapoaluorw as a threat to a fragile No ant' would deny that Americans aheuld learn more
tick_it foe that community to enter the %lIucal main- yet promIsing experiment to gain new-found political and better E lishthis LI true even for those born in the

But whal is the effect on Aaan-PacISlc Ameflcn strength commeniurstc with growing numbers1 many United States. even for those with college aegrees. Ttr
wb growing numbers make them the ping gia'nr of bpe'J to eee bilingual ballots salanded to some Asian- Issue is whether special language assistance should e
pilitice. potentially nvaiing I.SUios In 01 sesr speaking communities here. ag :thcy have been in San permitted to facilitate fundamental Lltutionl free-ancat i'.es. Fra'tsrn- And no douii feel that the Boned of doins. which when exercised by nstuuIlisad citizens mlte

(anadse With a wbiçmg I)% Increase, AJn-' SupervIsors' action was raciati What LI deer is that America * better place to live for all people. If bllingualian
weew the fastest. growing segment of the US. Asian-PacifIc Anwticans are orx.fuesd by mixed signals already Is permitLed. even fostered, to Los Anieles'

pv"i in 11w di ajtar county, law Angeles frunot society and govwtmen& courttvotns, cLaisr000is. police cars and shopping centers,
he Largest number s*u W% Bi1ingissl to be a curagni to mm 01 It should certainly n& be exeludsd from Los Angeles'

01C01orroa will be Aj1j- t, tJ y..r2fXlO. public s01ety. Los A.ngete. police recruits mint undergo Voting bQ@thL
HoflcaL2y. Asi*n Pacifies avg not bean is politically Spezitsb-Ilnguage lnsiriciion so that they can be effective The mor*Ly of law Angeles' newest citizens are of

kst)innhel as &e ethnic but they. sie fs, gefltyMluMi No one complains about that cost. AzIsp-Paelf Ic descenttivttically, many of them ref ugees
rnp in niae their preagnce0 Btliqgu$hezo is recogivaed In L Angeles' schools, who fled their homelands hoping to live In a society that

L*m'n with their wallets, proellng 15% of tue totals where thg petsa recruit tcw days as tslingual instructor. offeri a more democrauc, IncIsive govemnueni process.
costitbisico. toiumy artei"eielectIon bid In Califor-

In
SOCIe1iecI are p.ild iXti' nd ociy th. worst cynics4ei For them, and for their Ltinø neighbors, the Board of

SupervIsors' recent action. combined with thenil. ktle constituting only 5% Its population. 1P84 sell prospect of
thpeea.nc also may be s seen on precinct BtiingislMs ts.Iuileschsd In the marketplace, Consider Proposition 3S'i passage, will only sow the see4s p1

retinas. for y lwsj of Psciflci lii L the "Spenial) Yellow agee.' to debut soon as a part of confusion, division and feareLements that,ere out of pl4Qe
County Jspnees, 8'Uii- Pacific T.lepbixws 1PJT1 to reach the non-ieLiah. ins "wur(d.gls*e" en"m.ty cs Los Angeles.
so, Vietnamese. $aag, Guamsiflsnwtfl be speaking consumer. uSieede not appear to be boycot-

yegtrs4 to vote for the fIrst that In 19S0 nely a handful tins the Latino and Asian dollar just because English is not Michael Lug is on ouorsicy and ro-chalnuos of te

of iagit to the 'stic nivrotion wee. Asian- bebll34 It "S. Maul a arol" sppears more frequently in Aslwe Pad lie American VoLer Ccohdon epieii'u4ids

° _________ " j' ....
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Determined to make faith as difficult as stassibk,
Kierkegaard preached the distance betvreen ilia hustnn
being and God in order toasts's' borne the idea of God "s
unlikeness to the human, of his absolute and complete
trainer silence God is the one before. whom we are
always in the wrong Faith must be an immediacy, a lap
of faith into the arms of God

Kgrkegaard said that in relanon to the absolute there
as only one tense the present. The shooting has an fl-
ute:we for those who arc not contemporary with it Each
of to must face Christ absolutely and may,
as les disci.stes did, and in this meeting we must com-
plete the act of faith flat the eternal truth has come in-
to ev 'tenet in time Is a paradox nor a puzzle 10 be
solved, but something to be accepted in faith. The =-
Danes since the death of Christ have contributed increas-
ingly to doing away sash Chnsuanity. The vast and
powerful apparatus of "Chrusendom" is a lie; ft is
swallowed up by us own unaccountability and ingspon'

Would any Lutheran have dared to make such
statements at the historic Geneva gathering?

nosfui_.vsKy, IIIU, had a vision of eternal life
If won only through self-denial To the most attrac-
tive and to the strangest and the most terrifying of his
!gem) creations the same gospel precept can be applied'
"Whoever would save has life well lose it, and whoever
loses his Ile for my sake will find it."

All the personator, steeled by the great Russian author
rue neith-r good nor bad, neither moral nor immoral.
neither cover nor crass They are only either humble
nr proud for that reason not a tingle pre-eminent per
son can be found in all of Ikignevsky's novels. After
a lifelong struggle, hurrum beings find out at last that
resurrection is the only answer to their lack of humility.

The question of the proud and the humble reaches its
chinas in the legend cif the Grand Inquisitor. as told in
The Bforners Karasoi.:ty Christ's simple answer to the
long and passionate monologue of the cardinal of Seville.
the head of the Inquisition. is a kiss on his aged. bloodless
lips Complete silence. understanding everything and
forsiving all is Chnu s final judgment on his persecutor.

Would any representative of the Orthodox churches
have dared in address the papal company on the term A-
two of triumphal inn and the collective Aide of the Chris'
tan communion''

No -Pascal. Kierikegaard and Dosteevoky clearly
would not have bee i good partners in the ecumenical
dialogue They would have confused. perhaps even
shocked the advocates of Christian unity. Yet Orthodox,
Roman Catholi; and Protestant Christians need to hear
and remind ea. h other that the unity of the people of God
is s qualitative unity because Christ is in agony for his
church and humankind until the coaling of the Kinge,,,
because we all need. our whole lives. to bernine Chi is-
Signs and bes-ause we are all judged according to the
gootinee.. 01 our hearts but by the degree of our pride.
n is the ecumenic.' team of Pascal. Kierkettaard and

Doatoevsky who can assist us to keep our ears sharp for
formal language, pious abstractions and triumphalist
phrases

The three sees of Roman Catholicism. Prctestatnism
and Orthodoxy had little time for updating their ec-
clesiology and little interest in permitting a sort of sacred
communalism Only our new Ina:nanny in Cting is all-
embracing and touches each of us.

In The Brothers Karstieutrov the young Markel. the
brother of Fisher Zossiuw. exclaims: "Everyone is
responsible to all men for all men and for everything.
Lift is paradise, and we are all in paradise, but we won't
see it; if we would, we should have heaven on earth the
next day." I submit that is what ehach unity is about.
If only the joint statement had said less about the wide
range of current collaboration and more on the role of
the Roman Catholic Church and the World Council of
Church,,s as functions of human conuniusity until the
Kingd'un arrives.

A. J. van dee Bend.

Charm and the English
Language Amendment

ALONG WITH President Ronald Reagan. I'm con-
vinced that American influence in the world has

been in decline for some time now. But whereas the presi-
dent attributes that decline chiefly to a weakness in arma-
ments. I'm more inclined to find its cause in certain defi-
ciencies in our culture.

The proposed English Language Amendment is the
ISM exhibit in support of my case. Sponsored by Senator
Walter D. Huddleston (D.. Ky.), the amendment to the
U.S. Constitution would make English the official
Language of the United States. Among its leading hackers
is a lobbying group called "U.S. English," headed by
S.I. Hayakawa, "'fin recently testified in support of the
amendment befogs the Senate judiciary subcommittee on
the Constitution.

Nnw Hayakawa, in addition in being the former and
very colorful U.S. senator from California. is also one
of the world's most famous semanticists. Everything he
has to say on the subject of language therefore ought to
be listened to with respectful attention. But even
Hayakawa nods, and I fear he fell sound asleep on this
one.

y DON'T DISAGREE with the contention of Hayakawa
and company that the United States has been fortunate

in having sornedUng very close to linguistic uniformity
throughout its history. Nor do I disagree that we ought
to strive to maintain that uMformity in the future.
Linguistic divisions are among the most profound and
disruptive that can 'alms any modern society. (Premodern
societies seem to have had a somewhat greater tolerance
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fide them, religious division was 11.%at they couldn't lion
elk.) Look at Canada. Look a the Walloons and Hanish
ire Belgium. Look at the Basques and, to a lesser degree,
the Catalonians is Span. Look at the heguatic niirsorioes
in Frame Look at Yugoslavia *ad. *bow all. I:sok a
the Screen Union, where repressive centralism is mot just
a matter of Leninist ideology or czarist nostalgia; it's a
matter of bolding together as empire of incredible he-
patic diversity which might otherwise fly to pieces

T further agree with the scorn the proamenctimist folk
heap cm the concept of "biathuralism." which comes
very close to beiag a contradiction in Irma. Having s
culture is not like having a suit of cloches or a pair of
Ants You can't put on one culture today and another
tomorrow Having a culture is more like having a Per-
sonality . Certain kinds of achuophrenta aside, you can't
have two of them se a time; you can't take off one and
Pot another on as you shift from one activity or social
setting to another in the course of the day

(I concede that, although the concept of bsculturalism
borders on logical absurdity, the :mention behind it is
often admirable. Proponents want to ease the transition
hue, mother language io English, to spare the newcomer
the public shame that has often been associated with the
language of the immigrant, to preserve the new Ameri-
can's capacity to relate to the culture of his foreign
forebears, etc Ali this is fine And to accomplish these
goals. bilingualism a thing quite different from hicul-
turalism, though sometimes confused with it may or
may not be an effective tool. depending on how and with
whom it is used All the same, tnrulturaliam is the pet
ptoteci of anthropological ignoramuses 1

Having granted this much to Heyakawa and his friends,
I nonetheless continue to believe that an English Language
Amendment would be orernely unwise, both in It
end as a sign of even greater follies standing behind n.
I won't press the obis-a:urn-) thm the United States hardly
seems to be at the "crucial Juncture" where Senator Hud-
diestan imagines we stand where we can either con-
tinue down the same path we have walked for the past
200 years. using the melting-pot philosophy to forge a
strong and united nation, w we can take the new path
that leads in the direction of another Tower of Babel"
Nor wadi stress that the movement (or the amendment
is surrounded by a suspicious odor of ano.Hispartic pret.
usi ice M.f real ortiection is thank Latenemem_a_ssomei

13cxAt1CAlion, is the hest way of wn2d-
thg_ a language or a sultu,s It assumes that the mcde1
of effecter elissionatkainiku_LbarlertU Keen Ow
50:10ftS, rant Paul arras% the gentiles

'THERE. IS an oh.A-urr essay by Matthew Arnold writ-
1 ten in the I N711s, tided The onspaht-tes. v. hide

might pmfashly tx consaiNed in this context Arnold con-
trasts the attachment Alsatian Germans feel for France
with the hostility Irish Catholics feel for England Why
the success of France' Why the (allure of England? Ar
notsi's answer is that the Cr 'cranes If France has cal
fis *ern iwerine%s and light to make II attractive to crt,

Sireitawert 11 IS, 1V10.1
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alders; the civilization of England. by contrast, is too
narrow, rigid and miknocly to charm any but the English
themselves. The Irish. foe all their shortcomings, have
too match soul to be taken in. Arnold held out the hope
that if Earish civilization reformed itself, if it managed
to gel a healthy inhaim of "culture" (in Arnold's special
sense of that word), the Irish might give up their demand
for home rile and come to live in fruitful harmony with
their born again English blethers and staters. This hope.
as the sequel demonstrated. war a rail one.

Arnold's asalyals, I suggest. might be applied, mantis
rasomadie, to the United States sudsy. We stead to the
Third World, especially to Latin America, in somewhat
the slaw relation England at to Irelnad a orrowy ago.

Ova= merits ateijott deation tvs. they i..e.er-
rerse eeo0em fettr ovgateskr wile un-
nabs in their ithleomektnntthys. Evrn'a11-
1Ydinag, tbeyagemicimmal; kis unthinkable that
they gruktant- laul_in the meantime we have the oblige-
1KIII to Sae ample force and a certain amount Vfraud
tazoteet them from their notoriously_ self-destructive

won't go so far as to say that an absence of Arnold's
culture" is our critical deficiency, though it certainly
wouldn't hurt if we had a little more of S. But ache Thud
World, especially Latin America, doesn't admire us as
much as we'd like. or ei,e-ri as much as our interests as
a great power dictate that they ought to, then peens
there is something not fully admirable *bout our CiVillZi
ii011 at the =MN. If we don't attract, maybe we're not
soractive. While war, preparations for war, and veiled
and open threats of war may be continuations of politics
by other means, the possession of a charismatic civtliza-
Zion cat. be an equally effective instrument in achieving
policy goals To further our Third World policieseven
more, to render ourselves capable of finding and choos-
ing wise Third World policies-- an examination of our
cultural conscience is at least as much in order as an in-
crease in defense spending

Which brings us back to the English language Amend-
ment If_eironicaiLmature_possesteithemagotsism ii
clearly had once upon a time, neamtmeeskillikinote
thertemer it, master English. They won't hare to be
driven toilsiegr41 jiaKruzitag, Lot the other Nod.

has heee lost, alabeleglishimegnar
onendrnentsin the world won't help. Quile.thezetateary,
they will hurt. F ivverhaiethe_signaLthat iim:tit Lost

not only our cultural utUi liyeeniklutt-our ,unryarill-to
conquer throggkatraction.

ILis. I suspioru

especially with LAI O./ Atarsigiazumigraouinainad to
usike Elt.sh _prevail h co=g114.1, naLatIcsiliOn.
hbOuld ail da'W` Al a SSMCJOMEWC14111OWiShingiaT,
an administration which believes that it can make
Artgf can political values previiihy r4tatptisitm, no( at
_traaiste. inialin America. TheiLlitetillatel. I IML.

losimfrotto oar charm
David R. Carlin, Jr.
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CORRESPONDENCE

HENRY KANE
AFOIW, AT LAW
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June 13, 1984

ikx,. Orrin G. latch, Chairman
Senate Judiciary SUbeommuttee

on the Constitution
Lhited States Senate
Kashington, D.C. 20510

Re: Proposed Constitutional amendment/statute to make English the
official language of the United States

Dear Sonator Hatch and Mslbers of the Subcommittee:

I undersigned surports the principle of a statute or Censtitutienal amendment
making English the official language of the United States.

If a OsIstitutional amerdhunt is deemed inappropriate, then I respextfully
urge:

(1) comprehensive amendment or repeal of federal statutes requiring or
encouraging bilingualism

(2) enactment of a statute making English the official language of the
United States

(3) enactment of statutes encouraging and funding efforts of immigrants,
legal and otherwise, to obtain a working or fluent reading and
speaking knowledge of English and familiarity with American law and
customs, and

(4) enactment of statutes making a working reading and speaking knowledge
of English A condition of federal employment and federally-funded
project employment.

I request that the following encloSures be made part of the hearing record
on the proposal for a Constitutional amendbent to make English the official
language of the United States:

(1) My INA:. 5, 1983 letter to The Oregonian, Portland, Oregon, accompanying
a proposed (and rejected) article on the bilingualism issue

(2) My Dec. 13, 1983 article in The Hillsboro, Hillsboro, Cregon,
titled "Hispanics here should learn Eng anguage"

(3) D4.c. 20, 198 3 Hillsboro Argus article by Jose E. Solana in response
to item (2) titled "Hispanics said eager to learn English," and

(4) My Dec. 29, 1984 letter to john Tyner, III, a Beaverton attorney and an
active member of a Police-Hispanic Relations Committee.

'Mere is much evidence that many Hispanic leaders reject tne traditional
cfliceit that immigrants can keep their native language and culture, but must
master 1 wnrking reading and speaking knowledge of English and become
famaliar with American law and custom.

The Oregonian reoently published an article that said in part that "Anglo"
or non-Hispanic }ugh school shrients in Florida must learn Spanish if they
wish to (So business with the Hispanic community after graduation. In other
WIrtli; "We won't learn Elglish but you mast learn Spanish."

That attitude, unless cdlanged or stemmed, will create grave problems in
what is now the United States, e.g., parts of the United States will, in
effect, became another nation.
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It IA KUSIAttlilly aubiratted that Ocrigress should take some effective action

before tanrazau tau rotitiar !4/zaking tux) languages, to the detrisrmt of

everyone.

I request that I t placed an the mailing list to receive notice of future

SUbcommiittee hearings on the issue.

Sincerely,

Hon. Walter D. Huddleston

FORUM Emma.
The Oregonian.
Portland, OR.

HENRY KANE,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Beaverton, OR, December .5, 1981

Dssa Sig: The encloseo article is pronipted by long interest in the two official lan-
guage problem, starting with my experience as a child in French-speaking Montreal,
Canada.

The last time I was in Montreal to give a speech) the animosity caused in large
part by the two official language requirement, was higt.

The Oregonian Line other articles I have read indicate that Hispanic leaders seek
to make Spanish an official language. Demands that the police learn Spanish state
in effect that Hispanics have the right to retain Spanish as their role language,
compel police to learn Spanish, but that Hispanics have no duty to learn Fnglish.

The consequence would be the equivalent of the Canadian two-language problem.
To my knowledge. Hispanics are the first immigrant group to evidence such an

attitude. It is fortunate that Germans, our largest immigrant group, did not so
insist!

The Dec. 4, l9 S3 Ota-Enders article states that "the language barrier exists
throughout Oregon's justice system."

True. But to a large extent the Hispanics, especially the illegal aliens, created the
language barrier by not learning English. Certainly the Oregon legal system should
not be blamed.

We have hundreds of thousands of American servicemen, their families and busi-
nessmen in West Germany. To my knowledge the U S. has not insisted that German
police learn American English.

I am sending a copy of this letter and enclosure to Alan Ow. Perhaps P subse-
quent article will reflect that I am in error. I would be most happy to be found to be
in error

And perhaps judges will ask a Spanish-speaking suspect: "What efforts have you
made to learn the language, law and customs of the United States?"

A prisoner who says "nothing" is entitled to little, if any, sympathy because he
cannot understand English.

Sincerely.

2 84

HENRY KANE.
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HISPANICS I L Hlt S)140..1.1) 1.4CAXN ENGIASH LANUUA(.F.

(By Henry Kane)
To THE Fleiroic Recent Hispanic-police problem newspaper articles I have read im-plicitly assume that Hispanics heve no duty to learn the language, laws and cus-toms in' the country in which they reside (legally or otherwise!, the United States.There is an attitude that only the police have any dutyto learn the languageand customs ef Hispanic immigrants.
Thom. views ar? bre'. eublic policy and are contrary to the aspirations and achieve-ments of earlier generations of immigrants.
American history bookr commonly contain photographs of nineteenth-century im-migrants studying English and American history to qualify for U.S. citizenship. Iasaurne there are many equivalent classes in and for the Hispanic community, andwould be surprised if they did not exist in large numbers.
But I do not read of "crash" and other courses to educate hispanic immigrants tolearn English and American laws and customs, Nor have I read that Hispanic lead-era ytucY priority on preparing Hispanics to become flourishing citizens of Oregonby first learning to read. write and speak English.
The articles I have read over the years do not quote any Hispanic leader as stat-ing that Hispanics have the same duty as earlier immigrantsto learn the lan-guag, law and customs oc their new country. I would be happy to be corrected.
Instead. published reparts reflect, accurately or otherwise, a view that Hispanicsare entitled to benefits of American residence and citizenship without any obliga-tion to learn the language culture of their adepted land.
Coue interpreting L; criticized, but nothing is said of the attempt, if any, of a pris-oner to learn English to better protect his rights. This attitude results in demandsthat the police learn Spanish and places the blame on incidents exclusively on thepoice
Such attitudes are harmful to Hispanics individually and as a community in thenation, and sheuld be rejected.
Earlier generations of immigrants recognized that they had to learn our language,Lew and culture if they and their children were to prosper. Despite illiteracy or lim-ited home-country education, to a large extent they did, and the United States, theimnrigrrnts. and their children are the better for the achievement.
There are few, if any, nations the size and population of the United States withone official language understood by the vast majority of the inhabitants. Contrastthe numerous languages of the Soviet I Inion and India.
One official language--English --unites and strengthens our nation of diverse pop-ulation origins. English is a vast benefit we take for granted.
We ehould not abandon the benefits of one official language by recognizing Span-ish as a language that police and other officials must know as a job requirement.Recognizing Spanish as an "official" language would be divisive and harmful.Canada has two official languagesEnglish for the majority and French for the mi-nority Insistence on French as an official language has proved divisive by settingCanadian against Canadian and threatens to dismember Canada.The same divisiveness and social friction caused by two official languages'4 noticeable in Miami The large Cuban refugee community turned the city into a"Little. Havana. complete with businesses conducted in Spanish.
Rightly or wrongly. many Miami residents consider themselves a threatened mi-nority in their own, now partly Spanish-speaking city. News accounts indicate therecent Miami mayoral election pitted the black community against the "Cuban-corn m
I observed the divisivenss of language as a child in Montreal. Canada, and as anAtilt visitor e stranger will be spoken to only in French. He will be addressed inEnglish only it he identifies himself as an Arneriean or other visitor who does notspeak French
Language differences in Quebec Province pit one Canadian against another on theirrelevant issue of language preference. The divisiveness has been carried to the ex-trem that English-speaking businesses have departed Quebec. It is difficult to con-duct business in mandietd French when most of Canada and North America dobusiness in English. the international language.
The attitudes i perceive in the Oregon Hispanic community are harmful to His-uann. children. who must live' arid seek work in an English-speaking nation. "Bi-lingual.' education --education in Spanish --is encouraged for example. Grade school-age children taught in their early years in Spanish may be handicapped in continu-
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Ing then education in English, and employers understandably prefer an employee
who speaks English fluently to one with an inadequate knowledge of the English
language

The Hispanic attitudes, if carried to their logical conclusion. could split the
United States into official language enclaves where a native-born American would
consider himself as stranger in his own country. To a degree that already is occur-
ring in Miami and parts of Los Angeles.

immigrants are free to speak their native language among themselves and to edu-
cate their children in the language and culture of the "Old Country" after regular
school Many immigrants acquire American language and culture, yet retain their
heritage and contribute to the cultural wealth and diversity of the nation.

Any claim that the police must learn Spanish because Hispanics cannot learn
English is insulting to Hispanics and is unwarranted. Any such claim is contradict-
ed by the untold thousands of immigrant Hispanics who do learn English and
achieve economic. educational, political and other success. What other immigrants
have done, Hispanics have done and should do equally well.

The difference between immigrants who master English after entering the U.S.
and those who do nut appears to be commitment. Some set out immediatey to learn
the language and culture They know that is expected of them and is necessary, if
they are to succeed economically.

Other immigrants of equal ability and education are content to do little or noth-
ing Perhaps they have been misled by the attitude that the police must learn Span-
ish. but they do not have to learn English.

That attitude is improper. harmful, and should be rejected.
Immigrants who deliberately refuse to learn English when they can do so may

complain that the police do not understand them. They also may complain that they
do not understand the "Miranda- warnings read to them.

In such instances the fault is not with the conscientious police officer. The fault
Iles with the mumgrant who deliberately ignored his obligation to the U.S. by re-
maining ignorant

Teaching police to speak Spanish and recruiting Spanish-speaking officers may
lessen. but will not solve the problem. The solution is with the Hispanics, them-
selves

Hispanic complaints will be reduced if the Hispanic community and its members
commit themselves to mastering American language, law and customs for them-
slves, then children. and even the illegal aliens among them

Argun. Or(

Hi:WA Nic. SAID EAoFri To LEARN Efsan.isn

Nori-: The billowing article was written by Jose E So lano, Centro Cul-
tural public relations director and Washington County Migrant Education Coordina
for

Mr Henry Kane. in his published opinion [Hillsboro Argus, 12/3/S3i on Hispan-
ics and the English language. affords us an opportunity to address the unfortunately
oiiiiirthai ignorance and misconceptions held on this subject We- are impressed nev-
erthelss by the openness he expresses when he states. "I would be happy to be COT
retied where shall we start?

Mr Kane says he has not read that "Hispanic leaders place priority on preparing
Hispanics- to !yarn first how to read write, and speak English. I don't know what
h's been reading or not reachng but as an Hispanic educator in touch with a great
many Hiso., lot leaders. I can say that we place the highest priority on learning
English well

education and bilingual education programs make English language de-
%tdopmnt their top priority. Literally hundreds of Hispanic adults try to enter the
migrant education program in our country just to learn English and we can't accept
thorn N1M., we serve only schoolage children. With their meager migrant worker
...nor les they ,an't .iftorn the one or two English as a second language eESLi courses
available ;n Washington County colleges iliemember, the national poverty Ina is

double their .average annual income i If ESI. classes were readily available they
would he flooded, as are our summer secondary shoo! classes for teenagers.

There is more to be said, but this should suffice to refute Mr. Kane s contention
that Hispanics don't want tc, learn English.
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Another common error is to compare Europena immigrants with Hispanics in theU 4 14.C4 remember that it was the Anglo population that emigrated west intoMexican territory It was the Angles that refused to adapt to the "language, lawand customs" of Mexico as Mr. Kane wishes Mexicans to do in present U.A71.4141
Particularly repulsive to the Anglos was the freeing of slaves, which Mexico in-sisted an. So the Anglos conquered the Mexican territories and imposed the Anglolanguage, customs, and law which included the acceptance of slavery and the gener-al expropriation of Mexican and Indian land.
Denied a good education and decent wages and buffered by rampant racism, theydid the only thing they couldwhich was to try and maintain their own communi-

ties, the "barrios," where they felt secure to live in harmony with their languageand customs
It is an error to imagine that when the Europeans arrived they quickly assimilat-ed English language and customs. Having lived in New York for over ;i0 years, itwas easy to observe that very f,.w o; the first generation ever learned functional

En,41 ists.

The 1?./1s1S3 Oregonian reports of Swiss immigrants that never learned Englishin Washington Counts,. But in the second and third generation it is the "foreign"language which, unfortunately. is lost, but this is because Europe is thousands ofmiles away over the ocean.
Proximity to Mexico and the rest of Latin America allows Hispanics to retain andappreciate their language and customs, and indeed, recognize its enormous impor-tance W, see that in Europe, because of the short distances between countries, it isquite common to speak two, three, or more languages.
With superficial reasoning, Mr. Kane imagines that having more than one lan-guag in a nation is a cause of "Ill-will, divisiveness, and social friction." Carriedfurther, that reasoning can conclude that having more than one religion, one cul-ture, one race, or one political party also causes "divisiveness and social friction".hence we should not allow these either. He could find endless examples fromthroughout history to support such a view, Yet we see that Switzerland is a modelof national harmony and German. French, Italian, and Romansch are recognized"national languages." In Ireland only English is spoken and it is torn by socialst rife.
Mr. Kane says that in Quebec they "pit one Canadian against another on the ir-relevant issue of language preference." But that isn't bilingualism. On the contrary,it is exactly what Mr. Kane espouses: "Language preference," Bilingualism toleratesand appreciates two or more languages. Speaking more than one language f4cili-tates communication and understanding between cultures. It reduces tensions andimproves social harmony. It would seem that this should be abundantly self evidentalm(kst by definition
The rea! causes of enmity between people are prejudice, greed, and of course, stu-pidity ilarping on differences of language, religion, etc. as causes of social disordersis to see only the excuses and scapegoats provided to mask fundamental selfishnessand egotism.
We delude ourselves if we think sameness enhances peace and harmony. Therewas sameness in Nazi Germany and we see what that produced. Cultural pluralismmakes a nation more dynamic, creative, versatile, stronger, and more democratic.Mr Kane' also is thoroughly misinformed about bilingual education. Bilingualeducation has existed for thousands of years and most often in the finest schools, Itis iin enriched educational program. In the U.S., children of limited English profi-cincy !LEI') are able to learn math, science, social studies, etc. while taking inten-sive English language courses. If they are given instruction only in English they aredeprived of an opportunity to learn other subjects since they would not understandthem (Check Lau Vs. Nichols.)
Children of European immigrants had horrendous problems in this respect andthe dropout rates were staggering. We have, to a significant extant, recognizedbetter possibilities in our public schools today. We don't have to traumatize studentsof limited English proficiency.
By the way, among the earliest bilingual schools were those of the Germans inthe Midwest around the lades. The Amish in Pennsylvania still have German/Eng-lish bilingual education. We also have public French, Russian, Yiddish, Chinese, Al-banian, and mans other bilingual programs. Why, we even have a public elementa-

ry school in Clackamas County teaching Spanish in all geodes and subjects to entire-ly Anglo students! Anglo parents are clamoring to get their kids into these classes. Iaiink most parents would do the same in Washington County if given the option.Wouldn't you Mr Kane? And it costs no more than what we have now
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Let's consider pour difficulty with having the pollee. learn Spanish I believe we
have to deal with wield WM Milly As it is. great numbers of Hispanics do not
have a real opportunity to learn English.

If they had the opportunity to learn English it would take a long time before they
dal Many are coming front Mexico or from those sanctuaries we mentioned, the
"Barrios' where they were forced to take shelter. They will keep on coming as long
as vou and the U S. farmers need them to feed our nation, or as others seek a cheap
falser market They will be driving cars, having accidents, needing directions. Some
may commit crimes, other will be falsely accused or crime victims.

There will be family feuds and --in short----have all the problems of anyone or
group It is therefor in the best interest of our community that police officers be
able to communicate with them.

Often times police officers are investigating a crime or other dangerous problem
and are unable to communicate with key witnesses. In these circumstances they are
very glad to find someone that can translate.

We cannot ignore these realities and the need to responsibly address them. What
a great advantage it would be if the police could speak the language themselves. We
must realize that we are speaking of an Hispanic community of many thousands of
persons in Washington County. And they art' paying taxes and purchasing also.

As a taxpa,.r. i think it is a very small price to pay for police officers to take
courses that %,ould provider them valuable job-related skills. I applaud the police de-
partments making strikes in this direction.

Still better would be to emplcy more Hispanic police officers who, in addition to
ha,ing Spanish language fluency, would be sensitive to the cultural differences.
Th, would also help balance the extrema 'y low proportion of ethnic minority police
officers in Washington County. I realize they are conscientiously working in this di-
rection also

We should not react metionally and ethnocentrically to terms such as -bilingual-
ism- and "foreign" language. instruction We must never confound Americanism
with Anglicism. That would he frost unAmerican. Academically, we cannot speak of
an -American culture" because our greatness consists of our multiplicity of cultures
with the freedom and respect we afford them all

I believe Mr Kane, that you and others can become' exponerts of bilingualism
and cultural pluralism if given the ortect information and explanations. I would be
happy to cordially pursue this dialogue with you. I can be reached Through the Coo-
tral Cultural of Washington County.

from itiliNhun,()H, Argu.. ih'i 1L. 19r4;ii

ISP AN IC WOES LAW TO NUMBERS HERE

tF.H11 5 NOTY 'DIP following article was written by Edith Norinaky 923 S
Baseline. Ilillboro, who notes she is a relatively new resident of this area.)

I have been readiog more and more recently about the allegedly growing problem
at Spanish speaking people who do not also speak English The 1'2/I4/S3 issue of the
Argus carried an rticle by H Kane which I think pointed to the heart of the prob-
lem that e. t h. sue the Spanish-speaking immigrant group.

The sue of the along with the fact it is diverse in terms of national origin
and language 'culture. are major factors. Because there are so many of them are
naturally more visible I would be inclined to think the latter is at least a partial
reason for the apnea ace of not learning fast enough or being motivated enough to
Ival I,, dr, ban trt11

FOR SURENli, of us have met many Spanish-speaking people who speak Eng-
lish quite well and generally have become wean-oil:lied.

The large number of other people who speak their mother tongue also makes it
less pressing for new immigrants) to learn a new language. This is an important
difference tram other. .ch smaller immigrant groups who were cast into she moist
,aram et Ainericea with few others speaking their language, these groups
leo..ned cartel -t he atl, necessity

W;iS oat the only factor. of course.. There were many others. For exam-
mi.inv of the earlier groups came from more sophisticated urban centers and

had differing degrees of exposure to media and educational resources, whereas this
population derives largely front rural settings and has had little if any exposure to
ea her
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ONCE IN THE states, the earlier groups had the advantage of smaller classes and
more of the teachers' attention, which is not possible in today's crowded schools.

I have wondered about the effect of climate on the problem, as most of this group
came from warm climates where the pace of life is, of necessity, much slower.There probably are other factors to consider in meeting the needs of the commu-nity in trying to find solutions to problems as they arise. So, it appears that we may
need to become to some extent bilingual even while we ponder the problem. That
certainly can do no ha .d may improve communications between the two larg-est groups in many con ties.

;.o knows? It might be fund to learn a new language and about anotherculture now substantially a part of the American scene.

HENRY BANE,
ATTORNEY AT Lap,

Beaverton, OR, December 2 , 1988.
JOHN TYNER, Esq.,
ikaiwrion, OR.

DEAR JOHN: This is a follow -up on the Hispanic language prbblem.
First, I have reviewed the Dec. T2, 1983 Jose E. Solano response to my letter andam happy to learn "that we place the highest priority on learning English well."Second, would you please inform me of the number of classes of all kinds avail-

able to Hispanics to learn English or to improve their mastery of English in Wash-
ington county in particular and the Portland metropolitan area in general.

What I am hoping to learn, for example, is that the local school districts, local
churches, local community organizations, and not least, the Hispanic community,
are operating English as a second language or equivalent classes for adults. I amhoping that you will inform me that there are state and/or federal greets available
for such instruction and that_ maximum effort has been made to obtain and make
maximum use of such grants.

Perhaps you will summarize the volunteer efforts of the Hispanic community toaid members to learn, improve or master English, e.g., the names of persons such as
Mr. Solano, members of your committee, and Hector Godoy, where and when they
teach, and the number of their students.

In short, what is the Hispanic community of Washington county doing to imple-
ment the position "that we place the highest priority on learning English well. "?

This outsider respectfully suggests that the answers to the -above questions be
summarized for public dissemination,.

I can think of few actions that would aid community acceptance of the Hispaniccommunity than, an authoritative summary of efforts made to aid Hispanics to
master English, and community realization that the Hispanic community, in fact, is
making a maximum effort in this important area. For all I know, for example, the
community and/or various organizations distributes videocassette tapes of ESL les-
sons, and is asking Oregon Public Television to run ESL classes.

And for all I know the Hispanic community has recruited non-Spanish-speaking
volunteers to speak to Hispanics on U.S. culture, customs and laws, etc. If there are
such classes, I'll volunteer to lecture. However, I stopped at one year of high school
Spanish and have forgotten 99% of what I learned some 41 years ago.

There are a number of pasaages in Mr. Solano's letter that cause me concern from
the standpoint of encouraging Hispanics to master English.

The second column indicates there are but one or two ESL courses in colleges in
Washington county colleges and that many would -be students cannot afford the tui-tion. _

_ _

Thisfactor raises the nuestion of whether state/federal grants are available, andif not, what, if anything, can be done to obtain such grants in future state /federal
budgets.

Assuming argendo that there are no federal funds for ESL instruction for H'Ipan-
ics, perhaps the Reagan administration can be encouraged to "woo" the Hispanic
vote by asking Congress for such funds. I suspect that the Democratic party press
dential hopefuls would be inclined to encourage the concept or principle. The time
to ask is before primary and general elections,

And if funds are unavailable, what can the community at large, not merely the
Hispanic community, do in the way of volunteer teachers meeting in schools at
night and/or churches or community facilities during the day?

And does the Hispanic community have a list of Spanish-speaking volunteers
given to the sheriff and various police departments who have volunteered to aid law

4
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enforcement authorities, e.g., by riding as a volunteer in police cars and being on
call" or short notice?

There are a number of :mitten with which I could take issue in Mr. So lano's
letter, but they are irrelevant to my purpose of encouraging the maximum amount
of ESL. etc. instruction to aid all members of the Hispanic conimunity.

The So lano letter can be interpreted to stand for the proposition that first genera-
tion Hispanics should not be expected to learn English because other immigrants
have not done so.

I accept as correct that many first generation immigrants have not learned Eng-
lish, but the distinction between them and Hispanics is that earlier immigrants
were not demanding that law enforcement authorities learn the immigrant's native
language. Again, I stand to and would be happy to be corrected.

The Dec. 27, 1983 Hillsboro Arg,us article on the issue said at the bottom of the
first column: "Both Caucasian and Hispanic members ' .

Subject to correction, I respectfully retbmit that if the term "Caucasian" is used.
almost all, if not all, Hispanics should be identified as "Caucasian." I have a great-
grandson, Ernesto Morales, Jr., who will be five this 12/31/83, whose mother is my
caucasian granddaughter and whose father is the son of Mexican immigrants (who
do not speak English, I am told). "Little Ernie as we call him, fs "caucasian" in ap-
pearance and fact.

If members of your committee must be differentiated, I respectfully suggest use of
"Hispanic" and "non- Hispanic. "Caucasian," it is submitted, is less than accurate.
My understanding is that many Hispanics are a mixutre of various groups, e.g.,
Spaniards and Indians, while others such as residents of the Argentine and mi-
grants from Spain and citizens of Mexico, for example, who have not inter-married,
consider themselves "Caucasians."

During our recent telephone conversation you mentioned a certain book. It may
be appropriate to obtain maximum distribution of that book.

One of my post-WW II college instructors was an Army WAC who learned Japa-
nese in part by watching Japanese films week after week. She said they all had the
same theme of a family in which the husband goes wrong, the wife carries on and
by her efforts her erring husband reforms.

It appears to me that one method of learning English is to combine instruction
with television-watching.

Somewhere I read of a Russian immigrant girl who came to the U.S. at the age of
13 and learned English by watching American TV for two months. She later mar-
ried a lawyer who won a lawsuit compelling the University of California at Davies
to admit her to its medical school on her merits after she rejected "affirmative
action" as a minority.

I have nothing against bi-culturism in its proper sphere. As a child I was influ-
enced by a culture that assumed one who did not speak Frendi was uneducated. My
late mother spoke beautiful French learned in Canada after she and her family
moved from London to Montreal. I studied French in high school, and some years
ago, at PSU at night:

Mr. Solano's letter concludes:
"We should not react emotionally and ethnocentrically to terms such as 'bilin-

gualLam' and 'foreign' language instruction. We must never confound Americanism
with Anglicism. That would be most unAmerican. Academically, we cannot speak of
an 'American culture' because our greatness consists of our multiplicity of cultures
with the freedom and respect we afford them all.

"I believe Mr. Kane that you and others can become exponents of bilingualism
and cultural pluralism if given thecorrect information and explanations.

I cannot speak for others, of course, but I do not believe I react emotionally to
bilingualism and foreign language instruction when those terms are used in their
proper contexts. Emotionally or otherwise, I oppose official recognition of and ex-
penditures for a foreign language benefit, among others, foreign language speak-
ing residents, legal and otherwise, who have not made the maximum effort to
master the official language of the nation in which they reside by birth, choice, mi-
gration, etc., and expect the U.S. to accommodate to them, and not otherwise.

Mr. Solano and i disagree on what is an "American culture," although we agree
that it is diverse with many roots and offshoots.

American culture, for example, is rooted in political and other pluralism repre-
sented by elections in which anyone such as ex -Rep. Anderson can compete by furm-
ing a political party. Elections are the "norm" in the U.S. Can it be said that free
elections of the American variety are the "norm" in Mexico, Central America,
South America and Spain?
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Foreign visitors to the U.S. recognize "American culture" and citizens of various
nations, including Russia, attempt to emulate some of the material aspects of our
culture, e.g., wearing of "jeans."

American culture. it is submitted, is closer to the culture of the nations of north-
ern Europe such as England, than it is to the culture of Mexico, Spain and Spanish
America.

American culture includes democracythe right of self-governmentderived inpail from England.
Query: where in a history of Mexico, Central American or South America will I

find an equivalent tradition of self-government starting with the first settlers?
Query: where in such a history will I find references to the equivalent in the

United States of the expectation that public officials shall be honest, shall ,got
accept graft/bribes, and if they break the law, are held to account for their trans-
gressions?

As a generality, Mexico, Brazil and Central and South America were settled about
one century earlier than the first Eag lish, Dutch and Swedish colonies of North
America For various reasons what is now the United States prospered, while much
of Hispanic America has net developed/prospered to the same extent.

One reasoli, it is submitted, was and is the difference between the "American"
culture and the Hispanic culture. The two cultures differ, and the dominant one in
the United States is the "American" culture that spread from the original 13 colo-
nies/states on the Atlantic Coast.

It is respectfully submitted that Hispanics will prosper materially and culturally
to the extent that they accept the best of "American" culture, e.g., initiative and
thirst for education, volunteerism, and they can do so without abandoning their His-
panic culture. It is not "either-or."

Assuming there is continuing public discussion on the issue, it is submitted that
discussion without ad hominess and other personal references is most effective.

Mr. Solano's letter does not indicete to me that the Hispanic community of Wash-
ington county is conducting/encouraging an all-out, maximum effort to enable any
member of the Hispanic community who wishes to master English to do so. Instead,
the letter refers to lack of funds, etc.

Were such an all-out program undertaken there would be little need to spend tax
money to teach law enforcement officers to speak Spanish.

And I have no objection to use of tax monies to instruct Hispanics in English and
would publicly support such expenditures. But I do object to use of tax funds to in-
struct law enforcement authorities to speak Spanish because of the premise that
Americans must learn to speak Spanish because Hispanics cannot or will not
master English.

And if there is a-' " emergency," who created the "emergency?" Certainly not the
people of Washington County!

Please feel free to distribute copies of this letter to anyone you desire, including
but not limited to Mr. So lano.

Sincerely.

a
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HENRY KANE.


